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which is pleasurable to the ears, but not supported by a strong substructure of logical arguments. He
knew that moving the audience was important to the students, but he insisted that making their speeches
appealing is something they could do on their own, while argumentation needed to be learned through
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ABSTRACT

THE MINOR DECLAMATIONS AND ROMAN RHETORICAL EDUCATION
Nikola Golubovic
Cynthia Damon

In this dissertation, I demonstrate how the Minor Declamations, a Latin rhetorical text of
unknown authorship from the early Roman empire, can be used as a window into the
ways that Romans of the imperial period taught and learned the rhetorical skills that
would dominate their future as speakers, writers, and thinkers. Originating from the
classes of an unknown Teacher, these declamatory controversiae with didactic comments
provide unprecedented insights into Roman rhetorical instruction. I first use paratexts
transmitted together with the Minor Declamations to reconstruct their earliest physical
form as a cache of class notes which was only gradually assembled into the collection we
have today. Then, I demonstrate that units of individual controversiae reflect curricular
progression. Contrary to current belief, stylistic features of certain parts of the text
suggest that some of these units could have been written down by students during class
time, and not prepared in advance by the Teacher. In other words, at least some parts of
the text are a collective product of the Teacher who delivered the lectures and the
students who edited his lessons as they wrote them down. Finally, I show that this
Teacher had adopted a pragmatic teaching philosophy in designing his curriculum: he
only taught the core parts of a declamatory speech (argumentation) and bypassed the
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marginal ones such as proems and epilogues. From his programmatic statements scattered
across the collection I conclude that this approach was crafted in response to the current
debates on style and “decline of oratory.” The Teacher defended his choices from
students’ criticism, arguing that an excess of epideictic elements results in declamation
which is pleasurable to the ears, but not supported by a strong substructure of logical
arguments. He knew that moving the audience was important to the students, but he
insisted that making their speeches appealing is something they could do on their own,
while argumentation needed to be learned through sustained practice. His program is
therefore not striving to change the prevailing taste, but rather to ensure modern oratory
has substance.
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INTRODUCTION

1. The objectives of this dissertation
Ancient education has been an area of steady progress in scholarship over the past several
decades. If publication of synthetic companion volumes is a good metric by which to
judge the state of the field, then the 2015 Blackwell Companion to Ancient Education
indicates that scholars are now able to systematize their individual insights and
communicate them in a way that invites new engagement. 1 A look at this volume’s
Contents reveals a wealth of approaches to the diverse phenomenon that was education in
Antiquity. No longer merely the study of Greek and Roman literate schooling, the scope
of what is studied as “education” is now expanded to include education in medicine,
mathematics, the visual arts, and the education of groups such as slaves and women, to
name just a few examples. Methodologies have been perfected and new ones developed,
too: material culture that goes beyond book fragments is now fruitfully used in research,
and things like architecture of school spaces play an increasingly important role in our
understanding of how education worked. New theoretical frameworks are being devised
to re-center basic scholarly assumptions about how the ancients themselves used their
own education and engaged with the education of the persons in their proximity. 2 And
these are merely the recent developments: scholars of education have in the more distant

Bloomer (2015); see also Grubbs and Parkin (2013), a handbook focused more specifically on children in
Antiquity.
2
For example, Bloomer (2011), Arthur-Montagne (2015).
1

1

past produced some of the most compelling and enduring pieces of scholarship in all of
classical studies. 3
Yet despite all this, there still remain significant gaps in knowledge even about
the most studied corners of ancient literate education. An accomplished Italian scholar
asked in a 2010 chapter “how is declamation taught?” (come si insegnava a declamare?). 4
He then outlined some didactic routines in ancient rhetorical education on the basis of
their representation in literary and even a few epigraphic sources. Practices he traced
include dictation, performance before parents, public competitions in composing prose
and verse declamations, and others. Because mentions of this kind appear relatively
rarely in sources, studies such as this one usually gather material from different eras and
places, and assume that the same methods were employed in Greek and Latin rhetorical
education. Scholars must work with what they have, but it is a fact that the most
advanced education in the Greco-Roman world, the training in oratorical composition and
delivery, varied greatly between Rome and the provinces, between Latin and Greek
instruction. 5 And we in fact know the least about how exactly rhetoric was taught and
learned at Rome during the Republic and in the Early and High Empire. There are plenty
of sources that report some people’s moral judgements about rhetorical education, 6 but
very few that describe the actual processes and curricula. In particular, declamation was

Examples include Kaster (1988), Morgan (1998), Cribiore (2001). See also the edited volume of Too
(2001). On education in Late Antiquity, see now Stenger (2022).
4
Stramaglia (2010).
5
See Cribiore (2001) 233–234.
6
Representations or Roman schooling are the subject of Bloomer (2011). For the earliest “stories about
school,” see Chapter 2.
3

2

the subject of some finger-wagging by cultural traditionalists or those who wanted to
imitate or ridicule traditionalist views.
Though our understanding of declamation at Rome, especially its history and
forms, has been heavily skewed by the influence of Seneca the Elder, we nonetheless
know there were two main types of declamation in the early Empire. 7 Suasoriae were
mock-deliberative speeches addressed to historical or fictional personalities.
Controversiae were mock-judicial speeches on a set topic. Both exercises were practiced
by students who had already gone through a hefty course of grammar and preparatory
exercises (progymnasmata). Suasoriae were considered simpler of the two, and
declaiming controversiae was the crowning achievement of Roman education. But even
though most, if not all, elite adolescents at Rome declaimed controversiae, it was an
enduring literary topos to write about declamation in negative ways. We need only
remember the speech Encolpius delivers in what by accident of transmission is the
opening passage of the surviving part of Petronius’ Satyricon: his objections about
declamation’s absurdity, uselessness for actual forensic practice, and fictiveness, are an
elaborated version of the complaints that every other author who writes about
declamation raised. Found not only in satire but across genres, these are moral, cultural,
and gendered criticisms that barely have any functional and educational rationale beyond
repeating that declamation is “useless.” Yet from all these representations we can read
very little about the actual teaching of declamatory controversiae. Literary sources
present a rhetorically constructed imago of declamation, while the real thing continues to

7

Though outdated, Bonner (1949) is still the main introduction to declamation at Rome.

3

escape us. Most of the extant examples of real controversiae are either too short and
fragmentary, or too removed from the school to give any good impression about how
controversiae were taught.
The main objective of this dissertation is to help to fill this gap. Among the extant
Latin controversiae, there is one text that we know pertained to teaching declamation to a
group of students. The Minor Declamations, as they are called by modern convention, is
a text that has been known since the fifteenth century. 8 It is a collection of declamatory
controversiae, 144 surviving out of the original 388. What reveals that these
controversiae are closely related to teaching are didactic remarks, spoken in the persona
of a teacher addressing students during class time, that precede (and sometimes interrupt)
the actual controversiae (speeches, orations). Each controversia has a unique stated topic
(thema), a title, and each is numbered in rising succession (going from 244 to 388 in the
extant text). The author and date of the Minor Declamations are unknown. Ever since the
Early Modern period and into the late twentieth century, some scholars have considered
Quintilian as the author, but this is indicated nowhere in the main text of the
controversiae we have today. Scholars have demonstrated significant similarities in
rhetorical doctrine between the MD and Quintilian’s Institutio Oratoria, though there has
perhaps been a tendency to underplay the more subtle but important differences.
Quintilian refers throughout the IO to his experience as a teacher, and to teaching
controversiae in particular. Two additions that were included in the text of the MD in the

Throughout this dissertation I refer to the Minor Declamations with an abbreviation of their English title,
MD. To avoid confusion, all references to the Major Declamations either use their full English title, or the
second word of their conventional Latin title, Maiores.

8
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course of transmission identify Quintilian as the author, but this is not a sufficient reason
to declare the matter settled. Yet the doctrinal proximity to Quintilian has led to a
consensus that if perhaps not Quintilian’s, the text cannot be too far removed in time and
space from him. With a healthy dose of academic skepticism, most scholars nowadays
consider the Minor Declamations a product of the later Flavian times or perhaps (and in
my opinion more likely) the next century, second century CE. The location of
composition will most likely be Rome. We are looking, then, at a text coming from the
office of a Roman rhetor, perhaps one occupying the position funded from the state fiscus
that was first established for Quintilian. 9 All things considered, the Minor Declamations
are a unique piece of evidence about Roman education at the topmost level: no other text
in Latin matches them in heft, function, or time and place of composition. Through the
Minor Declamations we get a window into Roman education at the time of Rome’s
imperial, political, and economic peak.
This dissertation, then, is a case study in Roman education. Its goal is to give
original insights about how declamatory controversiae were taught at Rome in the High
Empire. This question is pursued through a sustained analysis of a substantial and directly
relevant body of text. The approximate date and provenance of the Minor Declamations
justify the assumption that answers can be surmised from them. The responses this
dissertation proposes are not intended to be comprehensive, however: its aim is to outline
the practices and habits of one teacher (and, to some extent, his students), with the
understanding that his unique experiences are reasonably representative of the broader

9

On this “chair” see Kraus (2014).
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practices of teachers in the same general period at Rome, and perhaps in the Latinspeaking provinces as well.
While the discoveries this dissertation makes are advancing knowledge about
Roman rhetorical education, they also help us better understand declamation as a hybrid
of school exercise and literary genre. It is difficult to overstate the import of declamation
on Roman culture: together with grammar, declamation was the crucial educational force
that formed the Latin-speaking ruling class culturally and ideologically. This fact alone
justifies study of declamation. But this dissertation is not only a study of elite education.
Because the Minor Declamations present the teaching process from the point of view of
the teacher, this is in fact an investigation into the work processes of Roman education’s
non-elite agents. Despite being of higher social status than grammarians (grammatici),
rhetoricians (rhetores) were still outclassed by their students. Regarding the labor
conducted in the Roman schoolroom there was a clear distinction between that of the
teacher and of the students. Though the teacher was the exclusive holder of expertise, his
role was seen as ancillary. His knowledge did not raise him socially above the students,
and when he imparted it to them, the students did not duplicate the teacher’s expertise.
Despite the significant amount of effort that the students expended, the ideological
framing of rhetorical education upheld the status imbalance in the schoolroom. They
never became experts, because expert knowledge was seen as low-status and servile.
Teachers, however, had an almost unlimited freedom to come up with personal ways of
translating their expert knowledge into its socially acceptable non-expert counterpart,
while still being rigorous and demanding of their students. The Minor Declamations are a
6

rare written record of how one rhetor did this, i.e. how he combined vast expertise in
rhetorical theory, literature, ideology, and even law, and turned it into a dynamic teaching
program for adolescent pupils. In several places in the MD we have an opportunity to
infer the students’ responses to this program, and tensions revealed there are illustrative
of the social dynamic that was just described. This dissertation, then, is also an
investigation into marginalized labor in Roman book-related work, a topic that has
recently been gaining considerable traction in Latin studies.
This dissertation also aims to establish a new critical paradigm for studying
rhetorical texts, particularly rhetorical commentarii, which is an ill-defined umbrella term
for many different kinds of “informal” writing that often found its way into the hands of
those who (supposedly) were not meant to read them. References to such writing are not
infrequent, but the Minor Declamations are the most voluminous instantiation that we
can read today. Because of their particular nature and history, the MD, I argue, cannot be
studied using only one literary-critical paradigm. Across four chapters I make use of the
insights and methods of reception studies, material book studies, and I employ literary,
stylistic, and rhetorical analysis. Close reading is a tool I keep returning to. All these
methodologies are used in conjunction rather than succession. It is my hope that the
critical paradigm established here will be useful, with necessary adjustments, in future
study of texts that pertain to education, which includes, among other things, the study of
declamatory texts. My aim is also to be conversant with the fields whose methodologies I
appropriate, and to in turn contribute to them in definitive ways from the standpoint of

7

Latin studies while staying on the dissertation’s defined course. Interdisciplinarity, in
other words, is a give-and-take process in this research.
In a broader, but no less important sense, throughout this dissertation I also seek
to examine what “declamation” actually is. Our familiarity with declamation depends the
surviving declamatory texts and on the literary discussions and representations of
declamation. While the corpus of Latin declamatory texts is of manageable size, it is at
the same time extremely variegated. Consider the controversia, the variety of
declamation disproportionately represented among our evidence: three texts present
themselves as controversiae – Seneca’s Controversiae, the Minor Declamations, and the
Major Declamations. Even the excerpted sententiae of Calpurnius Flaccus come from
controversiae, and each numbered unit is introduced by a mock-judicial thema.
Controversiae in these four collections are of unequal size, scope, and style (not to
mention function). As we shall see in Chapter 4, Seneca and the Teacher behind the
Minor Declamations used diametrically opposed theoretical criteria when they picked
what to present as controversiae. Unlike any other text in this group, the Major
Declamations are complete, sizeable, and fully developed speeches. How, then, is it
possible that all these texts are controversiae when they have so little in common with
each other (apart from their topics)? The Minor Declamations have “declamation” in
their title and their speeches were labeled by a later editor as declamationes throughout,
but in fact the word declamatio appears only 8 times in the main text, and in its one
occurrence (270.2) the word declamator is used pejoratively. The word controversia
appears much more frequently (42 times) and has a neutral ring to it. In other words, the
8

headings “declamatio” were imposed as a straitjacket on a text which itself avoided this
label. All this indicates that in its textual manifestation, declamation – and particularly
controversia – was extremely unstable. Originating from an ephemeral and oral school
exercise, declamation did not possess the same textual integrity that was de rigeur in
other literary genres. When putting together declamations in writing, authors did not feel
compelled to fashion complete texts that have a beginning, middle, and ending, but rather
picked and chose whatever parts they liked or fit their current purposes. In Seneca’s and
Teacher’s case this is especially obvious, though perhaps even Calpurnius Flaccus
decided that sententiae alone will suffice for a written collection of controversiae.
Readers felt entitled to intervene in such texts. Each author knew what the ideal and
complete declamation would be but chose to write down a version “excerpted” from an
imaginary whole. On the example of the Minor Declamations, then, this dissertation
investigates declamation’s textual nature as an inherent fragment, an unstable
commentarius without cultural prestige that would ensure its preservation and intact
transmission. 10
The general reader of this dissertation will be prompted into thinking about some
enduring issues and others that are perhaps particularly relevant in today’s world. What is
the overarching goal of education? What is the job of the educator and what that of the
students in the reciprocal relationship of learning? How to balance specialized and
general instruction? How to negotiate the tension between the utilitarian and the abstract
in education? How to ensure that students’ input about what they are taught and teaching
While never actually realized in practice, preservation and intact transmission were ideals reserved for
“proper” literary texts that had the prestige which declamation lacked.
10

9

methods is valued and implemented in ways that serve them well? What is the
appropriate role of written materials in teaching? How to guarantee fair distribution of
workload between students and teachers? These are only some possible topics for
reflection by non-specialist readers of this study on Roman education. Despite their
cultural and “institutional” specificity, the Minor Declamations capture an act that is
today practiced in every corner of the world. What could be more elemental than learning
and teaching? The teachers of our time are well aware that there are no cookie-cutter
solutions for effective teaching and that constant adaptation is necessary. The Teacher of
the Minor Declamations demonstrates in his controversiae that he knew this as well. His
pragmatism betrays devotion to his job and determination to help students become
effective declaimers. That sentiment alone deserves some recognition.

2. What are the Minor Declamations?
The Minor Declamations are not an ordinary Roman literary text. They were not written
with the intention of being circulated. Whereas a Roman author, for example Cicero,
would dictate a conceptual book of prose to his amanuenses and then have copies made
to send to his trusted friends for review, what we call the Minor Declamations were
probably written in a setting less private than an individual’s home. Even a quick glance
shows that our text is closely associated with teaching. Didactic comments written in the
voice of a teacher who is addressing students suggest that what we read is in fact some
sort of a record of the act of teaching. We cannot even know with absolute certainty who
recorded the teaching in writing. A straightforward and widely accepted explanation
10

holds that these are in fact notes which a teacher wrote ahead of class for his personal
use. Yet as we shall see in this dissertation, this view can be brought into question with a
close scrutiny of certain stretches of the text. Even without deep analysis, it is possible to
imagine that the text we are reading was written after the teaching took place, or even
recorded during class time by the teacher, students, or someone else.
There is also the issue of size. The Minor Declamations are a collection of 388
individual controversiae, that is to say separate lessons that were taught or at least meant
to be taught. In addition to not knowing how they were written, we have even less
knowledge about how these controversiae were assembled into a collection. Does their
sequence reflect chronological progression of the curriculum? Or was there an
unorganized pile of papyrus leaves with individual controversiae that someone glued
together to form a book roll? Did someone copy them onto a blank roll, grouping
controversiae together according to some organizing principle? When did the assembling
of this collection take place? How do we explain the variation in length and scope
between controversiae and the fact that some have didactic comments while others do
not, or even that some lack declamatory speeches altogether?
These are intriguing questions, and they are also questions of fundamental
importance for the study of this text. Their urgency means that the Minor Declamations
cannot be treated and studied like any other work of Latin literature. When Virgil’s
Eclogues or Tacitus’ Annals are studied, scholars can largely ignore the specifics of these
works’ original composition and even transmission, and most indeed do. They instead
immediately ask questions about poetic and rhetorical aspects of these works, and
11

associate literary strategies with authorial agendas. The Minor Declamations are a
different text altogether. The context of their original composition means that they are
less germane to “literary” texts than they are to documentary evidence. Yet they are also
completely dissimilar to a cache of “school” papyri. Unlike most papyri, the MD are
exceptionally well-preserved. They were also transmitted, i.e. copied through a
succession of parchment codices, and not accidentally preserved by being buried deep in
the deserts of Oxyrhynchus. And unlike most such material, their language is Latin, and
they seem to pertain to Rome, not the periphery of the Empire.
Their transmission is another factor that makes the Minor Declamations an
oddball in the corpus of Latin literature. The MD, itself a collection of individual
controversiae, were only transmitted as part of a larger corpus of declamatory texts. As
far as we can tell, the texts in this corpus included the MD, the short “declamations” of
Calpurnius Flaccus, excerpts from the Controversiae of Seneca the Elder, and possibly
some other texts as well. What is more, the largest part of the MD, the first text in this
corpus, is lost: only the last 144 of the original 388 controversiae are extant. The first 244
are gone without any trace. The formation of this declamatory corpus is mysterious: we
do not know when, by whom, or to what purpose it was put together. Yet this corpus is
the great bottleneck through which most of the extant Latin declamatory texts were
transmitted. Like the MD, the work of Calpurnius Flaccus has only been preserved thanks
to this corpus, and so have the excerpts of Seneca the Elder, which contain parts of text
that were lost in the unexcerpted tradition. To put it in simple terms, the Minor
Declamations have not just been copied multiple times like any other text, they were also
12

assembled into corpora, and perhaps re-arranged and otherwise manipulated at least
twice. What we read today is the product of ancient “editorial” work, several steps
removed from the (already unclear) context of primary composition.
To read the Minor Declamations like any other work of Latin literature would
therefore mean ignoring all these issues, and the MD simply do not agree with the
standard literary-critical paradigms. In this dissertation, therefore, I study the MD
synthetically, by embracing these issues. While the ultimate aim of this dissertation is to
learn how declamation was taught and what this particular teacher’s approaches to
teaching were, I seek answers by approaching the MD from different directions. I first
study the formation and arrangement of the collection, matters which are inextricably tied
to the history of transmission from schoolroom to multiple-author declamatory corpus. I
then analyze the function and style of Teacher’s didactic remarks in relation to his
curriculum, his relationship with the students, and their participation in the text’s
recording. Finally, I examine how the variable scope of the model speeches reflects
Teacher’s theoretical positions. Through an analysis of his programmatic remarks, I
explore how he translated rhetorical theory into a modern and pragmatic didactic program
which represented his personal views.
No other piece of evidence gives us access to the Roman declamatory
schoolroom. No other text holds in itself several centuries of reception, not just its own,
but of an entire genre and educational practice. By studying the Minor Declamations we
advance knowledge on Roman education, declamation, scholarship in antiquity, book
history, as well as ancient reception and canon formation. Though they were perhaps
13

overlooked thanks to scholarly prejudice against declamation, or owing to their
seemingly unattractive literary exterior, I hope to show that the study of the Minor
Declamations pays off on several fronts that are all crucial for better understanding
Roman literature and culture.

3. Relationship to previous scholarship
The Minor Declamations have attracted comparatively little attention from scholars, and
this holds true on more than one level. First, declamation has generally been a fringe
subject in Latin studies. However, towards the end of the twentieth century, scholars
began to scrutinize declamatory texts for tidbits related to Roman histoire des mentalités.
Seneca the Elder garnered particular interest: two scholarly monographs about him
appeared within the space of three years. 11 Thanks to his famous son and the survival of
prefaces through which he projects a strong authorial persona, Seneca has remained the
most studied Latin declamatory author. 12 But while Seneca attracts by virtue of being an
identifiable historical figure and a capital-A Author, there has also been something of a
surge in declamation studies over the past twenty years. The Minor Declamations,
however, have mostly remained on the sidelines within this scholarly movement: in a
2016 edited volume on “the Declamations ascribed to Quintilian,” only 2 out of 13 papers
are concerned with the MD. 13 Within the small tsunami of conference proceedings on

Sussman (1978), Fairweather (1981).
See, most recently, Dinter, Guérin, and Martinho (2020).
13
Dinter, Guérin, and Martinho (2016).
11
12
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Latin declamation, the MD were given their share in 2016. 14 It is hardly a fair share,
though: one could read through the more topic-driven among the edited volumes and not
realize the Minor Declamations ever existed. 15 If a monograph on Latin declamation
appears, its index is the only reliable tool for finding out whether the MD have been
discussed at all. 16 The one edited volume dedicated specifically to the Minor
Declamations suffers from that genre’s inherent weakness: it is a collage of different
interests and approaches, with varying quality among the papers. Perhaps because of the
large number of individual controversiae in the MD, one can observe a predilection for a
“fragmented” approach, i.e. the study of specific declamations without regard for the
collection’s larger function, let alone original composition or transmission. This is also
the case with journal articles from the last couple of decades. A good point of contrast are
the Major Declamations: in addition to conference volumes, 17 there also appeared a
monograph in English on the Maiores, 18 and an international team of scholars continues
to publish voluminous editions of individual Major Declamations with commentary. 19
The Minor Declamations, in turn, remain an afterthought in an expanding field of Latin
studies. The title of Shackleton Bailey’s Loeb translation (“The Lesser Declamations”) is
perhaps betraying something of the general attitude.
This is however not to say that nothing at all is being written about the MD. The
existing scholarship can be divided into three groups: textual scholarship, commentaries,
Casamento, Mal-Maeder, and Pasetti (2016).
See Amato, Citti, and Huelsenbeck (2015), Schröder and Schröder (2003); one paper in Poignault and
Schneider (2016).
16
As in Gunderson (2003). Mal-Maeder (2007) makes ampler use of the MD.
17
Dinter, Guérin, and Martinho (2016); Lovato, Stramaglia, and Traina (2021).
18
Bernstein (2013).
19
On this project see Stramaglia (2009).
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and case studies. The third group we have just described. Textual works form the most
enduring strain in this tripartite tradition: after the publication of the editio princeps in
1494, a number of variorum editions had appeared in which scholars tried to improve the
text by emendation. Ritter’s landmark 1884 edition shifted the study of the text towards
critical methodology. 20 Wahlén revisited the text and brought his choice emendations to it
in 1930. 21 A century after Ritter, Winterbottom edited the text again and produced what is
still the standard text today. 22 Shackleton Bailey took Winterbottom’s text as a starting
point for his Teubner edition, 23 but, typically for him, adopted a more interventionist
approach to the text. Seventeen years later he also published a Loeb translation, excellent
in its own right, accompanied by further emendations in the Latin text. 24 After the work
of these two accomplished textual critics, we might think that the text is as close as it can
get to being satisfactory; after all, the bipartite textual tradition only has a handful of
surviving manuscripts, which all carry nearly the same text. Yet significant contributions
are still being made in this area.
Bart Huelsenbeck has recently intervened with two papers. 25 In the earlier of the
two, Huelsenbeck analyzes marginal notes in the best surviving textual witness, the
Montpellier manuscript, 26 arguing that their form and style suggest an early date for the
marginalia themselves as well as the declamatory corpus they were attached to. In the
Ritter (1884), preceded by a (mostly textual) companion piece, Ritter (1881).
Wahlén (1930).
22
Winterbottom (1984).
23
Shackleton Bailey (1989).
24
Shackleton Bailey (2006).
25
Huelsenbeck (2016) and (2020).
26
Bibliothèque interuniversitaire, Section Médecine H 126. Throughout this dissertation I refer to this
manuscript either with the Latinized form “Montepessulanus,” or, less frequently, as “the Montpellier
manuscript.”
20
21
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later paper, Huelsenbeck discusses a manuscript fragment which contains portions of the
Minor Declamations and which is kept at Leuven. He argues that this fragment comes
from a manuscript close in date to the Montepessulanus, but related to the β-branch
instead. He also gives a brief survey of MD’s ancient transmission. I engage with
Huelsenbeck’s work closely in Chapter 1, and while I find his contributions revealing,
some of my conclusions are different than his. This will be especially apparent in the
final paragraphs of Chapter 1, where I argue that the declamatory corpus must be of later
date than what Huelsenbeck proposes. Also, while his incorporation of the Leuven
fragments into the stemma is valuable, his discussion of the ancient transmission is brief,
and his inferences about it do not always add up. The scope and objectives of his two
papers are to a good degree different than mine (he is more focused on the relationship
between extant manuscripts), and he never pursues paratextual evidence within the Minor
Declamations. Huelsenbeck has been a significant travelling companion for some
portions of this dissertation. At the same time, throughout this dissertation I demonstrate
that my approach, grounded in paratext, is changing our understanding of the collection
in fundamental ways. Issues of original composition and early transmission necessitate a
revision of even the most basic assumptions we make about the text. To take just one
example, the layers of paratext force us to reconsider what ought to be printed in the
apparatus and what on the page – or shown on the screen in a digital edition.
Commentaries are often an outgrowth of textual scholarship. Such was the case
with Winterbottom’s 1984 text, which was accompanied by a commentary. Having
already published a Loeb translation (with a revised text) of Elder Seneca and an Oxford
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text of Quintilian’s Institutio, 27 Winterbottom was ideally equipped to undertake this task.
In its juxtaposition of the MD with Quintilian and other declamatory texts in Greek and
Latin, the commentary is a fine specimen of its genre: it has showed me the way and
saved me from embarrassment on many occasions. Yet the introduction leaves much to
be desired, as I show on multiple occasions. Paths not taken in Winterbottom’s
introduction, together his frequently underexamined statements, are among the driving
forces behind my project.
Exactly 35 years after Winterbottom’s commentary, a group of mostly Italian
scholars published Volume 1 of a new commentary accompanied by a text based on
Winterbottom’s and an Italian translation. 28 It has been received well. 29 This
commentary’s selling point, according to the authors, is its interdisciplinarity: the
commentators are experts in cultural history, philology, rhetoric, law, and anthropology. 30
The Introduction incorporates advancements in scholarship since Winterbottom’s edition.
Though important, these updates largely have to do with a revision of the stemma. This
Introduction also does not challenge the communis opinio established by Winterbottom in
any substantial way. The authors do in fact expand on Winterbottom’s sometimes terse
points (the Introduction is much fuller than that of W.), but they hardly tread new ground
or challenge his fundamental assumptions. Original composition and ancient
transmission, for example, are a non-issue for Pasetti’s team as they were for
Winterbottom. Still, as a general overview for the first-time reader, the new Introduction
Winterbottom (1970) and (1974).
Pasetti et al. (2019). Two more volumes are in preparation.
29
Schneider (2020).
30
Pasetti et al. (2019) vii.
27
28
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is the best one currently available (even though I would still advise keeping
Winterbottom nearby). 31 But it does remain a missed opportunity.
The commentary itself leaves the reader with a similar impression. Each
controversia is introduced by excellent summary-overviews. But the exegesis is focused
above all on explicating language and discovering unique expressions. 32 In my opinion,
the level of detail at times goes too far (compare W.’s one volume vs Pasetti’s planned
three). References to the Institutio Oratoria are frequent, which was also a major strength
of Winterbottom’s notes. Indeed, the authors often refer to Quintilian via Winterbottom.
The “interdisciplinary” approach is questionable, however. For example, “legal”
interpretations are mostly limited to discovering lawyerly language. While the use of
legal expressions can give scholastic controversiae a general feel of forensic oratory,
assuming the same dialectic in a Roman trial and classroom would be erroneous. This is
the topic of some debate, but to my mind, controversiae are governed primarily by genre
rules, and it has in the past been shown that their legal logic is largely unapplicable in the
Forum. 33 When it comes to anthropological interpretations, as with all readings informed
by modern theory, these are most successful when they synthetize source material, and
there have been in the past fine examples of this. 34 Anthropological readings of phrases or
sentences are inevitably forced.
The first volume produced by Pasetti and her team gives the impression that the
commentary genre had already given all it had to give in relation to the Minor
As a brief general introduction to Roman declamation, Lentano (2017) is excellent.
Compare the remarks in the review by Longobardi (2020) 821, who sees originality in this area.
33
See Dingel (1988) 4–5 on the MD and law.
34
For example, Beard (1993), Lentano (1998) and (2009).
31
32
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Declamations. Substantial advancement, it seems, can come not from focused and
fragmented readings but from the opposite, i.e. contextualized synthesis. While I agree
that it is necessary to pry open the text from different sides, I do not necessarily see
ancient law or anthropological theory as the appropriate tools. The greatest contribution
of Pasetti’s volume is that it makes the MD accessible to an Italian audience. It is also by
no means a poor commentary: it is up to date, detailed, and it provides ample
bibliography. 35 Readers of individual controversiae should consult it. But Pasetti and her
team do not break ground that Winterbottom, who apparently oversaw the project from
close proximity, had not already broken. 36
The purpose of this brief book review was to illustrate, on a recent example, how
persistently piecemeal the scholarship on the MD is. It confirms that this is true
regardless of genre, whether in journal articles, chapters, or multi-volume books. There
is, however, one exception. Joachim Dingel’s 1988 monograph, a revision of his 1972
Tübingen thesis, has been hailed as a magisterial treatment of the Minor Declamations. 37
The fact that no monographs on the MD were published after it in any language illustrates
its influence. It will therefore be necessary to explain the differences between this
dissertation and Dingel’s book, which started as a Habilitation thesis.
To start with an obvious observation, the title is revealing: Scholastica materia:
Untersuchungen zu den Declamationes minores und der Institutio oratoria Quintilians.
The MD certainly were scholastica materia, though their exact relationship with the
Cited works are for the most part in Italian and French, though Anglophone scholarship is by no means
neglected. The ratio is reflective of scholarly interest.
36
On W.’s contributions see Pasetti et al. (2019) viii and xxxviii.
37
Rutherford (1990), Winterbottom (1984) vii.
35
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“school” deserves more consideration. More significantly, “studies” (Untersuchungen)
suggests a loosely connected series of investigations rather than a sustained argument.
The rest of the title identifies the relationship between the MD and the Institutio Oratoria
as the main object of study. Dingel explains that the purpose of this comparison is not
finding parallels but demonstrating the extent to which the declamations are linked to
theory, and in turn showing how informed by practice the Institutio Oratoria is. 38 This
latter point assumes that the MD predate the IO and that Quintilian is their author, a
proposition that Dingel does not in fact firmly commit to. 39 In any case, the first chapter
of the book, dedicated to “structure,” deals with the didactic comments (sermones),
speeches for the “other side” (pars altera), themata, and titles. Dingel dispenses with
these parts within the space of 9 pages, then uses a similar amount of space to situate the
MD within the tradition of the rhetorical school: MD 349 is compared with Seneca, C.
2.3, and MD 381 with Seneca 9.6 and Calpurnius Flaccus 12. 40 “Part two” occupies the
whole remainder of the book. It is an analysis organized by partes orationis. The
prooemium, narratio, propositio and partitio, and epilogus (at the end of the book) are
dealt with briefly. It is argumentatio Dingel was most interested in: the ten chapters
dedicated to it are laid out according to different status (finitio, qualitas, etc.), and some
status are subdivided into different kinds of actiones. All the way through individual
controversiae are used to illustrate Dingel’s divisions and subdivisions.

Dingel (1988) 2.
Dingel (1988) 2.
40
Dingel (1988) 11–20, 21–32.
38
39
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Dingel’s neatly compartmentalized analysis is not flawed in any fundamental
way. On the contrary, status-theory, a neo-Aristotelian adaptation credited to Hermagoras
of Temnos, is the main dialectical apparatus behind declamatory controversiae. 41 And
while it is no doubt useful to be able to easily reference how different status are
employed across the Minor Declamations, one might also ask: useful to whom? for what?
Except in the case of scholars interested in the inner workings of rhetorical theory, and a
highly specific subset of rhetorical theory at that, I cannot easily imagine a research path
that would bring a reader into a head-on encounter with Dingel. With its detailed
technicality, this is also not a very inviting book. It is even less accessible to Anglophone
audiences. In the 34 years since publication, it has not earned the Minor Declamations
many new readers.
How, then, is this dissertation different? The immediate points of comparison are
Chapters 3 and 4 and Dingel’s “Part two” on partes orationis. Dingel is asking “how is
status-theory from the IO put into practice in the MD?” He exposes the theoretical
skeleton of individual controversiae. My chapter, on the other hand, is not interested in
the “how” but the “why.” Even though my chapter is partly organized by partes orationis
and comes off as the most technical of the three, rhetorical theory is of interest only to the
extent it explains Teacher’s didactic philosophy. I do not analyze how Teacher constructs
proofs or where he derives his proems from (although I do mention these things), but I
rather examine how variations in the structure of his model speeches reflect a deliberate
choice of what to teach in a given controversia or series of controversiae. While Dingel’s
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See Fairweather (1981) 166.
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neat layout gives the impression that Teacher was crafting his speeches with great
consistency, this is hardly the case. Even in argumentation itself, where Dingel spent
most time, variation illustrates a larger curricular design. Omissions of some partes
orationis, different combinations of others, use of certain types of sententiae, and
judicious employment of emotions in the form of arguments and miserationes, I argue,
reflect Teacher’s didactic employment of rhetorical theory, which he was clearly steeped
in. I also go a step further in identifying and then closely reading Teacher’s programmatic
statements in which he expresses, in few words, rationales for his choices which agree
with his practice in the model speeches.
Chapters 3 and 4 are part of this dissertation’s overall study of the curriculum and
didactic practices of the unknown Teacher who was behind the Minor Declamations. The
basic premises are that these matters can be extrapolated from the text and that this man’s
approach is representative of how declamation was taught at Rome in the post-Flavian
times. In Chapter 2 I identify thematic blocs that, I argue, reflect curricular progression. I
also analyze the style of certain didactic remarks (sermones) and outline the personal
dynamic between the teacher and students during class time. The first Chapter proposes
that the Minor Declamations qua collection possess structure that derives from their
earliest physical form, which in turn is reflective of the situation of their original
composition in the course of teaching. Herein lies the main difference between this
dissertation and Dingel’s book. While he focused on a narrow question and explored the
text’s conceptual underpinnings in isolation, I pursue my broader topic from several
angles: with analysis of the collection in its ancient, physical setting; with analysis of the
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rhetorical and metarhetorical strategies employed by the Teacher; and with analysis of his
specifically didactic employment of rhetorical theory. This approach is essentially
different not just from Dingel’s, but from everything else that has been written about the
Minor Declamations. The commentators, and also Dingel, whose book is essentially an
extended commentary on one topic, never asked the questions I treat as fundamental and
necessary: what are the Minor Declamations as a collection? How did they become the
text we read today? What can we learn from the practice of this one person about how
declamation was taught? Dingel’s is a case study in status-theory; mine is a case study in
Roman education which also contributes to the study of the material book in antiquity,
literary studies, and the study of ancient scholarship.
The four main chapters of this dissertation are as follows:
Chapter 1 is concerned with the history of the Minor Declamations as a collection. The
first half traces their “re-discovery” and reception in the fifteenth century. Some of the
now lost manuscripts, I propose, may have carried texts in addition to the MD,
Calpurnius Flaccus, and the excerpts of Seneca the Elder, and this layout reflected an
ancient declamatory corpus of wider scope. In the second half of the chapter I argue that
the MD were copied from c. 20 papyrus rolls into five codex-volumes, and from there
into a two-volume declamatory corpus. The first volume of this corpus was lost before
the archetype of all extant manuscripts was copied.
In Chapter 2 I argue that the two subscriptions transmitted in the text (at MD 307 and
350) are textually corrupt, but that their placement reflects an earlier physical state of the
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collection. I determine that the text between the two subscriptions is unique because
Teacher is unusually engaged when he gives his didactic remarks (sermones). In these
“dramatized” sermones, Teacher argues in favor of his methods, probably in response to
complaints. The precise recording of his annoyed words suggests that this stretch of text
may have been written down during class time, and circulated against Teacher’s will.
Roman students were generally apt stenographers.
In Chapter 3 I analyze the scope of the speech samples (declamationes). When he
repeatedly uses some traditional partes orationis and leaves out others, Teacher is
focusing on teaching specific declamatory skills one at a time. His use of only a certain
type of sententiae, and especially his use of emotional arguments, suggests that his
program is deliberate and pragmatic.
Working hand in hand with Chapter 3, Chapter 4 compares Teacher’s practice in the
speech samples to his programmatic sermones. In these he transforms the well-known
discourse about “corrupt rhetoric” to bolster his own program. His also discusses the
proper use of commonplaces and insists on brevity that is nonetheless comprehensive. I
argue that these attitudes suggest that Teacher’s program is fully in line with
contemporary literary tastes, while still being rigorous and demanding.
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CHAPTER 1: THE MINOR DECLAMATIONS AS A COLLECTION

1. Introduction
The purpose of the first chapter of this dissertation is to confront the issues of
composition, editing, and ancient transmission of the Minor Declamations. We will be
dealing with the period between the earliest or “schoolroom” stage of the text, and the
point when the MD became part of a multi-author declamatory corpus that also contained
the sententiae of Calpurnius Flaccus and the excerpts of the Elder Seneca. We will ask
what the initial form of the MD was and how it came to first be incorporated into a
collection, and then merged into a corpus. Insights about these questions will come from
analysis of paratext that has accrued next to the main text in the MD. 42 In addition to
topics (themata), didactic remarks, and model speeches, the transmitted text of the MD
also contains headings that read sermo (marking the beginning of didactic remarks) and
declamatio (marking the beginning of speech), numbers and titles assigned to individual
controversiae, some additional headings that do not appear regularly, and finally two
subscriptions (Lat. subscriptio, pl. subscriptiones) which segment the text and assign
authorship to Quintilian. We will distinguish between layers of paratext and propose a
relative dating for them. The paratexts will also help us outline a history of the collection,
which, it will be argued, started with c. 20 papyrus rolls and ended with a two-volume
declamatory corpus which was probably put together sometime in the fourth century CE.
We will argue that the only piece of paratext that could have been written by the original
I use the term “paratext” in a different sense than Mal-Maeder (2007) 18–24. For her, the thema is a
paratext because it is not a direct part of the speech’s fiction (it is not spoken). In my use, “paratexts” are
pieces of writing that were added to the main text at a later time, in the course of transmission.
42
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author are the titles, whose carefully-studied style demonstrates close knowledge of the
text that immediately follows.
The most intriguing pieces of transmitted paratext are perhaps the subscriptions.
While in the text currently available to us there are two of them, judging from letters
exchanged between some Renaissance scholars, manuscripts that are now lost may have
carried additional subscriptions and other paratexts. This chapter will therefore begin not
in antiquity, but in fifteenth-century Italy. We will scrutinize several letters for traces of
MD’s ancient transmission. While we know that MD’s manuscript transmission ended in
Parma, where in 1494 the first printed edition was published, it is a lot less clear when
and where their initial “re-discovery” took place. We will work our way back from 1494
into fifteenth-century Europe, in an effort to document this text’s limited traction with
Renaissance scholars. Our main point of interest will be references to lost manuscripts
that mention otherwise unknown paratexts. As it will be shown, these suggest that the
multi-author declamatory corpus may have contained material that is not transmitted in
the principal surviving manuscript.
After this foray into Italian Humanism has equipped us with a more detailed
knowledge about the corpus in which the MD have been transmitted, we will use paratext
we can actually read to lay out the steps in our text’s ancient transmission.
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2. The history of the Minor Declamations in the Fifteenth century
There are virtually no surviving references and very few possible allusions to the Minor
Declamations in antiquity. These were equally scarce during the Middle Ages. 43 In
contrast to the Major Declamations, 44 the Minores had little, if any, discernible traction in
the centuries leading up to the fifteenth. The editio princeps was published at the end of
the fifteenth century, in 1494 in Parma by the brothers Thaddeo and Angelo Ugoleto. 45
From then on, a series of editors improved upon the text by emendation. Pierre Pithou
was the first to use the Montpellier manuscript (the best surviving witness) in establishing
the text, in his 1580 edition published in Paris. 46
The Montpellier manuscript (Bibliothèque interuniversitaire, Section Médecine H
126) was not known to fifteenth-century scholars, but three others that did not descend
from it were in circulation. They were all of recent date, so we might wonder where they
were copied from. This is an intriguing issue about the “re-discovery” of the Minor
Declamations: the so-called β-branch of the textual tradition – that is the agreement of the
three fifteenth-century manuscripts – does not have a surviving hyparchetype, even
though this book had been copied several times in the fifteenth century. 47 It is also
possible, and as we shall see perhaps even probable, that multiple older manuscripts were
Rouillé (2010) writes about the three lines in Alain de Lille’s (1128–1202) Anticlaudianus that mention
Quintilian: Quintilianus adest quadam sub imagine veri / Causarum velans umbras, litesque novellas /
Fingit et in litem cogit sine lite venire. Causae and lites may be taken as references to two distinct
declamatory collections (as Rouillé notes, p. 177, n. 34). The line is too obscure for further speculation.
44
On the circulation of the Major Declamations see Stramaglia (2006). Also Håkanson (1982) iv–xix.
45
Ugoletus (1494).
46
Pithoeus (1580). List of editions in Ritter (1884) xxii–iv.
47
The β-branch is less complete than the Montepessulanus. The text in the three manuscripts starts at MD
252, as opposed to 244 in the Montepessulanus. Huelsenbeck (2020) argues that the two folios now kept at
Leuven belonged to a ninth-century manuscript of the MD. According to him (51) this book is either a twin
or the exemplar of β, but not β itself. These two leaves are the only physical trace we have of a pre-fifteenth
century manuscript of the MD other than the Montepessulanus.
43
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copied during the course of that century. Yet all that we have left of them are secondhand accounts by people who used them or had copies made from them. These
references, however vague, give us valuable insights into the history of both MD’s
rediscovery and its earliest, ancient transmission. We will start at the end of MD’s
circulation in manuscript form and discuss two letters from late fifteenth century. One is
by Thaddeo Ugoleto, and it was attached to his editio princeps; the other, slightly earlier,
was written by Giovanni Antonio Campano.

A. Ugoleto and Campano: ghost manuscripts
T. Ugoleto had used the Munich manuscript BSB Clm 309 for his edition, printing the
text under Quintilian’s name. In his prefatory letter addressed to Giorgio Anselmo the
Younger, Ugoleto gives his opinion about the attribution along with some other relevant
information: 48
Taddeo Ugoleto sends greetings to most learned Georgio Anselmo the Younger.
I received [the books of] Valerius Probus, an intelligent and conscientious
grammarian who was in the habit of gathering as many exemplars as he could,
and then emending, punctuating, and annotating old and for this reason nearly
forgotten books. He was devoted to no other branch of grammar. This practice,
interrupted for a long time and almost completely terminated either because the
times were indifferent or because scholars were in short supply, was restored by
the eloquent and expert Lorenzo Valla in his emendation of Livy’s as well as
other texts. Even in our time, many people of greatest renown and exquisite
learning in both languages, following his example, have given this not
insignificant assistance to the devotees of liberal arts. So, using their example you
challenged me to emend the Declamations (i.e. preparations for judicial speeches)
of M. F. Quintilian, that Quintilian who (I believe) was the grandfather of the
author of Institutio Oratoria, a text which for a long time was concealed in the
48

Latin originals of all the Renaissance texts cited in English are printed in Appendix A.
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ruins of the Latin language, in order that rhetoric, which had vanished for many
years, would be restored on these foundations. Alternatively, you pleaded that I at
least pass them over in whatever state they were in my possession to printers who
demanded them urgently, and that I stop keeping them smothered in a box like the
people you, with your usual cheek and wit, call bibliophages. I was more than
happy to do the latter, but the other thing I forcefully refused. You see, exemplars
are corrupted in three ways: by addition, transposition, or omission, and much
was affected this way in these gnawed, filthy, and rot-filled books that have
recently been dug out from the rubble. I would have no hope to emend this using
just the one exemplar. Despite all of this, I preferred that whatever their state, they
should finally return back to light under your auspices, rather than be eaten away
at by worms (like their major part). Still, not wanting to rob my good deed of its
thanks, I separated and returned to pristine condition the laws, arguments,
declamations, and discussions, which were previously jumbled together. I even
corrected a few corruptions made by copyists, but none resulting from time. Many
I left intact, to avoid unintentional further distortion. I added an index of
declamations, so that the curious reader may more easily find whichever he wants.

A few things are apparent from the letter. (1) Ugoleto may have possessed the manuscript
for some time (“that I stop keeping them smothered in a box”) but gives no notice of how
he procured it. He had only one exemplar to work with (“using just the one exemplar”),
and seems unaware of the existence of any other. It may be that he was taking his time
with publication while looking for additional exemplars, given that he professes little
confidence in his ability to emend. (2) He implies that the work is a relatively recent
discovery (“a text which for a long time was concealed in the ruins of the Latin
language”; “that have recently been dug out from the rubble”). This becomes even clearer
from the way he talks about the state of the text (“gnawed, filthy, and rot-filled books”;
“rather than be eaten away at by worms, like their major part”). Ugoleto’s remarks give
the impression that the manuscript in his possession was very old and severely damaged,
while in fact the MS BSB Clm 309 had been written not long before 1494, in a neat
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humanist script. 49 What Ugoleto is perhaps suggesting is that the work itself is damaged
and incomplete. It had not been given scholarly attention in the form of emendation, the
kind of which Lorenzo Valla and others practiced in past decades. The claim about recent
discovery should be approached with caution too. Ugoleto probably had his copy made
from another exemplar precisely for the purpose of publishing a printed edition. When he
writes about a decayed book, he may in fact be referring to this older codex of which we
know nothing. It is not altogether easy to distinguish when Ugoleto is describing a
particular physical book and when he is talking metaphorically about the work’s
incomplete state.
The rhetoric of his letter is revealing. It is modeled after ancient prefatory letters,
in particular Quintilian’s letter to Trypho (where Q. claims he is being urged to publish as
soon as possible) and the Elder Seneca’s preface (where S. claims he is rescuing
declamation from oblivion). Ugoleto was a learned bibliophile and a well-connected
publisher, and served as librarian to Matthias Corvinus, King of Hungary and Croatia
(1458–1490). 50 His prefatory letter is in its essence a carefully crafted book
advertisement, claiming to be presenting, for the first time to a wide audience, a hitherto
unknown but relevant text. He also apologizes for not doing much critical work on the
text (“I even corrected a few corruptions made by copyists, but none resulting from time.
Many I left intact, to avoid unintentional further distortion”), 51 by paying a compliment to
his patron (“I preferred that whatever their state, they should finally return back to light

The ms is dated to the end of the fifteenth century. See Ritter (1884) ix–x.
On Ugoleto’s life see Mariani’s entry in the online Dizionario Biografico degli Italiani.
51
As confirmed dryly by Ritter (1884) xv and Winterbottom (1984) xxiv, n. 1.
49
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under your auspices”). The text’s relevance (and the printer’s learnedness) is reinforced
by Ugoleto’s comments on authorship. With some reservation he asserts that the work is
by a Quintilian who was the grandfather of the author of the Institutio. Here again
Ugoleto betrays knowledge of the Elder Seneca, because this educated guess is based on
10 Praef. 2 (quomodo L. Asprenas aut Quintilianus senex declamaverit: transeo istos,
quorum fama cum ipsis extincta est), a side note about an otherwise unknown Quintilian.
It served Ugoleto’s purpose as a book trader to assign a famous author to the newlyprinted text.
Even though the editio princeps is of little value in establishing a critical text,
Ugoleto’s letter is a curious endpoint of the handwritten transmission history of the
Minor Declamations. Despite his reticence about manuscripts that might compete with
his printed book, the Minor Declamations were in circulation for some decades before
1494, even if we lack precise knowledge about how they were disseminated. Several
manuscripts carrying the MD were known in Italy and the northwest of Europe in the
fifteenth century, among them the one Ugoleto had used as the exemplar for the BSB
Clm 309 (if this is what he did). 52 They were probably all β-branch manuscripts. The fact
that all external references to the Minor Declamations in the fifteenth century attribute
them to Quintilian or his supposed ancestor of the same name suggests that the humanist
scholars picked up on the two subscriptions and assigned the MD a place in literary
history next to what was already known to them. It would not be an overstatement to say

Manuscripts surveyed in Ritter (1884) vi–xxi; important updates in Pasetti et al. (2019) xxv–xxviii; see
also Huelsenbeck (2020), and Huelsenbeck (2016) on the Montepessulanus; on a neglected piece of
manuscript evidence see Cortesi (1994) and (1984) 243–248.
52
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that the fifteenth century belonged to Quintilian. Ever since Poggio’s discovery of a
complete manuscript of the Institutio Oratoria at St. Gall in 1416, 53 scholars had been
reading it voraciously. 54 Lorenzo Valla claimed he knew it almost by heart and valued it
as highly as Cicero’s works. 55 Others even rewrote portions in verse. The Major
Declamations were also read with much interest: the references of Jerome and others
were enough to convince most people of Quintilian’s authorship, even if their aesthetic
judgements were mixed. 56 In short, humanist intellectuals were extremely receptive of all
texts related to Quintilian.
Yet of all the available Quintilianea, the Minor Declamations gave the humanists
most pause. Authorship mattered a great deal to them, 57 and without any authorial selfidentification in the incomplete text available to them, they were forced to rely
exclusively on paratext (the two subscriptions) to assign authorship. As we saw in
Ugoleto’s case, this led to speculation. Confusion grew in cases where manuscripts
carried additional texts, and even further paratexts that mentioned other authors. Scholars
were often unaware of manuscripts that might be different from the one in their
possession.
While Ugoleto’s printed edition was the culmination of the (still rather modest)
interest in the Minor Declamations in the fifteenth century, it is a lot less clear when and
On Poggio and his discovery of Quintilian see Sandys (1998) 25–36, esp. 26–27. His famous letter to
Guarino (Ep. 1.5) was probably used as a model by Ugoleto who resorts to similar imagery (e.g.
manuscripts imprisoned as if in a dungeon).
54
Bibliography on the humanist reception of Quintilian is vast. Intro in Colson (1924) lxiv–lxxxix; see also
Galand et al. (2010), Albaladejo et al. (1998), Seel (1977), Deuchler (2017).
55
Regoliosi (2010).
56
See Stramaglia (2006) 564–568 and 573–578; Sabbadini (1897) 390–392; Cortesi (1994) 81–82.
57
See Celenza (2021) Ch. 1 for a theoretically-minded introduction to this issue.
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where they were first discovered. Remigio Sabbadini proposed they were first found by
Rudolphus Agricola (1444–1485), 58 but later revised this opinion and attributed their
discovery to Nicholas of Cusa (1401–1464), dating to before 1432. 59 This second view is
based on tenuous evidence and it has been called into question. 60 Our best guess for the
earliest discoverer of the MD, therefore, is either Agricola or Angelo Decembrio (1415–
1467), a Milan-based scholar, whom Sabbadini also mentions. It will be worth the effort
to review these two authors’ references to the Minor Declamations. But before we get to
them, we need to give some space to the extant manuscripts, as well as to a ghost
manuscript described by another scholar, G. A. Campano.
A manuscript from Augsburg (Staats- und Stadtbibliothek, 2° Cod. 114, written
probably around 1470), whose importance has only relatively recently been recognized
owing to Mariarosa Cortesi, bears the title Fragmenta aliquarum declamationum
Quintiliani. This was written in the hand of Johann Mendel (died 1484), a secretary to the
bishops of Eichstätt in Bavaria and the manuscript’s owner. 61 Like Ugoleto, Mendel was
faced with an incomplete work. But in contrast to Ugoleto, who equipped his fresh-offthe-press book with a confident introduction, Mendel took Quintilian’s authorship –

Sabbadini (1897) 392. On Agricola see Woodward (1924) 79–103; Van der Velden (1911); Mundt
(1992) xiii–xx.
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Sabbadini (1967) vol. 2, p. 23 and 248.
60
Cortesi (1984) 244, n. 55, and (1994) 85. Sabbadini’s view is based on the fact that declamationes
Quintiliani appear in the list of books possessed by Nicholas of Cusa. Francesco Piccolpasso also possessed
a copy of the Major Declamations, a book that Sabbadini deems substantially different than that of
Nicholas. Since Piccolpasso’s book could not have been copied from Nicholas’, Sabbadini speculates that
Nicholas in fact possessed the Minor Declamations. In addition to the obvious weakness of this argument
(pointed out by Cortesi), it should be said that, as will be shown, Quintilian’s authorship of the MD was
never a straightforward matter for the people who read them in the fifteenth century. A simple qualification
such as declamationes Quintiliani probably refers to the well-known Major Declamations, which were
routinely attributed to Quintilian.
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As described in Spilling (1984) 17. On Mendel see Cortesi (1994) 86–87, on the book 87–95.
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which he too had seen mentioned in the subscriptions – for granted, while expressing
puzzlement at the text itself which was otherwise unknown to him (aliquarum).
Mendel’s is a more honest reaction to the MD, and he was not the only one to be
perplexed. The subscriptions make nothing clear. Reported in the Montpellier
manuscript, the subscription at the end of MD 307 reads: M FABI. QUINTIL. FINIUNT
TRACTATAE. INCIPIUNT COTLORATAE [sic]. 62 Another one after MD 350 reads: m.
fabi quinti. finiunt coloratae feliciter; incip eiusdem colorate legenti uita bona [sic]. All
other extant manuscripts also carry these subscriptions. In the Vat. Pal. Lat. 1558, a late
manuscript, the subscriptions were written in conspicuous red ink (folio 56r, 107v). 63
Like Mendel and Ugoleto, this copyist came across the subscriptions buried deep inside
the collection. He understood that they must be significant so he made them visible, but
other than the name Quintilian, he could not easily decipher their meaning. Not only did
all early editions print the subscriptions as an integral part of the text, but scholars such as
Pierre Pithou discussed the meaning of tractatae and coloratae in prefaces and
postscripts to their editions. 64
The meaning of these two words in the context of the MD is problematic, and not
quite as straightforward as Pithou wanted it to be. It is not at all obvious that anything is
ending (finiunt) at decl. 307. The numbers of individual declamations run uninterrupted
across the subscription. According to it, declamations before 307 are of one type
(“tractatae”), and 308–350 of another (“coloratae,” sc. declamationes or controversiae).
Reported in the apparatus by Winterbottom (1984) 137.
Dated to the fifteenth or sixteenth century by Fohlen, Jeudy, and Riou (1982) 212–213.
64
Pithoeus (1580) 462 (unnumbered): declamationes sunt aut tractatae, aut coloratae etc. On Pithou see
Winterbottom (2019) 143.
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The subscription after 350 states that coloratae are both ending and starting again, which
makes little sense. We will discuss the exact meaning of these two subscriptions and the
ways they could have been corrupted in the next chapter. For now, we may note that both
tracto and coloro are well-attested declamatory terms that also appear in the Minor
Declamations. 65 Yet at least on the surface, there is nothing to suggest that declamations
on one or the other side of both subscriptions are more tractatae or coloratae than the
rest.
Some hope for greater clarity on the nature and meaning of these two paratexts
can perhaps be gained if we bring into the picture additional subscriptions that were
transmitted together with the Minor Declamations. For this, however, we will need to
conjure up a manuscript even more ghostly than Ugoleto’s supposed “ancient” exemplar.
An account about a now lost manuscript of the MD is preserved in a letter from
Giovanni Antonio Campano (1429–1477) to Francesco Todeschini Piccolomini, who was
later to become Pope Pius III. 66 Campano was a learned man who had edited the text in
the editio princeps of the Institutio Oratoria in 1470, along with Livy, Suetonius, and
Cicero’s Philippics. 67 In the letter, which dates after 1470, Campano gives his opinion on
the Minor Declamations, which seem to have been sent to him by Piccolomini, who in
turn procured them from Germany. 68 The letter opens as follows:

On coloro see TLL, s.v., 3.0.1724.21–3.0.1724.56; on color 3.0.1721.62–3.0.1722.22; see MD 285.1,
384.1, 280.2, 357.5. Tracto is a more general term.
66
Huelsenbeck (2020) 47–52, and his n. 19 for further bibliography.
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Sandys (1998) 72–73; Di Bernardo (1975).
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The letter is found in Campano’s collected works, Fernus (1495).
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The 136 declamations of Quintilian which were sent to you not long ago from
Germany I believe to belong to Quintilian is this sense, namely that they are (in
my opinion) of different both date and pursuit than the nineteen that are in
circulation under his name.

It is clear that Campano has the Minor, not the Major Declamations in his hands. Their
number, 136, corresponds with the β-branch of the manuscript tradition (the other branch
consists of the Montepessulanus which holds 145 declamations). Although this is not
entirely clear, it seems that Piccolomini had received this manuscript from somewhere in
Germany and asked Campano, an expert on Quintilian, for his opinion (the title of the
letter is censura in Quintiliani declamationes). M. Cortesi speculates that the manuscript
was sent to Piccolomini by Rudolphus Agricola, a scholar based in Germany (more on
him later). 69 This is convenient, but as will be shown, at the very least unprovable.
Campano gives attention to authorship in a way that anticipates Ugoleto. He compares
the collection to the Major Declamations, judging it to be of different date and goal.
Skepticism about the authorship of the Maiores seems at first to extend to the present
text. Yet after giving a prolonged favorable judgement on the Minor Declamations,
Campano devotes the final part of his letter to persuading his addressee that Quintilian of
the IO is in fact their author:
It is possible to speculate from the codex itself. First, there were manifestly 360 of
them, a number which perhaps someone other than Quintilian completed. Next,
they are attributed to Quintilian, and I believe that a codex of such age was not
written long after Quintilian’s time, so it was hardly possible to be led astray of
memory so recent. Also, it is well known that many have declaimed before
Seneca but that no one’s declamations survive; in the codex, ten books of
Seneca’s declamations follow, so there is also no doubt that Seneca is not the
69
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author (that, in addition, if we disregard the fact that Seneca is far removed from
such great purity). These are followed by a small number of some extremely short
sententiae excerpted from Calpurnius Flaccus, an author cited among declaimers
whom I do not know if I have ever read. Yet he wants to appear crafty, and if only
because he is rather brief, he is quite similar to Seneca. After him a subscription
in uppercase letters reads Finis Excerptarum, and then the extemporaneae of
Antonius Julianus (unknown to me) are promised, and soon after also the
extemporaneae of Quintilian, so it is easy to see that the extemporaneous ones
were about to follow, while the pre-prepared ones had already preceded.

Like Ugoleto, Campano was working with one codex (“from the codex itself”). Campano
is also aware of the existence of another Quintilian, as he shows later in the letter: “I am
not unaware that there had also been another Quintilian, earlier than this one. But it is
difficult for us to make judgements about someone whose recollection our ancestors had
stamped out.” It is easy to conclude that Ugoleto had already known Campano’s letter
when he published his printed edition some twenty years later. He drew on it and decided
to explore the possibility Campano did not insist on, that the Quintilian in question was
an older relative. Ugoleto however did not copy Campano’s description of his
manuscript, which was different than Ugoleto’s.
Campano’s description of his codex is partial. The attribution he mentions is
almost certainly picked up from the two subscriptions. His judgement that the book is
very old counts for little, as this was subjective and could refer to very recent
manuscripts. More importantly, we see that the MD was the first text in the codex,
followed by the Elder Seneca and Calpurnius Flaccus. He then indicates what other texts
were listed (even if they were not actually in the book). It will be important to zoom into
this section is the original Latin:
38

Secundum has Calfurnii Flacci exceptae [sic] quaedam paucae perbrevesque
sententiae, quem ego inter declamatores laudatum, nescio, an umquam legerim.
Argutulus tamen vult videri, et nil quod brevior est, Senecae persimilis. Post hunc
Finis Excerptarum subscribitur litteris maiusculis, et Antonii Iuliani, nescio cuius,
ac mox et extemporaneae Quintiliani promittuntur, ut facile appareat,
subsecuturas fuisse extemporaneas, cogitatas iam praecessisse.
These are followed by a small number of some extremely short sententiae
excerpted from Calpurnius Flaccus, an author cited among declaimers whom I do
not know if I have ever read. Yet he wants to appear crafty, and if only because he
is rather brief, he is quite similar to Seneca. After him a subscription in uppercase
letters reads Finis Excerptarum, and then the extemporaneae of Antonius Julianus
(unknown to me) are promised, and soon after also the extemporaneae of
Quintilian, so it is easy to see that the extemporaneous ones were about to follow,
while the pre-prepared ones had already preceded.

In a recent study Bart Huelsenbeck gives some remarks about this passage. 70 He is, I
believe, correct when he says that Campano mixes direct quotation with paraphrase. For
example, Finis Excerptarum subscribitur litteris maiusculis seems precise, but this is
different than the subscription that usually marks the end of Calpurnius Flaccus in the
extant tradition, which in the Montepessulanus reads Incipit ex Calpurnio Flacco
excerptae excerpta x rhetorum minorum. 71 Antonii Iuliani is a verbatim quotation, but I
believe Huelsenbeck’s uncertainty about what the genitive is modifying is unnecessary. It
cannot be modifying another sententiae excerptae in ellipsis; in exceptae [sic] quaedam
paucae perbrevesque sententiae, the noun sententiae is particularized by the pronoun
quaedam and the adjectives paucae perbrevesque; besides that, an entire explanatory
sentence intervenes before Campano continues to describe the subscriptions. That “the
subscription lay[s] claim to responsibility for an edition of excerpts drawn from a larger
70
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work, that of the Elder Seneca and/or Calpurnius Flaccus” or for “assembling the entire
declamatory corpus” is highly unlikely. The subscription did not read Finis Excerptarum
Antonii Iuliani, because if this were the case Campano would have written Finis
Excerptarum Antonii Iuliani subscribitur litteris maiusculis; as it is, the et in et Antonii
Iuliani suggests that Antonius Julianus is the next item in Campano’s parataxis. The
syntax of Campano’s compound sentence suggests, despite some ambiguity, that Antonii
Iuliani is modifying extemporaneae in prolepsis. If the et separates Antonii Iuliani from
litteris maiusculis (that is, from the verb subscribitur), ac mox et links it to promittuntur.
Nescio cuius is an aside in genitive, and the contrast between unknown Julianus and
Quintilian reinforces the parallelism of the genitives Iuliani … Quintiliani. There is
simply no similar parallelism between Antonii Iuliani and the sentence fixed by
subscribitur earlier. Promittuntur is therefore referring to two sets of extemporaneae, one
of Julianus, the other Quintilian’s. 72
Huelsenbeck acknowledges that a rhetorician by the name of Antonius Julianus is
known but does not pursue the question further. An Antonius Julianus is attested in Aulus
Gellius, but not elsewhere. 73 He had been Gellius’ teacher, a rhetor (seemingly also a
grammaticus). Gellius had a high opinion of him (NA 1.4):

I would leave on the table a possibility that Antonii Iuliani is not referring to anything in particular, i.e.
that whatever it was modifying was lost, even though I believe the above interpretation to be correct. At
any rate the name does not refer to an excerptor but an author whose works (extemporaneae or something
else) were at some point part of this collection.
73
Another Antonius Iulianus is mentioned by Josephus (BJ 6.238) as a procurator of Judaea at the time of
the Jewish War, and later by Minucius Felix (33.4) as an author of a book on Jewish matters.
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Antonius Iulianus rhetor perquam fuit honesti atque amoeni ingeni. Doctrina
quoque ista utiliore ac delectabili veterumque elegantiarum cura et memoria multa
fuit; ad hoc scripta omnia antiquiora tam curiose spectabat et aut virtutes
pensitabat aut vitia rimabatur, ut iudicium esse factum ad amussim diceres.
Antonius Julianus was a rhetor of extremely respectable and pleasant character.
His learning too was rather full of utility and charm, with much attention and
recollection of the refinements of the writers of old. Moreover, he inspected all
older writings so diligently, and he either weighed their strong points or rooted up
defects, that it could be said his judgement was perfectly balanced. 74

At 9.15, Gellius gives an anecdote about Julianus in a declamatory setting:
followed by a host of his students (Gellius included), Julianus is taking a walk around
Naples. They encounter another group of students, and one of them asks Julianus to hear
him declaim. Despite his wealth and learning, the boy goes on to embarrass himself: his
boasts in front of the rhetoric professor earn him a sly pranking by one of Julianus’
students, who offers him a logically flawed controversia to declaim. Julianus delivers a
cutting verdict when the other group of students walks away. Despite the obvious literary
fashioning, 75 Gellius’ account brings in a historical fact: Julianus was a second-century
CE teacher of some reputation with a zealous following among schoolboys. A
comparison with Quintilian’s account of his own similar following is appropriate (1
Praef. 7, boni iuvenes sed nimium amantes mei).
Related to having a large following among students was the publishing (or not
publishing) of school materials: Quintilian’s cited passage continues with a complaint
that students circulated material authored by him when they were not supposed to
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(temerario editionis honore vulgaverant). The Elder Seneca notes that falsified
commentarii of popular rhetors could be disseminated without much control (1 Praef.
11). Gellius gives an account about Antonius Julianus’ commentarii at 18.5.12:
Hoc tum nobis Iulianus et multa alia erudite simul et adfabiliter dixit. Sed eadem
ipsa post etiam in pervulgatis commentariis scripta offendimus.
Julianus told me this and many other things at that time, with both learning and
kindness. But those same things at a later time I also found in writing in his
disseminated commentarii.

Given Seneca’s and Quintilian’s complaints and the popularity we saw a teacher could
enjoy, I believe these commentarii must be Julianus’ own, 76 either shared deliberately or
disseminated by students, as in Quintilian’s case. Julianus, then, as many other rhetors,
had written works in circulation, some sort of note-collection or didactic precepts related
to grammar and declamation.
But what does the word extemporaneae, which Campano reports (and at the same
time interprets), mean? A TLL search for extemporaneus yields disappointing results, but
extemporalis 77 appears in the Elder Seneca, 7 Praef. 2. Albucius, 78 an Augustan orator
and teacher of rhetoric, is described as having extemporalis facultas, even though he
doubted he had any. What is meant is “ability to declaim without preparation.” 79
Extemporaneous declamation is mentioned in Petronius (Sat. 6.1):

So Riggsby (2006) 147, and Howley (2018) 231. Contra Gunderson (2009) 235–236.
TLL s.v. extemporalis, 5.2.1968.58–67.
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On whom see Suet. DGR 30, esp. with Kaster (1995) ad loc.
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Similarly, Suet. Aug. 84.1; Tit. 3.2: Latine Graeceque vel in orando vel in fingendis poematibus
promptus et facilis ad extemporalitatem usque.
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dum in hoc dictorum aestu mutus [Delz : motus ω] incedo, ingens scholasticorum
turba in porticum venit, ut apparebat, ab extemporali declamatione nesciocuius,
qui Agamemnonis suasoriam exceperat.
While I was walking along silently in this surge of words, suddenly an enormous
crowd of students came into the colonnade, as it seemed, from the
extemporaneous declamation of someone who had taken a turn after
Agamemnon’s suasoria.

Extemporaneous declamation is here contrasted with what Agamemnon (and Encolpius)
delivered earlier. The examples from the Elder Seneca and Petronius, together with some
more oblique references, 80 sufficiently illustrate a perceptible difference between
“prepared in advance” and “improvised” declamations. There is no indication in the
sources, however, that these would be recorded and published – perhaps because
extempore declamation would be learned otherwise than by imitation. The empty
headings Campano read in his manuscript referred to a type of declamation. 81 At what
point in textual history these were dropped, we have no way of knowing.
There is a certain similarity between declamatory commentarii (understood as
rough “notes” or “sketches” that some rhetors preferred did not circulate) and
extemporales declamations (which could be written down and deliberately circulated),
but the two categories seem to be distinct. Campano’s manuscript contained traces of this
latter type of material. It is not clear whether Julianus had both commentarii and
extemporaneae in circulation, or whether simply what Gellius calls commentarii was
See also Mart. 5.54: Extemporalis factus est meus rhetor: / Calpurnium non scripsit, et salutavit. Also
5.21. Quintilian at IO 2.4.16 thinks little of extemporalis garrulitas for orators in training (opp. Tac. Dial.
6.6). At 2.4.27 we read that even extemporales dictiones can be prepared for in advance. For both passages
see Reinhardt and Winterbottom (2006) ad loc.
81
Perhaps extemporaneae is misunderstood the same way as exce<r>ptae and we should read
extemporanea. The difference is not substantial either way.
80
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renamed extemporaneae in the course of transmission. At any rate, the material Campano
mentions was connected to a second-century rhetorician of some repute whose
“informal” writings were known already in Antiquity to be in circulation. Whether
sometime earlier in the textual tradition an ancestor of Campano’s manuscript contained
actual speeches of Julianus or perhaps pseudepigrapha, what we see is the blueprint of a
collection of first- and second-century CE declamatory material: Seneca, Quintilian,
Calpurnius Flaccus, Antonius Julianus. If the time span of these authors can suggest
anything, it is that the collection may be dated early, but this is by no means necessary. 82
Extemporaneae Quintiliani is puzzling. Given the characteristics of extemporales
and commentarii outlined above, the Minor Declamations could plausibly be identified
with extemporaneae given their casual switching between Teacher’s comments and
declaiming (in which I agree with Huelsenbeck). 83 However I do not see why the MD
would be mentioned in a subscription so far removed from the text it refers to.
Huelsenbeck’s idea that the subscription gave a list of works in the codex does not hold
water because extemporaneae Quintiliani, understood to be the MD, are at the end of the
list which contains only two elements anyway and no sign of Seneca and Calpurnius who
were actually in the codex. 84 Campano’s interpretation is more plausible: what was
promised, but now lost, were the “extemporaneous declamations of Quintilian,” given
that the “pre-meditated ones” (=MD) came earlier in the book (ut facile appareat,

This point was made by Huelsenbeck (2016). We will return to this point later in the chapter.
Huelsenbeck (2020) 51.
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One final possibility is that the subscription-list was truncated at the end. In this case the full subscription
would read something like Antonii Iuliani extemporaneae, extemporaneae Quintiliani, Senecae decem libri,
Calpurnii Flacci excerptae. This would account for the loss of Antonius Julianus and the first 243 Minor
Declamations. Even in this case Julianus is not an excerptor but an author.
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subsecuturas fuisse extemporaneas, cogitatas iam praecesisse). It is impossible to say
whether the extemporaneae Quintiliani were an actual text or a copyist’s error.
This analysis was supposed to give some clarity about the most severe case of
confusion regarding the authorship of the MD. Campano scrutinized the codex and did
his best to reconcile all its subscriptions with what he knew about Roman literary history
and declamation. Ugoleto followed him about two decades later, but in a much simpler
fashion. Campano possessed what is probably the most intriguing manuscript we know
existed. Its value, if it were ever to be discovered, would rest in its subscriptions, which
would provide clarity where Campano’s description was vague. The manuscript would be
more helpful for the study of MD’s transmission history than the establishment of its text.

B. Agricola and Decembrio: manuscripts lost, manuscripts stolen
The two earliest sets of testimonies about the MD are dated, with some uncertainty, to the
third and fourth quarters of the fifteenth century. The later of the two comes from
Rudolphus Agricola (1444–1485), a Humanist from the Low Countries, best known for
his work De Inventione Dialectica Libri Tres. In this work he demonstrates beyond doubt
his knowledge of the Minor Declamations. In 3.14.74–78 he writes: 85
quod et Quintilianus fecit in ea declamatione, quae inscribitur ignominiosus
contra tres rogationes. ‘Ergo’, inquit, ‘si et lex ignominiosum vult esse eum qui
ter contradixerit nec tenuerit, et hic contradixit ter nec tenuit, quomodo non sit
ignominiosus inveniri profecto non poterit.’
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Ed. Mundt (1992).
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Quintilian also does this in the declamation titled “publicly disgraced against
three bills.” He says: ‘So if the law wants that he who opposes three times
unsuccessfully be branded with public disgrace and he has opposed three times
and failed, then no reason can be found why he should not be branded.’

Agricola cites MD 263.2, and thanks to Ritter we know that the citation presupposes
readings found in the β-branch. 86 We however do not know which specific manuscript he
was using, whether one of the known ones or some that was lost in the meantime. It
seems that he completed the De Inventione Dialectica in 1479 while staying in Dillingen
in Bavaria. 87 But did he read the Minor Declamations there for the first time, or earlier on
his journeys in Groningen, Erfurt, Leuven, Pavia, or Ferrara?
The answer may be sitting in a letter Agricola sent to Johann von Plieningen in
1482, in which he requests that his friend should bring him any old books he finds in
Rome. He was writing this letter from the town of Germersheim, and in it he mentions
some fragments of declamations by Quintilian (Ep. 27.14–16): 88
Tu si quid in Urbe vetustum invenies, quod in manus non venerit, fac, ut
conquiras et tecum ad nos perferas. Audio illic inveniri librum partitionum
Senecae … praeterea et alias quasdam declamationes Quintiliani, quarum
fragmenta in Germania inveni.
If you discover anything old in Rome that has not yet come into your hands, make
sure to take with you and bring over to me. I hear that a book of Seneca’s
partitions can be found there … and also some other declamations by Quintilian,
whose fragments I found in Germany.

Ritter (1884) xii; see also Huelsenbeck (2020) 52.
Mundt (1992) xiii.
88
Ed. van der Laan and Akkerman (2002) 162.
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The letter postdates the De Inventione Dialectica by a few years, which means that at this
point Agricola had already known the Minor Declamations. Some scholars thought that
the reference might be pointing to the Major Declamations, 89 but since Agricola had used
the Minor Declamations while he was writing the De Inventione Dialectica a few years
earlier in Germany, and since he refers to “fragments,” this to me means that the
declamations in question in this letter are most likely Minor. In other words, Agricola had
found and read the MD in Germany, and was now informed that there was another
manuscript in Rome, which he wanted to have in his possession.
Mariarosa Cortesi thought that Agricola sent his “German manuscript” to
Piccolomini in Rome, and that this manuscript was the one Campano mentioned in his
letter. 90 Indeed, both Agricola’s and Campano’s manuscripts derive from the β-branch,
and Campano’s letter is dated to after 1470, though we do not know whether it was
written after 1479 or even 1482. But if Agricola sent his manuscript to Rome, would he
not acknowledge this in his letter to Plieningen? Also, if he had sent the manuscript
before the letter, then he would have known that the manuscript he heard about could be
the same one. Or why would he send a manuscript of the Minor Declamations to Rome
after the letter, if his desire was to acquire a new manuscript from that city? There were
clearly some “German” manuscripts of the MD in circulation, one known to Agricola,
and one sent to Piccolomini and inspected by Campano. Whether or not these were the
same manuscript, we ultimately cannot find out. Cortesi’s hypothesis is convenient, but it
displays wishful thinking where we must in fact accept uncertainty.
89
90

Huelsenbeck (2020) 48 n. 20, Ritter (1884) xii–xvii.
Cortesi (1984) 243–244.
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Angelo Camillo Decembrio was born in Milan around 1415, the youngest of four
sons. Both his father and his brothers were literary scholars, with Pier Candido
Decembrio most famous of them. Angelo was educated first in Milan and later in Ferrara
under Guarino Veronese. His life was spent between courts of various princes – at
Ferrara, Naples, in Spain and France, serving the Sforzas and the D’Estes as a secretary.
A notable activity of his included collecting manuscripts of ancient literature for his
patrons. His own writings were often based on and influenced by Latin authors. Of these,
most relevant for our present purpose was his De Politia Litteraria. 91 This work, written
in dialogue form, is concerned with literary polish. Yet there is more at stake for
Decembrio: “polish” constitutes a set of literary and social practices whose goals are as
much political as they are literary. 92 It is no wonder, then, that Decembrio took a cue
from Quintilian’s both literary- and civic-minded Institutio. He explicitly states that
Quintilian and Gellius are his main models:
So that you to would understand this work’s upcoming progression in brief, it was
fashioned after A. Gellius’ Noctes Atticae, or rather after Quintilian’s Institutio
Oratiora, with almost the same convenience of sections and books preserved.
(DPL 1.1.5, ed. Witten)
And:
Among the first, A. Gellius (whose example, and Quintilian’s in equal measure, I
have promised to imitate in these books) decided to pick Favorinus and some few
others as his rather frequent role models. (1.3.1)

On Decembrio’s life and works see Witten’s (2002) edition of the DPL, p. 7–10, and Celenza (2021) Ch.
3. On his work as a book collector and librarian see Celenza (2004) 54–55 and n. 56.
92
Celenza (2004) 57: “…the embodiment of a set of socially constitutive public practices aimed at the
formation of an elite culture; these practices were guided, at times defined and codified […] and they
worked side by side with politics.”
91
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Decembrio knew the Institutio well and used it. 93 Additionally, he was familiar with the
Major Declamations, and took it for granted that Quintilian was their author:
And since there will be even further mention of Cicero’s works, I believe
Quintilian’s marvelous Institutiones should deservedly be partnered with this
orator’s rhetorical instructions. There are however some who would single out
Book 10, which granted is more excellent than others. And in that sort of genre
one cannot read anything equally comparable to his declamations. It is as if he
had composed that work in imitation of Cicero to be a rhetorical manual or an
oratorical collection. He however presented them to the world much more
elegantly than Seneca his own. (eius vero declamationibus in tali genere nihil
aeque comparabile legitur, quasi id opus pro rhetorica arte vel oratoria summa ad
Ciceronis aemulationem composuerit, sane multo elegantius quam Seneca suas
edidit, 1.4.5)
And also:
Tullius also belongs to the same group, especially in the Brutus on Famous
Orators. Your most eloquent Quintilian belongs to the same group in the
declamations. This genre of rhetoric, too, is rich (as I already said of Sallust),
polished, ornate, at the same time a product of art and nature – the same way as
stone arches that nature has shaped with its own hands. For this reason we will
also call that style armored, unbroken, firm, tightly woven, and juicy. (2.19.12)
A direct quotation confirms that declamationes are the Maiores:
Nec adhuc de genae vocabulo significationem perfeceram. Sane Quintilianus
exemplo est in tertio declamationum: perpetua illi nocte clausae genae. Quorum
quidem auctorum testimoniis illos ego magis caecos existimaverim, qui maiorum
anteposita exempla non viderint. (3.27.95)
I had not yet brought to completion the meaning of the word genae. Indeed
Quintilian is an example in the third [book?] of the declamations: “his eyes
(genae), imprisoned in continual night.” Based on the testimonies of those
authors, I would consider as more blind those who have not seen the examples set
forth by our forefathers.
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Discussion in Witten (2002) 41–43.
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The quotation is imperfect and in tertio odd, 94 but the text is undoubtedly that of the
Major Declamations. When Decembrio mentions declamationes Quintiliani in the DPL,
he invariably means Major Declamations. 95 The work was completed in 1462-1463, but
Decembrio worked on Books 1, 2, and 5 already before 1447. 96 Since most references to
Quintilian’s declamations are located in Book 1, it can be inferred that Decembrio read
the Maiores early on.
That he also had some contact with the Minor Declamations becomes apparent
from a letter he sent in the aftermath of a traumatic event he suffered later in life. In 1458,
prince Carlos de Viana invited Decembrio, who had by now acquired some reputation, to
Barcelona to act as his book collector and library curator. 97 Decembrio stayed in Spain
for four more years after Viana’s death in 1461, though his activities during this period
are largely unknown. 98 When the time came to head back home, he sent his baggage in
advance with some Italian merchants. Riding past Toulouse, the merchants were
assaulted and robbed by the mercenaries of Count Jean V d’Armagnac. Frustrated by the
loss of his entire luggage, Decembrio wrote a letter to Borso d’Este, the Marquis of

Is it in tertio sc. libro? The quotation comes from the first Major Declamation (14): gladium perdidit
caecus, illae perpetua nocte clausae genae [ianuae B2, Håkanson] non custodierunt? Was Decembrio citing
from memory or perhaps from manuscript with a different reading?
95
At 3.30.2 Witten prints Nam quid dixerim de Tullianis in elocutione praeceptionibus ipsisque praesertim
verborum et sententiarum exornamentis, quid de Quintiliani institutionibus eiusdemque artificio
declamatorio? where artificio declamatorio ought not be italicized. It is not a title; as with Cicero, D. pairs
authors’ theoretical treatises with personal practice (praeceptionibus ipsisque … verborum et sententiarum
exornamentis ~ institutionibus eiusdemque artificio declamatorio). See also 6.70.2: At cuiusmodi
declamationes? Non sane Fabianas, sed, ut satyricus inquit, pueriles: ut pueris placeas et declamatio fias
(=Juv. Sat. 10.167). D. knew that declamation was sometimes criticized.
96
Witten (2002) 9–10; Sabbadini (1971) 165.
97
Letter of invitation printed in Reeve (2011) 235. See also Celenza (2004) 54 n. 56.
98
On Decembrio’s career see Scarcia Piacentini (1980); on his stay in Spain p. 250–251, 258, 270–271;
Reeve (2011) 236.
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Ferrara and Duke of Modena. 99 In short, he asked for mediation to get his luggage back:
it contained over 300-ducat-worth of fine clothes (not to be neglected by a learned
man!) 100 and a load of precious books, some very old, others hitherto unpublished works
by Decembrio himself. These books were the fruit of a collector’s many years of labor, so
he listed them carefully for d’Este. 101 Some entries are rather tantalizing, 102 but of special
interest for us is one in particular:
Declamationes Quintiliani, et cum eo rhetoricorum quidam libri eiusdem
Quintiliani non prius visi.
Quintilian’s declamations, and with him some hitherto unseen books of rhetorical
material by the same Quintilian.
The event is dated to May 1465 103 and the letter itself to shortly after March 1466. 104
Decembrio establishes an important distinction between two books of Quintilianic
material. What he calls declamationes Quintiliani are clearly the Maiores, a name he
adopted earlier when he was working on the DPL.
The rhetoricorum quidam libri eiusdem Quintiliani non prius visi is more
difficult, and scholars have struggled with this reference. 105 Decembrio uses liber to refer

The letter, which recounts the event, was published by Cappelli (1892), and reproduced (with the
response) in Appendix A; photographic plate in Scarcia Piacentini (1980), pl. 2; discussion in Sabbadini
(1967), v. 1, 136–139; Sabbadini (1897) 392–393.
100
Quin etiam reliquum ornatus corporis instrumentum, tametsi pro supplicantis bene vestiendi
consuetudine pretiosum, et ne utique deplorandum ab erudito viro, non tamen est omnino negligendum etc.
He goes on to list the clothes in detail. See Appendix A for the full letter.
101
Discussed by Reeve (2011) 234–238; Celenza (2004) 55.
102
E.g.: opusculum metricum, quod dicebatur esse Virgilii de bello nautico Augusti cum Antonio et
Cleopatra, quod incipit: Armatum cane musa ducem belloque cruentam Egyptum. See Scappaticcio (2008).
103
Anno superiore mense maii tempore nundinarum, Cappelli (1892) 113.
104
See Cappelli (1892) 110; Scarcia Piacentini (1980) 251 and esp. n. 17; Sabbadini (1897) 373–374.
105
Reeve (2011) 237: “What exactly were they?”
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to sections of text, i.e. conceptual books, and volumen for physical books. 106 It was almost
certainly a single codex. Quidam separating rhetoricorum and libri suggests to me that
this was not a title (written on the page) but a description. How should rhetoricorum libri
be understood? Rhetoricorum can either be a form of rhetorica “rhetorical material” or
rhetorici, sc. either magistri or libri. Libri rhetoricorum magistrorum (or similar) would
point to a work similar to Suetonius’ DGR; this option is implausible. Libri rhetoricorum
librorum is redundant. Close to this in meaning is the most plausible option, namely that
rhetoricorum is a form of rhetorica. Decembrio is saying: “Some books of rhetorical
material by the same Quintilian, not seen before.”
This statement is rather obscure, especially if compared with Decembrio’s usual
precision in cataloguing. The text was a novelty for him (non prius visi), so we can guess
that he had not studied it yet. In fact, quidam suggests an almost complete unfamiliarity
with the text. Decembrio betrays a superficial understanding that the material is related to
rhetoric and that its author is Quintilian; he might have inferred the first from the
second. 107 He probably read Quintilian’s name somewhere in the codex, and after a quick
glance concluded that the text was something other than the (Major) Declamations and
the Institutio. Decembrio’s books included volumes he had brought with himself to
Spain 108 and new acquisitions from there; non prius visi suggests that he found this codex
in Spain.
Tres libri Plinii maioris de medicinis; liber quem ego composui de omnibus religionibus et ceremoniis
nondum editus, item liber mirabiliter inceptus de arte Augurandi; omnia opera Ovidii minora, in duobus
voluminibus; Iustinus et Plinius de viris illustribus in uno volumine.
107
It is possible, maybe even probable, that Decembrio’s phrasing is motivated by IO 1 Praef. 7: duo iam
sub nomine meo libri ferebantur artis rhetoricae neque editi a me neque in hoc comparati.
108
Opera Horatii, empta Florentie; Herodotus et Thucydides … traducti per Laurentium Vallam papae
Nicolao.
106
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I believe the contents of Decembrio’s lost Spanish codex to be the Minor
Declamations. Any other option would be too fantastic. Sabbadini granted undeserved
courtesy to one such suggestion by Ritter, 109 but I believe that the evidence, such as it is,
points towards the MD. Decembrio does not indicate whether any other texts were
contained in the same codex (as they were in all other known codices of the MD). He
takes special care to flag multi-work codices elsewhere in his list. 110 Even if we accept
that his familiarity with the codex’s contents was weak, we can assume he would have
noticed that the book had texts by multiple authors. Seneca’s name would especially have
drawn attention. 111 It is of course possible that Decembrio simply did not list all the
contents. But perhaps a more noteworthy issue to consider is the plural libri.
Elsewhere in the list Decembrio specifies the number of libri if more than one.
How many libri rhetoricorum were there in Decembrio’s manuscript? Is he borrowing
that phrase from the already mentioned the preface to the IO (1 Praef. 7: duo … libri
ferebantur artis rhetoricae)? It seems improbable that he would mistake texts by various
authors for multiple books of one work by Quintilian. If the codex carried only the Minor
Declamations, libri seems an odd way to refer to the internal division of that text into
individual controversiae. We do not usually think of the MD as a text divided into
“books.” How would the shift from one liber to another be signaled on the folios of
Decembrio’s codex?
109
Sabbadini (1897) 392–393; his “modesta spiegazione,” I have argued, is correct. Ritter (1881) 255
suggests that Decembrio’s codex carried a complete text, titled Libri Rhetoricorum (or artis rhetoricae),
which amounted to either the entire MD or the libri mentioned at IO 1 Praef. 7.
110
Iustinus et Plinius de viris illustribus in uno volumine. And conversely Omnia opera Ovidii minora, in
duobus voluminibus.
111
A Commentum super tragediis Senece immediately precedes the entry on Quintilianic declamations on
the list.
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The predictable answer is Decembrio had in fact read the two subscriptions. Even
though the world libri is not used (and cannot be supplied) in either of them, these notices
mark the supposed transition from one section to another, from tractatae to coloratae. If
Decembrio had read these notices, he may well have glossed over the obscurity of
tractatae and coloratae by calling the text on either side of these subscriptions “books,” a
more usual technical term. This would be consonant with his attribution of authorship to
Quintilian, a name which, as we have seen, appears only in these paratexts. Why then not
specify “three books” (244–307, 308–350, 351–388)? There may not be a reason. Yet
however speculative this may be, we need to entertain the possibility that Decembrio
possessed an MD manuscript with more than three libri. What if he read another
incipit/explicit notice which we cannot? The Montpellier manuscript’s first folio is now
damaged beyond readability, but Pierre Pithou was able to transcribe it in his own time.
Is it possible that more folios before this one had been lost? Or to put it differently, was
there, in the archetype of the extant MD, more text at the beginning than we have now? Is
it possible that the breakoff point was at an internal juncture in the text, one marked by an
incipit/explicit notice, i.e. where the tractatae started and whatever came before them
ended? Could Decembrio have read three such notices, thus implying an additional liber?
These are unanswerable questions. Decembrio’s entry is imprecise, and it sets the tone, as
we have seen, for the equally convoluted notices about the MD by subsequent humanist
scholars. They were unsure how to approach it, and even though not one of them
discusses this openly, their puzzlement stemmed from the encounter with the
subscriptions at 307 and 350. All were content with limited speculation about the name
“Quintilian” which appears there, while largely ignoring the meaning of tractatae and
54

coloratae, i.e. the actual internal divisions in the text. Editors of the early printed editions
reproduced these subscriptions with astonishing regularity, with only some attempts at
discussing their significance. Modern scholarship dispenses with the subscription at 307
quickly and dismisses the other one even more easily. 112 It is time, then, for a serious
confrontation with the paratext which was present in the tradition’s archetype.
Subscriptions, headings, and numbering will give us access to the earliest stages of our
text’s transmission, the so-called “protohistory.” 113
Before we go there, let us sum up. In addition to the (fully and partially)
preserved manuscripts of the Minor Declamations, the following “ghost manuscripts” are
attested indirectly: the manuscript Ugoleto used as the exemplar for the BSB Clm 309
(around 1494); the manuscript Piccolomini received from Germany and Campano
inspected (after 1470); another German manuscript, used by Agricola in or around 1479;
a manuscript Agricola heard about, situated in Rome around 1482; and the manuscript
Decembrio found in Spain, and was robbed of in May 1465.

3. From roll to codex: paratext and the protohistory of the Minor Declamations
A. The subscriptions and MD’s physical formation
As was said, there are two subscriptions in the extant text of the MD. The one at 307
reads M. Fabi Quintil(iani) finiunt tractatae incipiunt coloratae. The one after 350 reads

112
113

Ritter (1881) 248; Winterbottom (1984) 449.
On the term “protohistory” see the Preface in the edited volume by Velaza (2016).
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M. Fabi Quintil(iani) finiunt coloratae feliciter; incip(iunt) eiusdem colorat<a>e
<l>egenti vita bona. 114 Winterbottom, in his commentary, considers the first subscription
“faulty:” tractatae, for him, are declamations that were given “[treatment] in the shape of
complete or incomplete speeches,” and coloratae “those for which only colors are
provided in a sermo,” which in fact “[start] only at 351,” i.e. after the other (“equally
unsatisfactory”) subscription. This explanation is itself not entirely satisfactory: even if
“352–8 and 362–4 are undiluted sermo, concentrating on the color to be followed,” this
sequence is pretty short. Not only 361 (“rather out of line,” as Winterbottom admits), but
all declamations after 364 re-introduce model speeches, which are then consistently
longer than the sermones down to the end of the collection. Is Winterbottom suggesting
that with 365 the text is back at tractatae, coloratae going on for only 12 or so
declamations? There is no subscription to back that claim. Ritter’s discussion is
completely garbled: he takes the scribal error at 384.1 for an actual subscription. 115 These
two scholars, then, focused narrowly (and superficially) on the meaning of tractatae and
coloratae. Before we can discuss this, we need to ask whether the position of the two
subscriptions can tell us anything about the text’s internal structure. I will focus on the
earlier one first. Though obscure, it demonstrably has a function, which is to mark the
transition from one distinct textual unit to another. The other subscription, with its
shifting from coloratae to coloratae, seems to me corrupt. But we will return to that later.

Thus in the Montepessulanus, reported by Winterbottom in the apparatus together with the minor
discrepancies from the other branch. Bracketed letters are my addition.
115
Some manuscripts (see Winterbottom’s apparatus) mistake the imperative colorate at 384.1 for a rubric
(i.e. “sermo,” “declamatio”), “Coloratae.” This late in the text the scribe was obviously influenced by the
two subscriptions in which he had already copied the word coloratae three times. The imperative colorate
is not thus corrupted at 285.1, earlier than either subscription.
114
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After M. Fabi Quintil(iani) finiunt tractatae incipiunt coloratae at the foot of 307,
no change in form takes place. The numeration of individual controversiae continues
uninterrupted. Its placement, therefore, seems random. However, when a subscription
appears in a strange place, this is because it was copied together with the main text in the
position where it was located in the exemplar. 116 In this way a late (that is, Medieval)
manuscript, through a succession of codices, can preserve a subscription in a position
where the text of a much earlier manuscript (perhaps a Late antique edition) ended. It
should also be noted that incipit/explicit notices started to be written out of necessity to
separate texts in codices that held multiple works by either one or more authors. 117 MD’s
subscription survives in both the Montpellier manuscript (which is believed to descend
directly from the archetype) and the other branch of the tradition. It therefore originates
with the archetype. Bart Huelsenbeck has recently argued convincingly, by studying
marginal notes in the Montpellier manuscript, that this book reflects a much earlier
codex, a corpus of declamatory texts (MD, the Elder Seneca’s excerpts, Calpurnius
Flaccus) that was annotated in the course of school use. 118 But the subscription at 307
points to the formation of the Minor Declamations as an earlier corpus. Understanding
this earlier process will help us better understand the later one.
The formation of the Major Declamations as a corpus is our most appropriate
point of comparison: the two texts were attributed to the same author, are of the same
genre, and were both probably used in schools. The gathering of the Major Declamations

Latin subscriptiones have been the lifelong interest of Oronzo Pecere. See Pecere (1986), most recently
Pecere (2017); on their unusual placement pp. 226–230, esp. 228.
117
Petrucci (1986) 182 and 186.
118
Huelsenbeck (2016).
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into a corpus is illuminated by two extraordinary subscriptions. In the collection that
nowadays consists of nineteen speeches, textual tradition has handed down one
subscription after Decl. 10 and another after Decl. 18. 119 The first reads Legi et emendavi
ego Dracontius cum fratre Ierio incomparabili †arrico† urbis Romae in scola fori
Traiani, and the other Descripsi et emendavi Domitius Dracontius de codice fratris Hieri
feliciter mihi et usibus meis et †diis† omnibus. The persons mentioned are identifiable,
and the copying dateable: a Hierius is attested as a Romanae urbis orator of some renown
in Augustine’s Confessions (4.13–14). The corrupt †arrico† is therefore plausibly
emended to oratore. Domitius Dracontius refers to him as his “brother,” which indicates
equal social status; since the two men copied the text in scola fori Traiani, frater may be
understood as “colleague”: †diis† is emended to discipulis. 120 The copying is dated to the
later fourth century. The existence of two subscriptions suggests that Hierius’ exemplar
was in two volumes, one containing declamations 1–10, the other 10–18. Dracontius
marked the end of Volume 1 with the first subscription, and of the entire collection of
with the other. What is witnessed here is the gathering of inherently “scholastic” texts
into a handy, single-volume corpus, which can conveniently be used for teaching
(discipulis meis). It is an organic, single-author (as it were) corpus. 121
This agglutination of texts calls to mind the multi-author declamatory corpus
found in the Montpellier manuscript. No doubt a similar process brought it about. But the
Minor Declamations, as suggested by their subscriptions, were first gathered into a
The two subscriptions and their broader significance were studied by Pecere (1986) 46–51, Stramaglia
(2006) 559–564, and Kragelund (1991).
120
Full discussion in Pecere (1986) 48–50.
121
Stramaglia (2006) 561–563 points out that around the same time further related material was in
circulation, which had not made it into the selection of Herius and Dracontius. The Major Declamations as
we have them are therefore a product of their editorial work.
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corpus of their own. Compared to Dracontius’ subscription, the one at MD 307 gives very
little information: in the same sentence it announces the end of one and the beginning of
another text by the same author, without mentioning the exemplar or the copyist/editor.
Yet despite this silence, its placement in the text (literally) speaks volumes.
If we count the words in the extant Minor Declamations, it turns out that the
subscription at 307 splits the extant collection almost exactly in half: declamations 244–
307 (63 in number) have c. 35848 words, and 308–388 (80) have c. 37110. 122 The
difference of 1262 words is a small enough variation to be ignored, or it may be a result
of missing folios at the beginning of the archetype (we have already mentioned the
damaged first page in the Montpellier manuscript). MD 244–388, then, was copied from a
two-volume exemplar to a single codex, similarly to Dracontius’ merging of Hierius’ two
tomes into one. Similarities do not end there: Major Declamations 1–10, Hierius’ vol. 1,
has c. 40100 words, 123 meaning that the exemplars used by Dracontius and the two
volumes of MD 244–388 were codices of similar size and perhaps format.
How many volumes were needed for MD 1–243? As we see from the 63 vs 80
individual declamations in 244–388 (and by simply glancing through the text), their
length varies. The results will necessarily be hypothetical. But if we assume that the
codex format was consistent throughout, depending on how we calculate, we get a range
of 3.4 to 3.84. MD 1–243, therefore, may have been housed in 3 or 4 codices, and the
entire collection in 5 or 6.

122
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Or, if we jettison all punctuation and word-division, c. 220959 and 238927 characters, respectively.
Hierius’ vol. 2, 11–18, is understandably shorter at c. 25966 words.
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I have called these volumes “codices,” but could they have been papyrus rolls?
The short answer is “probably not.” The most up-to-date calculations suggest that there
was great variation in length of literary papyrus rolls. 124 Any accounts about “standard”
roll size are necessarily speculative because additional sheets of papyrus could be
attached at the further end, so at least in theory there were no limits to a roll’s length.
However, one possible point of reference are conceptual “books” of prose works, which
would oftentimes be copied onto one papyrus roll. 125 At the longer end of the length
spectrum there are single rolls carrying Socratic dialogues, and individual books of
historiographical works in Greek. 126 Long conceptual “books” are not uncommon in Latin
either, and their length is similar: individual books of Tacitus or Quintilian are at the
longest end of what a papyrus roll would carry. The longest complete book of Tacitus’
Annals counts c. 10750 words (Book 1), while Quintilian’s Book 9 stretches to nearly
double that, c. 19462. The Elder Seneca’s C. 1 has c. 17948 words. Even if Latin papyrus
rolls were much more capacious than Greek ones, a volume of Minor or Major
declamations would be almost twice the size of a long book of Latin prose. All this in
addition to the fact that Dracontius explicitly calls his exemplars codices (descripsi ... de
codice). The volumes in question could have been papyrus codices, but they were
probably not rolls (we will return to the papyrus roll stage of the MD later).
The subscription at 350, however, could be an end-notice (explicit) of a papyrus
roll. If 308–388 was a single codex-volume, two papyrus rolls carrying 308–350 and

For authoritative accounts see Johnson (2009) 264–265; Johnson (2004) 143–152, with critique of
earlier estimates.
125
But see Johnson (2004) 146–147.
126
For example, Xenophon’s Oeconomicus at c. 18232 words or Book 2 of Thucydides at c. 20400.
124
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351–388 could have been its exemplars, but it is more probable that at least another
subscription was lost between 308 and 350. 127
The subscription at 307, then, marked the end of “volume 4” of the collection.
The numbering of declamations ignores the subscription and proceeds to 308. This means
that numbering was written into the text when there was no longer a physical break after
307, perhaps as the text was being transcribed into a more capacious codex. I have put
quotation marks around “volume 4” because, in the absence of numeration, the order of
the five codices did not matter. The material in them was not organized in ascending
order, but thematically: one volume of “tractatae,” another of “coloratae,” etc.
Introduction of numbers was an editorializing move out of desire to fix the corpus, i.e.
fuse the five volumes into a coherent whole. It should be added that, in Antiquity,
“smaller units of Latin texts [were] seldom if ever numbered.” 128 Andrew Riggsby has
recently shown that numerical indexing of a text’s capita used to receive negative
feedback from writers and readers. Cross-referencing by number was not practiced. An
important exception were legal statutes, but in this case numbered sections provided the
user with an air of authority when quoting. 129 There was no such incentive for
declamation.

Minor Declamations 308–350 has c. 27943 words, probably too much text for a single roll. More rolls
could have been carrying the same type of declamations, and further subscriptions could have easily been
lost. It is only safe to make negative assessments in this situation. However, 351–388 has only c. 9155
words, which was packable into one roll.
128
Riggsby (2019) 17.
129
Riggsby (2019) 17–22. Riggsby’s discussion is an important corrective to an earlier one by BiancaJeanette Schröder (1999) 93; 102; 115–122 (not in Riggsby’s bibliography). She retrojects Late Antique
references to numbered sections to Antiquity (for conflation see e.g. p. 95), in addition to not distinguishing
sufficiently between authorial (scarcely attested) and editorial numbering. See also Riggsby (2019) 216–
222.
127
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The editor merged into one sentence the explicit of vol. 4 with the incipit of his
last volume. What was in vol. 3, before tractatae? The incipit/explicit before 244 (or
earlier, depending on how many declamations were lost at that end) is lost, but a trace
may have survived in extemporaneae Quintiliani quoted by Campano. The phrasing
certainly fits, and the epithet extemporaneae, as we saw, is applicable to declamations in
a similar way as tractatae and coloratae (and has the same feminine ending). Perhaps
Campano’s manuscript preserved an end-list of subscriptions.

B. Titles: their style and significance
If the numbering is not original but editorial, what about title-headings and rubrics
“sermo” and “declamatio”? Joachim Dingel lays out relevant parallels: 130 Quintilian in
the IO refers to declamations by title (3.6.26: in pestilentia comissator; 3.6.27: adulter
loris caesus vel fame necatus; 5.10.104: ut in illo adultero sacerdote; 7.7.8: ut in
desertore et viro forti; 9.2.68: quale est in suspecta nuru; 9.2.86: quas habet factus ex
viro forti desertor), and so does the Elder Seneca (C. 2.2.8: in armorum iudicio, of a
suasoria). Quintilian’s formulations generally agree with the usual form titles take in the
MD. As Dingel explains, titles in the MD are nominal constructions, with the noun
naming the main character and modifiers (often past passive participles) specifying the
situation. Even when the personal element is omitted, titles show stylistic consistency
across the collection. Dingel also points out that the titles in Calpurnius Flaccus and the
Elder Seneca’s excerpts are similar in style (and compares them to newspaper
130

Dingel (1988) 17–20.
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headlines). 131 There are some exact matches (morietur antequam nubat, MD 354 – Calp.
40, in Seneca 6.6 the same topic is titled adultera venefica; armis sepulcri victor, MD 369
– Sen. 4.4), some close ones (adulter uxoris qua cesserat fratri, MD 291 ~ adulter uxoris,
Calp. 48; filius pro meretrice patris suam redimens, MD 356 ~ filius meretricis suae
redemptor, Calp. 37), and some topics have entirely different titles in different collections
(exul index tyrannidis, MD 351 – decreto reditu exul occisus, Calp. 6; noverca torta
filiam consciam dicens, MD 381 – filia conscia in veneno privigni, Sen. 9.6). The
Montpellier manuscript is the most important witness for all three of these texts. 132 It
therefore makes sense to give more substance to Dingel’s remarks and compare
Calpurnius’ and Seneca’s titles to the ones in the MD. 133
In general, titles in Calpurnius Flaccus and the Elder Seneca display the same
tendency towards nominalization. In addition to nouns, headings can be based on
substantivized adjectives (fortis, dives, pauper, ignominiosus, etc.) and even participles.
Perfect, present, and future passive participles (gerundives) used as nouns, functioning as
subjects, objects, etc., are found in all three collections. In the Elder Seneca,
substantivized perfect participles appear 5 times, present participles 3 times, and
gerundives once. 134 In Calpurnius Flaccus, substantivized perfect participles appear 8

Dingel (1988) 18, n. 44.
As Håkanson (1978) iii–v explains, the Montpellier manuscript preserves only one, badly damaged page
of Calpurnius’ text, but he nonetheless judges it to be the best witness. Two other manuscripts of
Calpurnius (B and C, which also transmit the MD) have titles and subscriptions written in red. The
excerpted tradition of the Elder Seneca is also best attested by the Montpellier manuscript, see Håkanson
(1989) xiv.
133
Titles of individual declamations from all 4 extant collections are printed in Appendix B.
134
Perfect: 3.5, 4.3, 6.1, 8.1, 9.3; present: 6.7, 7.6 (both times demens), and 10.1; gerundives: 3.3. On the
(lack of) titles in the Suasoriae, see below.
131
132
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times, present participles once, and there are no gerundives. 135 In the MD, substantivized
perfect participles appear 15 times, present participles once, and gerundives twice. 136
Despite their modest frequency, 137 participles used as nouns are a significant stylistic
choice in the titles. By changing the finite forms in the verb-oriented sentences of the
themata into quasi-nouns, they not only give the headings brevity, but they also highlight
the “personal” aspect of each declamation. In other words, they emphasize that what
controversiae are really about is characters. 138 It should not be surprising, then, to learn
that in most titles across the MD the first word refers in one way or another to a person. 139
Nowhere is this stylistic tendency to “personify” headings more apparent than in
the adoption of a specific verb-derived nominal category: agent nouns that end in -tor and
-trix. Forty-six out of the surviving 144 Minor Declamations have an agent noun in their
title, about 31.9%; 12 out of 53 titles in Calpurnius Flaccus, about 22.5%; and 7 out of 74
titles in the ten books of Seneca’s Controversiae, about 9.5%. Seneca, however, is a
special case. Only Books 1, 2, 7, 9, and 10 survive more or less complete. There is a
fourfold organization to his text: by books, by themata (preceded by headings), by people
quoted (within each thema), and organization into sententiae, divisiones, and colores. The

Perfect: 14, 16, 18, 19, 24, 34, 41, 42; present: 8 (demens).
Perfect: 251, 260, 270, 286, 290, 306, 311, 320, 338, 357, 368, 370, 376, 377, 383; present: 295
(demens); gerundives: 281, 330.
137
Approximately 6.75% of titles in Seneca, 9.72% in the MD, and 15% in Calpurnius contain a
substantivized participle. It should, however, be stressed that the total number of participles in each
collection’s headings (together with participles that are used attributively and predicatively) is
approximately double in each case.
138
In line with Quintilian’s famous discussion on the differences between theses and hypotheses, IO 3.5.5–
9.
139
In 107 of 144 titles, 74.3%. The 37 exceptions are MD 248, 249, 250, 257, 261, 264, 271, 276, 292, 299,
303, 304, 308, 313, 318, 321, 322, 324, 325, 329, 331, 336, 337, 338, 339, 341, 347, 350, 354, 359, 360,
361, 362, 365, 369, 373, 380.
135
136
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last two criteria are the most important for Seneca, as is apparent from his prefaces. 140
Hence a relatively modest number of themata across the ten books. 141
The 19 Major Declamations have only one agent noun in their titles (gladiator,
9). Their style, however, is consistent across the collection: all but three (4, 9, and 11) are
two-word titles (in 2 and 18 the third word is the preposition in; 19 duplicates 18). A
participle appears 8 times (7 perfect and one present, all non-substantivized). The first (or
the only) word in a title refers to a character in 10 cases. 142 Some titles use words in
striking ways. 143 They are all nominal constructions. When Dingel remarks (p. 20) that
the Maiores have “proper” titles and not mere headings like the MD, he overlooks their
style. The Maiores’ titles are traditional in form while displaying traceable
peculiarities. 144
Agent nouns (in titles) that appear more than once in at least one of the collections
are distributed as follows:

Sen. C. 1 Praef. 10: quaecumque a celeberrimis viris facunde dicta teneo, ne ad quemquam privatim
pertineant, populo dedicabo.
141
It seems that the excerpted tradition plucks text from each thema in each book. Themata across books
are distributed as follows: Bk. One: 8; Bk. Two: 7; Bk. Three: 9; Bk. Four: 8; Bk. Five: 8; Bk. Six: 8; Bk.
Seven: 8; Bk. Eight: 6; Bk. Nine: 6; Bk. Ten: 6. The most frequent number of themata per book, then, is 8.
The one-book Suasoriae have 7 different themata.
142
Major Declamation 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, 11, 16, 18, 19.
143
Palmatus (1) is added by a later hand in B (see Håkanson’s apparatus), but the word is used in the body
text as well; only here is this adjective not referring to a palm tree dye-pattern; it is also the only attestation
of the singular masculine form. Incantatum (10) is only found once in Horace, in Apuleius’ Apologia, and
in Porphyrio’s commentary, never paired with sepulcrum. Infamis in (18 and 19) is found in IO 9.2.79, but
the title was added by a later hand.
144
This analysis also holds true for the two titles mentioned by Lactantius (Inst. 1.21.17: fanaticus; 5.7.6–7:
caput obvolutum). Stramaglia (2006) 562 infers that these were similar speeches that did not make it into
Dracontius’ and Hierius’ edition. He correctly points out that the titles’ stylistic homogeneity in the
Maiores is owed either to an editor (perhaps the known duo) who added them en bloc, or to individual
authors who followed the established style (n. 28). In the Historia Augusta we read (SHA 24, Tyranni
Triginta 4.2) of an emperor whose declamations were inserted among Quintilian’s. The style of the title
would have helped a forger to pass off his speech as authentically Quintilianic if there was already a
collection making the rounds.
140
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Minor
Declamations

Calpurnius
Flaccus

The Elder
Seneca

Institutio
Oratoria

8

3

3

/

proditor/proditrix 6

/

/

/

pulsator

4

/

/

/

expositor

2

/

/

/

imperator

2

2

1

/

victor

2

/

/

/

amator

2

1

/

/

tutor

2

/

/

/

educator

2

/

/

/

desertor

3

3

/

2

raptor

Of the words in the chart, raptor signals the frequency in Roman declamation of topics
involving rape. But “rapist” is a specialized meaning for the more broadly used “one who
takes something by force.” 145 In this meaning the word is found across Plautus and in
Augustan poetry. The apparently first attestation of the meaning “rapist” is found in a
fragment of Varro’s Saturae Menippeae, 146 and next in Horace’s late Odes Book 4
(4.6.2). Only Ovid takes up that meaning regularly (Ars Am. 1.680, 3.254, Met. 5.402,
6.158, etc.). In prose the neutral meaning is first found in Livy (10.28.11). The meaning
“rapist” is first attested in the Elder Seneca, then in his son’s prose (and tragedies), and
then in the Institutio Oratoria. Raptor, then, is a poetic word. It was adopted in
declamation in the narrower sense of “rapist.” There it was used frequently, and its
145
146

See TLL 11.2.121.73.
Fr. 192 Astbury (via Nonnius Marcellus): rapta a nescio quo mulione raptoris ramitis rumpit.
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prominence in declamatory titles suggests that raptor was a true declamatory
buzzword. 147
•

Proditor is a widely used word, but proditrix is found only in the heading
of MD 272 (in the body prodo and proditio appear) before the fourth
century (Lactantius, Servius, Zeno of Verona).

•

Pulsator is unique to the Minor Declamations in prose. In poetry it only
appears in Valerius Flaccus’ Argonautica (5.693). 148

•

Expositor is attested in the Elder Seneca (10.4.21) prior to the MD, and
nowhere else.

•

Amator is an ordinary word, but a marked choice in MD 289 (amator
filiae), 297 (meretrix ab amatore forti caecata), and Calp. 33 (amator
meretricis dominae). Only in MD 297 does it specifically signify a man
who has repeated sexual encounters with a woman. 149 The other two
occurrences are concerned with tabooed and therefore unrealized sexual
desire (incest and a slave’s desire for his female master). 150 Amans would
have been more precise.

•

Imperator, victor, tutor, educator, and desertor are frequently used words.

Together with the verb rapio and the participle rapta.
Quint. IO 10.1.90 (multum in Valerio Flacco nuper amisimus) suggests that the Argonautica is earlier
than the MD, if the MD postdates the IO.
149
Cicero distinguishes (Tusc. 4.12): neque enim omnes anxii qui anguntur aliquando nec qui anxii semper
anguntur, ut inter ebrietatem et ebriositatem interest aliudque est amatorem esse, aliud amantem. This is
essentially the difference between how participles and agent nouns work: the latter (being nouns) signify a
character trait that leads to repeated action, a permanent state, or a prolonged occupation. The present
participle is a predicative adjective that signifies a current/temporary state.
150
Calp. 33 is a playful distortion of elegiac motifs (the servitium amoris) with deliberate allusions to Ovid.
Sussman (1994) ad loc. provides rather basic commentary.
147
148
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•

Of the agent nouns that appear only once in MD headings, infitiator is a
Ciceronian coinage picked up by Quintilian in the IO (7.2.50). It appears
in the heading of the thematically related MD 245 (and once in the sermo),
and once in the sermo at 353.4. It is also found once in Martial (1.103.11)
and twice in younger Seneca’s De Beneficiis (3.13, 3.17).

•

In MD 260 (pastor abdicatorum) the noun pastor is (uniquely in Latin
literature) modifying an object genitive that refers not to animals but to
people. 151

•

Depositor is a hapax legomenon in MD 267.

•

Circumscriptor appears once in Cicero (Cat. 2.4.7), and then once in the
Elder (6.3) 152 and younger (Tranquil. anim. 8.4) Seneca. It is found only
once in Juvenal (15.136), and in MD 343.

•

Similarly conviciator: once in Cicero (Mur. 6; and [In Sallustium] 1), once
in younger Seneca (De Ira 24.1), once in Suetonius (Tib. 11.3), and MD
364.

•

Competitrix was picked up in MD 470 from Cicero (Mur. 19).

This lexical analysis suggests that declamatory headings across our collections
were composed with deliberate stylistic consideration. They strive for concision. They
have a distinctive nominal style that avoids finite verbs and favors present and past
participles. They emphasize the stock characters of controversiae. And they especially

As Quintilian reminds us at 8.6.18 “shepherd of the people” is a Homeric formula. And of course this
metaphor will be developed in Christian Latin literature.
152
Where attention is drawn to the word: circumscriptores dici solent qui aliquid abstulerunt; iste nihil
reliquit.
151
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favor agent nouns ending in -tor. These can be ordinary words, poeticisms, and
neologisms. Composers of declamatory headings go out of their way to use -tor agent
nouns even when a different type of word would suit the thema better. This is especially
true in the MD. Across the three collections, agent nouns from the titles typically appear
only there and not also in the body of their declamations. Raptor, proditor, imperator,
victor, tutor, educator, desertor, which are frequently used words, appear in the bodies of
their respective declamations. Proditrix, pulsator, expositor, amator (except in its regular
meaning in MD 297), pastor, depositor, and conviciator, rare or unique words, do not
(infitiator and circumscriptor are exceptions). If the agent nouns in the first (ordinary)
group were lifted up to the headings from the body text, then it follows that, in the MD,
the rare or unique nouns were chosen or coined precisely to make up for the lack of
suitable agent nouns in the body text. They typically compress a relative clause (e.g.
pulsator, which in three out of its four occurrences stands in for qui pulsaverit in the
body: 265, 358, 362, 372). 153 All of this shows how important agent nouns were for the
composer: if there was one in the text, he used it, otherwise he searched for one
elsewhere. The fact that there are only two absolute hapaxes (depositor and proditrix,
with a caveat about the latter) suggests that the composer preferred attested agent nouns,
even if this meant that he sometimes had to stretch the meaning, as with amator and
pastor. His sources were Cicero’s speeches, 154 the Elder Seneca, and the Institutio
Oratoria.

153
154

Relative clauses appear only in the headings of Seneca C. 3.3, 6.7, 7.6, and MD 276, 329, 330, 352, 385.
Pro Cluentio is cited openly in the sermo at 388.32.
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The headings in the MD were demonstrably composed with a studied choice of
words (elegantia). If the surviving text is representative of the whole collection, almost
one in three headings contained an agent noun. Their author went so far as to use the rarer
female ending -trix, adopting competitrix from Cicero, and coining proditrix. He was a
judicious reader of the Elder Seneca and Quintilian, 155 and he strove to reproduce the
distinctive style of declamatory headings. It may be said that, compared to other
collections, he extended a conspicuous feature of this style. He did not shy away from
bold collocations (amator filiae, pastor abdicatorum), nor from coining new words
(depositor). As a result, the MD headings have a memorable sound-bite quality.
In considering sound, we come to the oral aspect of declamation: after all, it was a
performative exercise. For Margaret Imber, declamatory titles support the understanding
of declamatory texts as marked by features of oral composition. 156 According to her,
headings are a written trace of an informal oral shorthand used to refer to controversiae
in educational and recreational settings. This is indeed the impression we get from the
already cited references in the IO. When Quintilian writes ut in illo adultero sacerdote,
ille suggests that the topic was widely known. 157 Similar use of ille is found in the Elder
Seneca (7 Praef. 9: cum dixisset Albucius in illa <de> fratre 158 qui fratrem parricidii
damnatum in exarmata nave dimisit). 159 At Trimalchio’s dinner table, the host asks
Agamemnon the rhetor about the controversia he declaimed that day, but insists on the
thema, not the title. It is soon revealed that he was only being particular in order to score
Dingel (1988) 21–32 is skeptical about this, but he considers Quintilian to be the author of the MD.
Imber (1997) 109–113.
157
OLD, s.v. ille 4.
158
Schultingh’s emendation; Håkanson prints in illo fratre.
159
Imber (1997) 111, and further examples from the Rhetores Latini Minores.
155
156
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not one, but two jokes. 160 Even Petronius’ satirically inflected narrative reveals something
about the way people would talk about controversiae.
Suasoriae are referred to in a similar fashion, yet not by special titles but by their
themata (Sen. C. 7.7.19: ut in illa suasoria in qua deliberat Alexander an Oceanum
naviget. = Suas. 1). 161 Since these were simple deliberative exercises, all facts about any
given suasoria easily fit into one sentence with an indirect question delibera(n)t…an.
The single incomplete book of Seneca’s Suasoriae has no headings other than its
themata. 162 It is perhaps indicative that Seneca’s is the only extant collection of suasoriae
from antiquity. Teachers perhaps did not take enough pride in their suasoriae to publish
them, maybe because they taught them to boys younger than those who declaimed
controversiae. 163 In any case, no sophisticated labeling style was required to refer to wellknown historical figures who faced either-or choices.
If, then, as Imber argues, there had been by Seneca’s time a sufficiently uniform
and narrow repertoire of declamation topics in circulation so as to not require a
systematic method of titling, the titles we have do in fact come from written texts curated

Petr. Sat. 48.4–7: sed narra tu mihi, Agamemnon, quam controversiam hodie declamasti? ego etiam si
causas non ago, in domusionem tamen litteras didici. et ne me putes studia fastiditum, duas bybliothecas
habeo, unam Graecam, alteram Latinam. dic ergo, si me amas, peristasim declamationis tuae’. cum
dixisset Agamemnon: ‘pauper et dives inimici erant’, ait Trimalchio ‘quid est pauper?’ ‘urbane’ inquit
Agamemnon et nescio quam controversiam exposuit. statim Trimalchio ‘hoc’ inquit ‘si factum est,
controversia non est; si factum non est, nihil est’. Schmeling (2011) ad loc. notes that Trimalchio is using
the correct Greek term peristasis for the subject (IO 3.5.18, 5.10.104, immediately followed by a reference
to titles).
161
See also how Juvenal (1.15–17; 7.161; 10.166–167) and Persius (3.44–47) allude to suasoriae.
162
The seven themata all contain an indirect question. In contrast to controversiae headings, these are real
sentences with finite verbs. But they are always only one sentence. Additional facts are kept within one
syntactical unit through subordination (e.g. 5: deliberant athenienses an trophaea persica tollant, xerse
minante rediturum se nisi tollerentur). It can be said that these themata have a deliberately title-like style.
163
Were suasoriae seen as less prestigious than controversiae because they “require less intelligence,” as
Tacitus suggests (minus prudentiae exigentes, Dial. 35.4)? Seneca would have his readers believe that the
same great men who declaimed controversiae amused themselves with suasoriae too.
160
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by specialists in rhetoric. Imber recognizes that headings would have been used, above
all, for organizing text in written collections. 164 But beyond this alleged practicality, our
analysis has shown that declamation headings unify a collection conceptually, while
segmenting the text on the page. The Major Declamations, a multiple-author
agglomeration ultimately assembled by editors, possess similarly-styled titles. The
headings of the Minor Declamations, consistently designed across the collection, tie the
collection together in a way that is not simply technical, 165 but literary. Each heading has
a meaning in relation to its own controversia and all the headings are integrated into a
system. They were demonstrably a product of bookish study, even if their inspiration
ultimately derives from the “oral shorthand.” It may not be necessary to be methodical
when one teaches ephemeral lessons on a few dozen topics, but a written 388 in one place
require some unifying principle. What is more, the style of the headings is the most
readily recognizable feature of a rhetor’s divulged commentarii. A calling card of sorts,
we might say.
All that has been said above applies regardless of whether an author is writing
headings for his own collection, or if an editor is retouching it later. The MD headings are
generically authentic to declamation as well as to the collection itself, no matter who
wrote them. 166

Imber (1997) 112, though she does not discuss the mechanics of text segmentation in literary papyri.
Which is what the numbers do.
166
Winterbottom (1984) xv n. 13, Ritter (1881) 220 n., and Wahlén (1930) 44–52 are all skeptical about the
titles’ authenticity, but offer little in the way of argument.
164
165
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C. Titles: text or paratext?
Elsewhere in Latin literature chapter headings are connected to a related textual device:
the index of lemmata or “Table of Contents,” i.e. list of chapter summaries. 167 Tables of
Contents usually precede the main text and list the lemmata for all the books of a multibook work. They are usually not combined with another cross-referencing tool, such as
numeration. In some authors’ textual traditions, lemmata for individual books are
duplicated at the beginning of each, and in others they are inserted into the text as chapter
headings. Some Tables of Contents were written and explicitly introduced by the author,
the authorship of others is uncertain, and still others were clearly added later. The
following works contain an index of lemmata and/or chapter headings (grouped by
genre):
•

Cato’s De Agri Cultura – index of lemmata, chapter headings; authorship
uncertain.

•

Varro’s De Re Rustica, Book 1 only – index of lemmata; author not Varro. 168

•

Columella’s De Re Rustica – index of lemmata at the end of Book 11; duplicated
in manuscripts at the beginning of individual books; 169 introduced explicitly by
Columella. 170

•

Valerius Maximus’ Dicta et Facta Memorabilia – index of lemmata for the entire
work preceding Book 1; chapter headings; author not Valerius.

On ancient Tables of Contents see Schröder (1999) 106–115; Riggsby (2007) and (2019) 22–29; Doody
(2010) Ch. 3; Bodel (2015) 23–40; Gibson (2014).
168
Flach (1996) 15–17; Keil (1894) 80; in favor of authenticity Heurgon (1978) 91–92.
169
Henderson (2002) 111–113.
170
Discussion in Riggsby (2007) 98–100.
167
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•

The Elder Pliny’s Naturalis Historia – entire Book 1 is an index of lemmata;
duplicated in manuscripts at the beginning of individual books; 171 introduced
explicitly by Pliny. 172

•

Frontinus’ Strategemata – each Book has an explicitly introduced index of
lemmata; chapter headings. 173

•

Aulus Gellius’ Noctes Atticae – index of lemmata at the end the Praefatio,
introduced explicitly by Gellius; duplicated in manuscripts at the beginning of
individual books; 174 chapter headings. 175

•

Scribonius Largus’ Compositiones – index of numbered lemmata at the end the
Praefatio, introduced explicitly by Scribonius; some lemmata duplicated as
headings; numbers are keyed to numbered chapters accurately. 176
There is also some disagreement as to what counts as a Table of Contents. 177 In

any case, chapter headings are found in Cato, Valerius Maximus, Frontinus, Gellius, and
Scribonius. In no case are the headings explicitly introduced as such. In the case of
Gellius it is clear that the lemmata were not intended to double as chapter headings. We
will therefore leave Gellius aside. Cato and Valerius Maximus have both indices and
headings, and so does Frontinus. Scribonius is a special case. Let us then briefly consider
the style of headings in these authors.

Doody (2010) 98; see also 100–101 on chapter headings.
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In Cato’s De Agri Cultura, the correspondence between the lemmata in the index
and the headings in the text is imperfect: not every heading is duplicated verbatim in the
index. 178 Most headings do little more than repeat the chapter’s first few words, but there
are also several curious tendencies that can be observed. The heading to Ch. 1 reads: quo
modo agrum emi pararique oporteat. The first sentence: praedium quom parare
cogitabis, sic in animo habeto: uti ne cupide emas neve opera tua parcas visere etc.
Parari and emi are picked up in the heading from the text, while quo modo corresponds
to sic. But praedium is not the same as ager, as is clear from 1.4: siet in his agris, qui non
saepe dominos mutant: qui in his agris praedia vendiderint, quos pigeat vendidisse. The
heading otherwise summarizes the chapter well, but ager seems to have been used for
lexical variety (or to pick up the title of the work, de agri cultura). Similarly in 4: the
heading reads bubilia uti bene aedificata habeas, but in the body text, aedifico is used in
relation to a country villa, not stables. There are more examples (18, 25, etc.). Despite
syntactical inconsistency (indirect questions, prepositional phrases with de), some traces
of lexical selection with style in mind are observable in the De Agri Cultura headings.
There is disagreement about the authenticity of the summary and the headings, 179 but for
our purposes it is useful to note that headings were written without too much effort. The
Table of Contents is not, however, a simple index of incipits. The author did some
rudimentary summarizing and compression while at times employing lexical variation
and elegantia.
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Mazzarino (1982) cxvii–cxix.
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Valerius Maximus’ Dicta et Facta Memorabilia is equipped with an index of
lemmata and chapter headings. Scholars consider neither as authorial. The index
presupposes a textual lacuna, which means that it was added after a portion of the text
had already been lost. 180 The headings are considered inauthentic because of the way they
are positioned within the main text. Valerius marks the beginnings of new chapters with
short prefaces. Titles are placed inconsistently either before or after them. Not every
chapter has a heading, so a preface is a more reliable sign of transition. At times headings
disrupt the syntactical flow or undermine the effect of transitional words. Not only are the
headings obsolete, it is argued, but they also break up Valerius’ continuous prose. 181
Strictly speaking, only the positioning of the headings is problematic. Perhaps they were
copied inconsistently into the text from the margins, where they would not have been
disruptive. 182 Valerius’ work was also epitomized by two men, one named Julius Paris
and another named Januarius Nepotianus. 183 The index is found only in Paris’ epitome,
while headings are present in both. 184 It has been argued that the index and the headings
had not originally been part of Paris’ epitome, but that they were added later by a reader
who used a complete manuscript of the Dicta et Facta Memorabilia for reference, a
manuscript that contained the index and the headings. 185 Nepotianus takes greater
liberties in summarizing and even adds new material. 186 Headings in Paris’ epitome are
slimmed down in comparison to the unepitomized tradition, sometimes to the point of
Helm (1955) 97–98.
Thormeyer (1902) 32–35.
182
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183
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obscurity. 187 Nepotianus gave the new material in his epitome unusually long and
elaborate headings. 188 Even if we cannot with certainty claim that Paris used a manuscript
with headings for his epitome, it is likely that Nepotianus both saw headings in his
exemplar and wrote new ones himself. Both persons are otherwise unknown and
impossible to date precisely. A terminus ante quem for Paris is set in the first half of the
sixth century based on a subscription by Rusticius Helpidius Domnulus, an attested
Christian poet from Ravenna. 189 Nepotianus is best dated to before 500 CE because he
was known to Orosius and Ennodius. 190
Layers of paratext in Valerius Maximus’ three textual traditions are exceptionally
difficult to untangle. What we can with some certainty determine is that Valerius’ text
was manipulated by multiple people, and that an index was added sometime between the
first and fifth centuries. Valerius was particularly popular among declaimers. In the
introductory letter to his epitome Julius Paris states that many exempla in one place are
especially useful for declamation (exemplorum conquisitionem cum scirem esse non
minus disputantibus quam declamantibus necessariam, decem Valerii Maximi libros
dictorum et factorum memorabilium ad unum volumen epitomae coegi). Nepotianus’
letter has a similar tenor. What is the connection, we might ask, between how information
was organized in declamation and in exempla-literature? This and similar questions will
have to be pursued another time, but for now, let it be noted that Valerius’ headings have
a neat, deliberately regular style. The de + ablative form dominates across the work; if a
Compare headings for 3.4, 3.5, 4.2, 4.5, 6.5, 6.7, etc.
See p. 807, 832, 833, 834 in Briscoe’s edition.
189
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190
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story is concerned with people, qui relative clauses are used, which results in longer
headings; 191 the form “adverb + dicta aut facta” is employed 4 times; 192 some deliberate
variation is observable; 193 there are almost no indirect statements; 194 there is only one
single-word title: strategetica, 7.3. Whoever wrote the titles took care that they be
concise and accurate. They are much more sophisticated as headings than Gellius’ and
Pliny’s capita, which were never meant to be placed at the head of chapters.
Each book of Frontinus’ Strategemata is introduced by a preface followed by an
index of numbered lemmata for that book. The indices are themselves introduced by a
variation of the same sentence, and the lemmata are referred to as species, “subdivisions,”
sc. of the general topic of that book. 195 The species are then repeated as chapter headings.
Robert Ireland, the latest editor of Frontinus’ text, inclines towards denying them
authenticity but gives no arguments for his position. 196 It is true that the prefaces are
riddled with textual problems and sentences in square brackets. At the same time,
sentences that announce the indices are integrated well with the prefaces that precede
them. 197 This is especially true in Book 3, where the removal of the last sentence would

See 3.5, 3.6, 4.2, 7.8, 7.9, 8.3, 8.6. Compare how people are marked in declamatory headings. See also
8.9, 8.10, 8.11, 8.16, 9.14.
192
In 6.2 (libere), 6.4 (graviter), 7.2 (sapienter), and 7.3 (vafre).
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See 5.5–5.8.
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But see 8.13.
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Book 1: species eorum quae instruant ducem in his quae ante proelium gerenda sunt; Book 2: eorum
quae ad proelia pertinent species sunt; eorum deinde quae post proelium agenda sunt has esse species
existimaverim; Book 3: depositis autem operibus et machinamentis, quorum expleta iam pridem inventione
nullam video ultra artium materiam, has circa expugnationem species στρατηγημάτων fecimus; ex
contrario, circa tutelam obsessorum; Book 4 (spurious): et sane velut <res> residua expedienda fuit: in qua
et ipsa ordinem per species servare conabor. On species see OLD, s.v., 10.
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cause the preface to collapse. What is more, the preface to the spurious Book 4 uses the
same device to announce the species, which suggests that the author knew a text of the
first three Books that had them. In the oldest complete codex (Harley MS 2666) the
species are written with the same ink as the preface and the main text, but the numbers
and headings are written in a different ink. 198 For comparison, in the Montepessulanus
codex of the Minor Declamations, which is of similar date and geographical provenance
(if perhaps not workshop) as the Harley 2666 – first half of the ninth century, northern
France – all paratext (headings, numbers, sermo/declamatio) is written in ink of the same
color. If both of these manuscripts reflect a perhaps Late Antique exemplar, we may
assume that in Frontinus numbers and headings were thought of as not organically
belonging with the main text, perhaps because they were indeed an addition. For this
reason, they were written in different ink. The species, written in the same ink as the
main text, are more likely to be genuine. All in all, I believe that on the basis of available
evidence, extreme skepticism about the authenticity of the species is uncalled for.
As in the case of Valerius Maximus, Frontinus’ species are very regular and
precise. Since most chapters are concerned with actions, most species take the form of de
+ gerund; quemadmodum + “impersonal” 3rd person passive is the other frequent option.
Stylistically attentive use of subordinate clauses can be seen, 199 even though brevity was
an obvious aim. Of all authors considered so far, Frontinus had equipped his work with
the clearest and most effective index of summaries.

Reynolds (1983) 171; Ireland (1990) vii; the codex is described in Bischoff (2004) 113 (=n. 2444), by
the same scholar who identified the Montepessulanus. Its provenance is presumed to be in or around Paris.
199
E.g. 2.9 and 10: si res prospere cessent, de consummandis reliquiis belli; si res durius cesserit, de
adversis emendandis. The protases are pulled to the front so that de is not the first word, as it usually is.
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There can be no doubt that Scribonius Largus wrote the index to his
Compositiones, a book of medical recipes dated to about 48 CE. 200 He introduces the
index explicitly at the end of his introductory letter (primum ergo ad quae vitia
compositiones exquisitae et aptae sint subiecimus et numeris notavimus, quo facilius
quod quaeretur inveniatur). 201 Uniquely in Latin literature, entries include numbers that
are keyed to numbered individual passages in the main text. The cross-reference circuit is
thus closed and the Compositiones can be easily consulted. Entries from the index are
however not repeated as headings in the main text. Some recipes are rather short so titles
would only have crowded the text unnecessarily. The book is nonetheless organized by
ailments, and transition from one group of ailments to another is signaled by headings
(shortened from the index) in the manuscript tradition. The numbers, which run
continuously, refer back to the detailed index, while headings mark the category of
ailments the current string of recipes is dealing with. 202 Strictly speaking, these headings
are not necessary. What is more, unnumbered headings appear on three occasions in the
index (at 19, 28, and 201), but these do not correspond to any headings in the main text.
While Scribonius’ numbers-cum-lemmata reference system is lucid, the headings much
more resemble what we saw in our previous examples: an imposition of titles freely
adapted from the index. Since this is done on top of an already existing reference system,
it is at the same time easier to miss and more cumbersome in effect. The most frequent

Sconocchia (2020) 27–33.
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202
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form of index entries is ad + ailment name, and they strive for brevity. The same is true
for the headings, but these can get longer. 203
What conclusions can we draw from this survey? Judging from the available
sample, no chapter headings transmitted in Republican and Imperial Latin texts are likely
to be genuine. The Romans preferred their texts to be syntactically integrated and simply
did not use paratext. 204 This attitude must in large part have been conditioned by the
papyrus roll and its continuous succession of columns.
The initial indices of lemmata or Tables of Contents were not meant to be
duplicated in the text. The genuine ones, introduced by their authors, perform a rhetorical
function in their original position. In a genre whose rhetoric is one of systematizing and
conferring knowledge (of agriculture, literature/history, the nature, military strategy),
they perform the same function textually. Their concise, uniform, and repetitive style
suggests that every topic is receiving equal treatment, its own storage compartment, as it
were. It also advertises their author’s full control of the knowledge. 205 This is what
Gellius intended with his lengthier capita. 206 The fact that the Elder Pliny, in a classic
literary move, cites an ancient precedent for including a Table of Contents, 207 should
unmistakably tell us that Tables of Contents are not strictly textual, but literary devices.
Text segmentation by chapter headings started to be practiced in the codex book.
Greater capaciousness of the codex in comparison to the roll necessitated the introduction
of other separation devices, such as subscriptions and rubrics. Copying several rolls into a
Compare, for example, the heading at 87 with the corresponding index entry.
Riggsby (2019) 8; 28–29.
205
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206
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codex amounted to editorial work. Some editor-copyists noticed the organizational
potential of the initial indices (but perhaps failed to fully grasp their literary function) and
duplicated them at the beginning of individual books, while others inserted them into the
text. The excerpting of Valerius Maximus’ work seems to have taken place sometime in
the fourth or fifth century, and we have reasons to believe that chapter headings were
added or edited during the same process. The form of non-authorial headings, such as
those in Valerius Maximus and Varro, suggests that Late Antique reader-editors picked
up on the distinctive style and reproduced it with sophistication.
All attested chapter headings are found in texts belonging to two literary genres:
technical literature (“knowledge literature” perhaps better captures the difference from
declamation, which is also technical) and declamation. Conceptually, headings are in
equal measure a part of both genres. Different genre ideologies and origins account for
their different styles. Technical literature does not have an educational, orally performed
background. It is created in writing through reading, and it is consumed in book form
(read or recited). The lemmata in their original position in the index would have been
read one after another. We have seen titles that are stylized in relation to other titles
around them, by the use of inversions, synonyms, etc. Extended anaphorae of de and
quemadmodum are a similar type of stylization. In contrast, the titles in the Minor
Declamations are always primarily stylized in relation to the text that comes right after
them – the themata. Both lemmata and MD titles summarize, but the text that the
lemmata compress is physically far away. The MD titles interact with their text much
more immediately. It was already shown that the titles form a part of the genre and of this
82

particular collection. I believe that the comparison with non-declamatory headings
suggests that their correct place is indeed at the head of individual declamations.
But is paratext not verboten on papyrus rolls? A solution may be hiding in the
Montepessulanus codex. We have noted that unlike MS Harley 2666, all text in this
manuscript had been written in the same ink. Indeed, but not all text was written in the
same letter size: the numbers and the rubrics sermo/declamatio are written in uppercase
letters. Not the headings, though: they are written in the same minuscule script as the
main text, in line with it, separated from themata only by interpunction. The scribe of the
Late Antique exemplar did not treat the titles as paratext, but as being part of the body
text (unlike the other two elements). The titles’ distinctiveness had already been flattened
by that time. Or, more probably, the titles had been written in line with the main text in
the columns on the papyrus rolls, which is why they were transferred faithfully into the
codex book. Early codex scribes graphically distinguished their own paratextual additions
from the main narrative. 208 It is not possible to seclude in square brackets the titles of the
Minor Declamations the same way one might the numbers and rubrics. It seems that
authors in a neglected genre of Latin literature may have been early adopters of titles – a
small but not insignificant addition to the history of the book.

D. The MD’s ancient transmission
Let us now circle all the way back. What makes up the Minor Declamations as a text?
The numbers are not authorial because they run independently of the text’s original
Scribes were generally only interested in copying the narrative faithfully, which made paratext
vulnerable. See Doody (2010) 99.
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papyrus roll physical form. Neither are the rubrics sermo/declamatio. At several points it
is unclear whether a part of the text belongs to a sermo or a declamatio, and the rubrics
do not distinguish correctly. 209 The titles need to be considered together with the main
narrative: their style suggests a close connection to individual declamations. The two
subscriptions (before 308 and 350) are obviously not authentic but provide a crucial point
of access to the text’s history and interpretation. We saw that there is too much text
between 308 and 350 to be housed in one book roll, even if we stretch the available
evidence for the typical roll length. Another subscription between the two points may
have been lost. However, the amount of text between 351 and 388 could easily have been
written on one roll (c. 9155 words). The length of a book roll varied greatly, and we may
assume that the roll holding 351–388, being the last one, would have been on the shorter
side. We can nonetheless establish, for the sake of argument, the MD roll length at 10000
words. With all the necessary caveats in place and without any claim to exactness (as
there is also no reason why all the rolls would have been of similar length), when we do
the math for the entire collection (1–388), the number of book rolls comes out at 19.6. 210
This should give us an approximate idea how monumental the Minor Declamations were.
A book roll need not be coextensive with a conceptual book of a narrative prose work,
but they frequently were. Besides, it is inadequate to talk about “books” in the case of the
MD, but we will return to this point. Yet to put the number we came up with into
perspective, the Elder Seneca wrote his Controversiae in 10 books, and so did the
younger Pliny with his Epistulae; Gellius’ NA is a 20-book work; Tacitus’ Historiae
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probably comprised 14 or 16 books, and his Annals 16 or 18. The Institutio Oratoria has
12 books. The MD may have once been stored in a 20-roll capsa.
On the basis of the first subscription’s placement at the mid-point in the extant
text, I hypothesized that the Minor Declamations had been copied from the rolls into five
codex volumes which were similar in size and format to the two-volume version of the
Major Declamations owned by the rhetor Hierius in the fourth century. Yet this is not the
format in which the Minor Declamations came down to us. They were at some point
joined at the rear end with the Elder Seneca’s excerpts and Calpurnius Flaccus. Judging
from the Montepessulanus manuscript, the Elder Seneca’s excerpts and Calpurnius
together had less text than the MD that preceded them, and we saw that there might have
been more text after Calpurnius. 211 It is nowadays regularly believed that this
arrangement of texts reflects a Late Antique declamatory corpus. 212 Based on the size of
the entire MD – and especially of its missing part which would have taken up 3 volumes
in the five-volume version – and the format of the Montepessulanus, I conclude that the
declamatory corpus was originally housed in two codex volumes, one containing MD 1–
243 (or nearly so, since the beginning of the Montepessulanus is damaged), the other
what the Montepessulanus carries. By the time the archetype of the extant tradition was
copied, volume 1 had already been lost. The archetype, in other words, preserved only
volume 2 of that corpus. 213
The final intriguing question left to ask is: when did all of this happen? When
were the MD, the Elder Seneca’s excerpts, and Calpurnius Flaccus gathered into a
MD: foll. 1–88; Sen.: 89–115; Calp.: 6-8 folios missing. Håkanson (1978) iii.
Huelsenbeck (2020).
213
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corpus? In an incisive recent study, Bart Huelsenbeck has argued that annotations
transmitted in the Montepessulanus manuscript show that the declamatory corpus had
been extensively used in an educational setting. 214 The fact that the annotations were
applied to all the works in the corpus means that they were added after the corpus had
been gathered. For Huelsenbeck, their linguistically sophisticated form suggests a
possible date of composition ranging from as early as the second century to the sixth
century CE. 215 It is certainly possible that all three works were composed (or excerpted)
in the second century. 216 It is however not probable that they were compiled into a corpus,
and that this corpus gathered marginalia from use at such an early date. For one thing, our
declamatory corpus presupposes the codex book format. We cannot talk about a multipleauthor “corpus” on papyrus rolls if one work was split among a large number of rolls
while the other two occupied one each (or one). 217 What is more, the Minor Declamations
themselves had not yet been gathered into a unitary collection at the roll stage: the
numbering which ties it together was introduced during the transfer into the codex
format. There is much debate about when codices started to be used, but we are fairly
certain they were not widespread in the second century CE. 218 Moreover, the manuscript
carrying the three texts was a multiple-author or “miscellaneous” codex, whereas the
earliest codices were typically only used for multiple books of the same work and corpora
of individual authors. Available evidence suggests that the new model of multiple-author
Huelsenbeck (2016).
Huelsenbeck (2016) 366.
216
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book was developed sometime between the end of the 3rd and the beginning of the fourth
century. 219 A time span between fourth and sixth centuries is more probable for our
declamatory corpus. Given the fourth-century interest in systematizing declamatory
material exemplified in Dracontius’ establishment of the Major Declamations as the
collection we largely have today, we can tentatively date the formation of the two-volume
corpus between 300 and 400 CE.

4. Conclusion
The purpose of this chapter was to give us access to the Minor Declamations. It aimed to
defamiliarize and bring into question the flat, one-dimensional perception of this text
presented by modern editors and commentators. The Minor Declamations are a strange
text. Fifteenth-century scholars did not quite know what to make of it and mustered all
their knowledge about Quintilian and ancient declamation to classify it. The paths of its
circulation in Renaissance Europe remain obscure, but there seems to be no evidence of
its careful study. One remark by Angelo Decembrio provided an access point into the
text’s structure. By using the two subscriptions or explicit/incipit notes, I showed that the
collection has multiple levels of organization, not all of which are authorial nor
contemporaneous with each other. An analysis of MD’s headings showed that they were
composed with both deep consciousness of genre conventions and deliberate stylistic
variation. I wanted to show that by working against the way the textual tradition asks us

The seminal contribution about this problem is Petrucci (1986); Volume 2 of the journal Segno e Testo
was dedicated to this topic, in which see Petrucci’s Introduzione. See also the collections of Friedrich and
Schwarke (2016), and Bausi, Friedrich, and Maniaci (2019).
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to read this text, we can gain unique insights into its structure and rhetoric. The
investigation into the text’s history was supposed to enable us to gain a sense of its
original function. It must be remembered that the Minor Declamations are an exceptional
testimony of Roman schooling, but one that is more akin to the Hermeneumata
Pseudodositheana than to the Elder Seneca’s Controversiae. Yet our text’s original form
is now largely inaccessible thanks to the Late Antique refraction it underwent. It is this,
later version that will be the object of our study. These first analyses have shown that if
we read the MD on its own terms and in “high relief,” we can give this text the
appreciation it deserves.
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CHAPTER 2: STUDENTS’ ENGAGEMENT WITH THE CURRICULUM

1. Introduction: arrangement into tractatae and coloratae?
In the previous chapter I hope to have shown three things: (1) that the Minor
Declamations qua collection possess structure that derives from their earliest physical
form, (2) that traces of this structure survived successive transfers into new material
vehicles and that new tools of textual organization were introduced as well, and (3) that
one such tool – titles – provide a unifying influence on the collection not only by their
physical presence on sheets, but by their sophisticated literary meaning. In other words,
the titles are part of the collection’s rhetoric. The next question to ask is whether we can
go beyond this externally imposed organization (which in fact is a product of reception)
and reach any traces of arrangement employed by Teacher. If so, can we tell what the
organizing principles were? What meaning does arrangement convey and can we use it to
uncover some of the idiosyncrasies of the didactic strategies used by Teacher? How did
the students interact with him and his methods? Scholars have in recent times become
increasingly aware that authors of long “miscellaneous” texts or “encyclopedias”
deliberately advertise their works’ lack of internal organization in order to invite the
reader to look for structure where they would expect randomness. While careful
arrangement of individual units within a larger “book” was long recognized as a concern
for Hellenistic Greek poets and their Roman acolytes, such preoccupations for Latin
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prose authors, especially those who compiled and combined texts to create new works,
are a relatively recent discovery. 220
The “internal” arrangement of the Minor Declamations is not immediately
apparent, and no preface survives that talks about this. Working with what we do have,
Michael Winterbottom, the most influential twentieth-century scholar to work on the
Minor Declamations, considered the collection to be “the Nachlass of a rhetor,
inefficiently edited and published after his death. We have before us, on this view, not
notes taken down at another’s lecture, but notes made by a lecturer for his own purposes.
The lack of system will reflect the editor’s inefficiency or lack of understanding in the
ordering of a confused archive. The doublets and floating passages will arise from the
second thoughts that the Master will have added in his margins over a long teaching
career” (emphasis mine). 221 The underlined disparagement of the “editor” is not
particularly useful; for one thing, it extols the “Author” over the “incompetent compiler,”
an outdated scholarly trope; it also gives an excuse to not look for arrangement in the
collection because it is not immediately visible. I will show that a degree of
deliberateness can in fact be detected in the structure, which will enable us to revise the
standard assumptions about the composition of the Minor Declamations.
On a related point, Winterbottom also seems to take it for granted (though he does
not discuss this at length) that the collection was compiled from individual

These issues tie into the authorial prefaces that were discussed in the previous chapter. Much of the
scholarship cited there discusses organization of miscellaneous works. See also on Aulus Gellius Howley
(2018) Ch. 1; DiGiulio (2020); on Valerius Maximus Bloomer (1992) 17–40; on Pliny the Younger
Marchesi (2008) Ch. 1; Whitton (2019).
221
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declamations. 222 That is to say, the editor grouped together declamations of similar
treatment without regard for their arrangement in his exemplar(s) (the coloratae 351–364
are the only identifiably distinct group under this criterion). It is difficult to argue either
for or against this view. The model I proposed in the previous chapter, which considers
strings of declamations as the collection’s building blocks, has the advantage of being
anchored in the position of the two subscriptions within the declamatory corpus and the
book-historical considerations that arise from there. I hope that for this reason the reader
will find it more plausible than Winterbottom’s implied one.
The analysis in this chapter will work from the previously established
assumptions, though the patterning based on the distribution and style of the sermones
can equally be ascribed to the Teacher as to any of the editors. I first analyze 308–350
and determine that even though these declamations are housed between the two
subscriptions, the phrasing of those two short notices does not adequately describe how
that particular chunk of text is different from the rest. I next show that 308–350 are in fact
distinctive by way of their sermones: an unusual level of direct engagement with the
students is observable, a feature I call “dramatization.” These sermones dramatize
lectures in which Teacher criticizes students, responds to their complaints, argues in favor
of his methods, and persuades students to accept his positions on certain issues of
rhetorical theory (a topic I will return to in the final chapter). I then outline a few
thematic blocs elsewhere in the text, arguing that some possibly reflect linear progression
in Teacher’s curriculum. On the basis of the form of 308–350, I next ask whether these
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declamations are really notes that Teacher wrote ahead of class, as Winterbottom claims.
There are very few parallels (in Latin and Greek) to suggest that teachers would script
their classes in advance, but there is plenty of evidence about students who wrote down
and illicitly circulated their teachers’ lectures. This external evidence together with the
linguistic style of the sermones, I argue, suggests that 308–350 are in fact class
transcripts, not scripts, written down selectively by students. This realization, I believe,
shifts our entire perspective on the text and provides a new framework for interpretation.
Lastly, I test this assumption by giving a new reading of MD 338.
Our investigation into MD’s structure needs to start with the two hinge-points we
established as such in the previous chapter: the two subscriptions that survive in the
Montpellier manuscript. One of them is found after 307 and reads M. Fabi Quintil(iani)
finiunt tractatae incipiunt coloratae. The other comes after 350 and reads M. Fabi
Quintil(iani) finiunt coloratae feliciter; incip(iunt) eiusdem colorat<a>e <l>egenti vita
bona (bracketed letters supplied by me). In order to analyze the sequences of
declamations on either side of these subscriptions, we must first contextualize the two
key terms: tractatae and coloratae. At a glance, both seem at the same time transparent
and obscure. Both are technical terms in declamation.
At its most basic, tracto is a frequentative derivation of traho “to drag.” Its most
frequent meaning in Latin prose, however, is metaphorical – “to subject to the action of
the hands, handle.” 223 Applied to intellectual activities, the verb signifies “discussing”
and “treatment,” in writing or orally, of subjects such as literature, philosophy, art, and
223
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oratory. 224 Specifically, the word seems to have a specialized meaning in rhetorical theory
and declamation. Michael Winterbottom singles out two passages in the Elder Seneca. 225
In Controversiae 1.1.14, after giving several quaestiones proposed by declaimers, Seneca
remarks on the last one:
haec autem ex aequitatis parte pendet et tractatio magis est quam quaestio.
This one however depends on aequitas and is more a treatment than a question.
And in 2.2.5:
praeter illam quaestionem, an pater abdicare possit propter matrimonium, reliqua,
cum ad aequitatem pertineant, tractationis sunt.
Aside from that question – whether a father can disown on account of marriage –
the rest belongs to treatment because it bears on aequitas.

From these two passages Winterbottom concludes that Seneca uses tractatio as a
technical term that signifies matters of morality and justification (=aequitas), as opposed
to quaestiones, legal points. Other passages confirm this. 226
In contrast to Seneca, Quintilian in the Institutio Oratoria uses tracto only in the
most general sense. The word and its cognates are never used in a technical sense. In a
passage on partitio (4.5.6), Quintilian advises when to avoid breaking up propositions in
a way that illustrates this point:
Interim refugienda non modo distinctio quaestionum est, sed omnino tractatio:
adfectibus turbandus et ab intentione auferendus auditor.
Examples of such use in OLD, s.v. tracto 9.
Winterbottom (1974) xviii, n. 1.
226
Compare 1.5.6: ultimam non quaestionem sed tractationem <fecit. Also 1.4.6, 1.2.14.
224
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Not only the separation of questions, but treatment in general should sometimes
be avoided. The listener should instead be stirred and led away from his attention
with emotions.

Here tractiatio has only its most general meaning, “treatment,” and not its technical
meaning that relates to aequitas in contrast to legality. Quintilian only rarely uses the
technical meaning of tracto, as Seneca does, and never uses it in contrast to quaestiones,
as is clear from other passages as well. 227
In MD as well tracto is used in the most general sense. At 261.1. we read:
haec quoque aliquotiens tractata controversia est, et per summas digeri potest.
This controversia also has been treated several times and can be broken down into
key points.

The meaning of tractata here is clearly general, but at 299.2, we read:
ultima [pelagi] qualitas, in qua totius controversiae vires sunt: quale huius factum,
utrum venia dignum and damnatione sit; in qua tractatione patheticos pro re
publica indignandum.
Last comes quality, in which the power of the entire controversia rests: what is
the nature of his act, whether it is deserving of forgiveness or condemnation; in
this treatment pathetic indignation on behalf of the state is needed.

He comes pretty close in 5.10.118: sed vel potentissima apud Amphictyonas aequi tractatio est. See also
4.3.14, 6.5.1. 9.1.33, 9.10.46, et passim.
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Winterbottom comments that tractatio here “approaches a technical term in the elder
Seneca,” and the meaning is indeed different than in the previously cited passages. 228 He
also cites 261.1 to claim that tracto means “treatment of a case as opposed to its divisio,”
but per summas digeri is not the same as divisio. The conjunction et does not convey
contrast here: the case is familiar, and possible to analyze (aliquotiens tractata … et …
digeri potest). We may instead ask when the theme was treated (aliquotiens), whether in
a lost section of this collection or elsewhere (it does not appear again in the extant text).
Winterbottom’s reading seems influenced by Seneca, who in fact uses only the noun
tractatio as a technical term and not any form of the verb tracto. When the subscription at
MD 307 announces the end of tractatae, this does not mean “themata concerned with
ethical rather than legal questions.” No sequence of such controversiae precedes MD 307,
and they are in fact found all over the collection. 229 The term, then, is used in a different
sense in the subscription, but the exact meaning escapes us.
As for coloratae, color is a better-attested and better-understood technical term in
rhetoric. 230 Though usually associated with Seneca, who made it a task of his book to
record colores of his favorite declaimers, by his time “color” was a familiar metaphor in
rhetorical writing. Without reviewing its every occurrence, we should note that
unsurprisingly, the term’s earliest Latin attestations come from the Ad Herennium and
Cicero. The former text compares rhetorical embellishments to colors that enliven the

Winterbottom (1984) 424.
See, for example 245.4, 266.6, 309.11, 331.4, 374.7.
230
Lévy (2006) is an essential overview of color in rhetorical theory; Fairweather (1981) 166–178 on
Seneca; see also Huerta Cabrera (2020); Roller (1997); on later developments see Calboli Montefusco
(2003).
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speech if spaced out effectively. 231 Color is not quite a metaphor yet, and its meaning is
very different from what it will later become. This also holds true for Cicero, for whom
orators from outside Rome do not “color” their speech with urbanity. He finds fault with
this despite not being raised at Rome himself. 232 Other passages too show that Cicero
used color to mean personal style and vividness of expression. 233 He does not take it for
granted that the metaphor is widely known.
Janet Fairweather points out that Seneca’s use of color derives ultimately from the
teachings of Hermagoras of Temnos, a Greek theoretician active in the latter part of the
Second century BCE. 234 For Seneca and the declaimers he wrote about, color is a way of
presenting events that is conducive to the defense (or condemnation, if the declaimer is
attacking). Not precisely “pretext” and “excuse,” as the Oxford Latin Dictionary
translates it (7c), but closer to Hermagoras’ μετάθεσις τῆς αἰτίας, “transposition of
responsibility” or “shifting of blame,” color is not the general defense strategy (στάσις in
Hermagoras’ system, translated as status), but a particular way of narrating the events. 235
A color, unlike quaestio, cannot be backed up by arguments because it already is an
argument (firmly couched in the thema), and hence should not be the basis of an entire
defense. 236 Seneca liked colores because of their cleverness. As with sententiae, he
See 4.16: omne genus orationis, et grave et mediocre et adtenuatum, dignitate adficiunt exornationes, de
quibus post loquemur; quae si rarae disponentur, distinctam, sicuti coloribus, si crebrae conlocabuntur,
obliquam reddunt orationem. Lévy (2006) 188. See also Calboli (2020) ad loc. for a dense overview of the
concept in Greek and Roman authors.
232
Brutus 170–172.
233
De Oratore 3.25.96 (compared to a healthy body), 3.25.100, 3.52.199; De fin. 2.10; Orator 169. See
Lévy (2006) 185–190.
234
Fairweather (1981) 166, but Lévy (2006) 190 brings some nuance about Hermagoras’ influence.
235
Lévy (2006) 195.
236
Sen. C. 1.5.9: Latro aiebat non quidquid spargi posset suspiciose, id etiam vindicandum: colorem hunc
esse, non quaestionem; eam quaestionem esse, quae impleri argumentis possit. Fairweather (1981) 168.
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recorded them because they are pleasurable reading material that shows off their authors’
quick-wittedness. 237 Aside from the 4 books on colores by Junius Otho (which he judges
unfavorably), we do not know if Seneca read any theoretical works on the topic. 238
In his characteristically eclectic manner (that nonetheless favors Cicero),
Quintilian does not follow one technical use of color. According to Carlos Lévy, color in
the IO has two distinct valences. 239 One is Ciceronian and signifies the general tone of a
speech or its parts, or else its ornamentation. 240 The other is Hermagorean and similar to
Seneca’s. Quintilian is of course prescriptive about the proper use of colores. His advice
is part of a passage concerned with falsae expositiones. 241 The main concern is to be
plausible; in school speeches this means that the color should stay within the facts given
in the thema. 242 Like Seneca, he disapproves of colores based on dreams and omens as
too obvious. The “spin,” though introduced in the narration, needs to be maintained
across the entire speech to be effective. 243 In contrast to the speaker in the Forum, the
declaimer must make sure that the same color could not be used by the other side. 244 In
short, Quintilian recognizes the importance of colores in the Hermagorean sense for

He frequently introduces colores similarly as in 1.1.16: Fuscus illum colorem introduxit, quo frequenter
uti solebat, religionis.
238
See 2.1.33.
239
Lévy (2006) 194–195.
240
See IO 8.3.6; 8.3.52 (peior hac ὁμοείδεια quae nulla varietatis gratia levat taedium atque est tota
coloris unius, qua maxime deprehenditur carens arte oratio); 6.3.107 (non tam sit in singulis dictis quam in
toto colore dicendi). Desired congruence between the tone of various speech parts: 12.10.70 (non unus
color prohoemii narrationis argumentorum egressionis perorationis servabitur … non ubique similis sed
ubique par sibi).
241
Quint. IO 4.2.88–100.
242
Quint. IO 4.2.90: in schola etiam ne color extra themata quaeratur.
243
Quint. IO 4.2.94: somniorum et superstitionum colores ipsa iam facilitate auctoritatem perdiderunt. non
est autem satis in narratione uti coloribus nisi per totam actionem consentiant.
244
Quint. IO 4.2.97: evenit aliquando in scholasticis controversiis, quod in foro an possit accidere dubito,
ut eodem colore utraque pars utatur.
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declamation, but maintains that the declaimer should not rely on them over
argumentation.
As one might expect, color is also used as a technical term across the MD’s
sermones. 245 Now that we understand tracto and coloro as declamatory terms, how do we
approach the two subscriptions? We have already noted that Michael Winterbottom
thinks they are corrupt. At 307 it is announced that tractatae are ending and coloratae
starting. Tracto should be understood in a general sense, and Winterbottom explains that
this refers to topics that had received “[treatment] in the shape of complete or incomplete
speeches, [as opposed to] those for which only colors are provided in a sermo.” 246 Indeed,
all but two themata 244–307 have declamationes (285, 303). But 308–350 all have model
speeches, and sixteen of them have speeches only, without sermones. So 244–350 are all
tractatae because almost every controversia contains an example of the “best practices”
in action. Winterbottom is correct in his remark that “[colored] themes in fact start only at
351;” 351–364 have sermones concerned with ways to properly color the present
declamation and either have no speeches at all or very short bits. This means that
factually speaking, finiunt tractatae incipiunt coloratae holds true not at 307 but at 350.
The subscription at 350 is almost identical and reads finiunt coloratae incipiunt
coloratae, so it would be easy to obelize the first coloratae and conclude that the correct
reading is in fact tractatae. Yet this would still leave the first subscription as nonsensical.
It does indeed appear that the criterion for the label tractatae is the presence of a model

But compare 316.3: quidquid contra colorem talis animi dixerimus, quodam modo contra thema
dicemus.
246
Winterbottom (1984) 449.
245
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speech and for coloratae a sermo concerned with colores (and, coincidentally, lack of
model speeches). 247 Tractatae do not end and coloratae do not begin after 307. The two
subscriptions did not simply switch places. The earlier one could not have been corrupted
by the later one. Is, then, the subscription at 307 hopelessly beyond comprehension? At
the very least, the placement of a subscription in that particular place can be explained. In
the previous chapter I have argued that since the subscription at 307 splits the extant text
roughly in half, this could mean that it had originally been used to mark the ending of a
codex volume (and still earlier the ending of a papyrus roll). The text we now have might
have been housed in two codices (244–307 and 308–388) before it was copied into a
more capacious book (that the extant manuscripts reflect). The position of the
subscription, then, should not arouse suspicion: it belongs where it is. The wording,
however, properly belongs after 350. An explanation, though entirely hypothetical, could
be that the copyist wrote down the subscription as we have it believing that all
declamations left for copying would not have model speeches (i.e. that all tractatae had
been copied). When he discovered there still were some left, he copied them first in the
next volume before the speech-less coloratae. 248 Various other possible corruptions could
also have occurred. Content-wise, the first subscription is close to meaning something,
but means nothing. The second one is half-sound: incipiunt coloratae is factually true.

If the students’ task for the present topic is to come up with convincing colores, Teacher’s model
speeches that do just that would undermine the exercise.
248
In this scenario we would obelize the entire first subscription, and only one word in the second: M. Fabi
Quintil(iani) finiunt †coloratae† feliciter; incip(iunt) eiusdem colorat<a>e <l>egenti vita bona. The
obelized would then be emended to tractatae. Both subscriptions should be printed in the main text
together with the other paratextual additions.
247
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If 308–350 are not coloratae but are a discrete group within the collection, then
we can wonder if they are somehow distinctive. Like 244–307, they are tractatae because
they have model speeches. The next group, 351–364, is striking for its almost complete
lack of speeches, which are the norm everywhere else in the collection. Conversely, 365–
388 all have declamationes but very short or no sermones at all. When sermones do
appear, they are only a few lines long. 249 The only substantial sermo is in this group is in
385. The distribution of sermones across the collection shows some regularity. 250 In 244–
307, more than half of declamations have sermones, 34 of 63. Among the 29 that do not,
sermo-less declamations usually appear in groups of 3 or 4, with one of five: 251, 253,
256–258, 262–265, 267–269, 275–279, 282–283, 290–291, 293, 296–298, 302, 304–306.
The subscription at 307 primes us to expect a shift; in 308–350 sermo-less themata often
come in pairs: 310–312, 318–319, 321–322, 329–330, 332, 334–335, 339, 341, 347, 350.
As we noted, 351–364 all have sermones but almost no declamationes, and the reverse is
true for 365–388. On the face of things, it appears that distribution of sermones across the
collection is governed by imperfect variatio, with different density in 244–307, 308–350
(though the two groups can almost be counted together), 351–364, and 365–388. The last
two groups are in stark opposition to each other.
The group of declamations between 308 and 350, then, is hardly different from
what precedes them in terms of sermones distribution. Yet one important distinction has
not hitherto been noted and needs to be accounted for: the style of their sermones is
Those are MD 366, 372, 374, 376, 377, 380, 381, 383, 384, 386, 388.
See Winterbottom (2019) 284 for percentages of themata with sermones, and on the arrangement of
sermones and speeches within individual declamations. He does not, however, consider the sermones
linearly in the collection.
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curiously idiosyncratic compared to the rest of the collection. In order for us to do so,
however, we will need to observe what the standard form of the sermones in the
collection is, and then contrast that to 308–350.

2. The “dramatized” style of sermones in 308–350
Broadly speaking, sermones are instructions on how to successfully declaim on the
present thema. They are written in the voice of an unidentified Teacher and addressed to
a group of students (more on this below). A sermo can focus on a range of topics. 251 Even
though they almost never discuss minutiae of rhetorical theory the way Quintilian does in
the IO, their advice does presuppose familiarity with the mechanics and the jargon of
declamation. 252 A sermo can list quaestiones, i.e. give the divisio of the case into points to
be addressed in the speech. This is their most frequent function in the extant text: 253 more
than half of declamations 244–307 have sermones, and exactly one half of those (17) are
divisiones. 254 Sermo-divisions can be a list of indirect questions without any framing as in
286.1 (an omnia quae adversus voluntatem patrum admissa sunt debeant abdicatione
puniri; an propter id debeat abdicari quod lege fecerit), or with some framing, for
example 281.1 (quaestiones illae sunt). Sermones can also instruct about whether the
student ought to speak in the persona of the accuser/accused or in the persona of an

251
Dingel (1988) 11–13, Oppliger (2016), and Winterbottom (2019) are all interested in the topics
sermones cover.
252
Winterbottom (2019) 283; see MD 320.1: saepe vobis dixi quomodo ad inveniendum statum facillime
perveniretis.
253
A central concern, of course, for Seneca as well: see Fairweather (1981) 152–165.
254
Minor Declamations 249, 252, 254, 261, 266, 270, 271, 272, 274, 281, 284, 285, 286, 287, 292, 299,
303.
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advocate, as in 260.1 (in plerisque controversiis plerumque hoc quaerere solemus, utrum
ipsorum persona utamur ad dicendum an advocati). Another (not unrelated) topic
covered in the sermones is the emotional mode to be assumed in the speech, e.g. 289.1
(custodienda est amici persona, ut, quamquam de re nefaria, non tamen sine respectu
amici loquatur) and 309.1 (actio debebit hius adulescentis esse summissa). 255
Whatever their advice may be on, the sermones are prescriptive, i.e. they convey
expectations. Grammatically, they do this in several ways. J. N. Adams had called words
that communicate advice “imperativals,” because not all verb-forms expressing
instructions are imperatives. 256 Indeed, a favorite way of giving instructions in the
sermones is through gerundives. Another is first-person future (less frequently present)
indicative plurals. Similarly, necesse est, and debeo in the future tense are used for
prescribing a course of action. 257 The (more sparing) use of plural imperatives reveals that
the addressees are a group of people. A typical sermo combines multiple imperativals:
Demonstranda vobis est via: videte quid utraque pars velit, quid utraque pars
dicat, et illud quam fieri potest brevissime et significantissime comprehendite.
(247.1)
You need to be shown the way: see what each side wants, what each side says,
and pack it as briefly and meaningfully as possible.

Non tamen praetereunda sunt illa, quamvis communia cum aliis controversiis
generis huius, quae circa ipsam quaestionem dementiae versantur. Negabimus
enim crimine uno posse deprehendi dementiam, et hoc propositum nostrum
adiuvabimus finitione, ut dicamus dementiam esse ablatum rerum omnium
intellectum. (349.2)
See also Winterbottom (2019) 292–293.
Here I draw on the discussion in Adams (1995) 197–200 and 460–468.
257
Necesse est: 270.3, 328.1, 353.1, 385.2; debeo: 246.3, 259.1, 270.1, 273.1, 309.1, 333.1.
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However, those points that have to do with the question of madness itself, though
common to other controversiae of this kind, are not to be passed over. For we
shall say that madness cannot be captured by a single charge and we shall support
this proposition of ours by a definition, saying that madness is a loss of
understanding in all matters.

The preference for passive gerundives, first-person plurals, and constructions with
necesse est and debere over imperatives produces a style that is indirect, depersonalized,
and scientifically detached, as it were. 258 A reader gets the impression that there is “rarely
any sense of books or life beyond the classroom.” 259 Hence the communis opinio that
sermones are notes, to be expanded in front of the class, meant for personal use and not
for circulation. 260 Nonetheless, certain sermones show awareness of specific place and
occasion. In some declamations, Teacher is self-conscious, refers to past lessons, and
addresses the students more directly. These declamations read not like a textbook that
tells and shows, but like a dramatization of class sessions. Since they depart from the
norm of presentation, these sermones deserve to be discussed separately.
Typical sermones, like those quoted, sit somewhere in between written discourse
and a loose script for (or transcript of) spoken discourse. Yet in the words of Claire
Oppliger, certain sermones contain concrete references to the utterance situation. 261 Here
I do not simply mean sermones in which first-person singular and second-person plural
forms are used, as a narrator can also be addressing his readers. This, among other things

Compare the style in a medical author, outlined by Adams (cited above).
Winterbottom (2019) 283–284; Dingel (1988) 11: “alles Persönliche, ist ausgespart.”
260
Winterbottom (2019) 284.
261
Oppliger (2016) 106.
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– imperativals included – is a feature of didactic or technical prose. 262 I am referring to
sermones in which Teacher establishes an opposition between himself and the students.
He is sometimes polemical, responds to pushbacks, and anticipates them. At 314.1 we
read:
Si qua erunt quae a me in divisionibus controversiarum dicantur eadem
frequentius, intellegite fieri primum propter interventum novorum, deinde propter
condicionem divisionum; nam hi qui antea non audierunt pertinentia ad plures
controversias debent cognoscere, et ad praesentis materiae controversias nonnihil
interest quomodo ego diviserim. (2) Est autem commune cum aliis controversiis
huius materiae illud, quod reus magistratus, de cuius personae dignitate haec ipsa
res satis pronuntiat. […]
If I say the same things in the divisions of controversiae rather frequently,
understand that this is firstly because new people are coming in, and secondly
because of the nature of divisions. For those who have not previously heard
matter that relates to more than one controversia need to learn it, and how I divide
is also of some importance for the controversiae based on the present material. (2)
What is in fact mutual with controversiae based on the present material is that the
accused is a magistrate, and this fact alone says enough about the social standing
of his persona. […]

Sermo proper, standard in style and content, begins at (2). The first section, however, is
striking for its situational and spatial awareness. First, propter interventum novorum
suggests that new students come and go over the course of the teaching cycle. 263 Next, the
speaker is directly responding to complaints of repetition, at first tactfully and then with
perhaps a degree of reproach (debent cognoscere; nonnihil interest quomodo ego
diviserim). He seems annoyed. The use of first person, the pronoun ego, and the verbs
dicere and audire mark out the utterance as spoken, a representation of speech without
The bibliography on Latin technical language(s) is vast. For a starting point, see Langslow (2005); De
Meo (2005) is a seminal general treatment; there are many studies on individual authors.
263
Stramaglia (2010) collects external notices of lessons in declaiming.
262
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narrative framing. 264 It dramatizes a group of students and a professor in a shared space.
Only Teacher’s words are given (in the sermo and the declamatio afterwards), and the
confident tone asserts his control of the class.
Similar dramatization and tone are found at 316.2–3 and especially 7:
Haec saepe tractata sunt: ad crimen ipsum veniamus. […] Nam sicut paulo ante
praecipiebam vobis ut personam intueremini eius apud quem dicenda esset
sententia, sic nunc quoque admoneam necesse est ut intueamur personam quam
nobis induimus. Pater hic qualis est? Non acer: luxuriosum non abdicavit, non
conviciatus est; etiam cum aliquid admonendi gratia faceret, tacuit tamen. Non
durus: flevit enim. Quidquid contra colorem talis animi dixerimus, quodam modo
contra thema dicemus.
These matters have been treated many times: let us come to the crime itself. […]
You see, just as I instructed you a little while ago to look at the persona of him
before whom the case is to be pleaded, so too I must now also warn you to look at
the persona which we are putting on. What is this father like? Not harsh: he did
not disown the spendthrift or berate him; even when doing something by way of
reprimanding him he said nothing. He is not hard: he cried. Whatever we say
against the complexion of such a sensibility will be in a certain way said contrary
to the thema (tr. Shackleton Bailey, with modifications)

(7) Nolo quisquam me reprehendat tamquam vobis locos non dem. Si ampliare
declamationem voletis et ingenium exercere, dicetis quod ad causam huius nullo
modo, ad delectationem aurium fortasse pertineat.
I do not want anyone to criticize me for not giving you commonplaces. If you
want to expand the declamation and exercise your ingenuity, you will say what
has nothing to do with this man’s case, but may perhaps have something to do
with pleasuring the ear.
The cross-reference in the first passage refers to nothing in the extant collection, 265 but
nonetheless situates the present oral utterance within a continuum of teaching. Next to

Andrew Laird’s (1999) otherwise very useful discussion of modes of speech representation (Ch. 3) does
not take into account speech that is represented in prose without any narrative framing whatsoever. This is
not always easily distinguished from a dramatic script, as in the case of Lucian’s dialogues. It would be
curious to see how such texts could contribute to Laird’s notion of literary language.
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necesse est, admoneam seems strong, as if Teacher is insisting. The question and the
explanatory negative answers also represent speech and culminate in a statement that is
almost a sententia (quidquid contra colorem talis animi dixerimus, quodam modo contra
thema dicemus). Section 7 is strongly defensive. The first sentence shuts down
conversation, the second is patronizing. The sermones at 316 are meta-rhetorical, but also
rhetorical: they are persuasive speech addressed at the students themselves.
At 320.1–2 the tone is more amicable:
Saepe vobis dixi quomodo ad inveniendum statum facillime perveniretis. Qui sint
omnes novistis. Primum singulos repetite; sublatis iis quos certum erit non esse,
inter residuos quaeremus. Quaerendi autem via haec erit. Videamus quid proponat
petitor, quid respondeat possessor vel reus: ex eo quaestio nascitur; ea nobis
<statum> demonstrabit. Neque hoc dico, quid primum dicat petitor, quid ille
respondeat. Non enim ex prima quaestione ducendus est status, sed ex
potentissima. Videndum erit an post divisionem socii sint.
I have often told you how you will most easily find out the status. You all know
what they are. First go back to them one by one. After removing those that are
certainly not it, we shall look among the remainder. The method of looking will
be as follows: let us see what the plaintiff puts forward, what answers the man in
possession (or the defendant) makes; from that arises the question, and that will
show us the <status>. I do not mean, what does the claimant say first, what does
the other answer? For the status is not to be deduced from the first question, but
from the most important. It will need to be seen whether they are partners after the
division. (tr. Shackleton Bailey, with modifications)

The reference (saepe vobis dixi) again does not have an endpoint in our text, but it does
set up the same dramatic illusion we saw earlier. Second persons give way to familiar
hortatory first-person plurals and gerundives. The direct-address style of instruction

Winterbottom (1984) ad loc. It does not necessarily refer to a lost portion of the text, either: the MD are
not an accurate representation of every lesson this Teacher ever taught.
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appears to convey agitation and to be used for refutation, whereas the default voice is
calm and depersonalized.
At 325.4–5, the often-invoked opposition between declamation and forensic
oratory is mentioned:
Ergo debet restituere alicui; si non huic, statim interrogo: cui? Habent hoc
incommodi controversiae scholasticae, quod quibusdam respondere non possunt:
sed quaedam incommoda huius generis etiam in forum aliquando descendunt; et
ideo difficultatibus quoque utendum est.
So he ought to restore it to somebody; if not to her, I ask at once: to whom?
Educational controversiae have the disadvantage that they cannot answer certain
questions. But some disadvantages of this sort [or “genre”] sometimes even come
down to the Forum; and so we must make use even of the difficulties.

Even though in forum descendere is a familiar expression, 266 incommoda is an odd
subject for descendunt: the combination appears nowhere else. Does genus mean
“genre”? If so, the remark would be a bold one: what is disadvantageous in declamation
is influencing forensic oratory. There is perhaps a hint of meta-rhetorical irony in saying
that scholasticae … quibusdam respondere non possunt in a speech to which there is no
response. The entire sermo, of which this is just the final paragraph, resembles oral
discourse.
Strong prohibition, as we already saw, can also be conveyed through direct
speech:
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Ne quem vestrum ducat illa species, ut videatur hic esse aliquid momenti
habiturus apud iudices si miserabilem se fecerit, si amisso altero filio deprecatus
fuerit pro iuvene. (328.17)
Let none of you be carried away by a presentation in which the speaker seems
likely to carry some weight with the jury if he will make himself pitiable, if
having lost the other son he pleads for the young man.

As before, the dramatized language suggests that what he is prohibiting had happened
before. Another reference without target is found at 331.19:
Hoc est illud commune, ut dicebam vobis, cum scripto et voluntate.
This is that general topic, as I used to tell you, going with text and intention.

At 333.3 Teacher criticizes obliquely:
Gulosos figurarum ducet haec species, ut hic pauper inputet diviti tamquam
praevaricatus sit.
Gluttons for figures will be attracted by the angle that this poor man claims that
the rich man owes him for having prosecuted collusively.

Gulosus is a rare word and a marked choice in this context. It is chiefly used in satire in
both literal and figurative senses. 267 Martial is very fond of it, though his metaphorical
use extends only to gluttons for books. 268 Nowhere else does it appear in a rhetorical
context. 269 It lends a particularly harsh sting to the advice given. At the same time,
Teacher does not directly dissuade the students from pursuing a certain approach but uses
See TLL 6.2.2358.5–53.
See, for example, 7.20.1 and 10.59.5.
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But compare Mart. 13.71.1 and SHA, Antoninus Geta 4.1.
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a figura to dissuade them from figuration. It is a clever meta-rhetorical trick with a
literary ring, executed with only a few words.
Cross-referencing paired with indirectly conveyed expectations seems to be a
favorite strategy in the sermones:
Quotiens hoc genus materiae dividam, necesse habeo id dicere quod iam saepe
dixi, me nullam voluntatem cuiusquam contra themata intellegere. Fortasse erunt
aliqui qui existiment a paupere id solum quaeri, ut invidiam diviti faciat: quod illi
contingere etiam citra mortis propositum potest. Hic ergo pauper apud me mori
vult: agere debet ut moriatur. Quid ergo est? Non aliter invidiam diviti faciet
maximam. (337.1–2)
Whenever I divide this sort of material, I find it necessary to say what I have often
said, that I recognize no intention on anybody’s part that conflicts with the
themata. Perhaps there may be some who think that the poor man’s only object
was to cast odium on the rich man: that he can achieve even short of his proposed
death. So in my book this poor man wants to die; he should speak with the object
of dying. So what to say? He will not otherwise cast the maximum of odium on
the rich man. (tr. Shackleton Bailey, with modifications)

In the light of Teacher’s earlier annoyed remarks, quod iam saepe dixi can be read as a
reproach: “how many times do I have to repeat myself?” (even though he is aware that
repetition is necessary). And as we saw, some students found repetition tedious. Fortasse
erunt aliqui qui anticipates pushback and responds to it. Similarly, apud me echoes the
sentiment of nonnihil interest quomodo ego diviserim at 314.1.
At 342.1 we read:
Similes quaestiones sunt priori divisioni, eadem finitio.
The questions are similar to the previous [or “earlier”] division, definition the
same.
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The reference is to 340, and given that 341 has no sermo, Winterbottom is overly
cautious in his commentary: 270 this is a rare instance where we do know what the text is
referring to. At 343.2, the sermo ends in a memorable turn of phrase:
Alioqui, nisi hoc optinemus, frustra plorabimus apud iudices.
Otherwise, unless we achieve this, we will whine to the judges in vain.

The language of these dramatized addresses shows that Teacher polemicizes with
his students on several issues. Repetition:
si qua erunt quae a me in divisionibus controversiarum dicantur eadem
frequentius ~ haec saepe tractata sunt. nam sicut paulo ante praecipiebam vobis
~ saepe vobis dixi quomodo etc. ~ hoc est illud commune, ut dicebam vobis ~
quotiens hoc genus materiae dividam, necesse habeo id dicere quod iam saepe
dixi ~ similes quaestiones sunt priori divisioni.

No doubt repetition was important in all education, and it was part of this Teacher’s
program as well. 271 But besides reminding students of material that was already treated,
these remarks bring attention to repetition itself. Read both in their original context and
together, they suggest that Teacher is defending repetition from complaints in more than
just the first example. Teacher calls attention to repetition elsewhere in the collection as
well:
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Winterbottom (1984) 539.
See Oppliger (2016) 105 on repetition and passim for his methods.
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252.1: pleraeque controversiae sub hac lege positae duas quaestiones habent …
<sed>, quod frequenter dixi, non semper utramque ~ 261.1: haec quoque
aliquotiens tractata controversia est ~ 270.2: nam sine his de quibus locutus sum
caro ipsa per se quid sit intellegitis.

Prohibition – Teacher forbids, directly or obliquely, the students to criticize him or to
pursue a certain angle in declaiming:
nolo quisquam me reprehendat tamquam vobis locos non dem ~ ne quem vestrum
ducat illa species ut videatur etc. ~ gulosos figurarum ducet haec species ut etc. ~
fortasse erunt aliqui qui existiment ~ sic nunc quoque admoneam necesse est ut
etc.

These are the most confrontational statements in the sermones. Note the variation in the
prohibitives, even though they are all somewhat colloquial. 272 The repetition of the
expression illa/haec species ducit reveals that the third example is a prohibition as well as
the previous one. In fortasse erunt aliqui qui existiment, the aliqui qui is a similar
generalization as gulosi figurarum, with the unstated message “do not be like those
people.” The final example does not strictly forbid, but admoneam recommends in no
uncertain terms a desired action to prevent an undesired one. Elsewhere in the collection
Teacher prefers to steer the students towards rather than away from activities. Related to
prohibitions are Teacher’s assertions of authority in the class:
et ad praesentis materiae controversias nonnihil interest quomodo ego diviserim
~ hic ergo pauper apud me mori vult.
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Such self-important assertion of control is at odds with his standard non-committal
asides, such as at 270.2 (secundum meum quidem iudicium), or the usual ut opinor used
in the speeches.
These sermones, then, display clear features of oral communication. But despite
the meaning of the externally imposed label “sermo,” we should keep in mind that most
of them in the collection do not look like “speech” at all. Across the collection, most
sermones show only a small degree of awareness of the utterance situation, i.e. they are
only dramatized in a very limited sense. Teacher uses hortatory first-person and secondperson forms regularly, and he combines them with gerundives and other impersonal
expressions. The result is a distanced style that ignores the exigencies of a lively
classroom. It resembles the written “textbook” style of a Cato or Columella.
At the same time, a layout that includes a thema, sermo-like theoretical
discussions, and model speeches is attested in only a handful of texts other than the
Minor Declamations. Two Greek papyri were recently noted for their declamatory
contents. 273 One of them, P.Lond.Lit. 138 (M.-P.3 2515 = LDAB 4325) contains a
seemingly complete controversia on a topic regarding a suspected stealing of a deposit. 274
The text starts with the thema, followed by a discussion in the third person (lines 8–14 on
the papyrus). The text then shifts into first person, but returns to third person in lines 24–
26. Scholars have seen this switching as a result of negligence on the part of the
composer, assumed to be a teacher who never returned to revise the text. On this view,
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Stramaglia (2015) 167–168.
Edited with translation and commentary by Russo (2013).
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the text presents only the raw material for a declamation. 275 Others believed that the
rhetor is giving his readers instructions on how to develop the speech. 276 Still others
thought the text to be a verbatim recording of the teacher’s words by someone else, 277 but
everyone took the absence of proper names as a sign of the papyrus’ scholastic
provenance. 278 The issues debated are obviously the same as in the case of the Minor
Declamations. For our purposes, however, it should be noted that the “sermo” in this
papyrus text lacks any dramatization and imperativals. It starts with an expository
statement (τὰ μὲν ἄλλα κεφάλαια φανερὰ καὶ πρόδηλα “the other chief points are clear
and obvious”), poses a rhetorical question, and responds to it immediately. The switch to
the first-person “declamatio” is signaled strongly with the verb εἴπω which comes right
after the third-person ἔπραττον. 279 The other sermo-sentence in the middle of the text is
recognizable as such only from a third-person verb form used in it (ὤικει). The text does
not explicitly prescribe a course of action to an addressee; it does not even presuppose
any addressees. No lecture is dramatized, and neither are any teachers and students. The
“sermo” looks like it might be a meditation which was never meant for delivery in front
of an audience. This specimen of a papyrus controversia is exceptionally complete yet
dry in its “didactic” sections.
Although “rhetorical papyri” abound, it is notoriously difficult to identify
declamatory ones with certainty. To add to the difficulty, the boundaries between
controversiae and suasoriae were not always firm in the practice of Greek teachers. The
Kenyon (1898) 248.
Jander (1913) 62–63.
277
Edwards (1929) 121–122.
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Cribiore (2001) 233.
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There is of course no paratext to separate thema, sermo, and declamatio.
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chief distinction appears to have been whether a topic is historical or fictive, not whether
the exercise is deliberative or forensic. 280 Only a small subsection of this material carries
any sermo-like notes. Despite all the difficulties, this quick dip into the papyrological
material underlines, I believe, how unique the MD’s sermones are. They are not only
exceptionally well-developed in comparison (even the less-developed among them), but
their dramatization is unparalleled by anything that is available to us on papyrus or
parchment. Even at their most basic, with the use of the first and second persons and
casual asides, the sermones in the MD are oral utterances. The nature of the Greek
evidence we saw reinforces, by opposition, the possibility that some of the MD are
recordings of actual speech.
By looking at dramatized parts of sermones 308–350 both one at a time and in
juxtaposition to one another and to declamatory papyri, I hope to have shown how
cognate they are to spoken discourse. Teacher responds to criticism, asserts his authority,
and dissuades the students from pursuing certain strategies. Notably, these addresses
convey expectations regarding more than just the present thema. They are themselves
persuasive speech, and can sometimes be meta-rhetorical. Their form suggests that
Teacher could adopt a didactic mode that relies heavily on techniques typical of spoken
address. Such sermones are concentrated in 308–350. The fact that this string of
declamations was placed between two subscriptions allowed us to assume they were
somehow distinctive, even if the meaning of the two subscriptions did not reveal what
their distinctiveness was. It is impossible to say whether an editor summed up the
On the difficulties with “rhetorical papyri” (a convenient catch-all term), see Stramaglia (2015) 162; on
the differences between μελέται and declamationes, Cribiore (2001) 233–234.
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features we described in the word tractatae (or perhaps even extemporaneae we hear of
through Campano!) which he attached to a group of declamations (and which ended up in
the wrong subscription), but we at least now know what the criterion was for treating
308–350 as a distinct group. As with the coloratae in 351–364, the organizing principle is
how, not what Teacher is teaching. In the first group he is involved and expresses
personal sentiments. In the second he is more distanced but detailed in his instructions on
what color to use, and he skips the model speeches. In other words, the arrangement we
can see around the two subscriptions is by sermones (and declamationes), not by themata.

3. Thematic blocs: a reflection of curricular progression
The group between 308 and 350, being sandwiched between two subscriptions, is an
obvious place to look for organization, but what about other strings of declamations in
the collection? Scholars have made passing observations about 253–255 as rogationes
and compared expressions in 286.9 and 281.6. 281 Real traces of organization by topic are
in fact observable elsewhere as well. The first few surviving declamations in the
collection have young men (adulescentes) as central characters. In MD 245, 246, 247,
and 250, young men are either themselves transgressive or suffer maltreatment.
Declamations concerned with disowning (abdicatio), where adulescentes are at odds with
their fathers, form a group at 256–260.
At 259.1, the sermo goes as follows:
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In omnibus quidem abdicationis controversiis, quatenus pro liberis dicimus,
summissa debebit esse actio et satisfactioni similis. In hac tamen controversia
istud aliquanto magis servandum est. Nam et filia est quae abdicatur, et hic pater
aliquid etiam boni et clementis viri fecit et nobis tutissimum uti hac etiam
bonitate.
In all controversiae concerning a disowning, when speaking for the children, our
style should be restrained and similar to an apology. But in the present
controversia this rule should be preserved somewhat more than usual. For it is a
daughter who is being disowned, and this father had behaved like a good,
merciful man, and here too it will be safest for us to use even his kindness.

Teacher moves from general “all controversiae” to specific “the present controversia” to
get his advice across. However, three controversiae about abdication immediately
precede 259, which can mean that omnibus … abdicationis controversiis is showing
awareness specifically of the present thematic group. The limiting statement quatenus pro
liberis dicimus is perhaps reflective of the fact that declamationes in 256–259 argue for
opposite sides alternatively: in 256 the father speaks, in 257 the son, in 258 the father,
and in 259 the speech is for the daughter (in 260 an advocate speaks for the son). The
sermo of 260 similarly juxtaposes general and particular:
In plerisque controversiis plerumque hoc quaerere solemus, utrum ipsorum
persona utamur ad dicendum an advocati, vel propter sexum, sicut <in> feminis,
vel propter aliquam †alioqui† vitae vel ipsius de quo quaeritur facti deformitatem.
Hic adulescens et honestus est […]
In most controversiae for the most part we ask whether we should use the person
of the individuals themselves to make the speech or that of an advocate, either on
account of sex, as <in the case of> women, or of some ugliness in the rest of life
or in the act in question. This young man is of good character […] (tr. Shackleton
Bailey, with modifications)
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The sermo starts similarly to the previous one; the topic is abdication; the aside sicut
<in> feminis seems to echo the thema of 259, which involves a daughter (nam et filia est
quae abdicatur).
MD 261 is not about disowning, but its one-sentence sermo states:
Haec quoque aliquotiens tractata controversia est, et per summas digeri potest.
This controversia also has been treated several times and can be broken down into
key points.

We already mentioned that aliquotiens suggests repetition, but quoque appears to circle
back to in omnibus quidem abdicationis controversiis and in plerisque controversiis. 282
Disowning was a frequent declamatory topic, and we can see that Teacher is ready to
discuss the generalities of abdicationis controversiae (259.1). Such a discussion is found
at 271.1–2 as well:
Prima illa communis omnibus fere ex abdicatione pendentibus controversiis
quaestio, an utique necesse sit facere filio quidquid pater iusserit: in his tamen
controversiis quibus de praesenti agitur, non de praeterito. Duo enim genera scitis
esse abdicationum: aut obicitur quare fecerit filius aliquid aut obicitur quare non
faciat. Asperius est illud genus abdicationum, in quo iam praeterit crimen nec
emendationem recipit. In hoc lenius versantur patres et filii paulo liberius, in quo
est emendationis locus.

The first question is common to almost all controversiae dependent on a
disowning: whether a son must in all circumstances do what his father orders him
– that is, in those controversiae that are about the present, not the past. For you
know that there are two kinds of disownings: either the complaint is about why he
did something or about why he is not doing something. The harsher sort of
disownings is that in which the offense is already past and does not allow for
282
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correction. In the kind where there is a possibility of correction fathers act more
gently and sons are a little more free-spoken. (tr. Shackleton Bailey, with
modifications)

The MD 256–260 appear to reflect, in written form, a crash-course on the topic of
disowning. 283 The remarks in the sermones suggest that the sequence of declamations is
original to Teacher. The sermo of 261 seems to indicate a conscious shift to a new topic.
The topic of disowning trains the students in crafting the emotional mood of their
speeches. For example, in 256 the speech is of a father who is disowning without being
angry; the sermones of 259 and 260, shown above, instruct on appropriate tone. This skill
is transferable and necessary for all topics, but abdication is especially suitable for its
development.
More loosely connected are 265–269. What is common to these topics is that the
civitas is somehow in danger or at odds with an individual. In 265 a punishment for
sacrilege is exacted for the civitas; 266 is about an exile who saves the city in battle (a vir
fortis declamation; cf. 6: dicemus hoc esse pro re publica); 267 and 269 are about tyrants;
in 268 imagines an orator, doctor, and philosopher in a debate about which profession is
more useful to the city. Topics similar to these appear elsewhere in the collection.
The MD 273, 275, 277, 279, 284, 286, 291, 300, and 304 all have adulterium at
the base of their themata. Notice the alternating arrangement which becomes more spread
out after 279. Adultery is also the topic of 244, 249, 310, 319, 325, 330, 335, 347, 357,
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363, and 379. However, the placement of these declamations does not seem as deliberate,
and in some of them adultery is only in the background of the situation.
Having reached the limits of observable structure, it is time to draw some
conclusions. The thematic blocs we identified, together with 308–350, I believe reflect
real-life curricular progression in these sections. These are the building-blocks of the
collection, no matter who arranged them. Winterbottom’s claim that the Minor
Declamations were “inefficiently edited and published” does not do any justice to the
collection. Firstly, as we showed in the previous chapter, the collection went through
multiple editorial hands, so it would be more correct to imagine more than one “editing.”
Numbering, perhaps titles, the headings sermo/declamatio, and subscriptions were all
added precisely to give the collection shape. Secondly, on the internal level as well, the
collection is far from having “no basis for arrangement at all, of status, subject, or
anything else.” 284 Quite the opposite: individual declamations were arranged according to
several criteria. There is a seemingly deliberate and regular alternation, across the entire
collection, between declamations with and without sermones. A few thematic blocs are
found, and within them arrangement by alternation is preferred. Declamations whose
sermones show an unusual degree of classroom awareness (dramatized sermones) are
housed between the two subscriptions (308–350). Immediately after that (351–364) come
declamations that train the students in employing colores – a crucial declamatory skill.
The collection in fact has multiple structures superimposed on one another. They do at
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times obfuscate each other, and yet they provide order to the voluminous and variegated
material.
Each structure is based on a declamatory skill that is being taught. In other words,
every organizing principle has an educational rationale. Knowing that 308–350 are
dramatized or that 256–260 teach how to fashion an emotional persona allows us to see
didactic strategies that we would otherwise have missed. This is why dismissal of the
editors’ accomplishments and refusal to see any structure needlessly narrow our
understanding of this text.

4. Minor Declamations 308–350: transcripts, not scripts
Can we go beyond rehabilitating the accomplishments of the “editors” who introduced
different organizational principles at different times? I believe so: the form of sermones
in 308–350 carries further implications. Recent critics insist that the sermones are notes
written ahead of class. 285 The variegated nature of the sermones, on this view, reflects the
lack of need to develop all of them equally, as this could be done in person. The same
explanation is given about the model speeches. Occasional obscure passages are
attributed to Teacher’s “shorthand,” which is then sometimes used as a justification to
emend the text. 286 On the surface of things, this is an unproblematic explanation. Orators
could indeed use notes while speaking, and these would sometimes get extraordinarily
elaborate:
Winterbottom (1984) xiii–xiv, with citations of earlier opinions; Dingel (1988) 11 allows for the
possibility of notation during class, by Teacher; Pasetti et al. (2019) xiv follow Winterbottom.
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[Cassius Severus] sine commentario numquam dixit, nec hoc commentario
contentus erat in quo nudae res ponuntur, sed ex maxima parte perscribebatur
actio; illa quoque quae salse dici poterant adnotabantur; sed cum procedere nollet
nisi instructus, libenter ab instrumentis recedebat. (Sen. C. 3 Praef. 6)
Cassius Severus never spoke without notes, and he was not satisfied with the type
of notes that contains only the raw material, but almost the entire speech would be
written out. He even marked out points that could be delivered wittily. But though
he would not set out without preparation, he gladly laid his tools aside.

Severus is here portrayed as the polar opposite of Porcius Latro, the ideal declaimer with
prodigious memory for whom “(note)books were superfluous” (supervacuos sibi fecerat
codices, 1 Praef. 18). 287
Quintilian, on the other hand, advises students against overly long written
compositions (IO 10.3.32). When it comes to orators’ notes, Quintilian claims that some
even arranged them into books with future readers in mind. He recommends relying on
one’s memory rather than on written aids, but he does approve of brief, utilitarian notes
which can be referenced during the actual speech, the kind Cicero used and Tiro collected
(10.7.30–32). These examples, though relevant, say next to nothing about how teachers
used notes in lectures. We should therefore be careful about filling in this gap from the
available evidence on orators and declaimers who did not do any teaching.
The evidence on ancient schoolbooks is heavily skewed towards Egypt and Late
Antiquity. 288 The corpus of educational, mostly Greek papyri from Egypt is ever growing,
but understanding them – as we saw above – is not without difficulties. Materials
On Seneca’s agenda in portraying Cassius Severus, see Peirano Garrison (2019) 81–83.
Cribiore (1996) and (2001) are fundamental on the topic. See also Archibald, Brockliss, and Gnoza
(2015).
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pertaining to the schola litterarum are relatively easy to spot based on their material
features and handwriting. When it comes to materials coming from the school of the
grammaticus, it is often difficult to discern whether a student or a teacher wrote and used
a particular papyrus. Very little evidence stems from the school of the rhetor. 289 It is
almost unknown how exactly rhetores used written materials while teaching. 290 Education
was not standardized at any level, and we cannot even generalize about practices in a
place such as Egypt. Still less can Greek sources from Egypt inform us about Latin
rhetorical education. As we noted earlier, the types of declamations taught in Greekspeaking regions were not the same as the ones taught at Rome.
Material evidence about the teaching practices of Latin rhetores is very thin, and
we mostly depend on literary accounts. 291 In several passages, Quintilian states that he
expects the teacher to provide fair copies for the students to study, memorize, and imitate:
Ipse aliquid, immo multa cotidie dicat quae secum auditores referant. Licet enim
satis exemplorum ad imitandum ex lectione suppeditet, tamen viva illa, ut dicitur,
vox alit plenius, praecipueque praeceptoris. (2.2.8)
Let him speak somewhat, or rather a lot every day what his audience can take
home with them. However plentiful the examples for imitation that he supplies
from the reading, the so-called living voice nourishes more fully, and especially
that of the teacher.

An vero declamabit quidem praeceptor ut sit exemplo suis auditoribus? (2.5.16)
Should a teacher declaim to provide a model for his audience?

See Del Corso (2010) 74–75, 77 et passim.
See Cribiore (2010) on Late Antique Greek evidence.
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eorum quidam materias quas discipulis ad dicendum dabant, non contenti
divisione derigere latius dicendo prosequebantur. (2.6.1)
Some, not content to direct them only in dividing the case, followed up on the
topics for speaking they gave the students with a broader oral elaboration.

Namque incipientibus danda erit velut praeformata materia secundum cuiusque
vires. At cum satis composuisse se ad exemplum videbuntur, brevia quaedam
demonstranda vestigia, quae persecuti iam suis viribus sine adminiculo progredi
possint. (2.6.5)
And beginners will need to be given material sketched out in advance in
accordance with each one’s abilities. And when it seems that they have
sufficiently formed themselves after the example, they will need to be shown only
some brief first steps on which, having already followed them independently, they
will be able to make progress without aid.

In the first passage the exempla mentioned are from literature (ex lectione), either dictated
or distributed as portable handouts (quae secum auditores referant). 292 The third and
fourth passages refer more generically to “material,” although materia is probably better
taken as “topics,” “subject matter.” 293 Next to exempla and topics from literature, the
teacher can himself be an exemplum when he delivers a model declamation (second and
fourth passage). Quintilian does not say what he expects (or practices himself) regarding
the use of written aids in class but makes it clear that he prefers any readings to be
explained and expanded on in person. Only the first and last passages (danda erit velut
praeformata materia) hint at the distribution of handouts, but not as openly as we would
have liked. For Quintilian, the teacher’s living voice has no alternative, either when he
gives explanations (comparable to sermones) or model speeches (declamationes).
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In relation to the Minor Declamations, Quintilian’s remarks suggest that the
incompleteness of some of the declamationes might mean that the teacher spoke them as
brevia vestigia for the students to continue. He could have dictated them, interspersing
comments in his own voice (dropping the stage illusion and persona of the advocate),
which the students took down as well, resulting in declamations where short sermoremarks interrupt declamationes. 294 It is however improbable that he would have
distributed written copies of model declamations with theoretical remarks inserted. It is
still less probable that his handouts would have been theoretical sermones alone: if
Teacher followed Quintilian’s advice, he would have been aware that such instruction is
better given orally. The written medium was reserved for short fair copies for imitation,
and the teacher was to expand on them and his advice in class (non contenti divisione
derigere latius dicendo prosequebantur).
Written materials were indeed used in the declamatory “classroom,” but there are
neither parallels nor external references about teachers scripting their lectures, theoretical
remarks and model speeches alike, in a way comparable to what we see in the MD. The
declamationes by definition imitate speech, and as we saw, at least some sermones show
features of orality as well (not only 308–350 but others too). Such sermones, together
with the short ones placed inside model speeches, suggest a genesis for at least some of
the MD that is different than the one Winterbottom confidently proposed: not from scripts
written ahead of class, but from transcripts that were written down from actual speech
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during class. 295 In what follows we will review some external evidence about lecture
recording in Greek and Latin. We will argue that these passages complement the internal
evidence and suggest that the Minor Declamations, at least 308–350, were written down
by students in class. Teacher had nothing to do with it and may even have been opposed
to the idea.

A. In-class stenography and pirated lectures
If, as we argued in the previous chapter, the collection had been assembled from various
pieces, the section between 308 and 350 is a good candidate to be considered a product of
notation. To explore this possibility, we will first look at contemporary evidence about
writing down lectures using shorthand. We will start with Arrian’s prefatory letter to the
Discourses of Epictetus. Arrian’s remarks about tachygraphy will be compared to an
already familiar passage from Quintilian’s preface to the IO. Though there are some
striking similarities between these two prefatory epistles, we will here focus on the two
authors’ statements about in-class notation, which will allow us to better grasp the
differences between Greek and Latin tachygraphy in the first few centuries CE.
Arrian of Nicomedia was a second-century CE author best known for his works
on Alexander the Great, the Anabasis of Alexander and the Indica (though he wrote other
works as well, some of which survive). Before he embarked on a tremendously
successful cursus honorum under Trajan and Hadrian, this Greek-speaking Roman citizen
Leo (1912) 109–110 claims that the entire MD had been written down by listeners, but bases this
assumption on clausulae alone.
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attended the lectures of the Stoic philosopher Epictetus at Nicopolis in Epirus, probably
sometime between 107 and 109 CE. 296 Two literary works were written as a result of this
encounter: the Discourses of Epictetus and the Manual of Epictetus (also known in
English as the Encheiridion). The latter is a compressed version, not without Arrian’s
original creative involvement, of the former. 297 The Discourses are prefaced by a letter
from Arrian to one Lucius Gellius. In it, Arrian writes about his own role and agency in
the recording and dissemination of the Epictetus’ teaching. I cite here the first half of
Arrian’s letter, in which he claims that the Discourses are a precise recording of the
lectures Epictetus delivered at his school, and that they have been circulated against his
(Arrian’s) will.
Ἀρριανὸς Λουκίῳ Γελλίῳ χαίρειν. Οὔτε συνέγραψα ἐγὼ τοὺς Ἐπικτήτου λόγους
οὕτως ὅπως ἄν τις συγγράψειε τὰ τοιαῦτα οὔτε ἐξήνεγκα εἰς ἀνθρώπους αὐτός, ὅς
γε οὐδὲ συγγράψαι φημί. ὅσα δὲ ἤκουον αὐτοῦ λέγοντος, ταῦτα αὐτὰ ἐπειράθην
αὐτοῖς ὀνόμασιν ὡς οἷόν τε ἦν γραψάμενος ὑπομνήματα εἰς ὕστερον ἐμαυτῷ
διαφυλάξαι τῆς ἐκείνου διανοίας καὶ παρρησίας. ἔστι δὴ τοιαῦτα ὥσπερ εἰκὸς
ὁποῖα ἄν τις αὐτόθεν ὁρμηθεὶς εἴποι πρὸς ἕτερον, οὐχ ὁποῖα ἂν ἐπὶ τῷ ὕστερον
ἐντυγχάνειν τινὰς αὐτοῖς συγγράφοι. τοιαῦτα δ᾿ ὄντα οὐκ οἶδα ὅπως οὔτε ἑκόντος
ἐμοῦ οὔτε εἰδότος ἐξέπεσεν εἰς ἀνθρώπους.
Arrian sends greetings to Lucius Gellius. I have not composed the discourses of
Epictetus as someone might compose such works, nor have I brought them out
into the world of my own accord, indeed I declare I have not composed them at
all. Yet the very things I heard him speak, in their precise words as much as it was
possible, I have tried to preserve in writing for my own future use as recordings of
his way of thinking and his bluntness. Therefore, these are, as it is to be expected,
such remarks as someone might say to another spontaneously, not such as
someone would compose for a future chance audience. Given their character, I do
not know how they have fallen into the people’s hands without my will and
knowledge.

Stadter (1980) 20. Stadter’s is a rare monograph that considers Arrian as a whole, not just his works on
Alexander. Chapter 2 deals with his education under Epictetus and the literary output that came out of it.
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With this compare this passage from the preface to Quintilian’s IO:
[…] atque eo magis quod duo iam sub nomine meo libri ferebantur artis
rhetoricae neque editi a me neque in hoc comparati. Namque alterum sermonem
per biduum habitum pueri quibus id praestabatur exceperant, alterum pluribus
sane diebus, quantum notando consequi potuerant, interceptum boni iuvenes sed
nimium amantes mei temerario editionis honore vulgaverant. Quare in his quoque
libris erunt eadem aliqua, multa mutata, plurima adiecta, omnia vero compositiora
et quantum nos poterimus elaborata. (1 Praef. 7–8)
[…] all the more because two books on the art of rhetoric were already circulating
under my name, though they were never given out by me nor prepared for this
purpose. One is a two days’ lecture course which was taken down by the slaves
assigned to this task. The other lecture course, which spread over rather more
days, was recorded – as much as they could manage in writing – by some
excellent young men who were nevertheless too fond of me, and therefore rashly
honored it with publication and wide circulation. In the present work, therefore,
there will be some things the same, many things changed, and very many things
added, and the whole will be better written and polished to the best of my ability.

Both authors mention writing down lectures using shorthand and illicit
dissemination of these notes. The key sentences in both passages are underlined, and
there are some similarities between them that are worth seeing in direct comparison:
οὔτε συνέγραψα ἐγὼ τοὺς Ἐπικτήτου
λόγους ... οὔτε ἐξήνεγκα εἰς ἀνθρώπους
αὐτός.

duo iam sub nomine meo libri ferebantur
artis rhetoricae neque editi a me

οὔτε ἑκόντος ἐμοῦ οὔτε εἰδότος

neque editi a me neque in hoc comparati

ὅσα δὲ ἤκουον αὐτοῦ λέγοντος

namque alterum sermonem per biduum
habitum

ταῦτα αὐτὰ ἐπειράθην αὐτοῖς ὀνόμασιν ...
διαφυλάξαι

sermonem ... pueri quibus id praestabatur
exceperant ... interceptum

ὡς οἷόν τε ἦν γραψάμενος

quantum notando consequi potuerant

ἐξέπεσεν εἰς ἀνθρώπους

temerario editionis honore vulgaverant.
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The parallels are here to remind us that both authors used similar rhetorical strategies,
relying on the conventions of prose literary prefaces. 298 Broadly speaking, the purpose of
both epistles is to explain the background of the work that follows in a way that builds it
up (along with the prestige of the author) in the reader’s eyes. While the rhetoric is
similar, there are significant differences in circumstances: Arrian is the one who records,
Quintilian the one who fights recording; Arrian’s had his notes stolen, Quintilian his
speech; Arrian’s work (allegedly) was originally an unwritten lecture, Quintilian’s is a
written composition; Arrian is the disciple of a famous teacher, Quintilian a famous
teacher who has disciples. But the most significant fact we can distill from these two
passages is that both at Rome and in the Greek-speaking provinces, young students who
attended lectures of famous teachers were interested in recording them precisely in
writing. They would later fashion fully literary texts out of these transcripts. Students
could edit their texts, arrange them into books, and attach prefaces. It is however more
difficult to discern who did the unexciting labor of writing down speech in real time. In
our case, was it Arrian himself (as he seems to be suggesting) or did someone else do it
for him? The date of the Discourses poses a problem on this front, because stenography
was apparently not yet widespread in the Greek world. But two references to stenography
from the second century CE do survive.
Writing in the first half of the third century, Philostratus mentions enslaved
professional stenographers in the Lives of the Sophists (Vitae Sophistarum). To clarify: I

Janson (1964) is the standard treatment of Latin prose prefaces and their conventions. On Quintilian’s
letter to Trypho see 50–59; on the tropes of incompetence and defective style see 124–141.
Arrian/Epictetus is not among the Greek authors Janson mentions.
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am using the word “professional,” here and elsewhere, to indicate individuals (most
frequently slaves, but not exclusively, as we shall see) who had received specialized
training in writing quickly and using abbreviations. This training was expensive and
could take more than two years to complete, and yet some people thought it worth the
time and money to have their slaves trained in stenography because they expected a good
return on investment. 299 Philostratus’ story goes as follows. When the sophist Alexander
Peloplaton had addressed him in a flattering manner in his oration, Herodes Atticus
showered him with valuable gifts: talents of gold and silver, pack animals, horses, and –
ten shorthand writers (δέκα δὲ σημείων γραφέας, VS 574). The grouping suggests that
such slaves were rare, in need of specialized training, and above all expensive. Ten of
them to spare marks Herodes as an obscenely wealthy man – a literary exaggeration that
nonetheless says something about the realities in the second (perhaps also third) century.
Galen makes a similar reference in On My Own Books. A friend was asking Galen
to repeat his lecture to a man “trained in quick writing through symbols” (διὰ σημείων εἰς
τάχος ἠσκημένῳ γράφειν) so that he can read it if he leaves the city (1.12). Galen
mentions similar situations elsewhere and distinguishes between his lectures, which were
meant for oral delivery only, and written treatises. 300 The way Philostratus and especially
Galen talk about stenography suggests that the practice was not yet common. Not even
most of the rich cared to have a slave trained in tachygraphy. This was a different skill
than copying books: a scribe did not need to race against the speaker. These references
suggest that stenographers existed in the second century but were mainly used by people
299
300
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who wanted to record lectures of philosophers, orators, and doctors. People still preferred
hearing them in person. Court and state proceedings were probably recorded in some
cases, but this practice grew only in Late Antiquity, when stenography became
widespread. 301
Arrian could certainly afford professional stenographers even at this early stage.
His words, however, are in the first person. As we saw, the aside “as much as it was
possible” (ὡς οἷόν τε ἦν γραψάμενος) is similar to Quintilian’s earlier quantum notando
consequi potuerant. This modest remark casts Arrian as an untrained, ad-hoc
stenographer, and he perhaps wanted to distance himself from the servile professional
laborer. It is ultimately unknowable whether Arrian wrote down Epictetus’ words with
his own hand or whether he had slaves do it, but it should be emphasized that no early
reference to stenography in the Greek world mentions elite men as practitioners. 302 The
rhetoric of his epistle may have obscured Arrian’s personal role in the recording, but it
does appear that the early development of Greek tachygraphy was driven, at least in part,
by the desire to take down lectures.
The situation was quite different with Latin stenography. Quintilian’s letter,
although no less rhetorical, distinguishes between two types of shorthand users: slaves
and free students.

Scholarship on Greek stenography is therefore centered on Late Antiquity. See Boge (1973), Teitler
(1985), Teitler (1990), Cribiore (2021).
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See Teitler (1985) 27–29 and 31–34.
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alterum sermonem per biduum habitum pueri quibus id praestabatur exceperant,
alterum pluribus sane diebus, quantum notando consequi potuerant interceptum
boni iuvenes sed nimium amantes mei temerario editionis honore vulgaverant.
… a two days’ lecture course which was taken down by the slaves assigned to this
task. The other lecture course, which spread over rather more days, was taken
down – as much as they could manage by shorthand – by some excellent [or
“aristocratic”] young men who were nevertheless too fond of me, and honored it
with precocious circulation.

The language is precise: the first lecture was recorded by slaves (pueri) who were
specially trained; excipere is the technical verb for shorthand notation. 303 We should
understand it to mean “they recorded it accurately.” In contrast, the second lecture was
“intercepted,” i.e. caught mid-flight: the metaphor describes the appropriation of
something that does not belong to one. 304 Young students (iuvenes) wrote down only so
much of Quintilian’s lecture as they were able to catch (quantum notando consequi
potuerant). Though the verb notare is scarcely attested as a technical term for “write in
shorthand,” a notarius was a slave who wrote down what was dictated, a tachygrapher. 305
Read against this servile overtone (and in contrast to pueri), the adjective boni is not only
a moral epithet, but also a class label. Perhaps Quintilian forbade the students from
bringing notarii to class after the first incident, so they resorted to writing down the

TLL 5.2.1253.10–40.
Often of letters, e.g. Cic. Att. 1.13.2; Fam. 12.12.1; stealing: Liv. 3.71.7, etc.
305
Personal notarii: Plin. Ep. 3.5.15, 9.36.2; state (?): Sen. Apocol. 9.2; Mart. 14.208 is an apophoreton
with a gift of a notarius; see also 5.51.2, 10.62.4.
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lectures themselves. This seems to have worked, since they went on for a period much
longer than two days; sane is an intensifier. 306
Still, even skilled notation could yield poor results, as Quintilian’s attests
elsewhere:
Nam ceterae [sc. actiones] quae sub nomine meo feruntur neglegentia
excipientium in quaestum notariorum corruptae minimam partem mei habent.
(7.2.24)
The rest of court speeches that are circulating under my name have very little of
me in them, having been corrupted by the negligence of stenographers who wrote
them down to make profit.

Presumably these notarii wanted to earn money off Quintilian’s fame by selling his
speeches. 307 In any case, he distinguishes between professional and non-professional
notation, both of which could take place during a lecture. Professional notation was at
least expected to produce a precise recording, though notarii could fail; amateur
recordings were expected to be incomplete and imperfect.
Evidence about Latin stenography appears for the first time in the late Republic. 308
Cicero’s Pro Milone circulated in two versions: one recorded and another circulated by
the author, and Quintilian had both before him (4.2.17, 4.2.25). Manilius mentions
stenographers in his epic on the stars (4.197–199). The younger Seneca mentions the skill

Winterbottom (1984) xiii ignores sane when he remarks that “[it] would have taken far longer than
pluribus diebus.” This is exactly the point Quintilian is making. Prolonged recording was possible.
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Similar example in Suet. Iul. 55.3. See Winter (1969) 608–610 for further examples of bad notation.
308
Latin evidence gathered in Winter (1969); comprehensively by Weinberger in the RE, s.v. Kurzschrift.
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but despises the professional practitioners (Ep. 90.25). Perhaps the most curious reference
to amateur stenography comes from Suetonius’ biography of Titus (3):
e pluribus comperi notis quoque excipere velocissime solitum, cum amanuensibus
suis per ludum iocumque certantem, imitarique chirographa quaecumque vidisset
ac saepe profiteri maximum falsarium esse potuisse.
I have found out from many sources that he used to write shorthand very quickly,
and that for fun he would play at competing with his secretaries. He could also
imitate any handwriting he saw and he often said he could have been the greatest
of forgers.

The anecdote shows that by the Flavian times stenography was among the standard skills
of an amanuensis (at least in the imperial household). At the same time, elite young men
could learn shorthand to some degree of proficiency. There was no social stigma attached
to it, and stenography may even have been part of their rhetorical education. 309 By the
second century, then, Latin shorthand writing was used by slave and free alike in a range
of situations. This picture could not be further away from what we saw in the Greek
world, where stenography only took off late and slowly.
How, then, does all this external evidence square with the Minor Declamations?
Written materials were used during a rhetor’s lesson: we hear of students reading and
memorizing in class, and of teachers dictating and possibly distributing handouts.
Quintilian insists that the teacher should declaim in order to illustrate best practices. Only
model speeches would be dictated, however: there is nothing to suggest that students
were expected to write down theoretical remarks (sermones). Quintilian actually
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emphasizes the primacy of oral instruction over writing; students and professors were
expected to speak. If, then, the declamationes in the MD were dictated, then the students
also wrote down remarks that Teacher made in his own voice during some of his model
speeches (sermones). This would suggest that it was the students who wrote down the
Minor Declamations.
Material remains of declamatory schoolbooks are few, fragmentary, and difficult
to identify as didactic materials. Teachers’ and students’ handwritings are almost
impossible to distinguish at the advanced level. Importantly, however, the few complete
Greek papyrus controversiae we possess have “sermones” that show no awareness of
addressees or a classroom setting. They are not speech acts but undramatized reflections.
Though it should be remembered that we are only dealing in probabilities here, the
available evidence about in-person instruction does not suggest the use of detailed scripts
on the part of rhetores, at least not in the first few centuries CE. There is of course no
reason why our Teacher could not have been avant-garde, and we simply do not know
what teacher’s notes would have looked like in the Roman schools.
Nonetheless, the dramatic features we identified in the sermones are unparalleled.
The sermones in 308–350 assume an audience of students and seem to represent actual
speech. Evidence about lecture recording suggests a real possibility that at least MD 308–
350 are transcripts. Tachygraphy, a specialized skill required to jot down speech in real
time, was highly developed at Rome in the first and second centuries CE. Trained slaves
and free students alike used shorthand. Quintilian reports that some of his lectures and
speeches had been illicitly recorded by slaves, and others by students. Herein lies a
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crucial difference: whereas slaves were expected to write down every word of the
speaker, a student was at liberty to write down what he found interesting. While
Quintilian and Arrian assume that a student would not be able to record every word as a
slave would be, we should remember that a student did not have a reason to do so. Why
write down something you already did? Or something you know the teacher will repeat?
Teacher’s responses to complains about repetition suggest that students noticed and were
annoyed by the teaching of the same material more than once.
In 451–464, where Teacher left the practical “coloring” to students, there are
almost no declamationes. Students were presumably only interested in taking down
Teacher’s words, and not those of their peers. Though there must have been an urge to
preserve exact words, students also felt at ease to compress, abbreviate, and pretty much
create whatever text they wanted from these lectures. Arrian’s introductory letter to the
Discourses of Epictetus and the Manual as a reworked version illustrate this point.
Although Greek stenography was still relatively underdeveloped, Arrian used it (sua
manu or through slaves) to record his teacher’s lectures. The letter reveals Arrian’s own
literary and philosophical ambitions. Rather than keeping the notes only for himself, from
the lectures of a teacher who deliberately eschewed writing Arrian composed a work (or
“Books,” in a literary sense) which brought him renown as a philosopher in his own right.
Later on, he advanced this reputation by recycling his earlier rendition of Epictetus’
teaching. All of this is to say that Greek and Roman students generally wanted to be
associated with their celebrity professors. Their reputation incentivized lecture recording.
Later, as grown men, the students could brag and show proof that they had been students
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of a famous rhetor, philosopher, or doctor – especially if the teacher left no formal
writings behind.
Teachers were generally opposed to the recording and circulation of their lectures.
In Quintilian’s case, the Institutio Oratoria managed to suppress the illicitly circulated
writings. Galen fought against the pirated versions of his works. Teacher of the MD was
to be remembered by that imperfectly recorded collection. The desire to preserve the
teachings of great declaimers was of course the stated project of the Elder Seneca, but
one particular remark in his first Preface illustrates an important point: so great was the
zeal for this material that commentarii were even falsified (fere enim aut nulli
commentarii maximorum declamatorum extant aut, quod peius est, falsi). Without
oversimplifying, I would like to suggest that the desire to be seen as someone’s pupil or
social equal is the source of these falsifications. Recent scholarship on pseudepigrapha
has demonstrated that a drive to fill in gaps in biographical narratives about great authors
motivates creative supplementation of their oeuvre. 310 The Catalepton constructs a
“Young Vergil,” imagining what he would have written before the Eclogues. Texts such
as the Consolatio ad Liviam and Elegiae in Maecenatem recreate an idealized past. 311 We
can imagine that the “fakes” Seneca mentions present what their authors thought the
commentarii of famous declaimers ought to have looked like, their styles, attitudes, and
personalities. In short, the fascination with famous teachers went so far that some
students and other interested parties would record, steal, and even invent writings and
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pass them off as genuine. Small wonder, then, if a group of students was motivated to
record, however imperfectly, at least one part of a course of 388 declamations.
To sum up: students were doubly equipped to record the MD. They could either
put slaves to the task or do it themselves. Their Teacher’s reputation gave the incentive.
A multitude of hands involved, skipping over boring and repetitive parts, and lack of
ability to keep up with the living voice explain the varying degree of completeness of the
sermones and perhaps even declamationes (though as we shall see in the final two
chapters, there were other reasons why these would vary in scope). Even if we cannot
know for sure, this explanation of the MD’s genesis, compared to the “teacher’s script”
model, has the advantage of being grounded in both internal (dramatized sermones) and
external evidence (tachygraphy, student attitudes towards teachers). The earlier model,
commonsense as it is, is nonetheless arbitrary and otherwise unattested. Our new model,
as we shall see, allows for a different way of reading the text, one which will reveal until
now missed aspects of MD’s didacticism.

B. Pseudepigraphy and the Minor Declamations
Before we move on, a word about pseudepigraphy and the MD. As we mentioned, the
workings of Roman “fakes” have recently been lucidly analyzed. Irene Peirano explains
that pseudepigrapha come to be when impersonators pick up on gaps in a work’s
narrative and develop their stories from there. As she puts it, “taking their cues from
questions left open by the text, impersonations fill in the not-saids of literary works as
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well as of various cultural narratives (of patronage, literary initiation, childhood etc.).” 312
Seeing authors’ lives and their works as completely intertwined, pseudepigraphers
expand biographies by inventing stories about the lesser-known periods in them. The
already mentioned Catalepton prefigures Vergil’s ascent from the lowest genres of
invective and epigram, through pastoral, to the loftiest genre of heroic epic. Virgil’s
warning, issued in his own voice at Georgics 3.425–439, against the dangers of lying in
the grass at the time when snakes come out, has given rise to a fictional aition in the form
of the Culex, which explains his advice in the Georgics as the result of knowledge
acquired through the composition of this youthful poem. An author’s “early years”
provide a favorite area for creative supplementation. 313
The extant text of the Minor Declamations, however, does not seem to be openly
impersonating any author. Any such framing would have been found in an introduction,
if there ever was any. It is unlikely that the entire collection is a deliberate fabrication.
Nevertheless, the fact that both subscriptions carry the name of Marcus Fabius Quintilian
suggests that the collection was thought, perhaps since the earliest stages of its
transmission, to have originated with the author of the IO. Quintilian’s authorship is
indeed possible, 314 but since this problem is ultimately unsolvable, I would like to point
out something else. Quintilian was the most famous teacher of rhetoric at Rome in his
time. Among his students were such politically distinguished figures as the younger Pliny
and perhaps Tacitus. He was sufficiently well-known to be celebrated and ridiculed in
Peirano (2012) 10.
For example, Tibullus says he is poor in 1.1, and this statement is picked up in the Panegyricus
Messallae which fictionalizes Tibullus’ early life and pleading for patronage. See Peirano (2012) Ch. 3 for
this and other examples of pseudo-panegyric.
314
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literature in relation to his teaching and declaiming. 315 Quintilian was a cultural figure
that could attract pseudepigrapha. His complaint in the preface to the IO about two sets of
lectures circulating under his name would have been the perfect prompt to supply such
texts after the fact. Quintilian’s biography could be expanded to include the pre-Institutio
period which he says he spent teaching for twenty years (per viginti annos erudiendis
iuvenibus).
Wanting to put two and two together, scholars have in the past argued that the
Minor Declamations are in fact one of the two texts Quintilian mentions, and others have
countered that realia and circumstances do not allow them to be it. 316 I do not in fact
believe that the MD are either of the texts Quintilian mentions (mainly because I think
they postdate the IO), but I want to point out that no matter who actually wrote (down)
the text, the Minor Declamations do fill in the biographical gap about “early” Quintilian.
Attributing to him a declamatory text whose style and doctrine are related to the IO
would have made all the sense in the world. The trend to attach declamations to
Quintilian’s name is apparent from the attribution of the Major Declamations to him in
the later centuries. Quintilian became a cultural figure on par with Cicero and Seneca
during his lifetime. Now that we have argued that at least some of the Minor
Declamations were written down and circulated by students, we can wonder if they
would have deliberately passed their text off as Quintilian’s teaching. Suppose that the
Teacher of the MD was one of Quintilian’s successors at Rome’s “chair of rhetoric.”
Pliny, Ep. 2.14.9–11, 6.6.3; Martial 2.90; Juvenal 6.75, 6.280, 7.186–190. On the younger Pliny and
Quintilian, see Whitton (2019).
316
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Would it not be more impressive one day, when you are all grown up, to show off the
lectures of Quintilian that you and your friends wrote down, rather than those of an
epigone? Matters of chronology need not be pressed too hard, especially when talking to
someone unfamiliar with the details. This is of course only one possible way “secondary
misattribution” could have arisen, and the MD did not have to be deliberately labeled to
deceive. 317 Quintilian’s or not, the Minor Declamations seemed sufficiently
“Quintilianic” to earn the attribution we read in the two subscriptions. They would have
been a fitting biographical appendix in a culture where Quintilian’s work and life were
well known.

5. Stenography and MD 338
To illustrate that the note-taking framework can be productively used in reading
individual declamations, it will be useful for us to look at MD 338. Its declamatio is fully
developed, with all the expected parts of a speech present; an extended sermo expounds
the theory of prooemium and epilogus before transitioning briefly into advice related to
the present case. This framing suggests that the sermo is complete as well, i.e. that this
was all the advice given about the thema. MD 338 lends itself to analysis both because it
is more fully developed than other declamations in this collection, but also because of the
topics treated in it. 318
The thema goes as follows:
317
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Lis de filio expositoris et repudiatae. Quidam, repudiata uxore ex qua iuvenem
filium habebat aut videbatur habere, duxit aliam. Frequenter iurgia erant inter
privignum et novercam. Quodam tempore adserere coepit iuvenem pauper quidam
et dicere suum filium. Is qui pater videbatur torsit nutricem. Illa primis tormentis
domini esse filium dixit. Iterum torta dixit expositum esse ab illo qui adserit, et
inter haec mortua est. Cedit illi pater iuvenem, repudiata vindicat sibi.
A conflict concerning the son of an exposer and a divorcee. Some man divorced a
woman with whom he had or seemed to have a young son, and married another.
The stepson and the stepmother fought frequently. At some point some poor man
started to claim the young man as his own and to say he was his son. He who
seemed to be the father tortured the nurse. Under the first round of torture she said
the son was her master’s. When tortured again she said the claimant had exposed
the son, and amidst this she died. The father yields the son to the poor man, the
divorcee claims him for herself.

As Winterbottom notes, the case is conjectural, with evidence derived from torture
playing the crucial role. 319 In our main manuscript, the sermo is preceded by a unique
heading DE PROHOEMIO ET EPILOGI [sic]. 320 Proems and epilogues are indeed what
the sermo is teaching about, based on Institutio Oratoria 4.1 and 6.1. The speech that
follows is spoken by an advocate in favor of the mother. One significant but unexplored
curiosity about this declamation is that certain phrases and sentences across the text are
difficult to understand. Strange turns of phrase, unclear connectives, and above all points
where it is not clear who is being talked about occur. Scholars since the early modern
period have dealt with this by simply emending the text to make it more intelligible, or by
noting, with exasperation, the lack of revision on the part of Teacher. This is especially
apparent in Winterbottom’s text and commentary, and perhaps even more so in

Winterbottom (1984) 527.
Winterbottom and Shackleton Bailey seclude the heading in square brackets, even though this one is no
more or less likely to be “original” than the standard SERMO/DECLAMATIO headings, which it
resembles in script in the Montepessulanus (69r).
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Shackleton Bailey’s numerous emendations. I would like to propose that the problems at
hand are not related to transmission, but that the difficulties of meaning are better
understood as consequences of speech recording. Not managing to keep up with
Teacher’s words, the scribe(s) occasionally lost their thread and made it less than clear
who the subject or the object was. The confusion is mostly between the two men who
claim and deny their fatherhood of a young man, but other types of imprecisions can be
seen as well. I will analyze the text as it progresses.
To start from the sermo (338.1–2):
Uni parti declamationis solet esse simile [sc. prohoemium], epilogo: ideo autem
simile, quod utraque res frequenter extra quaestionem est. Nam et prohoemium
rem praecedit et epilogus finita re dicitur. Praeterea utraque res idem vult efficere,
conciliare sibi iudicem.
The proem is usually similar to one other part of the declamation, namely the
epilogue. It is similar because both things frequently stand outside the question at
issue. The proem, then, comes before the matter and the epilogue is spoken once
the matter is done. Furthermore, both things strive to accomplish the same, win
the judge over.

As Winterbottom puts it ad loc., the repetition of utraque res is imprecise and confusing
next to rem and re. Res is not a suitable word for both “the core of the speech” and “the
peripheral parts of the speech.” Rohde had proposed changing both to utraque pars to
agree with parti, and Shackleton Bailey deletes both res to leave utraque…utraque. I am
skeptical about this solution, as at least the second utraque, if not the first also, would
thus be left quite far from parti; they need to modify something. Without trying to fix the
text, we can wonder if it can be that the superabundance of res is a result of the scribe
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scrambling to keep up with Teacher’s words, missing a few, and then writing down
utraque res twice, simply because res is a convenient filler-word with broad meaning,
similar to “thing” in English. While we are considering it, we can wonder if res is a good
choice for “the matter” of the speech too (as Shackleton Bailey translates). Prologues and
epilogues are not completely unrelated to the matter of any speech, but anticipate and
reinforce the main points of the argument. Res appear two more times in the sermo, both
times apparently meaning “particulars” (5: nonnumquam etiam de rebus permittitur
dicere nobis… in foro prohoemium aliquando ducitur ex rebus).
Perhaps not explainable with reference to classroom note-taking, but curious
nonetheless, is the fact that one part of the sermo (last sentence in section 5 and entire
section 6) is apparently off topic, talking about replying to fictional objections from the
opponent (common device in declamation, not advisable in forensic oratory). The Elder
Seneca discusses this device through the characters of Cassius Severus (3 Praef. 12) and
Votienus Montanus (9 Praef. 2). Both characters present responding to imagined
objections as yet another fault typical of declamation’s fictionality. In MD 338, Teacher
distinguishes between declamatory and forensic responses; in the first, responses are to
be anticipated in the narration (ut narremus in isdem declamationibus et contradictiones
ponamus etiam a petitore), while in the forum one should only respond to what has
actually been said (in summa, numquam erit contradictionis loco sumendum quod
adversarius dicturus fuerit sed quod dixerit). However, in the declamatio of 338
pushbacks get preemptive responses in the argumentation (sections 20–21), not the
narration.
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To move to the declamatio, the transition from prohoemium to narratio is not
entirely smooth. 321 Towards the end of his proem, the advocate criticizes the husband for
not being content to simply yield the son to the poor man but torturing the nurse to
extract an “authoritative” account of events from her words.
Cuius si vos auctoritas, iudices, movet, illud unum in prima parte causae dixisse
contentus sum, vocem eius ab utraque parte recitari. 11 Quod si vindicare [Dingel
: vindicari ω] filium mallet, satis eum vel sola expositio causae tueretur. Fuit enim
aliquando cupidus liberorum, et propter hoc duxit uxorem et ad spem statim futuri
partus gratulatus est et natum educavit et in adulescentiam, quod satis est, sine
ulla dubitatione perduxit.
If her authority has any effect on you, judges, I am content to say just this one
thing about it in the first part of this trial: both sides are citing her words. 11 But
had he preferred to claim his son, the outline of this case alone would work in his
favor. For at one time he desired children, and for this reason he married a woman
and congratulated her with the hope of immediate offspring, he raised the son and
brought him up into adolescence without any doubt, which is enough.

Narration begins with section 11, and its purpose is to present the facts of the case from
an angle favorable to the speaker. This is where colores are introduced. But the subject of
the first sentence in 11 is not immediately clear. The connective quod has no obvious
antecedent in the previous sentence, and the third-person verb mallet no immediately
clear subject. The husband was the subject of the sentence preceding the cited passage,
but the sentence about the nurse’s authority had shifted the subject-focus away from him
and to her. The mood of mallet sets up a contrary-to-fact conditional: he who could
theoretically be “claiming” the son (vindicare) but is not, is the rich man. But mallet
vindicare would then need to be understood as “prefer to try to keep the son against the
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poor man’s claims.” Yet vindicare filium is exactly what the poor man (and the
repudiata) is doing, so at first glance he could be the subject (not the mother, because of
the masculine pronoun eum). The third-person verb without an emphatically stated
subject when there are two or three possible ones, the contrary-to-fact conditional, and
vindicare filium, all contribute to a confusion about who the subject is. The next sentence
can also apply to the poor man all the way through to et natum educavit et in
adulescentiam etc. All in all, in the opening sentences of the narratio the reader needs to
expend special effort to discern which of the two older male characters is performing the
imagined actions. The confusion does not seem to stem from textual corruption, or at
least not from that alone. It would have made for a rather ineffective narratio on the part
of the speaker to make such poor distinction between the various “hes.” Much more
likely the note-takers were confused.
Section 12 develops a color about the stepmother’s involvement in the disowning
by adopting a topos about artes novercales (28). One sentence stands out, and editors
have been inclined to put it in square brackets: Nolite quaerere quo consilio, qua ratione
fecerit: sola est. In his Loeb text Shackleton Bailey sequesters only sola est, because it
does not apply to the stepmother but rather the mother or the nurse, as evidenced in 24 (si
ab initio mentita esset, id quod adversus hunc dicere audeo magis auderem adversus
nutricem dicere: sola est). The sola est in section 12 seems to be a gloss that had been
written into the text under the influence of 24.
The color about the noverca deserves some attention. The second sentence in the
thema is frequenter iurgia erant inter privignum et novercam. This sentence invites a
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color against stepmothers, indeed we would expect that the entire speech on behalf of the
mother would be based on discrediting the stepmother. Instead, this is only taken up in
the above-cited section 12. The entire color is summed up in a sententia that is itself a
topos: hunc iuvenem sic oderat tamquam noverca. The events are presented as if the
stepmother saw a chance to empty the home of its heir (sciit hanc posse vacuari). Yet the
language that follows does not straightforwardly point to her agency: inventum est novum
exheredandi genus is impersonal, even if “depriving of an heir” must be what she was
meaning to do to her husband. It is not entirely clear whether she alone bribed the poor
man to claim the son as his own, or whether she did it together with the husband. The
confusion stems from a sentence in section 14: testor deos, testor vestram, iudices,
religionem: non satis putavit iste ipse qui expellere filium volebat <id facere> quasi
aliquid sui credidisset: infelicissimam nutricem (nam illam quoque oderat) omni
crudelitatis genere laceravit. The father tortured the nurse, but this subject (the subject of
laceravit) does not completely agree with the subject of putavit and volebat. That earlier
subject is overemphasized, as if to compensate for previous confusion (iste ipse qui
expellere filium volebat); expellere is an infrequently used synonym for abdicare; 322 but
did the father want (volebat) to disown (expellere) the son? The verb cedere suggests
acknowledging as a fact that the poor man is the young man’s father. However, the way
this sentence is set up proposes that the father was knowingly disowning a legitimate son,
for which he could not have a reason other than because his new wife had persuaded him.
If the speaker chose his words carefully to make this point and implied that the
stepmother is the mastermind behind the entire situation, it seems odd that in the narratio
322
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he would be so unclear about her role, and even odder that an attack on her (11: invehar
in novercam) would so quickly be abandoned in favor of attacking the father and pointing
out inconsistencies, which is how the argumentatio is built. As the thema suggests, the
noverca is key to this case, but her artes novercales were either insufficiently developed
by the speaker (Did she successfully manipulate the husband? Did he want to get rid of
his son the same way he did his previous wife?) or partially lost during the note-taking
process.
There are a few other specific points in this section that lack clarity. In 13, the
speaker attacks the poor man, again not completely without ambiguity about who the
target is: vilissimum istud caput et in quamcumque litem pretio venale [edd. : vile ω]
testimonium adversus se primum tulit: exposuisse se dixit, videlicet ne istum esse malum
patrem puderet. Though vilissimum and venale caput point to the poor man, the sentence
could be clearer, especially in its deixis: iste is used for both men, where ille would have
been better to point to the father. The ending of the already-cited next sentence reads:
testor deos, testor vestram, iudices, religionem: non satis putavit iste ipse qui expellere
filium volebat <id facere> quasi aliquid sui credidisset. Shackleton Bailey saw a need to
add id facere for clarity, but neither his nor Winterbottom’s reading of quasi aliquid sui
credidisset makes complete sense to me (SB: “as if he believed he had something of his
own;” he comments: “information about the youth’s parentage. This could have been put
more plainly.” Win.: “as though he had believed him part of the family”).
The passage goes on:
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infelicissimam nutricem (nam illam quoque oderat) omni crudelitatis genere
laceravit. Quaeritis qua causa? Scietis cum iterum torquebit. Fatigaverat prima
tormenta, et in voce una manserat fides; exprobraverat isti sanguinem suum.
That most wretched nurse (for he hated her too) he mangled with every kind of
cruelty. You’re asking why? You will find out when he tortures her again. She (or
he?) had exhausted the first round of torture, and her trustworthiness rested on a
single word. She had cast his flesh and blood in his teeth. 323

It is not at all clear who the subject of fatigaverat is: the subject of torquebit is the father,
but as Winterbottom comments, there are some parallels for tormenta fatigare (of the
tortured), albeit late (in Tertullian, Lactantius, Jerome, Prudentius). If we simply take the
father as the subject (as SB does in his translation), then the switch of subjects with
exprobraverat (where the nurse must be meant) still remains awkward.
In sections 17 and 18, the trend of ambiguous subjects continues, this time with
what seems like an obsolescence of appositions referring to the son.
Filium matri vindico contra eum qui adserere coepit nuper. Ante omnia
intellegitis, iudices, nullum onus probationis ad me pertinere: <Quid? Filium esse
probem> iuvenem de quo agitur cum hoc homine inventum per tot annos qui ad
robustam usque aetatem perducere eum [de quo litigamus] potuerunt, numquam
dubitatum [Schulting : dubitatur ABD : dubitatus C]? … 18 Adversarius multa
probare necesse habet, habuisse se uxorem, concepisse uxorem suam, peperisse,
marem peperisse, eo tempore quod ad aetatem eius de quo litigamus congruat
peperisse etc.

I claim the son for his mother against him who has recently started to assert
paternity. Before all else, judges, you realize that no burden of proof rests with
me. <Am I to prove> the young man in question <to be her son>, a son found
with this man over so many years, years that managed to bring him to his current
firm age, and never doubted? … 18 My opponent needs to prove many things:
323
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that the (poor) man had a wife, that his wife conceived, that she gave birth, that
she gave birth to a male, that she gave birth at a time that agrees with the age of
the one we are litigating about.

Editors have pointed out textual difficulties in this passage. Shackleton Bailey not only
added the text in angle brackets, he proposed (in his apparatus) deleting de quo agitur and
sequestered the first de quo litigamus. This is a lot of intervention in a small space.
Though it seems possible that the first de quo litigamus was influenced by the second and
that it had been introduced during some kind of textual revision, the similarity between
de quo agitur and de quo litigamus is notable. In the first case, iuvenem makes it clear
who the object is, and indeed the first de quo litigamus is obsolete as well. In light of our
previous examples, however, it seems as if the stenographer was trying to quickly resolve
a perceived ambiguity by overcompensating with appositions, especially as he was
influenced by earlier places where he had left it insufficiently clear who the subject or
object was. As in the narration, he felt that the text might not be entirely clear about who
is being talked about and added markers to set things straight.
In 26 the speaker addresses the father and imagines what his torture of the nurse,
which led to her death, might have looked like.
Expressa vox est iam fugientis animae: ‘Miserere: non est tuus.’ ‘Iam parce:
verum dixisti’ [ω : dixi Aerodius : dixit Gronovius].
As her spirit fled, its voice was forced out: “Mercy! He is not yours.” Spare me
(her?) now: you (or I/she has) have told the truth.”
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Shackleton Bailey prints Aeriodius’ emendation and considers all the words to belong to
the nurse. Even with the reading dixisti, the nurse might be confirming the father’s earlier
words. Or, as Winterbottom notes, in the second sentence the father may be addressing
the torturer, or even saying iam parce to the torturer, verum dixisti to the nurse. In my
view, the scholars have picked up on a minor inconsistency (perhaps insufficient to alter
the text), which is nonetheless typical of the declamatio – an ambiguity about who is
talking. It should be added that the singular vox may better suggest that she only spoke
the first sentence, and that this slender “confession” is all the father wanted. Still, iam
parce contradicts this because, as the next sentence suggests, the torture did not stop.
Across MD 338 a pattern of confusion is apparent about which character is the
subject or the object in a sentence. There are three male characters – the Son, the Father,
and the Would-be father (Poor man) – and three female ones – the Stepmother, the
Mother, and the Nurse. Given that fatherhood is the main issue in the thema, one would
expect clear differentiation between the two older men in a speech that seeks to set things
straight (rather than to generate doubt about who the boy’s father is). In other words,
there is no rhetorical reason for such ambiguity; the speech was not deliberately imagined
so. 324 Scholars since the sixth century have been trying to resolve these problems by
means of emendation; the underlying assumption is that the originally clear and pristine
text had been “corrupted” by copyists. But the ambiguities, as we saw, are not easily
resolved by altering, deleting, or adding a word or two, and the interventions were
sometimes drastic. It does not hold water to ascribe the problems to Teacher either: 338
A famous example of deliberate jumbling of family relations in a speech is found in Cicero’s Pro Caelio
32.
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has a fully developed sermo and declamatio, and the latter especially shows signs of
serious engagement with the thema. Teacher, it has been pointed out, explored in the
argumentatio the fine points available to plausibly support the mother’s claim. 325 The
speech’s composition is exemplary. It is hard to attribute a very particular type of textual
imperfection to someone who has otherwise produced a polished speech. The “characterambiguity” of some sentences across the declamatio, then, is best explained through
notation. As Teacher was speaking, whoever was writing his words down had a hard time
multitasking. Failing to keep up with Teacher’s pace, he was not at all times sure who
was being talked about, especially when a sentence dealt with one of the two potential
fathers. Aware of the problem, he elsewhere tried to compensate, as in the case when
multiple instances of de quo agitur (or similar) point unnecessarily to the son.
Minor Declamations 338 is a striking testimony to the originally oral nature of
this collection. Its consistent peculiarities support our earlier argument about notation.
Importantly, 338 illustrates that the first “editing” of a declamation took place as it was
being written down. Some aspects of the declamatio were altered in this process:
character agency is frequently jumbled, and perhaps most importantly, the noverca’s
actions are unclear despite having the potential to be the basis of the entire argument in
favor of the mother. A sentence in the thema invites a color against stepmothers, but this
is only taken up briefly in the speech; instead, the main attack is on the father, and it
remains unclear to what extent he and his new wife were colluding. This might be the
consequence of imprecise notetaking, i.e. because of jumbled subjects or perhaps even
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dropped sentences. In a similar fashion, a section of the sermo on anticipating objections
from the other side has little correspondence in the declamatio, and thus appears
superfluous; given that the declamatio otherwise shows theoretical precepts “in action,”
we can plausibly speculate that anticipated responses were also lost during notation. The
speech as we have it does not perhaps have major structural gaps, but its imperfections
point to the work of note-takers who were less than interested in (or capable of, or both)
recording every word precisely.
To put it differently, we are reading Teacher’s words, but refracted through the
people who wrote them down, sometimes probably with their own interventions to the
text. If, as we argued, the varying completeness of sermones and declamationes in 308–
350 is attributable to the selectivity of student-notators, we should now become aware
that even seemingly complete texts carry their imprints. In 308–350 at least, we are
reading Teacher’s lectures from the students’ point of view.
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CHAPTER 3: SPEECH STRUCTURE AND TEACHER’S DIDACTIC
PHILOSOPHY

1. Introduction
At the end of previous chapter, I partly justified the choice of MD 338 for analysis by
referring to its speech as “fully developed.” It should, however, be apparent by now that
any notion of “completeness” in relation to the Minor Declamations is rather unstable.
Everything we have seen so far suggests that concepts such as “literary work,” “class
notes,” or even “text,” are not adequate when talking about this multilayered and
strangely composed “book.” This extreme case aside, “completeness” is a problematic
term when it comes to all Latin declamation: the surviving evidence is made up almost
entirely of fragments of declamatory speeches. The Elder Seneca’s stated intention is to
present a mishmash of various declamations, almost none of them complete (see C. 1
Praef. 4–5). The only speech in Seneca’s work that he seems to have intended to report in
its entirety was relatively short to begin with, and it is now missing its ending thanks to
faulty transmission (2.7). What is printed under the name of Calpurnius Flaccus is all
sententiae, with no excerpts pointing to other elements of a speech. 326
Literary representations of people declaiming are not helpful either: the surviving
text of the Satyricon starts in the middle of Encolpius’ declamation, which is then
interrupted by Agamemnon. His response is not in persona and eventually breaks into
The title of Håkanson’s critical edition (declamationum excerpta) therefore suggests a work similar to
Seneca’s and is somewhat misleading, but not as much as the title of Sussman’s commentary (The
Declamations of Calpurnius Flaccus) which promises complete declamations.
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verse, so it would be hard to take it as a straightforward pars altera to Encolpius’
speech. 327 Elsewhere in literature declamation is mentioned rather than represented. The
Major Declamations alone among our evidence are said to be complete speeches. What
in fact draws attention is their relatively small number and their length. Ranging from 12
to 33 pages in their most recent Teubner edition (Maiores 11 and 12, respectively), with
eight out of nineteen being over 20 pages long and the rest of them close to 20 pages, the
Major Declamations have the appearance of imposing speeches in comparison to other
Latin declamatory material.
Yet the Major Declamations are a heterogeneous collection in many regards. Not
only do they vary in length and style, but it is generally agreed that they are the work of
multiple authors, with some speeches composed as early as the second century, and
others perhaps in the late third. 328 The context of their composition is also unknown as
there are no authorial comments to suggest a setting, as is the case with the Minor
Declamations. We cannot even be sure whether the Major Declamations were ever
performed before any audience. Antonio Stramaglia has recently argued, on the basis of
meta-rhetorical signposting he detected in many of the speeches, that most Major
Declamations had been composed in a school setting, by teachers. 329 Yet students would
have had equal incentive to signpost, and there is no conclusive reason why “showdeclaimers” would have avoided it. The dichotomy between “school” and “show”
declamations is a false one in any case, and one would be hard-pressed to place the Major
Yet the remark at Sat. 3 is curious: non est passus Agamemnon me diutius declamare in porticu quam
ipse in schola sudaverat. Is there a difference between the proper length of declamations in porticu and the
ones in schola? Is ipse referring to Agamemnon now or when he was a student?
328
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Declamations in either group. 330 It should also be noted that the period when they are
believed to have been composed is one of changing literary habits and new book shapes.
All this by way of saying, the length and completeness of the Major Declamations are
best not retrojected into the past as a standard for Latin declamation of any variety. The
early modern comparison that labeled one set of declamations as “major” and the other as
“minor” was an ill-conceived case of apples and oranges to begin with.
We have already learned new things about the didactic context of the Minor
Declamations. In light of my previous arguments, I next want to examine size and scope
as characteristics of this collection’s speech samples (declamationes). Is there a typical
structure and, if so, what signposts are used to point to it within the speeches? How are
short speeches different from longer ones? How does Teacher discuss length and
structure in the sermones? In what ways do the size and structure of the speech samples
illustrate Teacher’s theoretical positions and didactic philosophy? With these questions I
hope to further illuminate the same topics I have explored thus far: the curriculum,
Teacher’s methods, and students’ reactions to both.

2. The scope of the speech samples (declamationes)
The speeches (declamationes) in the Minor Declamations vary in length. As we noted
earlier, a number of themata lack speeches altogether. In Teubner sections (each
approximately 5-6 lines long), existing speeches range from 1 to 33. Some are 21 to 29
330
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sections long (MD 252, 259, 260, 268, 270, 301, 331, 338), but most are shorter, between
10 and 20 sections. The three longest speeches are in MD 306, 321, and 388. Of these,
306 is slightly shorter than the other two, which are of almost identical length. The
speech of 388 (the endpoint of the collection) is the longest in the book by a few
characters (or a bit more if we add the two interspersed short sermones and its unusually
detailed thema). To put things into perspective, MD 388 is about 1.5 times the size of
Seneca’s Controversia 2.7, which despite its missing ending is considered to be almost
complete, 331 and the shortest Major Declamation (11) is about 1.5 times longer than MD
388. 332 In an estimate of time of delivery, it took me about 10 minutes to read Sen. 2.7
aloud, about 17 minutes for MD 388, and about 25 minutes for Major Declamation 11.
With this much variation in the length of speeches across the Minor
Declamations, we might ask whether the shorter ones are complete. The answer is not
obvious at first sight, as completeness can depend on a number of factors; in our case,
Teacher might give the same full treatment of the present topic he would expect from his
students, or just the nub of the argument, on the understanding that they could themselves
supply the other necessary parts. There have been in the past attempts to explain the
varying length of these speeches as a result of excerption and compression in copying,
but this approach imagines that every speech was originally a complete declamation,
which was not the case. 333 Speech structure in the MD is the subject of the second (and
longest) part of Joachim Dingel’s book. 334 Dingel meticulously analyzes the speeches’
See Berti (2007) 44. Sen. 2.7 is 921 words long, MD 388 has 1436 words.
That is, at 2231 words it is almost 800 words longer than MD 388.
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technical features against rhetorical theory presented in the IO and elsewhere. My
discussion, however, will focus on the practical implications of having illustrative
speeches that do different things. The lack of consistency about what aspect of
declaiming the speeches show “in action” needed to be explained by Teacher. While one
way of delivering explanations were sermones, the speeches (declamationes) also have
internal pointers similar to what Stramaglia found in the Maiores. Even though Teacher
rarely discusses rhetorical theory, he uses structure informed by theory to enhance the
“readability” of even his shortest speeches. In some sermones he discusses structure
openly, and this is significant not only in relation to his practice, but also in relation to the
opinions of Quintilian and others, who considered it a mark of bad pedagogy to not give
students complete declamations.

3. Recurring parts in speech samples
A. Argumentation
What is immediately apparent is that speeches have recurring sections and that they start
in medias res. The speaker addresses the key points of the case, as in MD 269 (dives sub
tyranno auctionatus): 335
Depositum peto. Scio hunc esse ordinem probationis, ut primum ostendam
habuisse pecuniam quam deponerem. De hoc nemo dubitat: dives fui. Etiamsi me
Thema: Depositi sit actio. Pauper et dives amici erant, pauperi duo filii adulescentes. Cum tyrannus
esse coepisset in civitate, dives facta auctione discessit. Rumor erat pecuniam apud pauperem esse
depositam. Tyrannus accersît pauperem; torsit ipsum, torsit et filios eius. Cum ille pernegaret penes se
esse, dimissus est. Postea tyrannus occisus est. Redît dives. Petit pecuniam, quam se deposuisse apud
pauperem dicit, et duos servos, quos solos exilii comites habuerat, in quaestionem pollicetur.
335
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cupiditas amici ad duos servos redegit, aliquando tamen numerabar inter principes
huius civitatis, etc.
I am asking for my deposit back. I know this is the sequence of proof, to first
show I had money to deposit. No one doubts this: I was rich. Even though my
friend’s greed has reduced me to two slaves, still I was once counted among the
leading men of this city.

The first sentence states the propositio, i.e. “the intellectual core component of the
content of the narratio.” This is the simplest form a propositio can take (nuda propositio,
Quint. IO 4.4.8), which is to say, it consists only of “[t]he statement of the legal content
of the narratio which is decisive for the argumentatio.” 336 Yet as we shall see, most
speeches in the MD do not have a narratio at all. Dingel considered the propositio a
substitution for prohoemium, which is left out in most speeches. 337 The first sentence also
flags a shift from exposition to performance by its use of the first person for identifying
the speaking side. The second sentence is meta-rhetorical: “order of proof” can simply be
followed without being talked about, but Teacher deliberately calls attention to structure
without dropping his “stage mask” and breaking into sermo. 338 He goes on to remark:
superest ut deponendae pecuniae habuerim causam “It remains to show that I had a
reason to deposit the money” (269.2), and then: deponendi fuit ratio. Proximum est ut
quaeramus: apud quem deponendum fuit? “I had a reason to deposit. It remains to ask:
with whom was I to deposit?” (269.3). Steps in the order of proof (divisio) are clearly
marked out.

Lausberg (1998) §346.
Dingel (1988) 59.
338
See also Dingel (1988) 59–60.
336
337
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Many speeches across the collection start either with the statement of propositio,
or with a repetition of the law (sometimes followed by comments). 339 Some examples of
either: ‘Depositum qui infitiatus fuerit, quadruplum solvat’ (245.2), veneficii accuso
(246.4), adulterii ream defero (249.2, the law is cited in the next section), ‘ignominioso
ne qua sit actio’ (250.2). 340
As in 269.1, probo and probatio sometimes appear in the speeches, especially
near the beginning: satis ergo est probare animum parricidae (281.3, and in the sermo),
veniamus tamen, ut dixi, ad probationem (312.7), quod circa probationem criminis
huiusmodi difficillimum solet esse (322.1), satis est enim probare et illum proditorem et
te patronum fuisse quandoque (334.2), circumscriptum esse me probare prius volo quam
ab isto circumscriptum (343.3), etc. This is significant because the term meta-rhetorically
marks the speeches as probationes. The probatio, or argumentatio, is the presentation of
proofs and is therefore the essential and unalienable part of any speech. 341 As Quintilian
asserts, any other part could be left out, but not the probatio (5 Praef. 5): denique ex
quinque quas iudicialis materiae fecimus partibus quaecumque alia potest aliquando
necessaria causae non esse: lis nulla est cui probatione opus non sit (“Therefore any
other one of the five parts of forensic material we have established can sometimes be
superfluous for the case, but there is no such lawsuit that does not require
argumentation”). Teacher, then, goes out of his way to signal what his speeches are. By
stating the proposition right away and in the plainest fashion, and by using the technical
Dingel (1988) 59 considers law-citation a type of propositio.
For more examples see 251.1, 252.3, 260.5, 263.1, 266.7, 268.1, 271.9, 272.3, 276.1, 292.1, 314.4,
316.2, 320.3, 331.2, 334.1, 337.1, 342.2, 346.3, 348.1, 350.1, 351.9, 365.1, 366.2, 374.1, 377.1, 380.1,
382.1.
341
On probatio see Lausberg (1998) §§348–430.
339
340
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term probatio, he reminds his students that what he is performing is only the part he (and
many others) considered crucial, not a complete declamation. 342

B. Proems and narration
According to Quintilian (3.9.1), the parts of a complete speech are prohoemium, narratio,
probatio, refutatio, and peroratio. 343 If some speeches in the MD are internally marked as
probationes, we might next ask whether any other parts are mentioned in a similar way.
We already saw that prohoemium is discussed in the sermo of 338 as completely separate
from all other parts. MD 338 does have one, but otherwise only forty speeches are
introduced by prohoemia. 344 Thanks to the sufficient visibility of their function, proems
rarely get meta-rhetorical pointers (but see 343.3: hactenus causa fundamenta cepit;
sequentia illa sunt, ut probem etc.), and they are typically derived from one of the
persons involved, as is advised in 338. 345 As with some other parts, Teacher avoided
giving proems if the topic lent itself to an introduction he considered “standard” (266.1:
initia communia habet controversia: ‘praemium peto lege concessum sine exceptione.’
secuntur et illa, ut iustum quoque sit virum fortem optare quod velit, “the controversia
has a standard beginning: ‘I seek the prize rewarded by law without exception.’ There

See Dingel (1988) 59–60 for more examples.
But see also Quintilian’s remarks continued, 3.9.1–5, and on other theorists’ divisions Lausberg (1998)
§262.
344
By Dingel’s (p. 40) count, which is about a quarter of all speeches: 246, 253, 254, 257, 259, 260, 265,
267, 273, 279, 290, 291, 295, 297, 298, 301, 305, 306, 307, 309, 310, 311, 312, 313, 318, 321, 322, 323,
326, 327, 330, 332, 333, 335, 338, 349, 372, 385, 388.
345
See 338.4. See also Dingel (1988) 47–48 on “false” proems incorporated in the argumentatio.
342
343
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also follow the well-known arguments that it is also rightful for the war hero to ask for
anything he wants etc.)
Some speeches with proems also have narrationes; it was perhaps seen as
necessary to have a bridge from proem to argumentation. Narration is discussed in the
sermo of 281:
Narratione praeparandum est ut, quoniam nulla certa causa est abdicationis,
videatur pater parricidii suspicione fecisse et has insidias praevidisse. Quaestiones
illae sunt: an ad legem parricidii satis sit probare hoc [in] reo propositum fuisse;
an hoc propositum huic fuerit.
Preparation must be made in the narrative so that, since there is no fixed reason
for disowning, the father may seem to have acted on suspicion of parricide and to
have foreseen this ambush. Questions are as follows: is it sufficient to prove that
this was the defendant’s intention, according to the law of parricide? was this his
intention?

There is no narratio in the speech, 346 which must mean that Teacher expected his students
to know sufficiently well how to craft one. His advice is to adopt a color regarding
suspected parricide. Other occurrences of narro/narratio include 283, wherein a lawyer is
disowning his son who is pursuing the lifestyle of a Cynic: 347 ceteros enim quos abdicant
patres sine narratione culpae abdicare non possunt: in hoc filio satis est ad odium
habitum ostendere, “Fathers cannot otherwise disown those they disown without giving
an account of their fault. In the case of this son it is enough to point to the look of him to
arouse disgust.”

346
347

Despite Winterbottom’s remark ad loc. in his commentary.
Cynicus diserti filius. Th.: Disertus Cynicum filium abdicat. CD.
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The father’s words meta-rhetorically explain the lack of narration, in line with
Quint. IO 4.2.30:
Sed in scholasticis quoque nonnumquam evenit ut pro narratione sit propositio.
Nam quid exponet quae zelotypum malae tractationis accusat aut qui Cynicum
apud censores reum de moribus facit, cum totum crimen uno verbo in qualibet
actionis parte posito satis indicetur?
But in school exercises proposition sometimes takes the place of narration. For
what exposition will a woman who is accusing her jealous husband of
maltreatment make, or he who accuses a Cynic of immoral living before the
censors, when the whole accusation could be sufficiently expressed with one word
placed in any part of the speech?

Teacher’s adherence to the IO is perhaps too strict, because we might imagine that
narrating the son’s squalid lifestyle could serve the father’s argument well. In any case,
references to narratio suggest that Teacher used it only when he thought it necessary, i.e.
as an optional section. Dingel identified only thirteen occurrences. 348
Curiously, there are in our text some paratextual pointers towards narration in the
MD. Headings that read “narratio” appear in 332.3, 333.6, and 388.3. In the
Montepessulanus manuscript, all of them were written in the same majuscule script as the
headings sermo/declamatio, but none of the modern editions prints them in all caps, i.e.
the same way as those more standard headings (or as the pars altera headings, which also
get all caps). There is no reason to believe that these three headings are any more or less
“original” than the rest. Most likely they were added by a reader who noticed a departure
from the standard practice in the speeches, i.e. that most of them lack narrations. A

348

Dingel (1988) 50: 259, 290, 295, 298, 301, 305, 306, 323, 332, 333, 338, 372, 388.
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further curiosity: 388.8 reads bona paterna filio peto “I claim paternal possessions for the
son.” It is the same kind of statement of propositio as we saw earlier – it marks the end of
narratio and beginning of probatio. The Montepessulanus reads argumenta bona paterna
filio peto, all in small letters. Seeing the apparent agreement of argumenta bona in the
all-majuscule exemplar, the scribe of the Montepessulanus copied both words in small
letters, not realizing that argumenta is in fact a heading that marks transition to
“arguments,” i.e. probatio. Ritter prints argumenta between square brackets, while
Winterbottom and Shackleton Bailey banish it to the apparatus. The person who supplied
this heading in 388 saw what we see: an unusually full speech that has all the expected
parts.

C. Emotional appeals
There is usually no clear separation between refutatio and probatio across the collection,
and as we saw, responses to imagined objections can be found anywhere in the speech. 349
The epilogus is discussed in 338, much more briefly than the proem (338.3). It appeals to
the judges’ emotions more freely than the proem but should be kept short. Also called
peroratio, it is where pathos is used to inflame the emotions in favor of the speaker’s side
or against the opponent. 350 Dingel thought it impossible to determine how many speeches
have a formal peroratio separate from argumentation. 351 Yet knowing that strong
emotional appeals generally come at the end of a speech, even with a quick glance we
Dingel (1988) 63–64.
See Quint. IO 6.1, esp. 6.1.51–55; Lausberg (1998) §§431–442; see esp. §438.
351
Dingel (1988) 161–162.
349
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can spot that many speeches end with sections filled with exclamations and rhetorical
questions, apostrophes and fictio personae. A case in point is 338.31–32:
Quid agis, mulier? Temere facis: femina es et anus. Prima forsitan tormenta
sustineas: vincet dolor et ad suprema deficies. O admirabilem, iudices, vocem!
‘Torqueat’ inquit ‘modo: mater sum. Aliud est nutrix et ancilla et torquente
domino.’ Age, cum in hac voce supremum posueris spiritum, cui iuvenem
reddituri sumus? Volesne illum ad hunc patrem reverti, et ad illam novercam?
What are you doing, woman? You’re acting rashly: you’re a woman, and old. You
might endure the first torture, but pain will overcome you and you will fall short
by the end. What admirable words, judges! ‘Bring the torture on’, she says, ‘I’m a
mother! A nurse is a different thing from a slave, and also from a master applying
torture’. But tell me, when you put your final breath in this word, who are we
going to return the young man to? Do you want him to return to this father, and to
that stepmother?

As with probatio, Teacher also uses internal meta-rhetorical references to draw
attention to peroratio:
non ignoro omnium fere qui abdicantur hunc esse morem, ut acta iam causa ad
preces convertantur et mitigare patres rogando velint; hocine tu concipis animo
posse fieri, ut exores? (258.10)
I am not unaware that it is the custom of almost everyone who is facing
disowning to turn to begging after having pleaded their case and try to soften their
fathers with pleas; is this what you believe in your heart is possible, to be
successful in your entreaties?

Teacher does this in speech samples, 352 and he discusses emotional appeals in the
sermones too. 353

352
353

See 249.19, 259.6, 267.12.
See 259.23, 383.5.
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Both in his internal references and in his didactic remarks Teacher states that
peroratio is a part whose place is at the end of a speech, separate from the probatio (acta
iam causa; epilogus finita re dicitur, 338.1). Yet if proem and epilogue are distinct from
proofs (utraque res frequenter extra quaestionem est, 338.1), why is it that formal proems
are easier to identify than formal epilogues, even if many speeches evidently have an
increased level of pathos at their end? These questions need to be considered more
broadly in relation to Teacher’s use of emotions in his sample speeches, a matter that
extends beyond peroratio to emotional arguments and the emotional tone of the delivery
(actio).
To start with the terminology Teacher uses, words that themselves perform
emotional appeals or refer to them are ordinary, as we have seen in the examples cited
(rogo, exoro, preces, etc). The word peroratio is not used anywhere, and epilogus
appears nowhere other than in 338. 354 The end of an oration is referred to as summa pars,
which in our Teacher’s use is a close equivalent to epilogus:
epilogus deinde inclinationem animi in se praestare debet: hoc illi cum prohoemio
commune est, <sed> plus miserationis et plus libertatis habet pars summa (338.3)
The epilogue, moreover, should produce a favorable inclination towards the
speaker. It has this in common with the proem, <but> the last part has more
pathos and more freedom.
Other than in this example, the expression summa pars is used to refer to the epilogus in
both sermones and speeches meta-rhetorically. 355

354
355

But see below, on 299.2.
MD 294.7, 328.14, 331.24, 341.11, 342.15, 348.13.
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When talking about the tone of performance, his favorite epithet for an
emotionally “subdued” style is summissa (sc. actio) often paired with other adjectives
that might otherwise apply to interpersonal relations: actionem oportet esse summissam et
blandam (280.1), modo minax atque effera, repente summissa, his me vocibus (ut sciatis)
appellat (299.6). 356 Quintilian’s uses this word in exactly the same way and in similar
contexts: at pro filiis in utroque genere [sc. abdicationis] summissa <est> et ad satis
faciendum composita [sc. actio] (7.4.27). 357
A departure from such plain language is found in the sermo of MD 299, where
Teacher uses technical vocabulary to discuss pathos as part of the argumentation. The full
sermo reads (1–2):
an utcumque sepultum eruere non liceat; an ei non licuerit quae potuit prohibere;
an etiam <ut> non iure fuerit sepultus. Hinc speciales quaestiones, utrum lex
damnatum tantum parricidii an revera parricidam prohibeat sepeliri; an ille
parricida fuerit. In hoc probativae duae, altera pathetice, altera pragmatice, id est,
adfectus et iuris quaestiones: an damnatus sit sua sententia qui sibi manus attulit;
an et de illo iudicatum sit cum frater eius convictus sit. An non possit quisquam
mortuus damnari; etiam ut alius nemo possit, an is utique potuerit qui in reatu
periit. Ultima [pelagi] (ω : epilogi D) qualitas, in qua totius controversiae vires
sunt: quale huius factum, utrum venia dignum an damnatione sit; in qua
tractatione patheticos pro re publica indignandum.
Is it in any circumstances allowed to dig a person up after burial? Was this not
allowed for her who had the power to forbid the burial? Or even if the burial was
not lawful? Then come special questions: does the law forbid burial only of one
convicted of parricide or of one who in fact committed it? Was that person a
parricide? In this case there are two types of questions related to proofs, one
emotional, the other juristic, that is, the questions of feeling and questions of law.
Was the one who committed suicide condemned by his own verdict? Was
judgment passed on him as well when his brother was convicted? Is it impossible
for a dead man to be convicted? Even if no one else, could not a person at least
who died while under prosecution? Last comes quality, in which the power of the
356
357

See also 259.1, 309.1.
See also IO 3.8.48, 6.5.5, 7.4.27, 9.4.137–138, 11.1.64, 11.3.153.
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entire controversia rests: what is the nature of his act, whether it is deserving of
forgiveness or condemnation; in this treatment pathetic indignation on behalf of
the state is needed.

While Teacher is here giving his standard divisio, he uses some vocabulary that he never
uses otherwise. The word probativus is found only one other time in surviving Latin
literature, and not with the same meaning (Pliny, HN 28.236, of a type of Rhodian glue).
Similarly with pathetice, pragmatice, 358 and patheticos, whose endings mean that these
words were originally written in Greek: παθητική, πραγματική (sc. quaestio), παθητικῶς.
If the word pelagi, excised from the text by Winterbottom, does in fact belong in it, it is
probably a corruption of epilogi, as one of the manuscripts reports. 359 This would be the
only occurrence of the word epilogus in the MD outside the formal discussion in 338.
Teacher starts a sentence with one Latin and two Greek technical terms, then immediately
explains himself (id est, adfectus et iuris quaestiones). With this rare venture into
specialist language Teacher reveals that he does not expect his students to know these
terms, whether in Greek or Latin. This seemingly anomalous sermo confirms the trend of
avoiding obscure terms in relation to emotional aspects of argumentation. As Teacher
suggests, successful argumentation can depend in equal measure on emotional tone as on
legal principle, so emotional appeals cannot be confined only to the epilogue. The final
part of a speech is however where persuasive pathos is supposed to be driven home. This
is what is meant by patheticos … indignandum (sc. est), where indignandum, a technical

358
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See IO 5.12.9 for an exact parallel.
See Winterbottom (1984) ad loc.
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term, points to exactly this function. 360 The corrupt pelagi (=epilogi) refers to indignatio’s
position at the end, or it was a clumsy gloss for ultima based on the same understanding.
In the next controversia Teacher suggests that legal arguments should be used
first, i.e. before asking for forgiveness:
de ante actis temporibus non tantum est quod adulescenti nihil obicitur, sed etiam
quod proxime iudex placuit patri. Quorum ratio cum constet, poterat non improbi
vel non manifesti erroris peti venia. Sed prius iure defendendus est. (300.1)
As for earlier times, it is not only that nothing is cast against the son but also that
very recently the father chose him as judge. All that being established, pardon
may be sought for an error that was not immoral or not evident. But he must first
be defended on legal grounds.

And he expresses the same opinion even more clearly at 270.1:
facilis et in promptu ratio est huic seni quod pertinet ad adfectum [paenitentiae],
quod pertinet ad aequitatem. nisi tamen etiam iure defenditur, verendum erit ne
illum flentes iudices damnent.
This old man has an easy and obvious way of proceeding in relation to emotion
[of repentance] and fairness. Yet if he is not defended on legal grounds, there will
be danger that the judges condemn him with tears in their eyes.

Even with this clear ranking of legal arguments above emotional ones, the
examples we cited earlier clearly show that Teacher used pathos as a building block for
his arguments, and this is nothing unexpected. These are the arguments derived from
emotions that Quintilian mentions (his quidam probationes adiciunt, quas παθητικάς
vocant, ductas ex adfectibus, 5.12.9; probationes enim efficiant sane ut causam nostram
360

On indignatio see Lausberg (1998) §438.
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meliorem esse iudices putent, adfectus praestant ut etiam velint, 6.2.5). The reason,
however, why Dingel could not identify clear-cut epilogues in most Minor Declamations
is because Teacher did not formally separate them from probationes. For him, pathos was
integral to the argumentation process, especially in cases involving conflicts between
children and parents. The distinction between ius and aequitas, which he frequently
emphasizes, boils down to law and feeling, and he uses both equally. He even suggests
that aequitas is the most important element (summum quod in omnibus controversiis est,
utrum aequius sit, 249.1), and indeed it must be when laws alone cannot adequately
resolve the issue. So when the endings of sample speeches, most of which are
probationes, are full of pathos and language we associate with indignatio (as in 338.31–
32, cited earlier), there is no need to look for formal epilogues. Teacher’s style of
argumentation involved recapitulation of key points, and arguments from pathos could be
recapped in an elevated style which to us might resemble reduced epilogues. As we
noticed earlier, declamationes are not full speeches but samples. Their structure does not
correspond to the ideals outlined by any ancient theorist. The insertion of a formal and
uniquely theoretical discussion of proems and epilogues in 338 speaks to Teacher’s
awareness of this. He may even have been responding to requests for theory from those
interested. The speech in 338 has clearly demarcated parts, including, as we showed, an
epilogue full of indignatio, but for this Teacher emotions were otherwise not optional as
the proem or the narration were, but integral to the probatio.
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D. Sententiae as punctuation
i. “External” sententiae
Many (if not all) speech endings, whether more “pathetic” or less, share a feature that
came to be expected in declamation: their final sentence is a punchline (sententia). Like
so many other authors, our Teacher insists on memorable endings. Some examples
include:
•

nam etiamsi non habet filium, adservavit tamen iuvenem, tamen hominem, tamen
civem (251.7),

•

quam sanctum istud sacerdotium fore putatis quod stupro debetur? (252.24),

•

dum spiritus erit, dum loqui poterunt quaere [an negent]; et si perseveraverint,
aude dicere homines in tormentis solere mentiri (269.16),

•

vereor ne si quis te occiderit videatur tyrannicidium fecisse (288.4),

•

hoc saltem fortunae meae praesta: semel ferias (315.25),

•

quem igitur potius in fine actionis meae invocem quam illum mihi proprium
deum? (326.9),

•

duas leges habui, viri fortis et patris. viri fortis legem transtuli in patrem, patris
in virum fortem (387.1, only this sententia is given).

Latin sententiae were understood to generally fall into two broad categories. 361
The first corresponds closely to Greek γνῶμαι and expresses a general truth, often an
ethical norm (as discussed in Quint. IO 8.5.3). Their stock nature makes them useful in
multiple contexts, for which reason the Elder Seneca called them translaticiae

Berti (2007) 155–182 gives an excellent recent discussion of sententiae, which draws on the Elder
Seneca and Quintilian. See esp. 163–167 on typology.
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“transferrable,” and in effect equated them with loci communes. 362 The other major type
is specific sententiae, i.e. those that derive from the case at hand and apply exclusively to
it. This is still a brief sentence calculated at producing effect with its unexpectedness or
wit, but it is only effective in its original place and cannot easily be transferred to a new
declamation. While Quintilian divides sententiae into several other subcategories
(8.5.15–19), we are here interested in that of epiphonema, which for him seems to mean a
non-transferrable sententia placed at the end of narration or proof (8.5.11: est enim
epiphonema rei narratae vel probatae summa adclamatio). 363 This type of sententia
summarizes and pointedly repeats the entire argument. 364 Quintilian goes on to remark
about “closure” (8.5.13–14):
Vocatur aliquid et clausula: quae si est quod conclusionem dicimus, et recta et
quibusdam in partibus necessaria est: “quare prius de vestro facto fateamini
necesse est quam Ligari culpam ullam reprehendatis.” Sed nunc aliud volunt, ut
omnis locus, omnis sensus in fine sermonis feriat aurem. Turpe autem ac prope
nefas ducunt respirare ullo loco qui adclamationem non petierit. Inde minuti
corruptique sensiculi et extra rem petiti: neque enim possunt tam multae bonae
sententiae esse quam necesse est multae sint clausulae.
There is also something called a “closure.” If this is what we call a “conclusion,”
it is a correct and in some sections necessary device: “It is therefore necessary that
you first confess your own offences before you accuse Ligarius of anything.”
Nowadays, however, people want something else, namely that every point, every
sentence at the end of a passage strike the ear. Speakers think it a disgrace, almost
a crime, to pause for breath at any point which does not call for applause. Hence a
lot of little sentences, fragmented, affected, and irrelevant; for there cannot be as
many good sententiae as there must be closures.
See 1 Praef. 23 (on Latro’s practices): has translaticias quas proprie sententias dicimus … tamquam
quae de fortuna, de crudelitate, de saeculo, de divitiis dicuntur. On loci communes see below.
363
Berti (2007) 165–166 takes it this way, but Quintilian’ two brief examples seem to me to suggest
something broader, i.e. any affirmative exclamation that rounds off a section. A sententia would on this
view be one subset of epiphonema. See also 166 n. 1 on possible subtle differences between epiphonema
and clausula.
364
According to Seneca, Latro used this type of sententia as well (1 Praef. 23): aliquo die nihil praeter
epiphonemata scriberet.
362
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The key to Quintilian’s complaint, I believe, lies in the meaning of sermo
(evidently a rather flexible word) in “in fine sermonis.” Not “(entire) speech” but
“passage,” which suggests that he opposes that every section of the same speech should
end in a sententia, and not any closure by sententia whatsoever. To tie this back to the
MD, the examples we showed earlier are general, non-transferrable epiphonemata (except
for 269.16, which is general but well-integrated) placed at the end of their respective
speeches. Importantly, almost no other sententiae punctuate the internal sections of each
speech. We may rightly wonder what qualifies as a sententia, but if in our sample we
exclude more pedestrian summary sentences, we are left with only one example of
internal sententia, 315.14: non contra legem peto, quoniam fieri non potest ut lex hoc
voluerit, ut a patre filius occidatur. While cleverly paradoxical, this statement is perhaps
more germane to a color than to what Quintilian and other theorists imagined a sententia
to be. In any case, each reader will have a certain liberty to decide what counts. Our
sample, however, shows that the Teacher of the Minor Declamations used sententiae of a
certain type – non-transferrable epiphonemata in Quintilian’s classification – chiefly at
the end of his speeches, no matter what the length of the declamatio might be. Even a
quick skim through final sentences would confirm that this is frequently the case
throughout the collection.
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ii. “Internal” sententiae
In those infrequent cases where the declamatio is interrupted by sermo-comments and
then resumes, the part before the sermo often ends in a sententia. Based on the trend we
just described, this could suggest that one declamatio has ended and another, new one, is
starting after the sermo. A case in point is 245.3–4:
Si ipsam pecuniam quae a patre tuo apud amicum <deposita est repetere> velles,
non liceret tamen tibi rem iudicatam retractare. Hoc ergo fieri potest, ut rem non
potueris repetere, poenam rei petas? SERMO: Haec circa ius, illa circa
aequitatem. Qui quadruplum ab infitiatore petit […]
If you had wanted <to reclaim> the actual amount <which was deposited> by
your father with his friend, nonetheless you would not have been allowed to
reopen a matter already judged. Can it be then that you were unable to claim the
sum but claim the penalty? DISCUSSION: So much on the law, this on equity: a
person claiming fourfold […]

After the discussion, declamatio in fact resumes even though the sententia suggested an
ending (5):
Depositum quo tempore petisti? Luxuriosus adhuc. Si voluisset confiteri habere se
pecuniam, nondum tamen debebat. Non est in depositis simplex condicio etc.
At what moment did you claim your deposit? While still a spendthrift. If he had
wanted to admit possession of the money, he should not have done it yet. There is
no one circumstance with deposits […]

The question is a logical continuation of the interrogation that started before the sermo.
That passage ended on a question, which is in line with Teacher’s taste for interrogative
sententiae. Yet as the sermo suggests, the argument from equity organically follows the
argument from law. The comments highlight this shift and sketch out arguments that
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follow. The sententia, then, signals the end not of the entire speech, but of just one
section. No new declamatio starts after the sermo. And in fact, what makes the first
closure noticeable is insertion of didactic comments. We might wonder whether Teacher
would have used an alliterative antithesis to round off the section on law had he not
intended to give remarks extra personam immediately after. The final sentence of the
continued speech is also a sententia.
A similar occurrence is found in 266.4–5, where a very short declamatio that
illustrates the points raised in the sermo contains an antithetical sententia:
Illud <quoque> quaeramus, an ista praescriptio ad eos tantum pertineat cum
quibus agitur, patiente eo qui accusatur liceat bis agere. DECLAMATIO: Putemus
te esse qui velis accusare, <me> reum non contradicere: quis tum prohiberet quo
minus iterum accusarer? Ergo quod tibi liceret facere me patiente, necesse erit me
optante. SERMO: His excussis quaestionibus veniemus ad aequitatem […]
Let us <also> ask whether this limitation applies only to adversaries, and whether
one is allowed to go to court twice with the consent of the accused.
DECLAMATION: Let us suppose that you are the one who wants to prosecute
and that <I>, the defendant, <do> not object: who would then say that I must not
be prosecuted a second time? So what you would be free to do with my consent,
will be necessary when I request it. DISCUSSION: When these questions have
been scrutinized, we shall come to equity […]

This declamatio is rather short because its point is to briefly illustrate the detailed (4
sections) sermo-precepts that came before it. The sententia is based on the final sentence
of the sermo. Since Teacher’s main concern in this case is to show arguments based on
aequitas, the declamatio after his remarks starts (7) with the statement of propositio, i.e.
as a completely new speech. He acknowledges the issue of praescriptio as a valid point,
but only illustrates probatio from equity.
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At 273.12–14, one sermo-sentence marks a shift from ius to circumscriptio. As in
245, the latter section is felt to be a continuation of the same speech even though the
previous section has ended on a sententia:
Si patrimonium mihi persequi licet, ad te redeam necesse est. Ita istud quod
accipere non potes, si posses accipere, solveres. SERMO: Haec de iure; illa iam
de circumscriptione huius sponsoris. DECLAMATIO: Ego fortiter spopondi sine
periculo pro eo homine qui bona habebat. Tu quousque avaritiam perduxisti? […]
If I am entitled to go after the estate, I must necessarily go back to you. So what
you cannot receive, that, if you could receive it, you would pay. DISCUSSION:
So much about the law. The next matter concerns the defrauding of this sponsor.
DECLAMATION: I boldly sponsored, at no risk, a man of property. How far
have you taken your greed? […]

Something similar is also found in 294.6–8, where the speech stops with a sententia, a
sermo introduces the “final part” (in summa parte), and then the epilogue comes as a
continuation of the interrupted speech.
On the other hand, 246 opens with what must be called a prohoemium based on
the persona of the stepmother, 365 then a sermo outlines the argument from definition
(status finitionis), and finally the probatio starts from a statement of propositio (veneficii
accuso). The prohoemium ends on what might perhaps be called a sententia (vos
aestimabitis quid de persona hac sentiatis: non fecisset hoc mater; certe, quod mihi satis
est, pater non fecit), and the probatio after the sermo is a natural continuation, given that
probationes in the collection start in such a way whether preceded by a proem or not.

Compare 273.1: priusquam venimus ad causam, praeparare debebimus animum iudicis pro ipsa
persona sponsoris.
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MD 271 was apparently confusing to whoever used headings to separate sermones
from declamationes. However, section 11 introduces a declamatio in its recognizable
form despite some earlier attempts at sententiae. We might even classify the ending of
the sermo at 247.6 as a sententia, seeing that it is a pointed call to action (neque enim hoc
intueri debetis, quid desit, sed quid satis sit).
All these examples show that our Teacher used internal sententiae only in a very
specific way: to mark transition to a new argument within the probatio (and, on occasions
when there were other parts, to separate the probatio from them), and always in
conjunction with internal sermones. That is to say, these “internal” sententiae are not
internal after all, seeing that the sections they punctuate are insulated from the rest of the
speech by sermones. It is as if Teacher had a half-conscious and persistent habit of using
clausulae (in Quintilian’s sense of this term) whenever he needed to stop speaking in
persona, whether in order to remark something in his own voice, or because his
declamatio had ended.
Teacher, then, marks transition to a new argument inside a probatio in two ways:
by speaking in his own voice (haec circa ius, illa circa aequitatem; his excussis
quaestionibus; haec de iure), and by ending his current argument with a sententia (and
this second device might indeed seem redundant). It appears that he uses sententiae to
punctuate sections only when he is deliberately teaching one argument at a time, making
it very clear that, for example, this section was about law, and the next one will be about
aequitas. In other words, Teacher separates arguments from one another in order to make
the structure of his probatio easily graspable. It may be a reflection of curricular
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progression that such cases taper off from the beginning of our text and then disappear
(245, 246, 247, 266, 271, 273, 294).
In sum, sententiae in the Minor Declamations are always specific to the case
(epiphonemata) and most frequently the last sentence in the declamatio, whatever its
length. Teacher also uses them to signal transition when he is breaking down his probatio
into constituent arguments. The word sententia is nowhere in the MD used in this
technical sentence, i.e. Teacher never discusses them. Sententiae in the MD, as can be
seen from the examples we showed, were not meant to be surprising to the audience by
their sound effects, shocking imagery, or paradoxicality (nor are they loci communes, as
Porcius Latro preferred his sententiae to be). Often they are antithetical statements or
questions that sum up the argument or state the crux of the conflict. Teacher is restrained
in the style of his sententiae, to the point that, as I mentioned on several occasions, some
are difficult to classify as such. Seneca’s friend Porcius Latro would have been quite
unhappy with Teacher’s approach and would probably, as he did to his own teacher
Marullus, shout transferrable sententiae at him mid-speech. 366
Nonetheless, Teacher uses his epiphonemata with rigorous consistency to end his
speeches, as well as inside them when he teaches in a more fragmented fashion. All of
which to say, for this Teacher sententiae were a crucial punctuation device, equivalent in
function to the plain statement of propositio at the beginning. He wanted to make sure his
probationes were always visible, and to this end he would often start them with a
propositio and end with a sententia. While other parts of a complete speech were
Sen. 1 Praef. 22: et statim ipse dicebat sententias quae interponi argumentis cummaxime declamantis
Marulli possent.
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optional, the probatio was not, and its structure was the same whether it stood alone (as it
most frequently did), or whether it was surrounded by a proem, narration, epilogue, and
the rest.

4. Conclusion: recurring parts vis-à-vis Teacher’s didactic philosophy
This analysis of the structure of what in our manuscripts is written under the headings
declamatio has revealed yet another terminological inadequacy. These are not
declamations, that is to say speeches, but rather speech samples. While I have called them
“speeches,” “declamations,” or “declamationes,” none of these convenient terms captures
their variegated nature. The Latin term has the advantage of being based on the
manuscript evidence, but it is not original, nor did the author of these headings always
assign them correctly. One can hardly call two sentences a “declamation,” as is the case
in the already cited 266.5. We have seen that Teacher for the most part gives samples of
argumentation, but calling them probationes would be too imprecise: some of them
contain other speech elements, and a smaller number are unrelated to arguments. To my
eye “sample speeches” and “speech samples” looks too cumbersome for frequent
repetition.
Whatever word(s) we decide to use, Teacher’s choices of what to perform in his
classes are telling. His main concern is to teach argumentation. In this he was
uncompromising but pragmatic. If he thought it necessary (frequently in cases that
involve disowning), he would prepare the probatio for the persona of the accuser or
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defendant with narration or a proem. Formal epilogues are rarer. He uses internal, metarhetorical pointers to call attention to parts of his speeches, most notably by mentioning
“proving” (probo, probatio). His probationes begin with a statement of propositio or
citation of the law and end with a sententia, no matter their length or whether they stand
alone. Argumentation is where Teacher is at his most sophisticated, and it is not our job
here to get into the nitty-gritty of how he puts status-theory into practice. We should note
however that he favors arguments based on law (ius) and fairness (aequitas) in
comparison to others, and that he at times separates these and gives didactic remarks midspeech. His favorite punctuation device is sententiae. These are context-specific, their
style is antithetical, and they are often rhetorical questions, but not – as in some other
authors – crafted around sound effects or surprising imagery. Teacher is also adept at
using pathos in different ways. He recommends appropriate tone for delivery depending
on the persons and circumstances. In the divisio he points out possible arguments that are
derived from emotions (probationes … ductas ex adfectibus, IO 5.12.9) and advises their
use in conjunction with law-based ones. Even many of his shorter probationes contain
emotional appeals towards the end, which suggests that he considered these to be integral
to argumentation. This compartmentalizing and signposting are signs that Teacher was
dedicated to the “readability” of his oral performances. It comes as no surprise that
teaching goes on not only in the sermones, but also in the speeches themselves.
We can go one step further and determine that the didactic philosophy we
identified in Teacher’s practice can in fact be found stated in his sermones. There is
however no one extended sermo in which Teacher expresses all his preferences, and for
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anything resembling a unified picture we will need to do some piecing-together of
material from across the MD. In his role as a teacher he was a practitioner, not a theorist.
Yet what prompted him to justify his program seems to have been pushback from
students. Some of the sermones that in the previous chapter we identified as “dramatized”
(and some outside that particular stretch of text), are the ones where Teacher gives the
rationale behind his choices of what and how he teaches. These statements are frequently
oblique and laconic, but under close scrutiny it will become clear that Teacher’s language
is deliberate and significant. He consciously tapped into some of the major debates in
rhetoric to make the points he wanted to make, and situated his approach to propriety and
style in relation to some of the dominant theoretical currents. This is the topic of the next
chapter, which is intended to complement this one and explain the rationales behind
Teacher’s choices we described here.
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CHAPTER 4: RHETORICAL THEORY AND TEACHER’S PRACTICE

1. Programmatic sermones
In the previous chapter we gained new insights about Teacher’s didactic preferences and
attitudes from his practice, i.e. his sample speeches. In several sermones he also states the
philosophy that underlies his choices. The objective of this chapter is to demonstrate that
Teacher’s programmatic statements complement his routines. Though scattered across the
collection, sermones in which he discusses how his practice is informed by rhetorical
theory are important evidence about Teacher’s didactic philosophy. These discussions are
also patchy, as there is no one single sermo with comprehensive discussion – with the
exception of MD 338, which we already discussed in relation to proems and epilogues. In
some of these discussions, Teacher seems to be responding to complaints from students.
We now know that such sermones are concentrated between 308 and 350, and in this
chapter we will revisit some material cited in Chapter 2. To get to the bottom of
Teacher’s often cryptic and sarcastic remarks, we will read the texts closely for traces of
polemic. As we will see, Teacher shows himself to be a stylistic modernist, but he also
maintains a rigorous didactic program which is at the same time pragmatic and adaptable
to new circumstances.
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A. Flesh and bones (MD 270.1–3)
We will start by looking at a sermo that we have already discussed. MD 270 is important
because in its sermo Teacher uses anatomic metaphors to express his preferences about
the logical structure of a controversia and its epideictic embellishment. Corporeal
language was not only regularly used in metaphors about oratory, but it also was part and
parcel of the discourse on “corrupt rhetoric”. It will be necessary to turn to the text and
see exactly how Teacher used this kind of language (270.1–3):
Facilis et in promptu ratio est huic seni quod pertinet ad adfectum (effectum β)
[paenitentiae] (del. Ritter : impaenitentiae Rohde), quod pertinet ad aequitatem.
Nisi tamen etiam iure defenditur, verendum erit (erit om. β) ne illum flentes (edd.
: flentem ω) iudices damnent. Diligenter ergo pugnare circa legem debebimus. Et
sane asperiores in controversia partes fortasse recte declamatores (ω : recti
declamatoris Ritter, per lapsum) relinquant: divisio paene (Ritter : poene A) hoc
proprium habet, ostendere ossa et nervos controversiae, et secundum (et
secundum Pithoeus : secundum et ω) meum quidem iudicium, idem praestare
declamatio debet. Nam sine his de quibus locutus sum caro ipsa per se quid sit
intellegitis. Sed in declamatione vestienda sunt, haec ut ex illis (externis
decorem, ex his add. SB) interiores (interioribus SB) vires habeat (Leo :
habeant ω). Finiamus ergo necesse est quid sit causa mortis. Tota enim lis et
omne discrimen controversiae in hoc positum est. […]
This old man has an easy and obvious way of proceeding in relation to emotion
[of repentance] and fairness. Yet if he is not defended on legal grounds, there will
be danger that the judges condemn him with tears in their (or “his”) eyes. We will
therefore have to carefully fight on the issue of law. And indeed declaimers may,
perhaps rightly, leave out the tougher parts of a controversia. But It is nearly the
special function of division to point out the bones and sinews of a controversia,
and in my judgement at least, declamation should furnish the same. For without
what I have spoken of you understand what the flesh amounts to by itself. But in a
declamation they must be clothed, so that this (=declamation) would have internal
strength based on those things (=bones and sinews). So we need to define what a
cause of death is, because the entire dispute and whole nub of this controversia
rests on this.
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Since I will be arguing for a very specific reading of this passage, I have reported the
textual issues in it to the best of my ability. It will be necessary to make decisions on
some specific readings as we go on.
Ritter’s bracketing of paenitentiae restores balance to the phrase and removes an
unnecessary explanation (if one that is a sign of careful reading similar to what we are
doing). The changing of flentem (which is what the manuscripts report) to flentes is more
fraught: most editors emend, but Winterbottom keeps flentem in his text and justifies this
choice with parallels. 367 It is true that there are references to defendants crying in court,
but the logic of this passage requires that the tears belong to the judges. The first sentence
is a protasis to the second: arguments from emotion or equity work in old man’s favor,
but (signaled with tamen) this defense, if used alone, could sway the judges’ emotions
without giving them legal ground for acquittal. The contrast in this conditional is lost if
the man is crying and the judges are untouched, because Teacher’s point is the exact
opposite, i.e. that this man commands sympathy and pity. As etiam shows, the right way
to defend him is with pathos, equity, as well as law. As we will see, the main claim of
this passage is that emotional and legal arguments need to go hand-in-hand. Teacher
comes up with an absurd scenario that imagines what could happen if law is completely
swept aside in favor of pathos. With his characteristic pragmatism, he then leaves those
easy arguments to his students’ imagination and explicates the legal issue of definition in
greater detail (diligenter … debebimus).

Winterbottom (1984) 367 cites 343.2: nisi hoc optinemus, frustra plorabimus apud iudices; and
Calpurnius Flaccus 16: quis te, oro, poterit aut liberare flentem aut flere damnatum, where the underlined
is in fact similar to our passage.
367
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In the next sentence asperiores … partes must refer to technical arguments
related to law. While asper can be a stylistic term that refers to (the lack of)
compositional polish, 368 I believe the operative metaphor here points to rough terrain, as
in roads or paths that are difficult to traverse because they are steep, rocky, etc. 369 From
declaimers’ point of view, technical parts are arduous and time-consuming to execute, so
they prefer to do away with them altogether. 370 The sentence begins with et sane, a
favorite collocation of both Teacher and Quintilian, which also sets up a contrast with the
next sentence, the one that starts with divisio paene. Winterbottom indicates that Leo
thought this and the next sentence to be out of place, but I believe that Teacher’s words in
fact carry a subtle message. There is contrast between declamatores 371 and divisio:
declaimers, by which he means people who perform declamations in public, have their
own rationale for leaving out rougher parts, but this Teacher sees it as almost his
imperative to supply the divisio, given that the effectiveness of a declamation rests on the
argumentative “load-bearing structure” 372 of “bones and sinews.” 373

See Sen. C. 7.2.13 and 10 Praef. 15 of colores; generally of speech, see TLL 2.812.6.25–43.
Caes. BC 3.42.5: loca aspera ac montuosa; Cic. Sest. 100: viam … asperam atque arduam aut plenam
esse periculorum; Phil. 9.2: asperitas viarum, etc.
370
Similarly Quint. IO 5.8.1 on speakers who avoid artificial proofs, i.e. arguments: aut omnino neglegitur
aut levissime attingitur ab iis qui argumenta velut horrida et confragosa vitantes amoenioribus locis
desident.
371
Ritter prints recti declamatoris as if that is what the Montpellier ms reads, but on folio 21v one can
easily discern recte declamatores. Shackleton Bailey (1983) 233, who at the time used Ritter’s text, emends
recti to certi; Winterbottom corrected the reporting error in his edition, and so did SB in his subsequent
texts.
372
Pasetti et al. (2019) 364. Regarding this passage the authors contribute little that goes beyond W.
373
Supplying divisiones and probationes was not the only possible way of teaching declamation, as
Winterbottom ad loc. seems to suggest. As it will become clear, Teacher has made a deliberate choice in
this regard, and his approach was not necessarily mainstream.
368
369
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I have so far been largely in agreement with Winterbottom’s reading of this
passage. 374 Yet the reason of some scholars’ puzzlement with this passage lies in the
connection between the two sentences. I propose that antithesis is hiding behind variatio:
an agent noun (declamator) is contrasted not with another agent noun (e.g. praeceptor)
but with an abstract noun (divisio) with which Teacher sums up his own work. The
apposition fortasse recte (and also et sane) conveys ironic detachment: it might make
sense for public performers, whose aim is to please the audience, to jettison rigorous
argumentation. Teacher uses an agent noun for people he disagrees with, but specifically
avoids using one to refer to himself. As we have seen, agent nouns are used strategically
elsewhere in the MD. In this case a scathing tone is especially present because
declamator, a word that appears nowhere else in the MD, has a decidedly negative
meaning in other authors. 375 Teacher expected the students to pick up on his sarcasm. In
contrast to declamatores, Teacher takes up two tasks himself: point out (ostendere) what
arguments are effective for the thema, and then, through a different type of discourse,
furnish those points in practice (praestare). In the next sentence, sine his de quibus
locutus sum seems a rather uneconomical way to avoid repeating ossa et nervi. The
second-person intellegitis, juxtaposed with meum quidem iudicium, is meant to capture
good will: students are reminded that they are in the know and in good hands. 376
Declaimers’ speeches can be shallow, but the declamation that is being taught here will
Winterbottom (1984) 367.
See Cic. De Orat. 3.138: at hunc [Periclen] non declamator aliqui ad clepsydram latrare docuerat. The
word is attested with some frequency in Quintilian and the Elder Seneca, but not much elsewhere. Other
than 1 Praef, Seneca mostly uses it as an epithet for Greeks, and both he and Quintilian use it negatively
without need for qualification. Compare also the opening lines of the Satyricon, etc. A study of the
pragmatics of this noun’s use would be welcome.
376
As we saw earlier, second-person addresses and open statements of opinion are rare in the MD.
374
375
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always have a solid logical foundation. We can imagine that Teacher is responding to
some kind of criticism or comparison between him and public performers, whom students
may have considered more entertaining.
In a move reminiscent of Quintilian, Teacher next reverts to reconciling both
sides of the argument and states that flesh is nevertheless necessary to cover the bones.
The exact meaning of this sentence, however, depends on how corrupt we decide the text
is in this place. The Montpellier manuscript reads: sed in declamatione vestienda sunt
haec ut ex illis interiores vires habeant. Ritter obelizes †illis interiores† and makes his
propositions in the apparatus without alterations to the text. Winterbottom leaves the text
intact and accepts Leo’s emendation habeat, which makes declamatio the subject and the
meaning “but in declamation these things (=bones and sinews) need to be clothed so that
(the declamatio) would have internal strength based on them.” This solution is more
trusting of what the manuscripts report and minimally invasive: the plural sunt haec
could easily have caused the corruption of habeant. Yet it is awkward that both haec and
illis should refer to the same bones and sinews, unless ut was delayed after haec, which
Leo proposed be marked with a comma after sunt. 377 In this case haec would be feminine
singular referring to declamatio, and haec ut ex illis interiores vires habeat would mean
“so that this (=declamation) would have internal strength based on those things (=bones
and sinews).” The postponed ut has parallels in the same declamation (16: nihil ut optet
praecipio), as well as a few declamations later (273.9: id ut manifestius et apertius dicam;
274.3: fulmine icti ut eodem loco sepeliantur). Shackleton Bailey’s solution is to insert

377

Winterbottom (1984) ad loc, p. 367.
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three words and emend one more in addition to habeat (interiores to interioribus). The
result (ut ex illis <externis decorem, ex his> interioribus vires habeat) is a neatly
balanced sentence with clear deixis, completely in line with the point the passage is
making (the necessity of balancing between ornamentation and argumentative essence).
Yet this is a drastic intervention in the text. The plural illis <externis is an odd way to
refer back to the singular caro. Nor do I see any way of justifying the insertion of a
weighty aesthetic term (decus) that is otherwise absent from the passage. 378 I am therefore
content with Leo’s habeat and comma.
Teacher’s main point in this sentence, however, is textually sound: in
declamatione vestienda sunt, bones and sinews must be covered. The same way pathos
and ornamentation without an argumentative base are not sufficient, divisio alone is not a
speech. If at first it may seem that interiores means that the bones and sinews are to be
invisible, an apparent paradox after idem praestare declamatio debet, this is in fact not
the case. What praestare in conjunction with ostendere suggests is fulfilment, i.e.
showing divisio’s points in action in a real speech that includes ornamentation. Teacher is
not saying that divisio should be visible in the speech word-for-word. In other words,
praestare sums up precisely what Teacher’s sample speeches (declamationes) are doing.
Having stated his opinions, Teacher quickly moves to explicating the particulars of this
case’s probatio.
This passage states a didactic program that is in agreement with the attitude we
sketched out by analyzing Teacher’s practice. Argumentation is the most important part
378

SB probably picked it up from IO 5.12.6, plus habebunt decoris (cited below).
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of declaiming, but artistry is also necessary in a speech, and pathos is a potent argument
in itself. As we saw earlier, Teacher liked to present his theoretical stances with irony and
in a polemical tone. In this passage he was particularly subtle in voicing a very firm
position, which is why the text requires focused reading. The ironic stab at declamatores,
for example, can easily be missed. Irony in fact builds from the absurd picture of judges
condemning with tears in their eyes. Things left unsaid are meant to be supplied (caro …
quid sit intellegitis). The motivation for such careful choice of words comes from the real
object of his argument, which is the very nature of declamation. The main criticism
against declamation is that it is all flesh and no bones, verbal bombast without basis in
logic and practical use. The key to understanding the purpose of this sermo beyond the
exigencies of the present thema rests in Teacher’s anatomic metaphors. Besides being, in
Winterbottom’s words, “good Quintilianic language,” likening rhetoric to a human body
is part and parcel of the discourse of decline that is so frequently deployed against
declamation. 379 Understanding how and to what ends Teacher uses this discourse in
270.1–3 will help us grasp the larger implications of his program.

i. Anatomic language within the “decline of rhetoric” discourse
Let us start our discussion from the parallels between MD 270.1–3 and the Institutio
Oratoria that Winterbottom has excavated:

The literal and figurative relationships between Roman rhetoric and the body have received a lot of
scholarly attention. See, for example, Gunderson (2000) Ch. 2 on Quintilian, Connolly (2007) Ch. 3, and
Kennerly (2018).
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•

ita et firmiora erunt ipsa et plus habebunt decoris si non nudos et velut
carne spoliatos artus ostenderint (5.12.6)

•

declamationes, quibus ad pugnam forensem velut praepilatis exerceri
solebamus, olim iam ab illa vera imagine orandi recesserunt, atque ad
solam compositae voluptatem nervis carent (5.12.17, a passage that
compares contemporary declamation to castrated slaves)

•

atqui cetera, quae continuo magis orationis tractu decurrunt, in auxilium
atque ornamentum argumentorum comparantur, nervisque illis quibus
causa continetur adiciunt inducti super corporis speciem (5.8.2)

•

nudae illae artes … omnem sucum ingenii bibunt et ossa detegunt, quae ut
esse et adstringi nervis suis debent, sic corpore operienda sunt (1 Praef.
24, on textbooks that are too technical)

•

omissa rerum, qui nervi sunt in causis, diligentia (8 Praef. 18; a gendered
comparison with human bodies follows)

Quintilian uses anatomic language to criticize overly dry teaching as lacking
flesh, and overindulgence in ornamentation he describes as a lack of sinews, a common
gendered metaphor for strength and force. Outside Quintilian’s theoretical discussion,
bodies, bones, and sinews in connection to rhetoric appear in the following passages:

•

(of the current generation) emolliti enervesque quod nati sunt inviti
manent, expugnatores alienae pudicitiae, neglegentes suae (Sen. C. 1
Praef. 9)

•

(Encolpius to Agamemnon the teacher) pace vestra liceat dixisse, primi
omnium eloquentiam perdidistis. levibus enim atque inanibus sonis
ludibria quaedam excitando effecistis ut corpus orationis enervaretur et
caderet (Petr. Sat. 2.2–3)

•

(Eumolpus) praeterea curandum est ne sententiae emineant extra corpus
orationis expressae, sed intexto vestibus colore niteant (Petr. Sat. 118.5)
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•

(On the antiquated rhetorical style of Asinius Pollio) adeo durus et siccus
est. oratio autem, sicut corpus hominis, ea demum pulchra est, in qua non
eminent venae nec ossa numerantur, sed temperatus ac bonus sanguis
implet membra et exsurgit toris ipsosque nervos rubor tegit et decor
commendat (Tac. Dial. 21.7–8)

The plural noun ossa is used metaphorically in the cited IO and MD passages, and only
another handful of times in those two texts. The words ossa and nervi appear near each
other frequently in medical contexts across Latin literature, but metaphorically only in the
passages we cited. The word that is in common to our MD passage, Quintilian, and other
authors we cited, is nervi. In relation to rhetoric, the noun nervi is used in one of two
ways: as a gendered metaphor for virile straightforwardness that is desirable in a speech
(Quint. 5.12.17, Seneca), and as a metaphor for the speech’s arguments (MD, all other
cited examples). These two uses are not unconnected to each other. The second meaning,
however, can have a negative inflection if a speech is said to be devoid of everything but
nervi (Quint. 1 Praef. 24, 5.12.6, Tacitus), and this is our Teacher’s view too.
When read against these other instances of anatomic discourse, Teacher’s
language indicates that he is deliberately situating this sermo in the larger discussion of
propriety and impropriety (τὸ πρέπον, decorum) in rhetoric. His choice of rarely-used
terms ossa and caro suggests intentionality. In both cited cases ossa stands for excessive
technicality or archaism. For Quintilian and Tacitus visible bones (ossa detegunt,
numerantur) are a sign of bad composition that need to be concealed (operienda, tegit).
To my mind, Teacher’s vestienda sunt is not asking that bones be hidden away. Both
literally and metaphorically, vestire signifies addition of a layer to a base, and this sense
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is well-attested in relation to rhetoric. 380 This is how Quintilian uses the verb; but,
notably, nearly every time he does so in comparisons. 381 Teacher is more casual and takes
the metaphor for granted. Everything in this passage suggests that arguments and
ornamentation should work together in the speech, but with vestienda Teacher is
specifying that declamatio needs to add a layer of artful presentation to the points listed
in the divisio. The “bare bones” that would offend Quintilian and Tacitus can be found in
the non-performative sermo, but speech samples, even those that only give the probatio,
are “clothed.” This also explains why some sermones are syntactically unintegrated lists
of questions: even something as simple as narrative form is a type of vestis, and this is not
necessary in the divisio.
Teacher’s use of nervi is not directly gendered. Yet if ossa in this context calls to
mind dry technicality, Teacher has added nervi – a common metaphor – to also invoke
vigor and energy in argumentation. 382 The two nouns work in conjunction and neither is
superfluous. To drop the “tougher” parts, then, is to lose the internal force of a
controversia, not just its boring sections.
When it comes to more general corporeal metaphors, the collocation corpus
orationis is first attested in Ad Herennium (4.58.45) and Cicero (Orator 126), then in the
cited passages from Petronius and Tacitus’ Dialogus, and only one other time, in
Quintilian (3.11.23). Notably, however, in the cited passages Quintilian uses corpus for

Cicero famously compares Caesar’s commentarii to a nude statue in Brutus 262: nudi enim sunt, recti et
venusti, omni ornatu orationis tamquam veste detracta. On this passage see van den Berg (2021) Ch. 8.
381
See IO 2.8.9: aridum atque ieiunum non alemus et quasi vestiemus; and 8 Praef. 20: quae illo verborum
habitu vestiuntur, where verborum habitu clarifies the metaphor, almost bringing it back into a comparison.
382
See Lewis and Short (1891) s.v. nervus, II A, B.
380
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the part instead of the whole (5.8.2, 1 Praef. 24). The metaphor about bones in 1 Praef.
24 (ossa … corpore operienda sunt) is awkward because bones are part of the body, not
an alien addition; “body” makes for a strange covering, and caro would have been more
appropriate. The word caro appears only twice in all of Institutio Oratoria, in two similar
metaphors, 383 and in MD nowhere other than in the analyzed passage. In IO 5.12.6, nudos
et velut carne spoliatos artus ostenderint, the metaphor is thrown off balance by artus.
This plural has a poetic flare and cannot easily be used for limbs separated from the body
and especially limbs denuded of flesh. Indeed Quintilian uses artus only two more times
in the entire IO. 384 What was needed is membra, a word Quintilian frequently uses to
refer to body parts that together make up the (metaphorical) body (7.10.16: corpus sit,
non membra). 385 So, rather than simply replicating IO 5.12.6, our Teacher is improving
on Quintilian’s jumbled discourse. The ossa and nervi are in opposition to caro, and each
of these is an element, it is understood, of the whole body. While Quintilian uses
operienda, which suggests that bones are at the bottom of the flesh rather than being
internal to it (as Teacher’s interiores vires habeat implies), Teacher’s vestienda, which
supposes that caro constitutes the “attire” (per se points in this direction), generates a
clearer clothing metaphor. This function of caro is germane to rhetorical amplificatio,
which amounts to expansion of volume and conceptual “amplification” of arguments.
Teacher elsewhere suggests what constitutes acceptable amplificatio for him, and we will
consider his words later.
In 5.12.6 and 10.1.77: plenior Aeschines et magis fusus et grandiori similis quo minus strictus est, carnis
tamen plus habet, minus lacertorum.
384
In 7 Praef. 2: et artus etiam leviter loco moti perdunt quo viguerunt usum (“joints”, primary meaning);
and 8.2.20: qui suos artus morsu lacerasse.
385
See also 11.3.51: quod notavi ut appareret non solum in membris causae sed etiam in articulis esse.
383
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The first Petronius passage (effecistis ut corpus orationis enervaretur et caderet,
“you made the body of speech lose its strength and fall flat”) can almost be read as a
response to Teacher’s somewhat enigmatic caro ipsa per se quid sit intellegitis (“you
understand what the flesh amounts to by itself”). The MD are later than Petronius, but
Encolpius’ words are addressed to a rhetor. Teacher need not have had that exact
Petronius passage on his mind, but it is still clear that he is responding to multiple types
of common objections against declamation and its teachers.
This analysis has showed that Teacher intended his remarks to have wider
significance, with the understanding that his students would have been familiar with the
debates on style and propriety in rhetoric. These were not exclusively academic disputes:
their representation in satire suggests that they were a topic with some social currency.
Quintilian was bothered by both excessive technicality and extreme floridity without
substance. Teacher’s language shows that he is tapping into that discourse and, by
providing a corrective to Quintilian’s less-than-clear discussion, stating his own view of
how declamation should be taught. This is not a straightforward apology for declamation.
When Teacher asks that arguments and artfulness should work hand in hand, he
somewhat weakens the dichotomy of substance vs style, which is central to the narrative
of “corrupt rhetoric.” Yet he makes no generalizations about this, even though the sermo
of 270 shows that his own pedagogy was based on the belief that style and argument are
not incompatible (a fact that is confirmed by his practice across the MD). As to exactly
what kind of stylization he considered acceptable, this will have to be inferred from some
other programmatic sermones. As with MD 270, we will have to fill in the blanks and
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reconstruct Teacher’s preferences from negative statements. It is clear that Teacher was
strongly in favor of arguments rooted in status-theory. We still need to determine his
approach to those additions which he, with frustrating vagueness, has labeled caro in MD
270. To find out caro ipsa per se quid sit, we will read passages in which Teacher does
not use the same anatomic discourse, but rather the more expected language of rhetorical
theory. This however does not make his discussions any more straightforward: as in MD
270, he is addressing students and being deliberately oblique and allusive. His remarks
are always both programmatic and keyed to the current thema. They are persuasive
speech characterized by brevity, irony, and a deliberate choice of words with which
Teacher justifies his methods, dismisses other approaches, and appeals to students’
goodwill as an invitation to accept his views.

B. Superfluous embellishment (MD 268)
Anatomic metaphors form only one part of the vocabulary of the “corrupt rhetoric”
discourse. Teacher could also employ other, more specialist terms, if the deemed it useful
for proving his points. In MD 268 (orator, medicus, philosophus), a doctor argues against
his two brothers, a philosopher and an orator, in order to win their father’s inheritance. 386
The criterion for victory: whose profession is more useful for the city. 387
Haec de philosopho dixisse satis est: transeamus ad oratorem. Quem intellego
fiducia eloquentiae ad hanc descendisse causam. Multum se valere in iudiciis
putant; rapiunt malas aliquando causas. Et sane si iustitia valeat, quid est
This topic is attested elsewhere, including the IO (7.1.38). See Winterbottom (1984) ad loc, 358–359.
Thema: contendunt orator medicus philosophus de bonis patris, qui testamento eum heredem reliquerat
qui se probasset amplius prodesse civibus.

386
387
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eloquentia? Quid ergo civitati conferunt? Illa enim sane remittamus, omne circa
verba studium et, cum rerum natura beneficio suo ita homines instruxerit ut nulla
res non voce explicetur, supervacuum quendam in exornando laborem. Eodem
redeant omnia: quid civitati profuisti? (16–18)
That is enough about the philosopher: let me move on to the orator. I realize he
has approached this case confident in eloquence. They think they are mighty in
courts; sometimes they seize upon bad cases. And indeed, if justice were strong,
what is eloquence? What, then, are they contributing to the city? Let me skip over
all their effort about words, and, since nature by its favor has so equipped humans
that all things are expressed with a word, their superfluous labor of
embellishment. Let everything return to the same place: what use were you to the
city?

The criticism expressed here is performed as part of a speech sample (declamatio), unlike
the instructions we saw earlier. The argument against rhetoric is simple and
commonplace. On a generous reading, it can be understood as a pointer in the general
argumentative direction. It is true that there is no mention of body parts in this sermo, but
the talk of embellishment ties this performed criticism with the sermo in 270. The notions
that justice does not need eloquence and that verbal ornamentation is superfluous are trite
on their own, but Teacher gives a nuanced opinion on these issues just two declamations
later. It is as if that sermo is responding to the objections raised in the earlier declamatio.
Words such as studium and labor carry a lot of weight in Roman poetics, but in this
context, and together with exornando, they point towards style. Also, omne circa verba
studium and supervacuus … in exornando labor are exactly what declamatores who
relinquish the “tougher parts” do instead. The brother casts all orators as declaimers.
Couched between MD 268 and 270 is the declamatio of 269, which, as we saw earlier,
contains metarhetorical pointers to its probatio, the one part that cannot be left out. In
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268–270, then, we see still more evidence of linear progression in the arrangement of the
MD. Concerns about what is essential and what is optional, even harmful, in declamation,
had been at the forefront of Teacher’s self-aware pedagogy. Anatomic language was one
tool he used to communicate his stance on these matters. The speech sample at 268.16–18
hints that he could also employ more technical vocabulary for the same purposes. The
argument against rhetoric – if it can really be called that – at 268 is quite curt, but
elsewhere Teacher uses language that is even more obviously associated with rhetoric
and its perceived decline.

C. Avoidable amplification (MD 316.7)
i. Granting commonplaces
The next topic of Teacher’s understated theorizing we will turn to is in fact a cluster of
several interconnected issues. What was Teacher’s attitude towards rhetorical
amplification, and what towards commonplaces (loci communes)? What did he think
about brevity as opposed to abundance in speaking? To get answers to these questions we
will need to read several short sermones next to each other. Sermones across the
collection elaborate on each other and interpret one another, and we will take advantage
of this to gain a clearer picture.
The sermo at 316.7 (another familiar passage) reads:
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Nolo quisquam me reprehendat tamquam vobis locos non dem. Si ampliare
declamationem voletis et ingenium exercere, dicetis quod ad causam huius nullo
modo, ad delectationem aurium fortasse pertineat.
I do not want anyone to criticize me for not giving you commonplaces. If you
want to expand the declamation and exercise your ingenuity, you will say what
has nothing to do with this man’s case, but may perhaps have something to do
with pleasuring the ear.

In the previous chapter we noted this inserted sermo for its irony and not particularly
subtle criticism of students’ wishes. For our current purpose, its language requires a more
focused unpacking. The first significant word is locos. Quintilian discusses this term at
IO 5.10.20–22. The core of that discussion is summed up in this sentence:
Locos appello non, ut vulgo nunc intelleguntur, in luxuriem et adulterium et
similia, sed sedes argumentorum, in quibus latent, ex quibus sunt petenda.
I call “commonplaces” not those, as it now widely understood, against luxury,
adultery, and similar, but the seats of arguments, where they are hiding, where
they need to be sought from.

Quintilian distinguishes between loci communes, commonplace criticisms against
various vices, and loci argumentorum, which are broader conceptual categories under
which basic arguments for various situations are filed. H. Lausberg explains: “The loci
are thus search formulas and in their totality a reservoir of ideas from which fitting ideas
can be selected.” 388 Yet our Teacher specifies that students want to enhance (ampliare)
declamations, and amplificatio by means of commonplaces is associated with

388

Lausberg (1998) § 373.
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Quintilian’s first, “vulgar” type of loci. 389 To use Lausberg’s words again, these are
applied in a “generalizing, infinite” way, and Teacher takes issue with precisely this.
Such loci are in fact transferrable arguments, and Teacher’s words imply that for him
these are no arguments at all but ornamentation alien to the present thema. 390 Parallels
collected by Winterbottom illustrate a similar attitude in Quintilian, most notably in a
passage where the use of loci that do not contribute to probatio is criticized (7.1.41: sed
plerique eloquentiae famam adfectantes contenti sunt locis speciosis modo vel nihil ad
probationem conferentibus, “but many who strive to earn eloquence a good reputation are
content with commonplaces that are merely beautiful or that contribute nothing to the
argumentation”). In the same way that Teacher avoids transferrable sententiae, he
disapproves of any generalized arguments that do not derive organically from the thema.
His words locos non dem, then, can be taken in three ways, all of which, in my opinion,
work together: Teacher is not using loci communes in his declamationes (so
Winterbottom); he is not saying, in the sermones, which loci communes they should use
(lit. not giving them to students); in this passage’s context, I would even take dem as
“allow,” i.e. Teacher is not allowing students to enhance their declamations with loci they
discovered. This is in line with what he states elsewhere (244.5): sed in hac controversia
facere oportet quod in omnibus fere, ut quotiens communem dixerimus locum ad
proprium revertamur, “but in this controversia we need to do the same thing as in nearly
all others: each time we have said a commonplace, we need to return to the particular.”

See Lausberg (1998) § 407.
Transferrable arguments: Cic. Inv. 2.48: argumenta quae transferri in multas causas possunt, locos
communes nominamus.

389
390
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Next, the two parallel infinitive constructions, ampliare declamationem and
ingenium exercere, deserve our attention. Both infinitives express actions that according
to rhetorical theory are desirable or at least neutral, but Teacher singles them out as points
of contention. The students, presumably, wanted to enlarge their declamations and
exercise their wits. While Teacher states his point clearly, i.e. that he does not believe it
possible to enhance the current declamation and stay on topic, his lexical choices are
emblematic of his more general attitudes. We might also wonder if he is responding only
to his students, or indirectly to competitors as well (since quisquam can also be taken
quite generally).

ii. Amplifying the argument
The verb ampliare is related to the technical term amplificatio. The theory of amplificatio
derives ultimately from Aristotle’s Rhetoric, and its many iterations and refinements do
not concern us here. 391 Inasmuch as this relates to our MD passage, it should first be
noted that ampliare refers to both quantitative enlargement as well as logical
enhancement of the case’s arguments. Quintilian discusses the latter in IO 8.4.1–28,
dividing it into four types: incrementum, comparatio, ratiocinatio, and congeries. 392 The
very names of some of Quintilian’s categories suggest that argumentative enhancement
results in an increase of volume.

391
392

See Calboli Montefusco (2004).
See Lausberg (1998) §§ 400–409.
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Quintilian’s division catalogs different actions that bring about amplification.
When it comes to tools used for amplification, loci communes (“transferrable
arguments”) were an important one. As means of amplificatio, loci communes can be
either intellectual or emotional. 393 In the case of what Cicero has called dubiae rei
amplificatio (Inv. 2.48), the subject of amplification is the credibility of the general
evidence. This is because if the issue at stake is dubium, then the listener is addressed as a
decision-maker, and the speaker is seeking to win over the decision-maker to his party. In
this case, loci communes serve to buttress the evidence in speaker’s favor. The dubiae rei
amplificatio has a juridical or deliberative function, and as general proofs of credibility,
these loci communes are intellectual as well as emotional. On the other hand, if the topic
is certum, there is no decision to be made and the hearer is addressed as a passive
observer who only needs to be entertained. Cicero’s certae rei amplificatio (Inv. 2.48),
then, is an entirely epideictic practice, 394 and the loci communes used for it are purely
emotional. The function of loci communes in certae rei amplificatio amounts to praise
and blame.
In MD 316 all facts are known and the dispute hinges entirely on the definition of
dementia (status finitionis). So when Teacher in 316.7 refuses to give loci (sc. communes)
for amplificatio, saying that this would be irrelevant to the old man’s case, he is in fact
refusing to use (transferrable) emotional arguments and implying that this man needs to
be defended on other grounds (those he has already given in the initial sermo). If the man
The following discussion draws on the classification presented in Lausberg (1998) §§ 407–409, esp. §
409 on emotional loci communes.
394
Such amplification, however, is also at home in juridical and deliberative speeches, but in those cases it
is employed only after argumentation: quo loco nisi perorata [et probata] causa non est utendum (Cic. Inv.
48).
393
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at 270 was not supposed to be defended with pathos alone but law as well, in this case
pathos has no argumentative value at all. This is another example of how judiciously
Teacher employed pathos. If it could be used as an argument, he endorsed it, but even
then only in conjunction with other approaches. If its only possible application was
epideictic, he excised pathos altogether.

ii.a. MD 246 and 247: comprehensive brevity
As we noted, ampliare/amplificatio also refer to an increase in volume, which is to say
length. We have earlier touched upon the size of Teacher’s speech samples and how they
measure against other extant declamatory orations. In this area as well, we can unite
Teacher’s practice and his programmatic statements. The relative shortness of Teacher’s
declamationes is not only a result of his general focus on proofs to the exclusion of other
parts. His attempt to dissuade the students from “amplifying the declamation” suggests
that he expects conciseness in the argumentation itself. He states what kind of brevity he
values:
Quotiens finiendum erit, primum intueri debebitis quid utraque pars velit, deinde
id quod vult quam brevissime complecti. (246.3)
Each time a definition will have to be made, you will first need to observe what
the two sides want to achieve, then express the thing they want to achieve as
briefly as possible.
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Demonstranda vobis est via: videte quid utraque pars velit, quid utraque pars
dicat, et illud quam fieri potest brevissime et significantissime comprehendite.
(247.1)
You need to be shown the way: see what the two sides want to achieve, what the
two sides assert, and put that together as briefly and meaningfully as possible.

These two passages seem to suggest that Teacher wanted students to come up with
argumentation for both sides of the case (intueri debebitis/videte quid utraque pars velit,
quid utraque pars dicat), presumably by writing down notes on their tablets, and then to
declaim on one chosen side (or he would have some students declaim for one side, others
for the other). Thinking about counterarguments for one’s own chosen position (in
utrasque partes) was an old didactic technique, and in this case it would have helped
students to craft arguments that can withstand criticism. This was especially useful in
declamation, where all proofs are artificial – that is to say logical, not material.
In any case, these two passages show that Teacher was insisting on a brevity that
is “comprehensive” (comprehendite), i.e. that expresses everything one side might desire
(without meaningless amplification). It should be clear that Teacher is putting a specific
and high stylistic expectation before the students. To better understand what this
expectation meant and how brevitas fitted into larger stylistic trends, we will look at
Pliny the Younger’s Epistle 1.20. Pliny is a suitable point of comparison: he seems to
have been contemporary with the assumed date of the Minor Declamations (DomitianicTrajanic era), Quintilian was his praeceptor of rhetoric, and he was an accomplished
advocate and author. His Ep. 1.20 shows that he was also very much interested in the
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contemporary debates on style, arguing in favor of copia against brevitas, and casting
extreme brevity as a feature of delatorial speech.

ii.b. Pliny, Epistulae 1.20: extreme abundance
Ep. 1.20 is addressed to Tacitus, an author who had recently written on fundamental
questions of style in his Dialogus de Oratoribus. Yet Christopher Whitton has recently
proposed, in a densely argued chapter, that Pliny’s letter is in fact closely modelled on
Quintilian, IO 12.10.48–65. 395 Whitton cites the entire letter at the beginning of his
chapter, but we will restrict ourselves to those parts that we consider essential for
understanding Pliny’s attitude towards brevity. Pliny makes it clear from the outset that
he is in favor of abundance (Ep. 1.20.1–2):
Frequens mihi disputatio est cum quodam docto homine et perito, cui nihil aeque
in causis agendis ut brevitas placet. Quam ego custodiendam esse confiteor, si
causa permittat: alioqui praevaricatio est transire dicenda, praevaricatio etiam
cursim et breviter attingere quae sint inculcanda infigenda repetenda.
I frequently argue with a certain learned and experienced man who when pleading
cases likes nothing as much as brevity. I admit brevity should be preserved if the
case allows it, but otherwise it is a betrayal of trust to skip over what needs to be
said, and even to hastily and briefly touch upon that which needs to be tramped
down, thrust in, again and again.

Despite allowing some undefined space for brevity, Pliny advocates for length.
He leans on the usual suspects as his precedents, the greatest of whom is of course Cicero
Whitton (2019) Ch. 6. In this section we will also engage with Ker (2009) 289–294 on Pliny’s
engagement with temporal constrains in the courtroom. See also Riggsby (2009).
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(4). The laws that regulate court proceedings, which allowed almost unlimited time to
speakers, are also cited (11), but Pliny here glosses over the fact that these were in force
in pre-Augustan times and were long gone. 396 Judges were now responsible for allocating
time to pleaders. Pliny makes the point that only meagre cases can be argued in brief
(copiam, hoc est diligentiam … praestare nisi in angustissimis causis non potest brevitas,
11), and uses familiar anatomic language to describe speeches that are inadequately short
and underdeveloped (non enim amputata oratio et abscisa, 19; ita hoc: ‘ieiune et
infirme’, 21; ille imbecillitate hic viribus peccat, 21).
Most curiously, perhaps, Pliny discredits oratorical brevity by associating it with
M. Aquilius Regulus, a notorious delator (14–15):
Dixit aliquando mihi Regulus, cum simul adessemus: ‘Tu omnia quae sunt in
causa putas exsequenda; ego iugulum statim video, hunc premo.’ Premit sane
quod elegit, sed in eligendo frequenter errat. Respondi posse fieri, ut genu esset
aut talus, ubi ille iugulum putaret. At ego, inquam, qui iugulum perspicere non
possum, omnia pertempto, omnia experior, πάντα denique λίθον κινῶ.
One time, when we pleaded in court together, Regulus said to me: “You think you
need to pursue every point in a case. I, on the other hand, set my eyes on the neck
straight away and I press it.” Yes, he presses what he has picked out, but his
choices are often misguided. Where he thought was the neck, I said in response,
could in fact be the knee or ankle. Since I cannot identify the neck, I said, I feel
everything, try everything out, move every stone.

Regulus is a recurring character in the Epistulae, and Pliny here draws on readers’ prior
knowledge about him to make his point. Though iugulum statim … premo on the surface
of things is a metaphor for an oratorical style that does not beat around the bush, coming
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Ker (2009) 288; 290–291.
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from a fierce delator these words are also meant to call to mind the fact that his speeches
resulted in people getting killed. Regulus’ brevitas is smothering. 397 The statement Pliny
attributes to him is meant to characterize Regulus as a cynical murderer who is so
confident that he cannot be bothered to disguise his intentions. Within the argument of
Ep. 1.20, Regulus’ preference cements the desirability of Pliny’s rhetorical effusiveness
as opposed to asphyxiating brevity. This allows Pliny to revive, as it were, the good old
days when people spoke at length, and cast himself as a grand Republican orator – a new
Cicero. 398
Measured against Pliny’s discussion of length, our Teacher’s program seems
uncomfortably close to an institutio delatoria. The truth is, however, that brevity had
been a subject of major debate among ancient theorists before Pliny, and even though he
elides those disagreements, he was certainly aware of them. 399 Pliny’s choice to take up
an extreme position on one end of the brevity spectrum and to disregard the difference
between quantitative shortness and stylistic conciseness (both called brevitas) seems to
be part of the allusive and intertextual craft of his epistle. He compresses, personalizes,
and “de-technicalizes” rhetorical theory, and in a precise response the Institutio Oratoria
constructs his own argument about brevity. 400
Speaking of which, Quintilian’s discussion of brevity (4.2.40–51) is limited to the
narratio. The middle course he advocates is best summarized in two sentences: nos
autem brevitatem in hoc ponimus, non ut minus sed ne plus dicatur quam oporteat (“I on
Contra Whitton (2019) 219, n. 92: “hunc premo (not peto) offers no sign that Regulus favored brevity.”
Ker (2009) 300. Pliny as a new Cicero: Mart. Ep. 10.20.17.
399
Whitton (2019) 198–199.
400
Whitton (2019) 200, 213.
397
398
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the other hand place brevity in this, that what is said not be less – but not more, than what
is necessary,” 43), and ut fortasse ubique, in narratione tamen praecipue media haec
tenenda sit via dicendi: ‘quantum opus est et quantum satis est’ (“as perhaps everywhere,
in narration especially this middle path of speaking should be kept: ‘as much as is
necessary and as much as is enough’”, 45). There is certainly no trace of the “quam
brevissime” approach in this stretch of the IO, and Quintilian in fact states that brevity is
not an absolute priority: neque mihi umquam tanta fuerit cura brevitatis ut non ea quae
credibilem faciant expositionem inseri velim (“nor did I ever care for brevity so much as
to not want those things that make the exposition credible to be inserted,” 47).
Teacher’s position, then, looks like the other extreme from where Pliny stands,
and also far away from Quintilian’s pragmatic approach. But Teacher gives some crucial
qualification when he insists that the topics need to be treated quam brevissime. Though
certainly significant, the difference in circumstances, i.e. between pleading cases in
Centumviral courts (Pliny) and practicing declamation in a school is not crucial here.
Teacher in fact starts from a position of abundance of material, asking students to
imagine all the arguments on both sides of the case (intueri … quid utraque pars velit;
videte quid utraque pars velit), before circumscribing (complecti; comprehendite; cf.
Regulus’ exsequenda), i.e. presenting, only one side. The comprehensiveness he insists
on is expressed not only in complecti and comprehendite, but even more in quam fieri
potest brevissime et significantissime. A key word in this pair of sermones (246.3, 247.1),
significantissime (“meaningfully”) belongs to the same didactic philosophy we have been
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identifying all along. It is a hapax legomenon in Latin literature. 401 Whereas a declamator
might leave out something necessary (relinquant) and add gratuitous ornamentation
(supervacuus in exornando labor), Teacher is using precise language to request that
nothing be left out, that the expression be concise, and that every word should convey
meaning. One more way to see this: quam brevissime distances Teacher from Pliny and
Quintilian, significantissime gives his own original take on the debate.
Significantia is an important stylistic virtue in the Institutio Oratoria. As an
adjective, significans in Quintilian means “clear, distinct” 402 and the adverb significanter
refers to expressing much in few words, with breviter as a natural synonym. 403 Quintilian
also uses the adverb in the comparative degree. 404 Similarly to this use, what Teacher
means with quam brevissime et significantissime is that he wants students to present their
probationes compactly and with words that all contribute meaningfully to persuasion. To
put it differently, quam significantissime is an antidote for ampliare, ingenium exercere,
and anything that does not pertain to the case (ad causam huius nullo modo … pertineat).
We can suppose that Regulus’ delatorial style consisted entirely of emotional persuasion,
but in his hands this did not work in close conjunction with airtight argumentation. A
delator does not need evidence and enthymemes, he only needs to create suspicion and
envy in the Emperor. Regulus’ brevity is empty, Teacher’s packed with meaning. For his

The superlative adjective appears only once, in Gell. NA 1.15.17: significantissimo vocabulo
κατάγλωσσοι appellantur.
402
Quint. IO 4.2.36: verbis propriis et significantibus; 9.2.44: dilucida et significans; 11.1.2: verba et
Latina et significantia et nitida; 12.10.21: solos esse Atticos credunt tenuis et lucidos et significantis.
403
Quint. IO 11.1.53: breviter ac significanter ordinem rei protulisse contentus; 12.10.52: proprie et
significanter rem indicare, probationes colligere satis est.
404
Quint. IO 8.2.9: quo nihil inveniri possit significantius; 8.6.6: id facimus aut quia necesse est aut quia
significantius est aut, ut dixi, quia decentius.
401
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own part, Quintilian was only concerned about not overburdening the narration with
facts. In comparison, Teacher’s position comes off as extreme in a completely new way,
putting before students an expectation that Quintilian might have found unrealistic or too
laborious.
To try to contextualize Teacher’s position beyond Pliny and Quintilian, we need
to see how authors reacted to the literal time limits imposed on speakers in court during
the Flavian and Trajanic eras. James Ker has shown how attitudes towards length map
onto the stylistic views presented in Tacitus’ Dialogus, Martial’s epigrams, and Pliny’s
Epistles. Martial, in his own genre, has responded to temporal constraints in Imperial
Roman society with “creative innovation both in composing literature and in navigating
the social hierarchy.” 405 In Tacitus’ Dialogus, Aper asserts that audiences’ tolerance for
effusive orations in the past was the result of their lack of education and experience,
whereas nowadays orators have adapted to the changed circumstances with techniques
meant to avert aversion in their listeners’ ears (fastidium aurium, 19.5). 406 Within the
now-obligatory brevity, Aper argues, orators are expected to use even poetic devices
(exigitur enim iam ab oratore etiam poeticus decor, 20.5) and other flashy ornamentation
in order to engage and “buy off” the judge’s attention (praecurrit hoc tempore iudex
dicentem et, nisi aut cursu argumentorum aut colore sententiarum aut nitore et cultu
descriptionum invitatus et corruptus est, aversatur, 20.2). But whereas Maternus, Aper’s
debate adversary in the Dialogus, takes these stylistic features as a sign that oratory’s
political function has been hamstrung in the Principate, Aper sees this “new” oratory as
405
406

Ker (2009) 300.
Ker (2009) 286–287.
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vital and flourishing in its own way. Tacitus has presented two extreme possible stances,
and, as we saw, already his friend Pliny has taken a more middle-of-the-road approach
that acknowledges the realities of the present while drawing on Republican traditions in
ways that suit his own needs. 407 In Pliny’s and Teacher’s time, protracted speaking would
incur invidia. 408 Accordingly, the demand to execute arguments in as short a period of
time as possible means that Teacher’s program was entirely modern. He is no Maternuslike archaizer. Like Pliny, Teacher is a Ciceronian: in the extant text Cicero is the only
explicitly cited author (388.32). In contrast to Quintilian, Teacher’s pragmatism is not
based on selectiveness but extreme efficiency. While his eschewal of what Aper
described as means of bribing the judges’ ears might at first seem to be coming from a
conservative stylistic taste, the three sermo-passages we analyzed (316.7, 246.3, 247.1)
work in unison and clarify that Teacher above all expects meaningfulness. This important
nuance is summed up in the contrast between ampliare and significantissime. Teacher
operates within the exigencies of court procedure and current tastes. If sacrificing
narratio, for example, is necessary to maintain these criteria, he would rather do this than
weaken the probatio.

iii. Exercising the wit and pleasing the ears
To finally return where we digressed from, we now know what larger significance
ampliare declamationem has in Teacher’s program. But the sermo at 316.7 has two more

407
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Ker (2009) 293.
Plin. Ep. 6.2.3, Ker (2009) 289–290.
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ironic collocations that deserve a look, ingenium exercere and delectatio aurium. The
first is not an uncommon expression in rhetorical writings. Most notably perhaps, Tacitus
uses it in relation to declamation in the Dialogus (14.3): declamatorio studio ingenia
vestra exercetis. Quintilian uses it only twice, in Book 2: namque et ingenium exercetur
multiplici variaque materia et animus contemplatione recti pravique formatur (2.4.20);
equidem illos qui contra disputaverunt non tam id sensisse quod dicerent quam exercere
ingenia materiae difficultate credo voluisse (2.17.4). These uses do not have a negative or
ironic ring to them. Yet these two words were apparently a favorite combination of the
younger Seneca, who always uses them negatively:
•

hac subtilitate effecimus, Lucili carissime, ut exercere ingenium inter inrita
videremur et disputationibus nihil profuturis otium terere (Ep. 113.1);

•

non in hoc exempla nunc congero ut ingenium exerceam, sed ut te adversus id
quod maxime terribile videtur exhorter (24.9);

•

cogito mecum quam multi corpora exerceant, ingenia quam pauci (80.2);

•

quaedam, Liberalis, virorum optime, exercendi tantum ingenii causa quaeruntur
et semper extra vitam iacent (Ben. 6.1).

Of course, ingenium is also the key word in the Elder Seneca’s first Preface:
•

nihil enim tam mortiferum ingeniis quam luxuria est; torpent ecce ingenia
desidiosae iuventutis; merito talia habent exempla qualia ingenia.

Against these negative attestations, ingenium exercere in MD 316.7 begins to look
like a Senecan catchphrase that Teacher has used deliberately, as if in quotation marks.
Better yet, since the father and the son had only used this collocation as kind of a
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moralizing shorthand, Teacher is perhaps employing double irony: criticizing his students
by using an expression they would have recognized from Senecan criticisms of the
young. In Quintilian’s famous judgement on the son (10.1.125–131), 409 his greatest
concern is Seneca’s popularity among adolescents: quod accidit mihi dum corruptum et
omnibus vitiis fractum dicendi genus revocare ad severiora iudicia contendo: tum autem
solus hic fere in manibus adulescentium fuit; and the cap of that passage: consensu potius
eruditorum quam puerorum amore comprobaretur. We can easily imagine Teacher’s
students being infatuated with what according to IO were Seneca’s vitia, which may be
one reason why they would request more loci and amplification. The expression
ingenium exercere may well have been meant as a deliberate sting at the students’ love
for Seneca, one that they would be able to identify.
The situation with delectatio aurium is a little less exciting, though this
expression also has the flair of a quotation. It is a Ciceronian coinage 410 that was used by
Quintilian once (12.10.52): neque enim adfectus omnino movendi erunt nec aures
delectatione mulcendae, cum etiam prohoemia supervacua esse apud talis Aristoteles
existimet. Its meaning is always negative and likened to physical pleasure.
In sum, in 316.7 as well as in the other sermones we have analyzed, Teacher
reveals his program and didactic preferences either through protreptic or, more
frequently, in negative terms via polemical pronouncements. This theorizing corresponds
to the structure of Teacher’s speech samples (declamationes). He preached what he
On which see Calboli (1999).
Pis. 66: solet enim in disputationibus suis oculorum et aurium delectationi abdominis voluptates
anteferre; Fin. 2.7: quod cibo et potione et aurium delectatione et obscena voluptate capiatur.
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practiced. Teacher’s program is rooted in rigorous argumentation, and he considered
anything that does not directly contribute to it superfluous. At the same time, Teacher’s
use of emotional arguments and insistence on brevity places his teaching within the limits
of contemporary tastes. It should be remembered that Teacher’s selectivity was a
deliberate choice, and within what we know about the history of declamation, innovative.
I have already gestured towards this on several occasions: what Teacher decided to
present and teach to his students is in stark contrast with the Elder Seneca’s selections.
The fundamental differences between how these two authors saw and constructed
declamation merit consideration. Teacher’s programmatic statements are oblique and
partial, making it necessary to read nearly as much what he does not say as that which he
does. Seneca is much more straightforward.

2. Two opposed approaches: Minor Declamations and the Elder Seneca, C. 1 Praef.
22
The Elder Seneca gives the rationale for his selection openly:
Interponam itaque quibusdam locis quaestiones controversiarum, sicut ab illo
propositae sunt, nec his argumenta subtexam, ne et modum excedam et
propositum, cum vos sententias audire velitis et quidquid ab illis abduxero
molestum futurum sit. Hoc quoque Latro meus faciebat, ut sententias amaret. (1
Praef. 22)
I will, in some places, insert questions belonging to controversiae as he [Latro]
outlined them, but I will not append arguments to those, to avoid exceeding good
measure and my purpose. It is sententiae that you want, and whatever I detract
from them will be tedious. This was also what my dear Latro did, such was his
love for sententiae.
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Only this late in the first Preface does Seneca indicate there will be anything besides
sententiae in his work. In the earlier sections he promises sententiae (5), exempla (6), and
facunde dicta (11). To mention that there will be an occasional quaestio (=divisio), and
no argumenta at all, may seem an odd afterthought in this preface. But to say that those
things are annoying or tedious goes against everything Teacher cared for in his own
program. In a diametrically opposed approach, Seneca selected only the epideictic “fun”
elements, of which the sententia is the example par excellence. Why? At least one part of
the answer, I believe, rests in Seneca’s literary ambitions. These can be outlined through
Seneca’s attitude towards teaching.
Throughout the Preface to Book 1, Seneca casts himself as a student: qui ad
audiendum praeceptorem meum convenerant (2); mittatur senex in scholas; necesse est
enim per omnia studia mea errem (4). He also represents Latro, the programmatic
character of his entire work, as a schoolboy: cum condiscipuli essemus (22); in Marulli
schola, cum iam coepisset <or>dinem ducere (24), and even his sons to whom the
preface is addressed: cupitis statim discere? (19). The only teacher in the entire preface is
the “dry” (aridum) Marullus, who serves as a foil for Latro’s early brilliance (22). Seneca
elsewhere remarks that teaching was a job associated with freedmen and Greeks (2 Praef.
5). It was in Seneca’s best interest to represent himself, his sons, and his friends as
receiving instruction rather than giving it, to avoid association with the servile
professional labor of the rhetor. 411 In the same vein, the probatio is the most technical
part of a declamation, and therefore the precinct of specialists. Seneca jettisons it in favor
The modern convention of labeling Seneca “the Rhetor” is therefore unintentionally ironic. Seneca was
indeed not a rhetor, in addition to not wanting to be considered one.
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of those more epideictic, literary, and “amateur” parts. His repetition of the word exempla
emphasizes that the work he has written is grounded in the tradition of exemplary
literature, not that of rhetorical manuals. In Seneca’s figuration, declamation is supposed
to come off as the leisurely activity of great men who need not occupy themselves with
molesta, not the product of scholastic study done by students and their teachers. 412
Getting to know the rationale for Seneca’s selectivity can therefore help us better
understand the motivation behind Teacher’s. Seneca’s declamation is “de-technicalized”
and “literarized,” moved from school to the realm of grownups, and presented in a
literary work complete with characters, prefaces, and genre conventions. In his divorce of
declamation from school Seneca went so far as to minimize his main character’s
involvement in teaching. It is said that Latro never listened to his students declaim – as a
rhetor would – but only led by example (9.2.23: neque enim illi mos erat quemquam
audire declamantem; declamabat ipse tantum et aiebat se non esse magistrum sed
exemplum […] discipuli non audiri desiderarent sed contenti essent audire, “and it was
not his practice to listen to a student declaim; he only declaimed himself and would say
he was not a teacher, but an example […] students did not want to be listened to but it
was enough for them to listen”). On the other hand, Seneca’s selection is paralleled and
justified by Latro’s love for transferrable epideictic elements in declamation: “on some
days [he would] compose nothing but epiphonemata, others nothing but enthymemes,
still others those ‘transferrable’ sententiae which properly deserve that name” (<aliquo
die> nihil praeter epiphonemata scriberet, aliquo die nihil praeter enthymemata, aliquo
On the ambitions of Seneca the Elder and his prefaces, see also Bloomer (1997) 115–125; van den Berg
(2020), Baraz (2020).
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die nihil praeter has translaticias quas proprie sententias dicimus, 23) and also schemata
fitting for any controversia (quaecumque controversia reciperet).
However, the makeup of his collection also necessitated some apology because
epideictic elements were a lightning rod for criticism of declamation. For this Seneca
used his prefaces, where he performs subtle balancing acts and ultimately dismisses
critics. 413 The main takeaway for us is that love for epideixis and “exercising the wits” in
declamation was the rule rather than the exception. Seneca grounds his declamation in the
exemplary literary culture of the late Republican and Augustan ages, and lack of evidence
prevents us from tracing declamation’s development into the later Flavian and Trajanic
times. Yet Teacher’s polemics with his students suggests that some decades later
schoolboy declaimers did still expect flashy sententiae, loci, and the rest. We have seen
examples, from the Elder Seneca and elsewhere, of students getting vocal and even
rowdy about their tastes. 414 Teacher’s didactic choices are sometimes described as
necessary, as if declamation could only be taught the way he taught it. 415 I hope to have
shown that he was in fact swimming against the current. When in 316.7 he remarks nolo
quisquam me reprehendat, quisquam may easily be referring to people outside the
classroom such as competitors, or even parents. His philosophy of “nothing superfluous”
may seem overly stern, but he did not in fact exclude by default any of the traditional
elements from his teaching. He simply subordinated all elements to proofs. His mission
was to bring declamation under strict rules (cf. IO 10.1.125: quod accidit mihi dum
See van den Berg (2020).
Sen. 1 Praef. 22; Petr. Sat. 6; Gell. NA 9.15.
415
Winterbottom (1984) 367: “a schoolmaster’s division can hardly avoid [tougher technical parts]”; see
also Shackleton Bailey (2006) 1, who thought the sermones were pitiable.
413
414
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corruptum et omnibus vitiis fractum dicendi genus revocare ad severiora iudicia
contendo). We do not know whether Teacher perceived a “decline of declamation” from
an earlier excellence or whether his methods outlived him. We can, I believe, detect
ironic pushback against what he must have seen as a corrupting influence of the two
Senecas. The philosopher especially was a famous and polarizing figure who attracted
commentary from authors late into the second century and beyond. 416

3. A modern and rigorous didactic program
It is to Teacher’s greatest credit that he had strict rules and that he stuck to them, even in
the face of criticism. Despite all obliqueness, when he needed to justify his program, he
communicated it with delightful irony and some rhetorical bravado. Looming large
behind Teacher’s practice as well as behind his statements, is criticism of declamation,
examples of which we have cited in several places. These objections are all stylistic on
the surface, but moral in essence. One of the main objections – perhaps the main one – is
aimed against excessive use of pathos as ornamentation. Pathos, i.e. emotional language
and style of delivery, was constructed as incompatible with Roman senatorial values.
Foreign (Greek) and effeminate, this style was said to be at odds with rugged masculinity
which characterized idealized Romans. Traditional, even trite, and commonplace in
literature, these complaints draw on an unexamined assumption that “style is the man,”
i.e. that style of speaking indicates one’s personality and morals (famously exemplified in

416

See Calboli (1999), and on Fronto, Fleury (2000).
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the younger Seneca’s letter 114 on Maecenas). 417 Even those authors that complain about
declamation’s alleged impracticality are in fact making statements about Roman political
and legal systems that presuppose a rosy picture of the Republic as the point of
comparison.
The Minor Declamations, however, are not conservative or reactionary rhetoric
crafted to please critics or reform rhetorical education back into the “good old days.” As I
hope to have shown, this Teacher took a pragmatic and original approach. He taught
rigorous argumentation based on law and equity. He did not see it as his task to teach
those peripheral parts of a speech that were easy to supply, except in cases where the
probatio would benefit from exposition through proems and narration. He even forbade
the use of showpiece-parts where they were out of place. But the area where his
pragmatism as well as his modernity are best shown is his brevity and use of emotions.
He does not reject pathos but incorporates it into his argumentation. Teacher “read” the
pathetic potential of each thema and exploited it to craft stronger arguments. He also
opined on the emotional tone of delivery, which he thought could be crucial to the
speaker’s persuasiveness in certain types of cases. Teacher’s motivation for this approach
is revealed in programmatic statements spoken in his own voice (sermones). Criticism of
declamation is here evidently not only in the back of his mind but front and center, as can
be seen in the language he shares with the critics, and which he uses it to his advantage.
Uniquely in the world of Roman declamation known to us, this Teacher’s response was
Declamation skirts the contradiction between “speaking in personae” and “style represents the
character” thanks to the fact that a controversia is always spoken in the persona of an elite male.
Controversiae therefore do not present different styles of speech, regardless of whether the fictive speaker
is of high or low status. For example, the fictive speaker is never female. On the “fictional declaimer” see
Mal-Maeder (2007) Ch. 2. On women in declamation, see p. 97–107 in the same monograph.
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to offer an alternative through his own practice. His didactic and stylistic choices,
together with his treatment of pathos, form a consistent, intellectually rigorous, and
forward-looking method for teaching students to declaim in a way that is both in
accordance with moral decorum and effective. Occasional polemicizing demonstrates that
different tastes were also in vogue, that they were influential, and, we must assume, wellrepresented among competing teachers and schools.

4. Conclusion: declamation as an inherently fragmentary genre
The differing scopes of the Elder Seneca’s and Teacher’s declamatory speeches illustrate
the attitude towards textuality of declamation as a genre. The fact that the two of them
were able to use diametrically opposed selection criteria and still claim that their material
are controversiae suggests that declamation did not possess the same fixedness as other
genres. Friends asked friends to comment on works in progress, grammarians emended
texts and gathered them into corpora, and poets carefully crafted single-scroll books for
circulation. The literary culture presupposed writing, depended on physical books, and
valued completeness in texts and correctness of words on the papyrus sheet. Whatever the
size and composition of audiences, “public” readings were done from written copies. In
contrast to that, declamation’s primary form was oral, performance its main mode of
delivery. An intriguing question may be asked about the degree to which this view of
declamation as an essentially oral form depends on the Elder Seneca’s aggressive erasure
of written declamatory sources. It served his literary project to emphasize memory and
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delivery over books: he wanted to come off as someone who is giving a participant’s
account, not as a compiler. I have no doubt he used written sources to at least some
degree. Yet what merits focus is that Seneca’s and Teacher’s speeches show that
declamatory speeches existed on a spectrum of completeness. They were made up of the
same elements a Ciceronian oration was composed of, but while Cicero kept his speeches
uniform, Seneca and Teacher could choose what parts of a complete speech to present.
Because a controversia did not perform the same practical function a forensic speech did,
and also because declamation did not have the same cultural capital works of “real”
literature had, writing – that is to say composition – could be as selective as the author
wanted. Seneca’s Controversiae are excerpts, and their only real difference from the
excerpts of, for example, Valerius Maximus, is in the rhetorical framing their author gave
them. 418 The Minor Declamations are excerpts too, but in this case, Teacher is selfexcerpting from imagined and ideal “complete” speeches. Expansion and contraction are
always at work in declamation, and as we saw, both Seneca and Teacher had definite
ideas about proper ways to do both of those things.
In its written form, then, declamation is always a commentarius, an unstable text
with an unclear relationship to its oral “original.” It can be altered, expanded, or further
excerpted (which is what happened to Seneca’s work and presumably also to Calpurnius
Flaccus, of whose declamations only sententiae survive). It invites collaboration from
author-readers in a way no “proper” literary genre does. We saw evidence of such

On Valerius Maximus’ preface to the Dicta et Facta Memorabilia, see Bloomer (1992) 14–17.
Bloomer’s monograph is still the only purely literary study of Valerius’ work, and Bloomer emphasizes
Valerius’ relationship with declamation.
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engagement all across the Minor Declamations. While commentarii, that frustratingly
slippery catch-all term, have attracted plentiful attention in scholarship, rhetorical and
specifically declamatory commentarii remain unaccounted for despite the existence of
some intriguing evidence about their circulation and use. I believe that those deserve
investigation on their own terms, as they seem to have been used for specific purposes on
the fringes of literary culture, among teachers, scholars, and declaimers. The Minor
Declamations may well be our biggest, most glaring exemplar of such writing from the
Latin-speaking world.
On the other extreme of the textuality spectrum, the appearance of the Major
Declamations, an agglomerated collection of full, long controversiae, attests to the
decline and disappearance of declamation in the predominantly oral-cum-commentarii
form of the earlier generations. It shows a tendency to canonize and “corporize”
declamation (under the paradigmatic name of Quintilian), whereby it will become the
subject of academic study with cultural prestige similar to that of other Latin classics.
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CONCLUSION: TESTING THE COLLECTION’S BOUNDARIES (MD 388)

In lieu of a more traditional concluding recapitulation, we will here look at MD 388 – the
last controversia in the collection. As we saw, speech segments across the MD are
fragments or “excerpts,” samples that were never meant to be complete, with varying
scope and didactic function. In contrast to this, MD 388 appears to be a full declamatory
speech on one side of the issue in a controversia, sizeable and with all the expected
speech parts present in it. As we remarked in Chapter 3, this speech is considerably
longer than the longest speech in the Elder Seneca’s collection (2.7), and significantly
shorter than the shortest Major Declamation (11). An outlier within the Minor
Declamations, 388 is a borderline case both physically and conceptually: it had been
chosen by the editor(s) to bookend a massive collection, and with a scope that only a few
other speeches in the extant text match, it reflects a didactic approach that is different
than Teacher’s usual modus operandi. It will therefore serve as an appropriate point to
conclude this dissertation, as it at the same time establishes a physical boundary and
extends the standard functional scope of controversiae in the collection.
To begin with the physical position of MD 388, there is nothing in the textual
tradition to suggest there were ever any further Minor Declamations beyond it. In
contrast to the damaged text of MD 244 at the other end, MD 388 presents a clean
breakoff point. On folio 88r in the Montepessulanus manuscript, two subscriptions signal
the end of this collection. One, written below the final words of the controversia in the
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same lowercase letters, reads habet hucusque controversias numero cxliii. The other,
separated by an empty line from the main text and the first subscription, is written in
uppercase letters and reads HIC IAM INCIPIT SENECA DECEM RHETORŪ
FELICITER. The disconnect between the nominative Seneca and the genitive decem
rhetorum (libri? excerpta?) is notable, as we will discuss shortly. The final lines of MD
388 and the subscriptions are all near the top of the folio, and below the second
subscription a narrow strip of parchment is missing. The lower part of the same folio
survives, though in worse shape than the upper, and carries the text of MD 272.8–273
thema (from quis hanc in matre to quod debitor non solverit). This section of text was
left out, probably by mistake, from its proper place in the manuscript (24v), and in that
place the scribe signals with a graphic sign and a note in the margin that the missing text
is supplied at the end: require in fine sub tali no<ta?>. The “end” referred to is the end of
the Minor Declamations in the manuscript, not the end of the entire collection. This
suggests that the mistake was made by the scribe of the Montepessulanus and not copied
from the exemplar. It also confirms that 388 was the final Minor Declamation in that
exemplar.
On the verso of 88, or more precisely the two horizontally disconnected pieces of
88, the larger lower piece is empty, whereas the narrower upper piece contains the
beginning of the Elder Seneca’s C. 1 Praef. (exigitis… colligere), in three rows and in
dark ink that does not seem to match the rest. It is also possible, and perhaps probable,
that the two pieces do not in fact come from the same folio, because the lower section is
darkened and smudged with ink or some other chemical, whereas the upper section is
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relatively clean. This, however, is impossible to verify without hands-on inspection. The
upper section also has a small, unevenly triangular hole, which precedes the text on both
sides (the scribe stops writing before the hole and continues after it). The next folio, 89,
was ripped down the middle vertically. The extant left side of 89r carries the Elder
Seneca’s C. 1 Praef., and the text of Seneca’s excerpted tradition continues normally on
the verso and the subsequent folios. Seneca’s opening salutation to his sons was written
in uppercase letters (SENECA NOVATO SENECAE MELAE FI <…>), similarly to the
second subscription on 88r. Above it, Pierre Pithou signed his name near the top of the
page.
The first subscription, habet hucusque controversias numero cxliii, presupposes
an incomplete collection; the number 143 means that whoever wrote it did not even count
in the badly damaged MD 244 at the other end. The calculation was done on the page, as
shown in the numbers 388, 245, and 143, written in Arabic numerals next to the second
subscription, one below the other, the first two separated by a line. The lowercase
subscription, therefore, could have been written by the scribe of the Montepessulanus.
The second, uppercase subscription, is more likely to be much earlier, given that the
excerpts of the Elder Seneca are indeed the next text in the manuscript. Neither
subscription appears in other manuscripts: the first at all, the second only partially. How
partially? The excerpts of Seneca the Elder are not transmitted in any of the three
manuscripts that constitute the β-branch; in all of them, the MD are followed by
Calpurnius Flaccus. In the BSB Clm 309 (147r), the subscription that follows the MD
reads Incipiunt ex Calpurnio flacco excerptae. Excerpta decem Rhetorum minorum. Uxor
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tyrannicida. The subscription in the Chigianus H VIII 261 (81v) is nearly the same:
INCIPIVNT Ex Calpurnio Flacco excerptae. excerpta x Rhetorum minorum uxor
tyrannicida. The Vat. Pal. Lat. 1558 only carries the Minor Declamations, and there is no
subscription at the end of MD 388 (128r). The agreement between the Montepessulanus
and the β-branch, then, is confined to the notice of “ten (minor) rhetors”: HIC IAM
INCIPIT SENECA DECEM RHETORUM FELICITER; Incipiunt ex Calpurnio flacco
excerptae. Excerpta decem Rhetorum minorum. It seems that the word excerpta (or libri)
had been left out from the Montepessulanus, because the genitive decem rhetorum can
hardly depend on the nominative Seneca. The phrase (excerpta) decem Rhetorum
(probably also minorum), attested in both branches, was therefore part of the tradition’s
archetype and most likely goes back to the Late Antique multi-author declamatory corpus
we discussed in Chapter 1. The meaning, too, is sensible: we know that the Elder
Seneca’s text in the Montepessulanus is excerpted and not complete, and what we read as
Calpurnius Flaccus are all sententiae, perhaps excerpted from some longer compositions.
The number ten could be referring to the ten Books of Seneca’s Controversiae, each of
them focused on a “minor” rhetor. On this reading, the phrase excerpta decem rhetorum
minorum is simply introducing the excerpts of Seneca, not some other collection of minor
rhetors. The nominative Seneca in the Montepessulanus could be a corruption of the
genitive Senecae. On the other hand, the names we saw mentioned in the fifteenthcentury notices about now lost manuscripts, names such as Antonius Julianus, also fit this
picture. If some material by Julianus was indeed part of the corpus, it would not have
been out of place in a collection of “ten minor rhetors.” On this reading, Seneca is only
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one of the ten, 419 and so is Calpurnius Flaccus. Another “minor rhetor” could also have
been Pliny the Younger, whose Panegyricus follows after Calpurnius Flaccus in the BSB
Clm 309 (161r). We can only speculate who the others were. In short, it’s either
“Seneca’s ten minor rhetors” or “Seneca and the ten minor rhetors.”
There can be little doubt, then, that by the time the multi-author declamatory
corpus was put together, MD 388 had already been fixed as the endpoint of the Minor
Declamations in their own right. It should also be noted that the expression “ten minor
rhetors” was perhaps chosen in contrast to the one “great” rhetor who was the author of
the previous text. If the compilers of the declamatory corpus thought that Quintilian
wrote the MD, which they undoubtedly did, then the composition of the corpus reflected
the unequal literary prestige Quintilian possessed in comparison to other rhetorical
authors. The entire first volume of this two-book corpus was occupied by the Minor
Declamations, and so was a sizeable part of Vol. 2. All “ten minor rhetors” were
crammed in the remainder of Vol. 2. At the same time, the Minor Declamations were not
abbreviated or excerpted, but thought worthy of being preserved intact. This is a fine
example of Late Antique canon formation. It also shows the irony of the Early Modern
reversal in nomenclature, when the declamations of “major” Quintilian were re-named
“minor” in comparison with a different collection of longer speeches.
None of the other long speeches in the collection (306, 321) are near MD 388 in
the sequence, although it should be noted that 306 is close to the first subscription, which
follows after the averagely sized speech in 307. There seems to have been a trend that a
And the phrase incipit Seneca decem rhetorum in the Montepessulanus would mean “Seneca and the ten
rhetors are starting.”
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physical volume should end with a long declamatio. The size of MD 388 stands out from
the declamations that precede it. At around 380, speech samples become shorter than
average, and MD 384–387 barely have any at all. The size of 388 would have drawn
attention of readers, and in class, the delivery of a speech of such length would have
challenged the students’ perception of what their Teacher’s model speeches are and what
their function is.
The title, avia testis, is unusual. It is one of only 26 two-word titles in the
collection; most are made up of three or more words. Two-word titles are more of a norm
in the Major Declamations, and we might compare 16, amici vades. The juxtaposition
avia testis is attested nowhere else in the extant Latin literature. 420 It is also arguable how
well the title captures the thema: the grandmother is recognizing the boy (agnoscit avia),
but not testifying in court. The use at 388.29 (digna est testis notitia: de nepote dicit
causam) is more metaphorical than literal. In his Loeb notes, Shackleton Bailey has
noticed inconsistencies between the thema and the speech. To Winterbottom, the thema
seemed “fanciful.” Indeed, despite its length, the thema glides over some significant
facts. I will let the reader be the judge:
Qui habebat matrem duxit uxorem, ex qua natum filium aviae nutriendum dedit.
Moriens heredem filium fecit, substituit uxorem; dispensatorem suum manumitti
iussit. Puer reductus ad matrem et ab ea in fundo maritimo, visis piratis, relictus
non comparuit. Post paucos dies cadaver confusis lineamentis, quod filii
putaretur, in idem litus eiectum mater ductis sepelivit exequiis. Dispensator
manumissus ab ea, post aliquot annos negotiatum profectus, adulescentem, quem
dominum diceret, apud venaliciarium repertum iudicio adserens evicit. Cum eo
revertit in patriam. Puerum agnoscit avia, negat suum mater.

420

But compare Tac. Ann. 13.43.5: quae testamento matris aut aviae acceperant.
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A man who had a mother married a woman, had a son with her, and gave him to
the grandmother to raise. On his deathbed he made the son his heir, his wife
alternate heir. He ordered that his household manager be manumitted. The boy
was returned to his mother. Left on a seashore property by her when pirates were
sighted, he disappeared. After a few days a corpse with disfigured features,
thought to be the boy’s, was cast up on the same shore, and the mother buried it
with funeral rites. The manager, freed by her, having set out after a few years on a
business trip abroad, discovered in the slave market a boy who he claimed was his
master, and successfully claimed his freedom in court. He returned home with the
boy. The grandmother is recognizing the boy, the mother denies he is hers.

While it is true that the thema has the feel of comedy or perhaps rather prose
fiction, 421 Shackleton Bailey’s assessment that this might be something akin to a strayed
Major Declamation is misguided nonetheless. 422 First of all, the composition of the
speech is wonderfully representative of the typical structure we identified in Chapter 3.
The speech opens with a proem (1–2). After it, a heading that reads narratio, written in
large letters in the Montepessulanus, introduces the narration. This runs from 3 to 7, and
section 8 starts with a statement of the propositio, clearly demarcating the beginning of
the probatio. The proofs, as expected, take up the greatest part of the speech.
Winterbottom classified all remaining sections except the last one (35) as proofs, 423 but in
fact, emotional appeals pick up already at 33. Section 33 is preceded by a short sermo in
which Cicero is cited, which is the only direct citation in the extant collection. Teacher
cites Pro Cluentio 12, though imperfectly, which might indicate citation from memory. 424

On declamation and novels see Chapter 5 in Mal-Maeder (2007).
Shackleton Bailey (2006) 425, n.1: “By its length, novelettish quality, and descriptive touches the piece
might seem to have strayed from the Major Declamations if we disregard the two scraps of sermo, which
look more like a reader’s marginal notes than sermones.”
423
Winterbottom (1984) 589.
424
MD 388.32: in matrem et illa Cicero dixit: ‘mater enim a me, tametsi in hunc hostili odio et crudelitate
est, mater, inquam, appellabitur.’ ~ Cluent. 12: mater enim a me in omni causa, tametsi in hunc hostili odio
421
422
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In any case, the final few sections are separated from the rest. Another brief sermosentence is inserted at 19 (summovimus peregrinum cadaver; restat ut inducamus filium).
As Shackleton Bailey noted, the two sermones are indeed scrappy, but they need not be
marginal notes. Rather than being Teacher’s words outside stage illusion, they may
simply be internal metarhetorical signposts that the editors had mislabeled. There are a
few other internal markers in the speech: one calls attention to the narration (haec est
nostra narratio, 5), another to the crux of the controversia (in hoc controversia est, 11),
and one to the arguments (hoc meum argumentum est, 425 27). As we saw, it is sometimes
difficult to distinguish between such signposts and actual sermones. The shorter sermo in
particular functions as a transition device and could have been spoken by the advocate.
Mid-speech citation of other authors is not unusual either. So, despite the nearly complete
lack of didactic comments, MD 388 is equipped with markers that flag its structure.
Teacher opted for illustration over explication in what may have been the last
controversia in his course.
Citing Cicero in declamation is not at all unusual, 426 but in our specific case it
confirms what we had already determined when we analyzed the titles in the collection:
Cicero was a model and a point of reference for this Teacher. But in 388 the reference to
Cicero is nevertheless an aside, and Teacher’s main model is his own practice, by this
time presumably already established and perfected. The internal arrangement of partes
orationis we just described is punctuated with sententiae, Teacher’s favorite device for
et crudelitate est, mater, inquam, appellabitur. Winterbottom (1984) 589. Shackleton Bailey (2006) 444 n.
52 notes that the next sentence may also be an obscure explanation of Cluent. 176.
425
Editors consider this sentence genuine but alien to its context.
426
See Roller (1997), Keeline (2018) Ch. 3.
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this purpose. The proem ends with a sententia (infelicem puerum sola non agnoscit ex
propinquis. Causam quaeritis? Quia vivit, 2), and so does the narration (in una re,
iudices, mentiti sumus: adfirmavimus enim futurum ut hunc mater agnosceret, 7).
Sententiae punctuate sections of the probatio as well (puto, non miramini cur mater non
recipiat quem tam vilem habet ut tamquam cadaver relinquat, 9; age deinde, non timet
libertus ne ille qui puerum vendidit tibi vendat indicium, ne veniat, ne scribat?, 28; etc.),
and the speech ends with a sententia (non est, puer, quod cum liberto queraris: omnia tibi
reddidit praeter matrem, 35).
All in all, MD 388 looks like a scaled-up version of usual speech samples in the
collection. Its composition, the relationship between its parts, its sententiae and the two
sermones all suggest that we must rule out the possibility that 388 is an intruder in the
Minor Declamations. But while the product of the same Teacher, MD 388 is ostensibly
not a fragment or a self-excerpted piece of an imagined whole like most other
declamationes in the collection, but a well-rounded speech which does not leave room for
additions. Yet despite the regularity of its layout and the orderliness of its progression,
there are some obscure sections. In 15, the repetition of dum applicant is confusing, and a
lacuna is suspected as well. 427 In section 21 an ancilla is mentioned (age, quid si ancilla
cognoscit? etc.), of whom no mention is made in the thema. These issues are not unlike
those in MD 338, which in our discussion of that controversia we explained as possibly a
consequence of imperfect classroom notation by students. We must therefore allow for

427

See Winterbottom’s apparatus (p. 286) and the notes in Shackleton Bailey’s Loeb, n. 22–24.
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the possibility that some amount of text was lost, whether in stenographic transcription or
later transmission.
Textuality of the Minor Declamations was of fundamental importance in the
progression of this dissertation’s argument. Along the way we learned that the dichotomy
between “school” and “entertainment” declamations is not entirely adequate. Instead, one
possible distinction that can be made is between oral or ephemeral declamation and
textual, i.e. written and literary declamation. We saw that while the Elder Seneca’s
collection of Controversiae is decidedly literary, which is to say composed in writing,
probably with at least some use of written sources, and with an authorial voice and genre
conventions, the Minor Declamations sit somewhere in between the written and the
ephemeral. We read them in writing, which means they were not short-lived. But it is not
as clear that they were meant to be preserved in this form. At least one section of the text
displays clear features of oral communication, and it is possible that Teacher’s words
were written down as he was speaking them. Signs of efforts to fix the collection as a text
are visible in the numbering, titles, headings, and subscriptions, but most of these were
imposed on the text by later editors. Teacher’s declamationes are self-excerpted pieces of
an imagined whole, and in this oral exercise, there is always a sense that there could be
more beyond what is on the page.
Against that background, placed conspicuously at the end of the collection, MD
388 looks like a “Platonic ideal” of Teacher’s speeches. Though not the only declamatio
of such completeness, thanks to its position, 388 asserts itself as the natural outcome of
taking Teacher’s piecemeal approach to speech composition to its logical conclusion.
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Include all the partes orationis, pursue every possible argument, and you will end up with
something similar to 388. But why would Teacher give a complete speech, if he
otherwise expected students to be able to expand on what he delivered? 428 MD 388,
despite being a full speech, is not a full controversia: this would include speeches on both
sides of the argument. There are conspicuously few pars altera speeches in the Minor
Declamations. Only in MD 263, 274, and 331 does Teacher give arguments on both
sides, and these are never long. 429 Speaking on only one side was his standard practice, as
he suggests after finishing his declamatio in 254.23: totam autem existimo commodiorem
esse partem diversam; suadeo iis qui dicturi sunt in illam potius incumbant, “but on the
whole I consider the opposing side to be more favorable; I advise those who intend to
speak to choose that side instead.” It may have been Teacher’s policy to speak on one
side himself, then have the students counter from the other side. In 388.11, speaking in
persona, he suggests what the other side’s argument might be: nisi fallor, iudices, in hoc
controversia est, utrum fluctibus submersus sit puer an a piratis raptus sit, “If I am not
mistaken, judges, the conflict rests on this, whether the boy was drowned in waves or
kidnapped by pirates.” Elsewhere in the collection he reminds the students that a
controversia is an utrum…an choice, and in his divisions he usually indicates both
possible argumentative sides. 430 Especially programmatic in this regard is his statement at

See 315.1–4: DECLAMATIO: Fortis praemium peto. SERMO: Illa communia nostis. DECLAMATIO:
Scriptum est. SERMO: Et illud commune. Teacher saw no need to repeat the communia each time.
429
Dingel (1988) 13–16 discovered some additional vestiges. On pars altera in the MD and Calpurnius
Flaccus, see now Dimatteo (2019).
430
Some examples include 252.1–2: pleraeque controversiae sub hac lege positae duas quaestiones habent
… an inscriptum sit quod obicitur et an maleficium sit … si de maleficio convenit, in controversiam venit
an inscriptum sit; 261.1: haec quoque aliquotiens tractata controversia est (from both sides?); 266.1:
secunda illa quaestio est, an contra legem optare liceat; 299.2: ultima qualitas, in qua totius controversiae
vires sunt: quale huius factum, utrum venia dignum an damnatione sit.
428
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247.1, with which we are already familiar: videte quid utraque pars velit, quid utraque
pars dicat. He also openly anticipates arguments from the pars adversa/diversa (two of
his favorite expressions). 431 This way, even if he only pursues one side, the students learn
how they might respond.
Teacher drops clues which point to possible counterarguments at several points in
388 and in more than one pars orationis. He does this in the narration, 5: haec est nostra
narratio: ista narret suos piratas. In the argumentation, a passage we already cited
anticipates the overall argument from the other side (11: nisi fallor, iudices, in hoc
controversia est, utrum fluctibus submersus sit puer an a piratis raptus sit). In 12, ut
propositum ordinem sequar, the “order I proposed” is also a path for refutation. In 18 we
read: ‘aetas’ inquit ‘conveniebat.’ hoc inter argumenta mea minimum est; while the
advocate simply rejects the claim that the age of the corpse was right as irrelevant, we
can imagine that this would be among the main arguments from the opposing side. The
speaker imagines the mother’s words elsewhere as well, but those short sentences are
more strawmen than actual proofs. In 29, the advocate says si corruptum iudicium non
probas, vici, opening a clear line of attack for the mother’s counsel. All in all, Teacher
wrote into 388 a blueprint for the pars altera speech. He left clues in all the parts that
deal with facts specific to this case (i.e. non-transferable parts, propria) – the narration
and arguments.

For example, 247.3: nos neque falsam possumus dicere partis adversae finitionem; 268.7: id patere
diversis utriusque partis exemplis potest; 269.11: scio dici simile aliquid etiam ex parte diversa; 270.3–4:
tota enim lis et omne discrimen controversiae in hoc positum est. nam si ad finitionem partis adversae
accedimus … si accedendum sit finitioni partis adversae; 323.5: libenter audio quae ex diversa parte
dicuntur; 329.10: non enim contenti advocati partis adversae hac legis calumnia; 342.1: refellenda est
nobis finitio partis adversae, deinde nostra confirmanda. finis partis adversae sic refelletur.

431
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The didactic purpose of MD 388, then, may have been to serve as one full pars
(so to speak) of an imagined bipartite controversia. The unusual fullness of the
declamatio, and its placement at the end of the collection – if this placement is replicating
a position in the syllabus – may suggest that this was a “final project” of sorts for the
students. If they had so far been practicing arguments based on every status imaginable,
colores, the use of pathos, setting the stage with proems and narration, then this was the
moment to integrate their skills and show what they have learned. Teacher assigned a
thema that allowed them to be creative, skipped any sermo-instructions, 432 and declaimed
on one (the easier?) side himself, before turning it over to them. The length and fullness
might also suggest that this exercise was done as part of a public recital, perhaps in front
of an external audience. 433
Minor Declamation 388 is emblematic of the argumentative threads I pursued
throughout this dissertation. Its position is significant, as it informs us about the
collection’s physical history, its composition, and early reception. Its paratexts
(especially the heading narratio) exemplify editorial interventions that probably took
place early on in the transmission. The length of 388 stands out from the rest of the
collection, but the structure of the declamatio is in complete alignment with Teacher’s
practice and his didactic philosophy. All the expected parts are present, combined and
signposted in accordance with Teacher’s well-developed system. Despite this, some
sections are obscure, and the lacunae and transpositions may be the result of imperfect in-

The two brief “scraps” are asides and not substantial guidelines.
Quintilian was famously peeved by fathers who demanded public performances (2.7.1). For further
evidence about declamatory recitals, see Stramaglia (2010) 119–130.

432
433
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class note taking. Such textual problems in the MD cannot with absolute certainty be
ascribed to later copyists. MD 388 compels us to rethink what a Minor Declamation is,
but its size and completeness, at the end of the day, are an exception that proves the rule.
The scope of speech samples (declamationes) in the collection varies in accordance with
Teacher’s needs. In 388 Teacher needed to have a full speech on one side of the issue. He
left pointers throughout the speech that invite the opposing argument (pars altera),
possibly expecting from his students to craft a speech in response. MD 388 is a didactic
tour de force: Teacher is as pragmatic as ever, and even when he seems to leave no space
for expansion, he is in fact discovering new ways to draw out his students’ declamatory
creativity. He may have disapproved of their desire to exercise their wits with inane
epideixis, but he in fact trained their ingenia in more substantial ways than they
anticipated.
This concluding analysis of MD 388 confirms what I have argued in each chapter
of this dissertation: the Minor Declamations are a rewarding text, but its riches are only
accessible through a combination of approaches, with both analysis and synthesis. The
methodology described above will hopefully open this text up for further study and many
more new insights than this dissertation could ever achieve.
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APPENDIX A: LATIN ORIGINALS OF THE RENAISSANCE TEXTS QUOTED
IN ENGLISH

Letter of Thaddeo Ugoleto, transcribed 434 from the editio princeps of the Minor
Declamations (1494):
Thadaeus Ugoletus Georgio Anselmo Nepoti, viro eruditissimo, S.P.D.M.
Valerium Probum grammaticum acutum et diligentem, quampluribus contractis
exemplaribus veteres libros mendosos et ob id prope neglectos, emendare, distinguere,
adnotare solitum accepimus nec ulli praeterea grammatices parti deditum. Hunc morem
sive temporum incuria, seu doctorum penuria, diu intermissum et paene abolitum, paulo
ante Laurentius Valla vir eloquens et eruditus, cum in aliis, tum in Liviana emendatione
revocavit. Multi quoque aetatis nostrae celeberrimi nominis viri et utriusque linguae
doctissimi, hunc aemulati, non minimum adminiculum liberalium artium studiosis
attulerunt. Quorum exemplo cum me provocares, ut M. F. Quintiliani, Quintiliani (ut
opinor) Institutionum oratoriarum scriptoris, avi Declamationes (hoc est forensium
actionum meditationes) quae diu in ruinis linguae Latinae delituerant, emendarem, quo
forensis eloquentia, quae multis annis evanuit, his fundamentis restauraretur, aut saltem
qualescumque apud me essent, impressoribus quotidie efflagitantibus, traderem, nec in
arca strangulatos tenerem quemadmodum hi quos festive et eleganter (ut omnia)
βιβλιοφάγους appellitare soles, in hoc quam lubenter adquievi in altero enixe repugnavi.
Nam cum trifariam exemplaria depraventur, appositione, aut commutatione, aut
subtractione, multaque huiusmodi essent his libris corrosis, squalidis, ac carie obsitis,
utpote nuper e ruderibus erutis, quae ex unico exemplari emendare desperarem, malui ut,
qualescumque essent, tuo auspicio in lucem postliminio redirent quam a tineis (ut maior
earum pars) corroderentur. Confusas tamen antea leges, argumenta, declamationes,
sermones (ne beneficium nostrum gratia sua fraudemus) separavimus in pristinam
formam redigere curavimus. Correximus etiam nonnulla librariorum vitia, temporum
nequaquam, multa intacta omisimus, ne forte magis depravaremus. Addidimus
declamationum indicem, ut curiosus lector exoptatas facilius inveniat. B.V.

434

Normalized Latin orthography was employed throughout the Appendix.
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Giovanni Antonio Campano’s letter to the future Pope Pius III on the
“declamations of Quintilian.” After 1470. Full letter transcribed from Fernus
(1495):
Censura in Quintiliani declamationes
Campanus Cardinali Senensi S.
Centum xxxvi Quintiliani declamationes ad te nuper e Germania missas Quintiliani esse
sic arbitror, ut alterius et temporis et studii putem, quam undeviginti quae circumferuntur
illius nomine. Alia vis, alia gratia, diversus ornatus utriusque est. At est, ut semel dicam,
inter finitimas perquam longa distantia, sed qualis esse inter optima possit. In illis quidem
visus est locos omnes, qui pertinere ad rem viderentur, pervestigasse. In his dumtaxat
necessarios et natos ex rebus. Quamobrem amplior illic et curiosior et redundantior
latissime excurrit. Hic collectus et modicus intra breves quidem, verum suos, fines se
continet. Illuc ad omnem occasionem exit e stadio, ut plus occupare spatii videatur. Hic
numquam fere curriculo egreditur, ne in aliena nec in toto ad se pertinentia iure
perrumpat. Sarcinae in illis plus est; hic ponderis non minus: tum multum in illis roboris,
ceterum dissipati et per intervalla disiecti. Hae, quod habent vitium, uno corpore
exhibent. Acumine sententiarum illic superior: rerum, quantum ego sentio, tantundem hic
gratia se vincit. Etenim in illis semper queri, semper ingemere, semper lamentari magno
eiulatu, maiore etiam, quam casus ferant, artificio videtur. Hic parum querelis, multum
legibus, multum interpretatione contendit, ut non tam queri eum dicas, quam se
defendere. Affectus in illis multo plurimi; in his prope nulli sunt; ut videatur illic
magnam spem ponere in iudicum animis. Hic nulli rei, nisi causae, confidere. Copia
rerum in illis, quanta esse posset; in his quanta sufficeret. Illic nihil, quod ad rem dici
posset, praetermisit; hic nihil adiecit, quod non oporteret. Haec rerum diversitas: est
quoque et magnum in verbis iuncturisque discrimen. Illic et innovat quaedam et epitheta
connectit, et translationibus est frequens et raro sine paeane se colligit, et impressiones
affert, et traiectionibus continuis et spatiis spatiolisque laetatur. Hic tanquam de industria
haec omnia vitat; nam simplex purus, et laetus magis numeris, quam compositus, nec
iambos quidem aspernatur, et spondeis si clauditur, mira diligentia negligit. Caeditque
orationem brevibus intervallis, perspicuitatis studiosior, quam magnitudinis, videturque
cupere in illis manifesta compositione laudari; in his hoc velle, ne laudetur. Utrumque
magni propositi: et ostendere se compositum, et dissimulare id quod est, ne esse videatur.
Illic sententiis gravis et densus; hic minus inest libertatis, minus quod possis excerpere.
Itaque sic existimo: in his, quae nuper inventae sunt, ad verum declamatum in scholis
esse; nam et sermones veluti praecepta quaedam antecedent, nec unquam disceditur
longius a causa, et saepe interiectis ad rem praeceptis ipsis interrumpuntur, ut videantur
non minus praecipientis esse, quam declamantis. Illas alteras otii cuiusdam domestici
secretiorisque studii fuisse, multaque scripta ad ingenium, multa ingesta, multa
incumulata, quaedam etiam ad poeticas usque expressa delicias, quod non tam alienis
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parcere auribus, quam ingenii sui viribus obsequi vellet, nec ulli reddenda esset ratio,
quantum diceret, omnibus, quantum posset. Et fortasse illis prioribus quantum accessit
curae, tantum gratiae deperiit. Nam fieri solet, ut iucundiora sint, quae delectant veluti
neglecta, quam quae elaborata fastidiuntur, et gratiora, quae veniunt a natura, quam arte;
ut fontium gratia tunc est maxima, cum labuntur inter lapillos, et cursu placent suo, atque,
ut ita dicam, geniali, non ductu, derivantur: et natura fert, ut laeviores fusae statuae, quam
celatae videantur. Mihi quoque sic evenit, ut nunquam scribam facilius, quam cum semel,
addo etiam, quam cum negligenter; ita quicquid artis est aut curae, duritiae non caret;
natura facillima est, et quantum emendatur, tantum durescit a studio. Eqidem scio, me
contentionem mihi cum multis de iudicio simul et ingenio parere, qui ausim Quintiliani
scripta, viri post unum Ciceronem in eloquentia summi, veluti in trutina expendere. Sed
ego sententiam profero meam, non quid ceteros sentire oporteat, praescribo, nec ita
comparo, ut non liberum sit cuique aliter de utrisque iudicare. Repetam saepe: plus in illis
copiae, argumentorum, sententiarum, acuminis, elaborationis esse contenderim; has
puriores, faciliores, latiniores videri. Cum dico latiniores, magis Romanas dico, fluentes
non minus natura, quam arte, candidas, quietas, non fuscas, non turbulentas, sponte
laetas, non studio coactas, et ut pluribus me obiiciam telis, stilo orationis, qui fuit per
Ciceronis tempora, propinquiores; per cetera illis priores antepono. Nam et magnitudine
illic amplior, et sententiis sublimior, et verbis numerosior multo est, et nullum locum non
adit, et acriter insurgit, et quod in eo aliquando desideraverim, raro dimittitur. Affectus
autem, quibus nisi fuerit orator armatus, quae inferre possit vulnera, vix habet, omnes
videtur effundere, nisi quod eos numerus multo reddit obtusiores, quam si impetu et
celeritate iacerentur. Haec de meo iudicio dicta. Coniecturam facere ex ipso codice licet,
primum quod trecentas sexaginta fuisse ostenditur, quem numerum nescio an alius, quam
Quintilianus impleverit. Deinde quoniam Quintiliano attribuuntur, nec multo post
Quintiliani tempora exscriptum tam vetustum codicem puto, ut errari tam recenti
memoria vix potuerit. Etiam quod ante Senecam multos quidem declamasse, verum
nullius exstare declamationes constat, tum quod subsequuntur in codice declamationum
Senecae decem libri, ut dubitari non possit, nec Senecae quidem esse, quanquam illud
quoque accedit, quod abest Seneca longissime a tanta puritate. Secundum has Calfurnii
Flacci exceptae [sic] quaedam paucae perbrevesque sententiae, quem ego inter
declamatores laudatum, nescio, an umquam legerim. Argutulus tamen vult videri, et nil
quod brevior est, Senecae persimilis. Post hunc Finis Excerptarum subscribitur litteris
maiusculis, et Antonii Iuliani, nescio cuius, ac mox et extemporaneae Quintiliani
promittuntur, ut facile appareat, subsecuturas fuisse extemporaneas, meditatas iam
praecessisse. Fuisse et alium Quintilianum, superiorem hoc, non me latet: sed difficile est
nobis iudicare de eo, cuius famam nostri maiores suppresserunt. Poteris tu et aliorum
iudicia quaerere, ut sciri posset, cum tam praeclarum ex te accepimus munus, quid id sit,
quod accepimus. Nam illud quoque ad liberalitatem spectat, non ignorare, quantum
contulerint, qui dederint; quantum debeant, qui acceperunt. Ego, cuique aliter sentienti
facile accedam, non ignarus iudicium meum ex iis natum, quae didici, non alienum ab iis,
quae ignorem, futurum. Vale.
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Angelo Decembrio, De Politia Litteraria 1.1.5. Completed in 1462/1463. Text from
Witten (2002):
Cuius futuram seriem ut brevibus intelligas, seu ad opus A. Gelii noctium Atticarum seu
potius ad Quintiliani institutionem oratoriam formatus est partium et librorum
opportunitate eadem fere servata.

De Politia Litteraria 1.3.1:
Placuit in primis A. Gellio, cuius imaginem et Quintiliani pariter pollicitus sum his libris
imitari, Favorinum et quosdam paucos veluti frequentiores sibi magistros eligere.

De Politia Litteraria 1.4.5:
Et quoniam ulterius de Ciceronis etiam operibus mentio fiet, ad huius oratoris in
eloquentia praecepta Quintiliani mirificas institutiones non indigne censeo associandas,
quanquam ex eis fuere, qui librum duntaxat decimum, vel certe aliis praestantiorem,
eligerent. Eius vero declamationibus in tali genere nihil aeque comparabile legitur, quasi
id opus pro rhetorica arte vel oratoria summa ad Ciceronis aemulationem composuerit,
sane multo elegantius quam Seneca suas edidit.

De Politia Litteraria 2.19.12:
In eodem et Tullius, praecipue de Claris oratoribus ad Brutum. In eodem et Quintilianus
tuus disertissimus in declamationibus. Et hoc dicendi genus copiosum, ut de Sallustio iam
dixi, emendatum, pictum, artificiosum simul et naturale ut in fornicibus lapideis, quas
natura manibus suis elaboravit. Sic et loricatum, continuum, solidum, intextum et succi
plenum stilum appellabimus.
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Angelo Decembrio’s letter to the Marquis of Ferrara. March/April 1466. Text from
Cappelli (1892):
Illustrissimae Ducali tuae Celsitudini recurrit supplex Angelus Decembrius
Mediolanensis civis alumnusque Ferrariensis, idem qui superiore anno ex Hispaniis huc
appulsus, opus Celsitudini tuae inscriptum attulit Artis Oratoriae, in quo laudes praecipue
huius celeberrimae urbis tuae, principum litteratorum, et in primis Illustris fratris olim tui
Domini Leonelli perpetuae memoriae commendavit, pro cuius operis exhibitione
praeclara tua Magnanimitas aurea Lta liberaliter elargita est. Nunc autem dictus
supplicans, non causa pecuniam aucupandi aut vestem more histrionico, tametsi pecuniae
subsidio vehementer indigeat, sed summa necessitate sua recuperandi coactus, aliud opus
metricum et facetum de matronalibus ingeniis Illustri Domino Domino Nicolao Estensi
reportavit, et duas elegias, partim de laudibus huius inclyte domus Estensis et huius urbis
pacifica felicitate, partim de miserabili calamitate dicti Angeli quae sibi indignissime
contigit anno superiore.
Casus eiusmodi fuit. Ex Hispaniis in Italiam remigrans Angelus ac primum ad hanc
urbem Celsitudinemque tuam contendens, ut praedicta hic eius opera manifestaret, omnes
alios eiusdem libros, omneque vestis et rerum suarum impedimentum pretii ultra ducatos
CCC, ut apparet sigillatim in adhaerenti descriptione in comitiva quarumdam aliarum
sarcinarum ex Aragonia per ulteriorem Galliam transiturarum, commiserat, que simul
omnes apud Lugdunensem nundinationem convehi deberent. Ex Lugduno subinde dictus
supplicans per mercatores Italicos intra Bononiam transvehendam sarcinam suam
instituerat. Sed inter haec Comes Armeniaci, explorata sarcinarum et futurae praedae
quantitate, dispositis per sua loca satellitibus armatis, omnes simul arripuit, que tunc
causa fuit contra Regem suum bellum inferendi. Ita muliones spoliati ad suos mercatores
in Aragoniam refugerunt qui ut potuere ballas suas redemerunt, sarcina vero infelicissimi
supplicantis substitit domino suo et procuratore carens.
Quam spoliationem nisi iam exactis plerisque mensibus Angelus persentire non potuit. Et
sic Bononiae res suas opperiens et vana spe delusus, primum litteras impetravit a ducali
Celsitudine tua ad illum Comitem directas, uti suae res ilico redderentur, sed dispendii
opportunitate diffidens, putansque sibi commodius eventurum cum suffragio Illustrissimi
Ducis Mediolani Francisci Forciae, a cuius Celsitudine Comes ille Mediolani munifice
fuerat hospitatus, ad dictum Principem contendit, qui repente opem se daturum pollicitus
est per legationem Magnifici sui consiliarii Domini Alberici Malletae ad Regem
Gallicum, sed sic eius principis fato infortunioque supplicantis contigit, ut eodem mense
dux ille moreretur legatioque illa sublata, multumque temporis frustratum in novarum
rerum trepidatione, in qua nihil de calamitate Angeli provisum est. Demum cum litterae
Mediolanensium Principum, una cum ducalibus tuae Celsitudinis litteris in regiam curiam
saepe mitterentur et praecipue ad quendam ibi ducalem provisorem Io. Petrum
Panigarolam qui de omni remedio in rerum restitutione diligenter inquireret, nondum
responsa sunt habita. Sic desperata omnium aliorum principum opitulatione supplicans, et
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in sola Celsitudinis tuae commiseratione et liberalitate confidens, opem implorat miser, ut
veteri clienti suo, huius urbis praeclarissimae tuarumque laudum et immortalitatis
studiosissimo, clementer suffragari dignetur, promittendo aliquo nuntio vice procuratoria
dicti Angeli cum litteris opportunis et rerum ablatarum inventario, ad comitem dictum qui
restituat ablata, atque ita restituat vel dispersa satisfaciat, ut non pro Angelo poeta
Mediolanense sed pro Celsitudinis tuae dilectissimo subdito carissimoque familiari
satisfactum esse videatur. Nefarium quippe censebitur si tuae clarissime domus
observantissimus, ac praeco benemeritus, non, tamquam histrio vaniloquus, a barbaris
latronibus iniquissime spoliatus, nulla demum cum miseratione sublevetur. Sane libri
ceteraque scripta carissima quorum praecipue nulla adhuc exempla sunt edita, et que,
horribile dictu est, ignorantium barbarorum cathenis retineri, facili quidem impendio
extorqueri poterunt, ut audio, cum sex aureorum redemptione. Quin etiam reliquum
ornatus corporis instrumentum, tametsi pro supplicantis bene vestiendi consuetudine
pretiosum, et ne utique deplorandum ab erudito viro, non tamen est omnino negligendum,
sed eo impensius repetendum una cum librorum redemptione, quo magis ipse comes id
sibi pretiosius et utilius vendicavit. Nempe vel omnia pariter libere reddenda sunt si forte
integre custodierunt, aut si iam dispersa et sortita sunt illa tamen etiam iure militari
satisfacienda. Sunt qui existiment illa prius satisfieri non posse litterarum nuntiorumque
ducalium transmissione quam Rex Gallorum et eius Reguli pacifice redigantur. Sunt et
alii seorsum arbitrantes rem supplicantis quae privata sit, nihil ad publicum bellum seu
latrocinantium insidias pertinere, posseque facillime iustissimeque Celsitudinem tuam vel
ad restitutionem Comitem exhortari, vel si renuat pertinacius, his in locis in aliquem
suorum suarumque rerum animadvertere carcere cathenis occupatione, dum iusticia
ministretur. Alioquin supplicans remanebit semper omni sua substantia et honore
spoliatus: quod non putatur fore pro solitae Magnanimitatis tuae consuetudine.
Indicia et signa rapinae et rerum ablatarum.
Tempus quando direpta fuit sarcina Angeli Decembrii ab armatis praedonibus Comitis
Armeniaci, fuit anno superiore mense maii tempore nundinarum in Lugduno. Locus fuit
apud villam dictam Rodes distantem a Tolossa circiter leucas XXV. Praedones qui
rapuerunt seu eorum ductores et primarii qui id iussu Comitis Armeniaci facere dicebant,
fuerunt IIII videlicet Pamont de Bos, Cristofol de Rodella, Robinet cum fratre eius
Blancafort. Quidam mercator de dicta villa Rodes vocatus George Vigoros, dicitur
habuisse et etiam habere penes se omnes libros et scripturas Angeli cum redemptionis
potestate sex scutorum scilicet aureorum, quoniam illi barbari non tanti fecerunt
scripturas et codices quanti res alias pro indumento. — Et haec quattuor sunt indicia
certissima de quibus veridice fuit informatus Angelus per litteras mercatorias et mulionis
sui Ioannis de Florentia.
Res autem quae fuerunt raptae sunt infrascriptae, et primo vestes:
Una vestis zambeloti morellii, fodrata dossis vayrorum, larga et longa ad pedes more
doctoris. Fuit estimata florenos aragonenses in Caesaraugusta circiter XL. Sunt autem illi
floreni ad valorem ferme ut Theotonicorum de Rheno. Una vestis zambeloti viridis scuri,
fodrata tercianello nigro, itidem larga et longa. Estimata florenos aragonenses circiter
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XXXV. Una fodra quasi nova de Mart[oris] finissimis, scilicet una soccha integra de
LXXXII mart[ore] quam emeram in Senis a bancho Ambrosii Spanocchiae, pretii ultra
ducatos XL: fuit tunc estimata in Aragone quando ligabatur sarcina, florenorum circiter
LX. Una chlamys sive unus mantellus longus panni nigri finissimi, in quo erat involuta
una diplois nova damaschini nigri, ambo estimata florenorum aragonensium XX. Una
fodra cussini plena variis pellibus pretiosis, partim incisis, ut sunt pro perfilis et eiusmodi,
videlicet de zibellinis, martoris, foinis, armelinis; estimata ultra florenos aragonenses XX.
Una alia similis fodratura cussini plena camisiis et mutandis, nasi tergiis, tovalliolis et
aliis rebus de seta laboratis ad morem mauriscum vel hispanum, et ibidem erat una
berreta purpurea plena variis iocalibus ut sunt corrigiae bursae et eiusmodi rerum,
quarum omnium non facilis est recordatio. Quae summatim fuerunt aestimata circiter
florenos XXV. Quamquam omnia praedicta non fuerunt aestimata nisi viliori pretio ut
fuit summa florenorum aragonensium circiter CC.
Libri vero qui sequuntur a tergo non fuerunt aestimati quia de eorum pretio ab ipsis
mercatoribus non poterat sic recte iudicari ut de vestibus, sed omnia simul in fortunae
potestate seu Dei voluntate mittebantur. Poterant autem certissime omnia esse valoris
ultra ducatos CCC, absque etiam scripturis et libris quorum nulla exempla habentur.
Omnia opera Ovidii minora in duobus voluminibus vetustissime et pulcherrime scripta ac
circumscripta. Opera Horatii empta Florentiae pulcherrime transcripta. Herodotus et
Thucydides, sed Thucydides non completus, traducti per Laurentium Vallam papae
Nicolao. Epistolae Plinii CCXXIIII et tres libri Plinii Maioris de medicinis. Item Ilias
Homeri per eundem traducta. Item Evangeliorum collecta et disputationes per eundem
contra interpretes. Comediae Plauti XX non perfectae. Lucanus antiquissimus. Iustinus et
Plinius de Viris Illustribus in uno volumine. Martialis antiquissimus, deficiebat primus
quaternus. Donatus antiquissimus in Graeco et cum eo quoddam opusculum metricum,
quod dicebatur esse Vergilii, de Bello nautico Augusti cum Antonio et Cleopatra, quod
incipit: Armatum cane musa ducem belloque cruentam Aegyptum etc. Comentum super
Tragoediis Senecae. Declamationes Quintiliani et cum eo libro, rhetoricorum quidam libri
eiusdem Quintiliani non prius visi. Duo vocabularia in Graeco et Latino simul. Servius
antiquissimus, deficiebant quaedam chartae postremae. Iosephus antiquissimus cum
Aegysippo in littera que dicitur longubarda. Aulus Gellius cum optimo Graeco. Quaedam
orationes Tullii defensoriae antiquissimae. Pleraeque scripturae optimae Graecae in
grammatica percipienda et quaedam orationes Demosthenis et ars metrica Graece optima.
Plurimi quaterni ad quantitatem ultra duarum rismarum papyri in quibus curiose
transcripseram haec commentaria passim in Hispania comperta, videlicet super omnibus
operibus Horatii, super Iuvenali duo diversa commentaria optima, et super Terentio,
Vergilio, Persio optime et breviter et super Dante et Petrarcha. Unus sacculus plenus
mearum epistularum electarum, orationum, sermonum, epigrammatum, aliorumque
collectorum Graece et Latine. Liber quem ego composui de omnibus religionibus et
cerimoniis nondum editus. Item liber mirabiliter inceptus de arte augurandi et quid in
quoque augurio veteres censuere. Quinterni chartarum pro scribendo circiter XXX et
quaedam ornamenta pro scribendo pulcherrima ut puta thecae calamariae barbarico more,
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et documenta conficiendi pigmenta omnium colorum. Unum digestum vetus pretiosum
quod portabatur cuidam Hispano studenti Bononiae in eodem mea sarcina.
On the back: Supplicatio Angeli Decembrii infelicissimi ad Illustrissimum Dominum
Ducem Mutinensem.

Marquis’ Response:
Pro Domino Angelo Decembrio
Dominus Albericus Maleta et eius filius studens Dominus Hieronymus ambo ituri ad
Curiam regiam Gallorum, informati sunt plenissime de negotio Domini Angeli Decembrii
poetae, videlicet de suis vestibus et libris captis a Comite Armeniaci, quoniam ipsi
habuerunt alias inventarium omnium rerum sicut stabant in sarcina, in quo continetur
similiter de pretio singillatim dictarum rerum praeterquam de libris. Sed libri et scripturae
reddendi sunt sicuti stant, qui adhuc dicuntur esse in potestate cuiusdam mercatoris de
villa Rodes dicti Jorge Vigoros redimendi pro sex scutis, pro quibus certe nulla deberet
fieri pretii solutio, praecipue si vestimenta erunt dispersa, aut si quaepiam ex eis
deficientia sint de maiori pretio, immo facienda est satisfactio per dictum Comitem de
rebus deficientibus maioris pretii. Sed in hac controversia oportet primo Dei auxilium
interesse, deinde procurantium fidelitatem, et praecipue etiam in rebus que restituentur
quomodo ad Angelum pervenient vel non. Circa quae magis incidendum videtur ut aut
res ad vestitum aut libri aut omnia simul evanescent. Et sic Angelus in summa rerum
suarum desperatione remaneat.
Utcumque igitur inciderit, scribendum est cum omni diligentia dicto Domino Alberico
parte huius Illustrissimi Domini Ducis, ut dictam causam procuret in Regia Curia Galliae,
tanquam pro suo carissimo subdito familiarique poeta ut est. Et quod mittatur per dictum
Dominum Albericum suus nuntius ad comitem Armeniaci qui videatur esse nuntius
praefati Domini Ducis una cum litteris ducalibus restitutionem rerum repetentibus. Et
recordetur ille nuntius habere secum rerum inventarium sicut dimissum fuit Domino
Alberico vel eius filio. Et redeat cum expeditione vel responsis opportunis.
Sunt ergo litterae ducales faciendae non solum dicto Domino Alberico, verum etiam ipsi
comiti et certum facere Dominum Albericum qualiter Angelus de voluntate principis hic
in Ferraria stat opperiens expeditionem et responsum a Domino Alberico, et sic fiet
expeditius. Item si videtur opportunum quod litterae parte Illustrissimi Domini Ducis
Mediolani fiant ad illum comitem sive saltem mandatum Domino Alberico de procurando
negotio Angeli, scribatur similiter Domino Ugoloto Facini qui provideat.
—
Nomina armigerorum qui rapuerunt sarcinam dicti Angeli sunt IIII principalium, videlicet
Pamont de Bos, Cristofol de Rodela, Robinet cum fratre eius Blancafort. Locus ubi
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rapuerunt, sive prope, fuit iuxta villam Rodes et dicitur Jorge Vigoros de Villa Rodes qui
tenuit et tenet libros. Tempus fuit in anno superiore de mense maii vel circa quando simul
vehebantur aliae sarcinae ad feriam Lugdunensem in comitiva balle Angeli, quae simul
omnes raptae sunt. Mulio qui portabat dicebatur Ioannes de Florentia. Mercator qui
mittebat dictus Jayme de Ripas civis Caesaraugustanus in Aragone. Testis praedictae
missionis balle Angeli, Dominus Petrus de Frances iuris utriusque doctor praedicte
civitatis, ad quae indicia nullo pacto poterit contradicere seu obviare ille comes.
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APPENDIX B: TITLES OF INDIVIDUAL DECLAMATIONS FROM THE
EXTANT COLLECTIONS

Minor Declamations:
244.

-

245.

<depositi infitiator>

246.

soporatus fortis privignus

247.

raptoris divitis bona

248.

octo anni duplicis inprudentiae

249.

abolitio adulteri fortis

250.

sortitio ignominiosorum

251.

rapta sterilis repudiata

252.

parasitus raptor candidatae

253.

tyrannicida volens dedi

254.

exul accusator et sententiae pares

255.

transfugae excludendi

256.

furiosus trium filiorum pater

257.

nuptiae inter inimicorum filios

258.

fortis contumax patri forti

259.

pauper naufragae liberator, maritus

260.

pastor abdicatorum

261.

aequatio patrimoniorum

262.

maritus virginis raptor

263.

ignominiosus contra tres rogationes

264.

fraus legis voconiae
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265.

ignominiosi pulsator in templo

266.

ex proditore exule fortis

267.

flens ad arcem depositor tyrannidis

268.

orator medicus philosophus

269.

dives sub tyranno auctionatus

270.

rapta ex duabus geminis

271.

ter fortis contra tertium fortem

272.

orbata proditrix

273.

debitor adulter

274.

tyrannus fulminatus

275.

heres ob adulterum fratrem

276.

bona raptoris qui se suspendit

277.

praegnas adultera

278.

expositor petens cum forte decem milia

279.

dives speciosi adulter

280.

raptor reversus

281.

abdicandus cum gladio

282.

tyrannicida veste muliebri

283.

cynicus diserti filius

284.

adulter sacerdos

285.

imperator exulis filius

286.

adulter fratris ex sponso

287.

fortis filius proditionis rei

288.

tyrannicida filiorum duorum

289.

amator filiae

290.

abdicans reductum ob furorem
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291.

adulter uxoris qua cesserat fratri

292.

laqueus olynthii speciosi

293.

tyrannus victae civitatis

294.

dives proditionis reus vir fortis

295.

demens ex vinculis fortis

296.

exul, tace!

297.

meretrix ab amatore forte caecata

298.

rusticus parasitus

299.

ossa eruta parricidae

300.

adultera apud filium iudicem rea

301.

rapta a divite pro ancilla

302.

auctoratus ob sepeliendum patrem

303.

proditionis rei fortes

304.

tria praemia divitis sacerdotis

305.

exules a divite pugnare inter se coacti

306.

expositus negatae matris nuptias petens

307.

conscius veneno proditoris

308.

duo testamenta

309.

raptor convictus

310.

fortis bis adulterii damnatus

311.

addictus manumissus

312.

heredes de deposito

313.

falso caedis damnatus

314.

ego te, pater, occidi!

315.

fortis pater desertoris

316.

flens luxuriosi pater
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317.

imperator provocatus a filio

318.

legatum inter libertos

319.

adultera venefica

320.

multati socius

321.

invicem venefici <rei> frater et medicus

322.

abdico te nisi desinis!

323.

alexander templum dedicans

324.

bona sacrilegi

325.

hereditas fidei commissa

326.

legati filius victima pestilentiae

327.

sterilis trium noverca

328.

discordes fratres

329.

sepultura tyranni qui se occidit

330.

abdicandus qui alit adulteram matrem

331.

bis damnatus iniuriarum tertio absolutus

332.

divitis et pauperis testamenta

333.

pauper inpensis divitis disertus

334.

proditoris accusator ex defensore

335.

infamis in novercam vulneratus

336.

ager communis et novae tabulae

337.

seditio populi et exercitus

338.

lis de filio expositoris et repudiatae

339.

rogatio demosthenis

340.

novicius praetextatus

341.

res furtiva inprofessa apud publicanos

342.

ancilla in archipiratae nuptias missa
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343.

circumscriptor pauperis, divitis raptoris socer

344.

redempta meretrix a divite pauperis filio

345.

pauper ad tyrannicidium mercede conductus

346.

tutor filii sui in adoptionem dati

347.

absente marito rumor et nuptiae

348.

cum proditoribus carcer incensus

349.

raptoris pater dementiae reus

350.

aqua frigida privigno data

351.

exul index tyrannidis

352.

reus tyrannidis qui deliberavit victor arma deponere

353.

dispensatores torti

354.

morietur antequam nubat!

355.

tutor lenocinii reus

356.

filius pro meretrice patris suam redimens

357.

uxor non relinquens ob adulterium caecatum

358.

exposito pulsatori amputatae manus

359.

lis publicani de unionibus

360.

lis de dotibus socrus et nurus

361.

depositi rapti quadruplum

362.

invicem pulsatores patrum

363.

vestiplica pro domina

364.

conviciator pauper occisus

365.

de vi septem iudices

366.

legatus filius proditoris occisus

367.

luxuriosi pater fortis

368.

alens patrem rapta abdicata
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369.

armis sepulcri victor

370.

rapta competitrix divitis filiae

371.

viri fortis pater reus proditionis

372.

pulsator educatoris expositus

373.

ornamentis redemptus

374.

abdicatus heres ob tyrannicidium

375.

fortis filius proditionis rei, frater desertoris

376.

expositus iuratus ob nuptias educatoris filiae

377.

vocatus a patre in militiam venenum terens

378.

auctor pacis abdicandus

379.

dives a parasito sacrilego reus caedis

380.

crux scripta servo non danti venenum

381.

noverca torta filiam consciam dicens

382.

tyrannicida conductus

383.

rapta male tractata

384.

virgo immolata pestilentiae

385.

lenoni reus qui meretrici amatorium dedit

386.

iphicrates cum gladio

387.

fortis abdicans servatum desertorem

388.

avia testis

Calpurnius Flaccus:
1.

Uxor tyrannicida

2.

Natus Aethiops

3.

Miles Marianus
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4.

Parricida carcerem petens

5.

Leno

6.

Decreto reditu exul occisus

7.

Dives imperator

8.

Demens ter triumphalis

9.

Pater excaecatus

10.

Pater receptis oculis

11.

Damnati adoptivi

12.

<>

13.

Medicus tyrannicida

14.

Abdicatus patrem liberans

15.

Ter fortis desertor

16.

Rapta tacens

17.

Paedagogus cruciarius

18.

Armati abdicati

19.

Abdicatus immolandus

20.

Prostitutus ex geminis

21.

Pictura viri fortis

22.

Privignus tyrannicida

23.

Peregrinus cruciarius

24.

Indemnatus carnificem recusans

25.

Fortis duo praemia

26.

Tria praemia sacerdotis

27.

Fortis inimicum divitem servans

28.

Dives fortis inimicus duorum

29.

Fortis dives inimici alteram filiam petens
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30.

Nepos ex meretricio susceptus

31.

Adulterae soror et mater

32.

Desertor pater oratoris et militis

33.

Amator meretricis dominae

34.

Raptam pater vinculis tenens

35.

Mater et noverca invicem reae

36.

Speciosus desertor

37.

Filius meretricis suae redemptor

38.

Dementiae reus a tribus filiis

39.

Fortis viri filius tyranno deditus

40.

Morietur antequam nubat!

41.

Rapta ab ephebo stuprata

42.

Orba confessa sacrilegium

43.

Raptor excaecatus

44.

Soror infamis immolanda

45.

<>

46.

Indemnatus raptoris Filius

47.

Vir fortis et orator

48.

Adulter uxoris

49.

Infamis in nurum

50.

Pauper imperator imperium recusat

51.

Raptor duarum filium nutriens

52.

Vir fortis gladiator

53.

Invicem adoptati
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Seneca the Elder, Controversiae
Book 1
1.

patruus abdicans

2.

sacerdos prostituta

3.

incesta de saxo

4.

fortis sine manibus

5.

raptor duarum

6.

archipiratae filia

7.

a piratis tyrannicida dimissus

8.

ter fortis

Book 2
1.

adoptandus post tres abdicatos

2.

iusiurarandum mariti et uxoris

3.

raptor patrem non exorans

4.

nepos ex meretrice susceptus

5.

torta a tyranno pro marito

6.

pater et filius luxuriosi

7.

peregrinus negotiator

Book 3
1.

luxuriosus a sodalibus excaecatus

2.

parricida aequis sententiis absolutus

3.

abdicandus qui abdicatum fratrem adoptavit

4.

servatus a filio

5.

pater raptam continens
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6.

domus cum tyranno incensa

7.

venenum furenti filio datum

8.

olynthius pater reus concursus

9.

crux servi venenum domino negantis

Book 4
1.

pater a sepulchris a luxurioso raptus

2.

metellus caecatus

3.

exul raptae pater

4.

armis sepulchri victor

5.

privignus medicus

6.

indiscreti filius et privignus

7.

tyrannicida adulter tyranni

8.

patronus operas remissas repetens

Book 5
1.

laqueus incisus

2.

gener inimici divitis

3.

fratres pancratiastae

4.

damnatus parricidii alligans fratrem

5.

domus cum arbore exusta

6.

raptus in veste muliebri

7.

non recepti ab imperatore

8.

tyrannus post abolitionem candidatus
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Book 6
1.

chirographum cum abdicato

2.

exul pater fundo prohibitus

3.

mater nothi lecta pro parte

4.

potio ex parte mortifera

5.

iphicrates reus

6.

adultera venefica

7.

demens qui filio cessit uxorem

8.

versus virginis vestalis

Book 7
1.

ab archipirata filio dimissus

2.

popillius ciceronis interfector

3.

ter abdicatus venenum terens

4.

mater caeca filium retinens

5.

quinquennis testis in procuratorem

6.

demens qui servo filiam iunxit

7.

cavete proditorem!

8.

mutanda optio raptore convicto

Book 8
1.

orbata post laqueum sacrilega

2.

phidias amissis manibus

3.

infamis in nurum

4.

homicida in se

5.

fortis nolens ad patrem fortem redire
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6.

pauper naufragus divitis socer

Book 9
1.

cimon ingratus calliae

2.

flamininus in cena reum puniens

3.

expositum repetens ex duobus

4.

a filio in arce pulsatus

5.

privignus ab avo raptus novercae

6.

filia conscia in veneno privigni

Book 10
1.

lugens divitem sequens filius pauperis

2.

fortis non cedens forti patri

3.

demens quod mori coegerit filiam

4.

mendici debilitati

5.

parrhasius et prometheus

6.

fur accusator proditionis

Suasoriae:
1.

deliberat alexander an oceanum naviget

2.

trecenti lacones contra xersen missi, cum treceni ex omni graecia missi fugissent,
deliberant an et ipsi fugiant

3.

deliberat agamemnon an iphigeniam immolet negante calchante aliter navigari fas
esse

4.

deliberat alexander magnus an babylona intret cum denuntiatum esset illi
responso auguris periculum

5.

deliberant athenienses an trophaea persica tollant, xerse minante rediturum se nisi
tollerentur
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6.

deliberat cicero an antonium deprecetur

7.

deliberat cicero an scripta sua conburat, promittente antonio incolumitatem si
fecisset

Major Declamations:
1.

Paries Palmatus

2.

Caecus in Limine

3.

Miles Marianus

4.

Mathematicus

5.

Aeger Redemptus

6.

Corporis Proiecti

7.

Tormenta Pauperis

8.

Gemini Languentes

9.

Gladiator

10.

Sepulcrum Incantatum

11.

Dives Accusatus Proditionis

12.

Cadaveribus Pasti

13.

Apes Pauperis

14.

Odii Potio 1

15.

Odii Potio 2

16.

Amici Vades

17.

Venenum Effusum

18.

Infamis in Matrem 1

19.

Infamis in Matrem 2
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